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Welcome to Ambience’08
The first international scientific conference in the Ambience series was held in Tampere, Finland
19 – 20 September 2005 on the theme of Intelligent Ambience and Well-Being.
The theme for the second Ambience conference 2008 in Borås, Sweden is Smart Textiles –
Technology and Design and is intended to be a meeting place where design and technology
communities can come together to discuss, interact and share ideas on the next generations of
high-tech textile techniques and products.
We are happy to welcome contributions in the areas of Smart
Clothing, Smart Textiles Design, Technical Textiles, Medical
Textiles and Sensors & Fibers from 15 countries.
We are also happy to welcome the conference key note speakers: Joanna Berzowska from Concordia University in Canada,
Robert J. Young from Mancehster University in UK, Bernard
Paquet from Centexbel in Belgium and Rachel Wingfield
from Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design in
UK.
We expect the conference to nourish ongoing as well as
open up for new discussions about, and critical reflections
on, the future development of textile technology and design
and hope you will enjoy these days in Borås and that these
proceedings will help you to further dig into issues raised
during the conference.

Lars Hallnäs, Pernilla Walkenström
Ambience’08 Scientific Program Chairs

There will be parallel sessions for oral presentations and a
poster session that is open throughout the conference. We
have decided for separate sessions for technology and design.
It is difficult to provide environments for in depth discussions
on both artistic and technical issues and at the same time
open up for interaction between design and technology.
Perhaps a two day conference is too short a time for people to
meet and discuss across different communities, but we hope,
and believe, that conferences in the area of smart textiles will
gain from bringing people from both technology and design
together for joint key note presentations, coffee, lunch and
dinner – the proceedings will perhaps also help to provide
somewhat unexpected inspiration for future work.
Ambience’08 is organized by The University College of
Borås in cooperation with Tampere University of Technology,
Swerea IVF AB, Norden and NEST within the Smart Textiles
Initiative (www.smarttextiles.se).
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A research project entitled Smart Textiles has gathered researchers in the fields of textiles, fashion design, fibre technology and interaction design.
The research conducted embraces high-technology textiles whose appearance and functioning interact with external stimuli. Our students are already
developing nano-fibre cloth that stimulates the healing of wounds, gloves with built-in telephones, curtains that begin to emit light when the sun sets
and infant clothing that measures breathing frequency.

Science for
the professions
The University College of Borås is a modern and progressive college. Our vision is clear; we are a creative professionsoriented seat of learning and we produce international highquality education and research of high relevance to today’s
society in cooperation with the business community and the
public sector. We bring the academy out into the professions,
and the professions into the academy.
At our six departments our students are offered educations which
will make them highly desirable on tomorrow’s labourmarket.

The Swedish School of Textiles
Borås has honoured the region’s centuryold traditions in textiles by developing a modern, up-to-date centre for education
in textiles – the only one of its kind in Sweden. The majority
of the country’s fashion creators and designers have been educated in Borås. Even at a European level, the Swedish School
of Textiles is unique with its own full-scale industrial environment. We have workshops and laboratories used in teaching
co-existing with research and developmental work in design
and manufacturing.

Keynote speakers
Joanna Berzowska
Joanna Berzowska, Associate Professor of Design and Computation Arts and Director of the Graduate
Certificate Program in Digital Technologies at Concordia University.
Joanna Berzowska is a member of the Hexagram Research Institute in Montreal as well as the
founder and research director of XS Labs, where her team develops innovative methods and
applications in electronic textiles and responsive garments.

Robert J. Young
Professor Robert J. Young FREng, Head of the School of Materials – University of Manchester, UK.
Professor Young was born in 1948. He studied Natural Sciences at the University of Cambridge,
and gained a BA in 1969 and a PhD in 1973, after which he obtained a Research Fellowship at St.
John’s College, Cambridge. In 1975 he took up a Lectureship in Materials Science at Queen Mary
College, London. He became Professor of Polymer Science and Technology in Manchester in 1986, a
position which he still holds. During the same year he served as Head of the Department of Polymer
Science and Technology, before taking up the role of Head of Manchester Materials Science Centre in
1987. From 1992 to 1997 he was the Royal Society Wolfson Research Professor of Material Science.
Professor Young also chaired the Metallurgy and Materials panels for the UK Research Assessment
Exercises in 1996 and 2001. In 2004 he was appointed Head of the School of Materials in the newlyformed University of Manchester. Professor Young’s main research interest is the relationships
between structure and properties in polymers and composites, publishing over 250 papers and a
number of books. He is listed in the ISI HighlyCited.com for his publications in Materials Science.

Bernard Paquet
Bernard Paquet, born in 1960 in Belgium, makes his studies for Industrial Engineer in electric/
/electronic at the High School for Industrial Engineers in Liège. After receiving his master of
electronic, he works as project engineer in domains like digital imaging techniques for security
applications and non destructive controls for industrial applications.
Since 1989, he is active as researcher at CENTEXBEL, the scientific and technological partner for
Belgium textile industries. He is now active in applied textile research related to smart textiles, in
national and European projects such as OFSETH (Optical Fiber Sensors Embedded into technical
Textiles forHealthcare).

Rachel Wingfield
Rachel Wingfield, Loop.pH, Design Research Studio, Senior Lecturer – MA Design for Textile
Futures, Research Fellow – School of Fashion and Textiles.
Loop.pH is a London based design research studio that aims to bridge the gap between design and
the natural sciences. They specialise in the conception, construction and fabrication of
environmentally responsive textiles for the built environment. It is a multidisciplinary team directed by
Rachel Wingfield and Mathias Gmachl and was established in 2002 following Rachel’s graduation
from the Royal College of Art. Rachel is currently a Senior Lecturer with the MA Design for Textile
Futures and a Research Fellow at Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design in London whilst
Mathias is a Research Associate at the RCA in the Communications department.
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Research and Development of Thermo-regulated Fibres
– Concept and Virtue
Xing-xiang Zhang
Tianjin Municipal Key Lab of Fibres
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Tianjin Polytechnic University
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comfortable temperature equilibrium within the
microclimate between the fabric and the skin.
Thermo-regulated fibres (TRF) have attracted more
and more attention recently [1,2]. Several manufacture
processes, such as impregnating hollow or non-hollow
fibres with PCM solution, wet-spinning, melt-spinning
and electro-spinning, etc. were used to fabricate the
thermo-regulated fibres. The benefits and drawbacks of
every process were not reported, however. The
structures and properties of these fibres were reviewed
in this paper.

ABSTRACT

Thermo-regulated fibres can response to ambient
temperature and maintain the microclimate equilibrium.
They can be applied in wide variety area, such as
aerospace, military and medical etc. Many processing
technologies for producing thermo-regulated fibre have
been developed since 1971. There are still some defects
and deficiencies in each method, however. With the aim
at producing a environment friendly, high efficient and
low costly thermo-regulated fibre, the scientists all over
the world are exploring constantly.

MANUFACTURE OF THERMO-REGULATED FIBRES
KEYWORDS

Hollow or non-hollow fibres impregnated with PCM

Thermo-regulated fibre, microcapsules, phase change
material, spinning technology.

Hansen invented an inflatable fibre having entrapped
therein a composition containing a gas (i. e. carbon
dioxide, nitrogen) and a solvent material (i. e. octadecane, urethane) that dissolved more gas when in the
liquid state than when in the solid state [3]. When the
solvent material was converted from a liquid to a solid,
the gas was expelled, and thus inflating the fibre and
increasing the thermal insulation of the fabric.
Additionally, the fabric could be constructed so that
inflation of the fibre reduced the transmission of air or
moisture vapour through the fabric with which also
made the fabric warmer. The material, in which the gas
was dissolved, was selected so that the liquid solution
employed solidified when cooled to about the
temperature at which an increase in thermal insulation
was desired. By using separate fibre containing different
compositions solidifying at different temperatures, a
fabric could be obtained in which thermal insulation
properties were increased in stages as temperature was
progressively descended. When the environmental
temperature was increased, the above-described process
reversed and gas was re-dissolved when the solvent
melted.

INTRODUCTION

Thermo-regulated fabrics are a kind of functional textile
containing low temperature phase change materials
(PCM) or microencapsulated phase change materials
(MicroPCMs) [1], or a kind of block copolymer product
with segments that change phase at low temperature [2].
The thermo-regulated fabric absorbs heat energy when
the ambient temperature is higher than the melting
temperature of PCM and slows down the temperature
rise of the fabric. The fabric releases heat energy when
the ambient temperature is lower than the crystallization
temperature of PCM and slows down the temperature
descending of the fabric. This cycle process of
absorbing, storing and releasing latent heat maintains
__________________
Permission to take digital/hard copies of all or part of this material
for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the
copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial
advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its
date appear, and notice is given that copyright is by permission of
the University College of Borås, (CTF, The Swedish School of
Textiles). To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee.
Ambience’08, Borås Sweden.
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Table 1. Properties of solution spun thermo-regulated fibres.
Base material

PAN

PAN-VAc

Viscose

Lyocell

Type of PCM

MicroPCMs

MicroPCMs

MicroPCMs

MicroPCMs

Engineering

Solution

Solution

Solution

Solution

PCM /wt-%

10

4~40

*

Theoretical enthalpy /J/g

15

3~44

Measured enthalpy /J/g

5~10

13

100
7.8

34

18.3~29.4
o

Temperature range/ C

26.6~37.7

20.2~31.2

32.2~43.3
Titre /dtex

2.2

1.9~6.7

Strength /cN/dtex

1.1~2.0

Scale

Industrial

Lab

Pilot

Pilot

Year

1997

2005

2006

2004

Reference

7

8

9

10

Vigo and Frost filled hollow rayon fibres with
eutectic salts [4]. When the content of lithium nitrate
trihydrate within the rayon was 9.5 g/g of fibre, the heat
content was approximately 303, 312 and 156 J/g,
respectively, and the heat content was approximately
222, 176 and 41 J/g, respectively, in the temperature
interval of 40–60ºC, after 1, 10 and 50 heat-cool cycles.
Heat content of the untreated fibre was only specific
heat (Cp), but heat content of treated fibre was a
composite value of Cp for the fibre plus heat of fusion
or heat of crystallization of the eutectic salts. It was
quite obviously that the decrease of heat content of the
fibre was greater after a few heat-cool cycles. The water
in the inorganic salt was evaporated after heat-cool
cycles. The content of inorganic salts in the hollow fibre
would increase the heat conductivity of the fibre
distinctly, and finally would probably decrease the fibre
thermal resistance.
Vigo and Frost impregnated fibres with 57 wt-%
aqueous solution of PEG with number average
molecular weights (Mn) of 400, 600, 1000 and 3350 [5].
Hollow fibres were filled with PEG by aspirating
aqueous solutions of the various different average
molecular weights at or above room temperature
through fibre bundles tightly aligned until visual
observation indicated that the fibres were completely
filled.
The hollow fibres filled with PCM were not suitable
for actual application since the release of PCM from
inside of the fibre and the inevitable existence of PCM
on the fibre surface. With the aim at improving the
wash-resistance, durability and handle of thermoregulated fibres made by impregnating hollow fibres or
non-hollow fibres with PCM or plastic crystals, fibrespinning process has been developed quickly.

Wet-spun fibres containing MicroPCMs

Bryant and Colvin invented a fibre containing
MicroPCMs, which enhanced thermal properties at
predetermined temperatures [6]. The microcapsules
ranged in size from about 1 to 10 μm. In the process
fabricating the fibre, the desired MicroPCMs were
added to the polymer solution; and the fibre was then
produced according to conventional methods such as
dry or wet spinning of the polymer solution and
extrusion of the polymer melts. Embedding the
microcapsules directly within the fibre enhanced its
durability as that the PCM was protected by a dual wall,
the first being the wall of the microcapsule and the
second being the surrounding fibre itself. Thus, the
PCM was less likely to leak from the fibre during its
liquid phase, enhanced its life and the repeatability of
the thermal response [7]. The characters of the fibres are
listed in Table 1.
Thermo-regulated
polyacrylonitrile-vinylidene
Chloride (PAN/VDC) fibres containing 4–40 wt-% of
MicroPCMs were wet-spun [8]. The fibres containing
less than 30 wt-% of microencapsulated n-octadecane
were spun in DMF solution. The tensile strengths of the
fibres with titres in the range of 1.9 to 10.9 dtex are 0.7
to 2.0 cN/dtex. The elongation of the fibre is approximately 7 %. The heat absorbing and heat evolving
temperatures of the fibre increase slightly with the
increase of MicroPCMs content. The enthalpy of the
fibre containing 30 wt-% of MicroPCMs is approximately 30 J/g, and the enthalpy rises steadily as the
content of MicroPCMs increase. The modulus of the
fibre decreases with the increase of the MicroPCMs
content in the fibre. The fibres have a higher LOI value
of 26 %, and they are flame retardence permanently.
Viscose fibres containing MicroPCMs were
manufactured in Kelheim Fibres (Germany) [9]. This
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that, the PEG can be melt spun as core component alone
only when the Mn is higher than 20 000. When the Mn
is higher than 1 000, it is melt spun well for the PEG
and EVA 1:1(wt/wt) mixture as core component, and PP
as sheath component; however, the spinnability of the
mixture is not very good.
Thermo-regulated sheath/core composite fibres were
melt-spun with n-alkanes, vinyl polymer or copolymer
and PP etc [13]. The n-alkane with predetermined
melting and crystallizing temperature was used as
PCM [13, 14]. Moreover, vinyl polymer and copolymer
were used to increase the melting viscosity of
PCM [13]. The mixture of PCM, vinyl polymer or copolymer was used as core component, and the polypropylene was used as sheath component, in core/sheath
ratio 3/7–5/5 (wt/wt). The contents of PCM in these
fibres were 16–25 wt-%. Moreover, the heat-absorbing
and evolving temperature were in the range of comfort
temperature of human body.
The contents of PCM in these fibres were further
increased up to approximately 30 wt-% recently in our
lab. The melting or crystallizing enthalpy is
approximately 47 J/g. The tensile strength of the
filament is 1.6 cN/dtex. Non-woven and woven fabrics
were fabricated.
The migration loss of PCM in the fibre needs to be
further improved.

new fibre offers all of the benefits of regular viscose
such as soft, fine feel, the ability to absorb moisture and
excellent hygienic properties while also providing
temperature-buffering capability for extreme comfort.
The content of MicroPCMs in the fibre or the enthalpy
was not disclosed, however.
An environmental friendly technology for shaping of
cellulose was developed by Thuringian Institute of
Textile and Plastics Research (TITK) [10]. Amine oxide
is used in combination with water to dissolve cellulose
directly without any chemical modification for
producing textile fibres in the following spinning
process. Microencapsulated paraffin was added in the
spinning liquid before the spinning process has been
started. The reported heat storage capacity of the fibre is
100 J/g. However, the mechanical properties of these
fibres are not reported and the fibrillation propensity of
this lyocell is not known.
Melt-spun fibre containing PCM

The mixture of paraffin with melting point 40–60ºC and
polyethylene was directly melted spun into fibre. The
surface of the fibre was coated with epoxy resin in order
to prevent the leakage of paraffin [11]. The contents of
paraffin in the fibre were supposed up to 70 wt-%,
enthalpy of melting of the fibre was supposed to be very
high. The phase change temperature of the used paraffin
was too high to be used for clothing, however. The
paraffin with lower phase change temperature could not
be processed with the same procedure since it would be
leaked easily. The characters of the fibres are listed in
Table 2.
The melt spinnability of polyethylene glycol (PEG)
alone and PEG mixed with ethylene-vinyl acetate
(EVA) as the core component was studied [12].
Polypropylene was used as the sheath. The results show

Melt-spun fibres containing MicroPCMs

The wet-spun fibres containing MicroPCMs limited the
available fabrics to PAN and PVA etc., but melt-spun
fibres would potentially increase the global market tenfold by adding nylons, polypropylene (PP) and
polyesters as raw materials [7].
Since the thermal stability of the microcapsule was
not good enough for the melt-spun process, the wall

Table 2. Properties of melt-spun thermo-regulated fibres.
Base material

PET, PP

PET

PP, PBT

PP

PP

PP, PES,
Nylon

Type of PCM

PEG

Aliphatic PET

MicroPCMs

MicroPCMs

n-Octadecane
n-Nonadecane
n-Eicosane

Paraffin

Engineering

Hollow fibre

Melt composite

Melt

Melt

3

4~24

32

*

6~34

76

13

1~32

29

13.8~32.7

25.8~32.5

Lab
1999
15

5.0~6.4
1.9~2.8
Lab
2003
16

5.0
1.4~2.0
Pilot
2003
13

PCM/wt-%
Theoretical
enthalpy /J/g
Measured
enthalpy /J/g
Temperature
range/ oC
Titre /dtex
Strength /cN/dtex
Scale
Year
Reference

7

50

18~34

4~31

2

2.1

Lab
1983
5

Patent
1992
11

17

Melt composite Melt composite
42
43

0.9~1.8
14
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observation from the electro-spun PEG/CA composite
fibres revealed that the fibres were cylindrical and had a
smooth external surface. PEG was found to be both
distributed on the surface and within the core of the
fibres. The results indicated that the fibres imparted
balanced thermal storage and release properties for their
thermo-regulating function and the thermal properties
were reproducible after 100 heating-cooling cycles.

thickness was increased to enhance the thermal stability.
The general microcapsule size range was fixed; and the
core contents were decreased. The microcapsules
containing less than 80 wt-% core with uniform walls
and high crosslink density were fabricated [15]. PP and
poly(butylene terephthalate) (PBT) pellets both
containing 15 wt-% MicroPCMs (with diameter
<10 μm) were fabricated. Moreover, PBT fibres
containing 3 wt-% MicroPCMs were melt-spun. DSC
was used to measure the level of thermal storage in PBT
fibre, which was found to be within 75–80 % of the
expected value. The enthalpy of melting of PP fibre was
60–65 % of the expected value. Actually, the melting
enthalpyof the fibre containing 3 wt-% MicroPCMs
would be too low to be utilized in temperature
regulation. The structure, properties and the reason for
lowering melting enthalpies of these fibres were not
disclosed.
The thermo-regulated sheath/core composite fibres
containing 4–24 wt-% of MicroPCMs were melt-spun
with a 24-holes spinneret at a speed of 720 m/min [16].
The polyethylene chips containing 10–60 wt-% of
MicroPCMs were used as the core and polypropylene
chips were used as the sheath. The microcapsules in the
chips containing 10–40 wt-% of MicroPCMs are evenly
inserted inside the polymer matrix and their respective
phase change temperatures are almost the same. The
enthalpies rise steadily as the content of MicroPCMs
increased from 10 wt-% to 40 wt-%. Nonetheless, the
spinnability of the chips decreases as the contents of
MicroPCMs exceed 50 wt-%. The micrographs of the
spun fibres containing 4–24 wt-% of MicroPCMs also
indicate that the core of the fibres was evenly
surrounded by the sheath component. The heat
absorbing and evolving temperatures of the fibres
remain unchanged with the content of MicroPCMs
increasing and keep at approximately 32°C and 15°C,
respectively. The enthalpy, tensile strength and strain of
the fibre containing 20 wt-% of MicroPCMs are 11 J/g,
1.8 cN/dtex and 30.2 %, respectively. The spun fibres
can be used for producing fabric materials. The fibres
containing approximately 12 wt-% of MicroPCMs
exhibit the highest enthalpy efficiency, which is
approximately 43 %. This result is dramatically lower
than the efficiency value (75–80 %) in the
literature [17], however. The undesirable lower enthalpy
efficiency is probably due to the relatively lower
thermal stable temperature caused by the smaller size
and thinner shell thickness of the microcapsules
compared with that of microcapsules reported in the
literature. The enthalpy efficiency decreases readily
when the content of MicroPCMs exceeds 12 wt-%. This
can be explained by the poor conductivity between
microcapsule and PE and the damage of the
microcapsules during the extrusion process.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT TREND

The migration of PCM in the fibre containing
MicroPCMs is negligible since the PCM is protected by
dual walls [7]; however, it is observable in the fibre
fabricated using PCM directly. Although PCM, usually
paraffin or PEG, is not a very harmful substance, the
migration would decrease the function of the fibre, and
pollute the environment. Using MicroPCMs instead of
PCM to fabricate thermo-regulated fibre is more
preferable; however, the content of MicroPCMs in the
fibre is relatively low. In addition, the manufacture
engineering process is complicated in some extent.
Therefore, a “soft” microcapsule which can be
compressed or stretched easily without damage is more
desirable for the fabrication of this kind of fibre. The
content of PCM of the thermo-regulated fibre fabricated
with PCM directly is supposed higher than that of with
MicroPCMs. Polyolefin is not a desirable base material
since its properties are very similar to that of paraffin.
Migration of paraffin is inevitable. Using alginate
instead of polyolefin as base material to fabricate
thermo-regulated fibre is a hopeful pathway.
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Electro-spinning ultra-fine fibres of PEG/Cellulose
acetate

Ultra-fine fibres of PEG/cellulose acetate (CA)
composite in which PEG acts as a model PCM and CA
acts as a matrix, were prepared as thermo-regulated
fibres via electro-spinning [2]. The morphology
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Electrical Conductivity and Process Ability of Monocomponent and Bi-component Melt Spun Polypropylene
Fibres Containing a Highly Conductive Carbon Black
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ratio). A high filler content usually affects the
mechanical properties in a negative way and impairs the
melt spinnability through its effect on the melt rheology
of the compound. In the present work, the spinnability
and the conductivity of CB/polypropylene (PP)
composites were investigated and discussed in terms of
their rheological properties. Melt spinning of bicomponent sheath/core fibres, confining the CB/PP
composite to the core, is explored as a mean to produce
fibres with high electrical conductivity and maintained
spinnability.

ABSTRACT

The spinnability and the conductivity of CB/polypropylene (PP) composites were investigated and discussed
in terms of their rheological properties. Melt spinning of
bi-component sheath/core fibres, confining the CB/PP
composite to the core, was explored as a mean to
produce fibres with high electrical conductivity and
maintained spinnability.
KEYWORDS

Textile fibres, electrical conductivity, melt spinning,
Carbon Black, Polypropylene, rheology.
INTRODUCTION

EXPERIMENTAL

The emerging development of smart textiles has
intensified the need for flexible, electrically conductive
textile fibers as building blocks [1]. Depending on the
specific application, fibres with conductivities in the
range 10-10–10+4 S/cm would be useful (from antistatic
characteristics to transfer of electric power). Polymer
compounds can be made conductive by mixing a
polymer with conductive filler. Such composites can be
melt spun into textile fibres. Examples of conductive
fillers are metal powders, carbon black (CB) and carbon
nanotubes (CNTs). The compound remains insulating at
low filler concentration and conductivity increases first
slowly with increasing filler concentration and then
rapidly over a narrow concentration range. The rapid
increase in conductivity at the so-called percolation
threshold is usually associated with the formation of a
network structure of filler particles providing
conductive paths through the material. The percolation
threshold is attained at different filler loadings
depending on the geometry of the filler particle (aspect

CB was Ketjenblack EC 600JD from AKZO NOBEL.
Characteristic data as provided by the supplier are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of Ketjenblack EC 600JD.

Electrical conductivity
Aggregate size
Specific gravity
Apparent bulk density
Ash content, max %
BET Surface Area
Pore Volume
pH

10–100 S/cm
30–100 nm
1.8 g/cm3
100–120 kg/m3
0.1
1250 m2/g
480–510 cm3/100g
8–10

PP was HG245FB from Borealis (MFI2/230=26,
density=910 kg/m3). CB was dried at 120°C for 3 hours
in vacuum before compounding. PP was melted in a
Brabender kneader at 200°C and 60 rpm for 2 minutes
before addition of CB. CB was added successively in
three turns and compounded at 100 rpm for 10 minutes.
The rheological measurements were performed with a
cone-and-plate rheometer (CS Melt, Bohlin) in the
oscillating mode and with an applied sinusoidal shear
strain amplitude of 1 %. The plate diameter was either
25 or 15 mm, depending on CB loading, and the cone
angle was 5.4°. The test temperature was 210°C and the
sample chamber was purged with nitrogen during the
measurements. PP with CB in the concentration range

__________________
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Ambience’08, Borås Sweden.
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The spinneret was configured for sheath/core bicomponent melt spinning, see Figure 2. The sheath
material was the same PP as used in the PP/CB
composites. The materials for the sheath and core were
melted separately by means of two 25 mm extruders,
which in turn were feeding two gear pumps, which fed
the spinneret. The extruder speed was automatically
regulated by a control and feed back system ensuring a
constant inlet pressure to the gear pump.The volumetric
flow rate of sheath and core material was given by the
respective gear pump speeds. It was held constant at
12 cm3/minute for both the sheath and core in most of
the experiments (the total flow rate was always
24 cm3/minute).
After leaving the spinneret die the filaments were
first drawn in the molten state (melt drawing) during
simultaneous cooling (the distance between spinneret
exit and the take-off roller was 1,5 m). In a second
stage, in line with the melt drawing, the solidified
filaments can be further drawn (solid state drawing)
between several pairs of temperature-regulated rolls.
The surface temperature of these rolls was kept at 80°C.
The melt draw ratio (MDR) is defined as the velocity
ratio in the melt drawing process, i. e., MDR=V1/V0,
where V0 is the filament speed at the spinneret exit
(average speed in the spinneret holes) and V1 is the
speed at the take-off roll. The solid state draw ratio
(SSDR) is defined as the velocity ratio in the solid state
drawing process, i. e., DR=V2/V1, where V1 is the
filament speed at the take-off roll and V2 is the speed
after the solid state drawing process (winding speed).
The fiber titer and tensile properties was measured
using Lenzing Vibroskop and Lenzing Vibrodyn,
respectively (Lenzing, Austria). Tensile testing was
performed in accordance with SS-EN ISO 5079:199, the
gauge length being 20 mm and the tensile deformation
rate 20 mm/min. The samples were conditioned at 20°C
and 65 % RH for least 24 hours before testing. Titer is
an indirect measure of the filament diameter and
expressed in units of grammes per 1000 or 10000 meter
of filament (Tex or dTex, respectively). Tenacity is a
measure of filament strength (maximum force sustained
by the filament during the tensile test divided by the
filament titer) and is expressed in units of cN/Tex.
Modulus is a measure of filament stiffness, given by the
force at 1 % strain divided by the filament titer and is
expressed in units of cN/Tex.
The electrical conductivity measurements were done
with a two-point method as shown in Figure 3.

studied here is outside the linear viscoelastic regime
down to strain amplitudes approaching the range of the
instrument.
The compounded material was extruded in a capillary
rheometer (Rheoscope 1000, CEAST) at 230°C through
a L/D=10/1 [mm/mm] capillary, see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Fiber spinning from the capillary rheometer.

L is the length of the capillary and D is the diameter of
the capillary. Fibres were spun by winding on a rotating
aluminum roll with a diameter of 100 mm placed 50 cm
below the capillary exit. The piston (9.55 mm in
diameter) speed in the rheometer was 5 mm/min
corresponding to an average velocity in the capillary of
0.456 m/min. The circumferential speed of the take up
roll was varied in the range 75–220 m/min producing
melt draw ratios (the ratio between the winding speed
and the average speed in the capillary) in the range 165–
482 and fibre diameters in the range 36–12 dtex (70–
40 μm). Extruded threads without any stretching were
also produced. The diameter of these threads was about
0.9 mm.Melt spinning of fibres was also done by means
of an ESL Labspin machine, Extrusion Machinery Sales
Limited, England. The spinneret used had 24 holes with
a diameter of 0.6 mm.

Figure 2. Co-extrusion flow in bi-component melt
spinning.

Figure 3. Two-point method for conductivity
measurements.
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the presence of CB. The upturn at low frequencies
indicates the existence of a yield stress that has to be
overcome before viscous flow starts. This is supported
by the fact that the slope of the viscosity curves at low
frequencies is approaching –1. The more elastic
behavior at low frequencies already at 2 wt-% CB is
obvious from Figure 5 showing the storage modulus vs.
angular frequency.

Un-drawn filaments (0.5–0.9 mm in diameter) were
measured one by one. For drawn fibres a bundle of
fibers (about 20 mg/cm) were contacted with silver
paint as illustrated in Figure 3. This ensured that all
filaments were contacted since the paint wetted through
the yarn completely.
Un-drawn filaments and bundles of drawn fibres of
the bi-component type were cut with a razor blade and
contacted with silver paint at the ends to provide contact
with the conductive core material. A power supply (PS)
from Oltronix (model D400–007D), Sweden was used
to apply a voltage (U), as measured by the voltmeter (V), (Fluke III True RMS multimeter), over the
specimen. The voltage was varied in the range 5 (low
resistance) to 450 V (high resistance) depending on the
conductivity of the specimen. The current (I) was
measured by a Fluke 23 multimeter (A) or a 602 Solid
State Electrometer from Keithley Instruments for the
low conductivity samples. The volume resistivity (ρv)
was calculated from the mass (m) of the fibre bundle
(yarn) between the silver paint spots, the length (l) and
the measured voltage and current according to

ρv = Um/(Iρl2)

Figure 5. Storage modulus vs. angular frequency
at 210°C.

(1)
The storage modulus appeared to approach a constant
value (plateau modulus) at low frequencies. The
corresponding plateau modulus is shown as a function
of the volume fraction CB in Figure 6. The plateau
modulus is easy to assess for CB above 3 vol-%. At
lower CB concentration the values given in Figure 6 are
merely “guestimates”. The plateau modulus (G´p)
follows a power law for volume fractions greater than
0,02:

where ρ is the density of the filaments (922–986 kg/m3
depending on CB loading). The length (l) was 10 cm.
The conductivity (σ) was calculated as

σ = 1/ρv

(2)

For the bi-component fibres, the conductivity was
calculated based on the amount of conductive core
material.

G´p = 2,67E+10v4,0 [Pa]

(3)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

where v is the volume fraction of CB.

Rheological properties

Figure 4 shows the complex viscosity as a function of
the angular frequency for PP containing different
amounts of CB in the range 1–16 wt-% (weight-%).

Figure 6. The plateau modulus vs. the volume
fraction CB.
Figure 4. The complex viscosity vs. angular frequency
for PP containing different amounts of CB in the range
1–16 wt-%. 210°C.

Another manifestation of the elastic behavior of the CB
filled PP is provided by the phase angle between the
periodic stress and strain. For an elastic solid the phase
angle is zero, that is, strain and stress is in phase. For a
viscous liquid the phase angle is 90°, that is, stress and
strain are 90° out of phase. The phase angle vs. angular
frequency is shown in Figure 7.

Already at 2 wt-% CB the melt shows a clear viscosity
enhancement at low frequencies indicating that largescale polymer relaxations are significantly restrained by
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Figure 7. Phase shift vs. wt-% CB.

Figure 8. The conductivity of the PP threads as a
function of the CB-content.

The phase angle is very sensitive to CB loading at low
frequency. At higher CB loadings (> 10 wt-%) the phase
angel is rather constant at around 10° independent of
frequency indicating a mainly elastic behavior. It should
be kept in mind that the rheological measurements were
made at strains outside the linear viscoelastic range.
It seems reasonable to interpret the elastic behavior in
terms of formation of a three-dimensional network
involving CB particles and polymer molecules. The
rheological behavior of polymer melts containing
dispersed CNTs closely resembles the behavior noted in
the present study with CB. Pötschke et al. [2] studied
CNT(multi wall)/Polycarbonate (PC) composites and
noted a strong increase in the melt elasticity between 1–
2 wt-% CNT. They discussed this behavior in terms of a
rheological percolation threshold at some critical CNT
concentration (in the range 1–2 wt-% CNT). The
electrical percolation threshold for the CNT/PC
composite was found to occur in the same concentration
range. It was concluded that the rheological response
was sensitive to the interconnectivity of carbon tubes,
which is also directly related to electrical conductivity.
Fangming et al. [3] studied CNT(single wall)/PMMA
composites. They found an increase in melt elasticity at
low frequencies already at 0.2 wt-%. It was also shown
that the degree of dispersion was important, e. g. 1 wt-%
poorly dispersed CNTs hardly had any effect on
elasticity whereas 1 wt-% well dispersed CNTs
produced a dramatic increase in elasticity. The
rheological percolation threshold for well dispersed
CNTs was found to be about 0.12 wt-%. The electrical
percolation threshold, on the other hand, was found to
occur at 0.39 wt-%. This difference in concentration
was discussed in terms of interactions between single
CNTs and polymer molecules (rheological percolation)
and interactions between CNTs (electrical percolation).

According to the classical percolation theory [4] for a
random system near the percolation threshold, the
conductivity follows a power law:

σ = σ0(v–vc)β

(4)

where σ0 is the conductivity of the filler, v is the volume
fraction of filler, vc is the volume fraction at the
percolation threshold and β is the critical exponent.
Equation (4) is valid for v>vc. Theoretically, β=1.3 for
two-dimensional systems and β=2 for three-dimensional
systems. The theoretical percolation threshold for
randomly distributed spherical particles is 17 vol-%.
Figure 9 shows the conductivity of extruded threads vs.
the volume fraction of carbon black. The solid line (best
fit) in Figure 9 is Eq. (4) with σ0=100, vc=0,009 and
β=1,8.

Figure 9. The conductivity of PP-threads vs. the
volume fraction of CB. The dashed line indicates the
percolation threshold.

CB with high conductivity may take on a morphology in
which the primary carbon particles are agglomerated
and connected, forming chains [5]. The percolation
threshold is very sensitive to the aspect ratio (length
divided by diameter) of the filler. According to classic
percolation theory, vc=0,009 corresponds to an aspect
ratio of 70 assuming straight and stiff particles [6].
However, since the chains of primary carbon particles,
presumably, are not straight, nor stiff, it is difficult to
draw conclusions regarding their shape based on
percolation theory. Still, it is interesting that the
percolation threshold (1,8 wt-%) for this particular CB

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

The conductivity of extruded PP threads with CB
content in the range 2–16 wt-% is shown in Figure 8
(the conductivity of the threads containing 1 % CB was
not possible to measure with available equipment). The
conductivity increased from 0,0003 to 0,98 S/cm when
increasing CB loading from 2 to 16 wt-% (corresponding to resistivities in the range 3300–1 Ωcm).
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in PP is in the range observed for CNTs. CNTs, for sure,
have very high aspect ratios.
It was not possible, based on the available
experimental results, to differentiate between electrical
and rheological percolation, as was done by Fangming
et al. [3] in the case of CNT(single wall)/PMMA
composites. Such a difference, if there were any in the
present case, would require a careful study in the CB
range 0–2 wt-%.
Based on the fit of Eq. (4) to the measured
conductivities the inherent conductivity of the used CB
can be estimated to be 100 S/cm. Sánches-Gonzáles et
al. [7] measured conductivities in the range 0,3–
2,5 S/cm for different carbon blacks with bulk densities
in the range 200–700 kg/m3. The conductivity of the
pure compressed CB used in the present work
(Ketjenblack EC 600JD) was measured to be about 6
S/cm. The bulk density of this CB is low and around
110 kg/m3. To reach a compact carbon material
(1800 kg/m3) with zero porosity would mean a 16.4-fold
compaction. It is interesting to note that we end up in 98
S/cm if we multiply 6 S/cm by 16.4. This gives some
additional support to that 100 S/cm as used in Eq. (4) is
a reasonable figure for the inherent conductivity of the
CB used. It also means that the maximum conductivity
of fibres from CB/polymer composites based on this CB
can hardly be higher than about 0.1–1.0 S/cm for
reasonable CB concentrations around 10 wt-%. Pitch
based carbon fibres heat treated from 1000 to 3000°C
exhibit conductivities in the range 100–5000 S/cm
depending on the degree of graphitization [8]. The
inherent conductivity of such fibres may thus be an
order of magnitude higher compared to CB.
Unfortunately, carbon fibres are much too coarse to be
able to incorporate as conductive filler into melt spun
polymer fibers.

Figure 10. Schematic illustration of the spin line
instability.

The conductivity of the melt spun PP fibers with 4, 6
and 7 wt-% CB as a function of draw ratio (linear
velocity of the winder divided by the average speed in
the capillary die) is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. The conductivity as a function of the melt
spun PP fibres.

Furthermore, the conductivity decreased with increasing
draw ratio. This effect is more pronounced with 4 wt-%
CB and less obvious with 6 and 7 wt-% CB. The lower
conductivity of drawn fibres may probably be explained
by a decreasing interconnectivity of CB particles caused
by the uni-axial stretching along the spin line.
Pötschke [9] and Haggenmueller [10] studied melt
spinning of CNT/polymer composites (MWNT/PC and
SWNT/PMMA respectively). Compression moulded
films of SWNT/PMMA showed conductivities in the
range 0.0012 to 0.12 S/cm for SWNT contents from 1.3
to 6.6 wt-%. Upon melt spinning to fibres at draw ratios
from 400 (1.3 wt-% SWNT) to 60 (6.6 wt-% SWNT)
the conductivity become below the detection limit. A
compounded MWNT/PC composite containing 2 wt-%
MWNT showed 0.002 S/cm. Also in this case the
conductivity fell below the detection limit (Keithley
6517A electrometer) upon melt spinning the material to
fibres. This behavior was explained by nanotube
orientation and alignment during melt spinning and a
resulting loss of conducting pathways through the
fibres. It is interesting to note that the CB/PP
composites studied in the present work do not show
such a severe loss of conductivity upon melt spinning.

Spinnability and conductivity

Materials with CB loadings of 8 wt-% and higher were
not possible to spin to fibers with the equipment used
due to spin line breaks. Spinning at lower CB loadings
resulted in fibers but the spin line was non-stable. This
was clearly seen already at 2 wt-% CB. Even at 1 wt-%
a slight instability was discerned. The type of instability
resembles that of draw resonance and produce fibers
with a periodic variation in fiber diameter. The type of
instability is illustrated in Figure 10 showing the spin
line next to the capillary exit at five consecutive
instances.
The cause of the instability may perhaps be related to
a yield stress phenomena in the way that the stretching
is confined to a “necking” zone (NZ), as indicated in
Figure 10, and that the strand above this zone is only
translating downwards without being stretched. When
the spin line force and gravity overcomes the yield
stress a second neck is formed. The measured
conductivities were in the range 10E-5 –0,026 S/cm
(10E+5 to 40 Ωcm). The melt drawn fibres thus had
lower conductivities than the corresponding extruded
(un-drawn) threads.
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By applying the bicomponent technology, it was
possible to produce fibres in which the conductive
material contained higher amounts of CB. The
instability along the spin line described above was also
noted during the bicomponent spinning, although less
pronounced. Figure 11 shows the conductivities of bicomponent fibres with 7 and 10 wt-% CB in the core
material produced with different melt draw ratios
(MDR). The conductivities given refer to the core
material. Also in this case drawing appeared to decrease
the conductivity. The bicomponent fibres in Figure 11
were all produced with a volumetric sheath/core ratio of
50/50. Fibres with 10 wt-% CB (MDR=44) were also
produced with sheath/core ratios of 60/40 and 70/30.
The conductivity of the core material was not affected
by the sheath/core ratio and remained constant, although
the resistance measured in Ohm/cm of fibre increase
with increasing sheath/core ratio. Bicomponent fibres
with 7 wt-% CB in the core material were also produced
with a MDR of 44 and a SSDR of 2 (the total draw ratio
was thus 88). These fibres showed a significantly
reduced conductivity and the measurements were
afflicted with a significant experimental scatter (1E-5 to
5E-3 S/cm), see Figure 11. Thus solid state drawing
appears to be more detrimental to the conductive
network compared to melt drawing. The reason for the
substantial scatter associated with solid state drawn
fibres is not known at present.
The mechanical properties of bi-component fibres
containing 7 and 10 wt-% CB in the core and with a
total draw ratio of 88 are compared with pure PP fibres
in Table 2. The maximum elongation that can be
obtained in the tensile tester used is 250 %. None of the
fibres failed and the elongation at break was thus higher
than 250 % for all fibres measured. From Table 2 it can
be concluded that addition of up to 10 wt-% CB to the
core material do not seriously affect the mechanical
properties. It is also seen that fibres containing CB can
be solid state drawn to increase the tenacity.

CONCLUSIONS

•

•
•

•

•
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Table 2. Mechanical properties of bi-component
fibres.
CB in
core
[wt-%]

MDR

SSDR

Titer
[dtex]

Tenacity
[cN/tex]

Modulus
[cN/tex]

0
7
10
0
7

88
88
88
44
44

1
1
1
2
2

25
21
19
23
21

4,6
4,8
4,3
14,6
15,4

146
177
158
184
212

CB/polypropylene (PP) composites with up to
7 wt-% CB were possible to melt spin without spin
line breaks into fibres with conductivities in the
range 0.01 to 0.1 S/cm.
A close connection between rheological and
electrical percolation was noted.
By applying bicomponent melt spinning technology
(core/sheath fibres), it was possible to produce
fibres in which the conductive material contained
higher amounts of CB (10 wt-%). The conductive
material was in this case confined to the core and
conductivities around 0,15 S/cm were reached.
Mechanical properties of the fibres were only
slightly affected by CB.
The conductivity decreased with increasing draw
ratio, especially at lower CB contents. This was
explained by a decreasing interconnectivity of CB
particles caused by the uni-axial stretching along
the spin line.
Drawing in the solid state appears to be much more
detrimental to the conductive network compared to
melt drawing.
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polymers using different techniques. Electrically
conductive fibres have been produced by wet spinning,
melt spinning or coating fibres with electrically
conductive materials such as metal powders, carbon
black, carbon nanotubes or intrinsically conductive
polymers (ICP) such as polyaniline or polypyrrole.
Among all methods, there are a few researches on melt
spinning of ICP/insulating polymer blends. One of the
most common ICPs is Polyaniline emeraldine
base (EB). It becomes conductive by protonating the
non-conductive EB using a strong acid such as dodecyl
benzene sulphonic acid (DBSA) or camphor sulphonic
acid (CSA), and this salt is called PANI-complex. The
PANI-complex is processable and can be blended with
thermoplastics such as polypropylene (PP), polystyrene PS), or polyethylene (PE) [7]. Polyaniline shows
also high chemical and thermal stability in the
conductive form, its production cost is low and easily it
can be doped with inorganic and organic acids [8].
PANI doped with dodecyl benzene sulphonic acid
(DBSA) arouse great interest, it can be doped in solid
state. In the prepared complex, PANI occurs as a salt
and the complex is like a paste, dark green and soluble
in organic solvents [9–11]. Kim et al. [12] prepared melt
spun fibres from polyaniline salt /polypropylene blend,
the electrical conductivity was not satisfactory due to
the homogeneity problems, it was suggested to optimize
melt mixing process and possibly improve homogeneity
by several extended mixing steps.
In the present study, we have used a proprietary
plasticized polyaniline, Panipol™, and polypropylene.
First, we blended polypropylene with different
polyaniline contents, and then blends were extruded into
fibres using melt-spinning technology and under
different draw ratio conditions. Electrical resistance of
fibres was measured. Morphology of fibres was
examined with a stereoscopic zoom microscope (SZM),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and a transmission electron microscope (TEM).

ABSTRACT

Blends of polypropylene/Panipol™ were prepared and
melt spun to fibres under different processing conditions
including mixing parameters (time and temperature) and
draw ratio of prepared fibre. Morphology of blends and
fibres was found to consist of two phases using TEM,
SEM and optical stereomicroscopy. Two factors showed
substantial effects on electrical resistance of fibres: size
of the dispersed Panipol™ rich phase, which was
controlled by melt blending conditions, and applied
force to form them to the fibrillar morphology, which
was controlled by draw ratio of the fibre. Both factors
were shown to be optimum, in order to maintain
continues conductive fibril structure.

AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Conductive fibre, smart textile, polyaniline, polypropylene, blend, melt spinning, morphology, draw ratio.

INTRODUCTION

Smart and functional textile fibres have attracted interest
worldwide because of their potential applications such
as in electrotherapy [1], health monitoring shirts [2] ,
dust and germ free clothing [3], heat generation [4],
cooling systems [5], data transfer in clothing,
electrochromic
display, sensors and
military
applications like stealth technology [6]. For all the
mentioned applications, producing conductive fibres is a
basic element. The electrical conductivity can be
established in conventional insulating thermoplastic
__________________
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Table 1. Resistance-R (Ω) for single fibre, 100 mm.
EXPERIMENTAL

No.

Materials and Blending

draw ratio (DR)
2

3

4

5

6

Panipol CXL polyaniline-complex (from Panipol,
Finland) and fibre grade polypropylene (HF350FB from
Borealis) were melt mixed using a DSM Explore twinscrew compounder. Two sample series were prepared:
A-samples at 200°C and with a screw rotation rate of
70 rpm for 12 min. The concentration of Panipol was
chosen between 1 to 25 wt-%. The B-samples were
processed at 220°C and with screw rotation rate of
70 rpm for 15 min, with 20 wt-% Panipol.

15A

3.2E+9

1.3E+10

3.5E+9

2.5E+9

4.5E+9

20A

1.1E+10

5.4E+9

7.4E+8

1.5E+9

6.8E+9

25A

8.2E+9

9.5E+7

2.4E+7

4.1E+9

-

Fibre Spinning

Fibres were melt spun at suitable processing conditions
and drawn between two Godet rolls with draw ratios of
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Table 2. Resistance-R (Ω) for a bundle of 16 fibres,
100 mm.
No.

draw ratio
2

3

4

5

6

15A

5.7E+9

9.3E+9

3.2E+9

6.5E+8

1.5E+9

20A

4E+9

1E+8

6E+7

7.5E+7

1E+9

25A

4.9E+9

6.8E+6

1.9E+6

4.26+8

-

Electrical Resistance

Table 3. Resistance-R (Ω) for single fibre, 100 mm.

Resistance for both single fibre and bundles of 16 fibres
was measured with resistance meter METRISO2000,
the electrical current was applied between two clips
holding 100 mm of fibres.

No.

draw ratio
2

3

4

5

6

20A

1E+10

5.4E+9

7.4E+8

1.5E+9

6.8E+9

20B

1.6E+8

2.1E+8

1E+9

3.4E+9

6E+9

Morphology Analysis

For scanning electron microscopy and optical
stereomicroscopy both cross-sections and fibre surfaces
were analysed. Fibre cross-sections were also analysed
by transmission electron microscopy.

Table 4. Resistance-R (Ω) for a bundle of 16 fibres,
100 mm.
No.

draw ratio
2

3

4

5

6

RESULTS

20A

4E+9

1E+8

6E+7

7.5E+7

1E+9

In samples containing 1 wt-%, 5 wt-%, and 10 wt-% of
polyaniline-complex, no change was observed in
electrical resistance with increasing the polyaniline
concentration or draw ratio, all showed the same value
around 1E+10 Ω, actually the resistance was very high
and not measurable using present resistance meter,
therefore they are not reported here. Table 1 and 2 show
electrical resistance of fibres containing 15 wt-%,
20 wt-% and 25 wt-% of PANI, both single fibres and
bundles of 16 fibres. With increasing the draw ratio,
first the resistance is decreased, then after passing a
minimum starts to increase. For mentioned compounds
the appropriate draw ratio is 4 or 5 which shows minimum resistance.
In order to see the influence of mixing quality on
conductivity, sample 20A (containing 20 wt-% polyaniline under A-mixing condition) was compared to
20B. Table 3, Table 4 and Figure 1 show electrical
resistance of these samples. Results show that the lowest
electrical resistance is observed in B-sample, which is
due to a better mixing and dispersion of the conductive
polyaniline throughout the insulating PP matrix. On the
other hand the minimum electrical resistance has been
shifted to lower draw ratios 2 or 3. As will be seen in
the microscopic images, it could be related to better
dispersion, which can result in smaller domains of
PANI rich phase, so a lower tension is required to draw
PANI rich phase along the fibre axis to get fibril-like
phases of conductive materials.

20B

9.7E+6

1.7E+7

8.4E+7

4E+8

1.1E+9

Figure1. Electrical resistance of 20A and 20B made
under different draw ratios.

Figure 2. Stereoscopic image and TEM diagram for
sample 20A2.
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For all prepared blends of polypropylene/polyanilinecomplex, SMZ images (Figure 2), TEM and SEM
micrographs (Figure 2 and 3) show a two phase
morphology containing a continuous PP rich phase and
a dispersed polyaniline rich phase.
In optical microscopic images (Figure 4), When draw
ratio is two (DR=2), fibres show a droplet phase
morphology, dark droplets are the polyaniline rich
phase, and light can easily pass through the transparent
PP phase. When the draw ratio is increased, the
morphology seems to change from droplet to fibril
morphology and dark phase will be stretched along the
fibre axis, does not let light to pass easily through the
fibre and so represent darker and more uniform
micrographs. (Figure 4)

DR=2

A-Condition

DR=3

B-Condition

DR=6

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of blends: 20 wt-%
polyaniline/ A-or B condition.

Figure 4. Stereoscopic images of fibers from PP and
10 wt-% Panipol with different draw ratios: DR=2, 3, 6.

Better dispersion and more sever mixing in B sample,
has reduced the average size of the conductive phase.
This may explain why a better mixing has given lower
electrical resistance in lower draw ratios. During the
compounding we observed that with increasing the
content of PANI, the melt shows a higher viscosity, so
the PANI rich phase in the fibre has a higher viscosity
compare to the PP rich phase, when the size of the
droplets are small, they need less force to change their
shape to fibrils and consequencely a lower draw ratio is

Figure 3 is SEM micrographs of compounds prepared
under A and B conditions, it is obvious in the images
that sample- A has bigger average size dispersed phase
compare to sample B. Figure 5 and 6 show micrographs
for mentioned compounds when they are processed to
fibres under different draw ratios. With increasing draw
ratio, dispersed phase is stretched to fibrils and shows
smaller size droplets in fibre cross section.
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needed to orient them along the fibre axis. On the other
hand, the diameter of these fibrils is small (because they
are made from small size droplets) and under a higher
draw ratio, the pathway of conductive materials will
disconnect soon, this can show why a better mixed
blend is not as good as a less mixed blend when the
fibre is prepared under high draw ratio. As Figure 5
and 6 show, 20A2 has bigger average size disperse
phase compare to 20B2 due to different mixing
conditions (both samples have 20 wt-% polyaniline and
are made under draw ratio of 2). When draw ratio is

changed from 2 to 4, its influence on resistance is
different, because in A-sample has lead to more fibril
formation and better conductivity, while for B- sample it
may result in more fibril breakage and less conductivity.
Actually the size of the first conductive droplets and
applied force to orient those to fibril-like morphology
should be optimum to have an appropriate balance of
fibrils formation/breakage. In other words, there is an
optimum draw ratio for each compound to have a
fibrillar pathway of conductive phase in fibre, which is
depended on morphology of the blend.

20A2

20B2

20A4

20B4

20A6

20B6

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of fibres: 20 wt-%
polyaniline/ A- condition/ draw ratio of 2, 4 or 6.

Figure 6. SEM micrographs of samples: 20 wt-%
polyaniline/ B- condition/ draw ratio of 2, 4 or 6.
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CONCLUSION
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layers, or the rigidity of the conductive fibers [18].
Therefore, the development of new materials is needed
to produce conductive fibers that would match the
mechanical properties of textiles and ensure a stable
conductivity with time.
The most widely used polymer fiber production
process is fiber spinning, a process that allows
manufacturing of fibers with diameters down to ten(s)
of microns. During the last decade, the electrospinning
process has been investigated to obtain fibers with
diameters down to tens of nanometers [19,20]. These
nanofibers are obtained in the form of non-woven mats
and present considerable potential for various
applications including sensors, ultrafiltration, biological
cell growth, functional textiles etc. In this process, the
fiber formation and stretching is obtained by the
application of an electric field between the solutioncontaining syringe and the fiber collector. Polymers are
usually electrospun from solutions but can be also meltprocessed [21]. The set-up built at NRC-IMI is
illustrated in Figure 1.
Functional polymers and polymer nanocomposites
are increasingly attracting the attention of the textile
industry because of their promising functional
applications, which can maximize properties such as
mechanical, thermal, barrier, electrical or piezoelectric
properties and/or allow the development of new properties, such as lighting (photoluminescence, electroluminescence), color change (photo or electrochromism), thermoregulation, etc …
This paper describes several projects carried out at
NRC-IMI that aim at the development of polymeric
nano and microfibers which present electric conductive
properties. Fibers were obtained either by
electrospinning or melt-spinning processes. The
conductivity was obtained by adding carbon nanotubes
into non-conductive polymers or by processing directly
intrinsically conducting polymers (ICPs). The fibers
were characterized by microscopy techniques (SEM,
TEM), and 4-points probe conductivity measurements.

ABSTRACT

Micro- and nanofibers have been obtained by melt-spinning or electrospinning. Melt-spinning uses mechanical
forces to stretch fibers while electrospinning allows the
production of fibers using the force of an electric field
to stretch them. The study focuses on the production of
conducting fibers by processing intrinsically conducting
polymers (ICPs) or conventional polymers containing
carbon nanotubes. The fibers were characterized by
electron microscopy (SEM, TEM) as well as 4-point
probe conductivity measurements.
KEYWORDS

Nanofibers, melt-spinning, electrospinning, conductivity, conducting polymers, carbon nanotubes, nanocomposites.
INTRODUCTION

The textile industry is currently moving towards more
and more sophisticated applications with the addition of
specific high-end functionalities, including health
monitoring [1,2,3], sports [4], heat control [5,6,7], electronics [8,9], fashion [10,11], etc. For the majority of
these applications, data and energy communication
within the fabric are major issues and require adequate
conductive pathways. However, conducting materials,
typically metals or carbon, are usually rigid and present
limited flexibilities.
Different approaches have been studied to
incorporate conductive fibers into textile fabrics: the use
of ultrathin metal fibers [12], coating of textile fibers
with thin layersof metal [13,14,15], carbon [16], or
intrinsically conducting polymers [17]. However, these
approaches have several drawbacks such as the wear-out
of the coatings with time, the oxidation of the metal
__________________
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Figure 1. Electrospinning setup at NRC-IMI. Inset is a photograph of the Taylor cone at the end of the needle
caused by the electric field, where the drop breaks into a jet flying towards the substrate (jet to small to be visible
in the picture).

Characterization

EXPERIMENTAL

Scanning electron microscopy observations were performed on a Hitachi S4700 microscope. The diameter analysis, histograms were built using SEM image analysis
on a minimum of 50 fibers taken at several positions on
the sample.
Electrical conductivity measurements were carried
out under ambient conditions by the four-point probe
method using a Bekktech conductivity cell and a VMP3
multipotenstiostat (Princeton Applied Research, USA).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was
performed on a JEOL JEM2000FX operated at 80 kV.
For TEM observation, the electrospun mats were
embedded into an epoxy resin and cut into 50 to 80 nm
lamellas using a Leica Ultracut UCT ultramicrotome
equipped with a EM FCS cryochamber. The samples
were observed after I2 staining (15 min to 1 hour).

Materials

Regio-random poly-3-hexylthiophene (P3HT) was
chemically synthesized using the FeCl3 oxidation
method,
as
described
elsewhere [22]
(Mw =
43,700 g/mol, PS standard; PDI = 2.8 as determined by
gel permeation chromatography in THF; 72 % head-totail diads content). Polyethylene oxide (PEO, Mw
1,000,000 g/mol – Polysciences) and polyacrylonitrile
(PAN, Mw 150,000 g/mol – Sigma-Aldrich) were used
as received. Carbon nanotubes (MWNTs purity > 95 %
from Helix Corporation, USA and purified SWNTs
(> 95 %), Bucky USA, USA) were used as received or
chemically modified with triphenylphosphines (TPP)
according to a reported procedure [23]. Polymer
masterbatches containing 15 wt-% of MWNTs –
polycarbonate (PC), polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
and polyamide 6,6 (PA) – were obtained from Hyperion
Catalysis, USA and used as received or melt-diluted
through twin screw compounding with corresponding
homopolymers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
P3HT fibers by electrospinning

Electrospinning

The electrospinning solutions were prepared by dissolving the polymers into appropriate solvents and stirring
for a minimum of 12 hours with the aid of gentle heating. P3HT and PEO were dissolved in chloroform.
The polymer solutions were filled into a glass syringe
terminated by a stainless steel needle. The syringe was
placed in an automatic pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD
440) and grounded (cf. Figure 1). A stainless steel target
on which the fibers were collected was connected to a
high voltage power supply (Gamma High Voltage
Research Model ES75P-10W). Nanofibers mats for
electrical conductivity measurements were electrospun
on a non-conductive polyimide sheet (50 µm thick),
which served as a rigid substrate easier to handle than
the unsupported mat.

Figure 2. Optical microscopy of electrospun
nanofibers containing 75 wt-% of P3HT.
Scale bar represents 50 µm.
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs of nanofibers containing
75 wt-% of P3HT, obtained at different voltages:
14 kV (a), 18 kV (b) and 22 kV (c). Inset are the
histograms of the fibers diameters (in nm).
Scale bar represents 10 µm.

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of nanofibers with a P3HT
content of 75 wt-% (a) and 33 wt-% (b) and TEM micrograph of a nanofiber containing 75 wt% of P3HT (c).
All scale bars represent 1 µm.

A number of different parameters can be used to control
and modify the fiber properties, such as distance from
needle to collector, voltage, solution viscosity, pump
flow rate, needle size, blend ratio, etc… An optimisation
of the processing conditions was performed. For
example, the strict control of voltage was found critical
for the formation of perfect (non-beaded) nanofibers, as
can be observed on Figure 3.
When the voltage was to low, beaded fibers were
obtained as a consequence of the surface tension
instability of the polymer solution drop coming out of
the needle tip. By increasing the voltage, the beads
progressively disappeared from the fibers and above

P3HT is one of the most studied ICPs due to its good
solubility in common organic solvents such as THF or
chloroform. Main applications include sensors [24],
solar cells [25] and organic field effect transistors
(OFETs) [26]. P3HT has a very rigid backbone structure
that prevents reaching the degree of chains
entanglement that is required to form fibers through the
electrospinning process. To be able to obtain fibers,
high molecular weight PEO was added to help the
formation of fibers. Figure 2 shows an optical
micrograph of fibers containing 75 wt-% of P3HT and
25 wt-% of PEO. They have the bright red colour
typical of P3HT.
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The conductivity properties of the electrospun mats
were investigated after doping with iodine vapours. The
conductivity of undoped fibers was found to be in the
range of 10-9 S/cm, which is in agreement with
previously reported values [28]. Figure 5 shows the
conductivity values obtained at ambient temperature for
doped fibers at different P3HT contents. The electrical
percolation was already obtained at low P3HT content
in the fibers (33 wt-%). The conductivity increased
progressively and reached a plateau at 0.16 S/cm for
P3HT contents higher than 75 wt-%. This value is about
one order of magnitude lower than the conductivity
measured on a P3HT film prepared by casting. It is
important to note that the 4-points conductivity
measurement method is a volumetric method that
usually applies to bulk samples, not highly porous ones,
such as electrospun mats. These conductivity data are
thus only apparent conductivities, consistent for the mat
but not for individual fibers (that should be much more
conductive). One consequence is that the structure of the
mat has a direct influence on the apparent conductivity.
For example, when the fibers were aligned along a
preferential axis during the electrospinning process, the
conductivity in the direction of this axis was increased
by a factor two, reaching 0.3 S/cm.
Another interesting phenomenon was observed: the
apparent conductivity increased when the fiber diameter
was decreased, as can be seen on Figure 6. A similar
observation was already made on electrospun
nanofibers. The decrease in diameter is due to an
increased stretching of the fiber during its production.
The resulting fiber is more compact and this could lead
to a better interchain packing of the polymers.
The interchain interactions are known to be the main
barrier to electronic conduction in conducting polymers.
The increase in electronic conductivity could thus be a
consequence of the compaction of the polymer chains in
the fiber. Alternatively, this phenomenon could be
attributed to the increase in the number of electronic
paths through the mat, given that the lower the diameter,
the higher the number of fibers you can put in a given
volume. The discrimination between both explanations
would be highly interesting and is presently investigated.
Finally, it should be noted that iodine doping is not
stable in time because of the progressive evaporation of
iodine. More stable dopants have to be used in order to
achieve stable conducting polythiophene nanofibers.
P3HT nanofibers have potential applications in sensors,
thermochromic and electrochromic textiles.

22 kV non-beaded fibers were obtained. As can be seen
on the histograms of the fibers’ diameter, the size of the
fibers increased with the progressive disappearance of
the beads, as a consequence of the incorporation of the
polymer material of the beads into the fibers.
When P3HT was the major component in the fibers,
their surface was striated as can be seen on Figure 4a.
This is possibly due to solvent evaporation phenomena
and tends to indicate an alignment of the polymer chains
along the fiber axis.

Figure 5. Apparent conductivity of iodine-doped
nanofibers at different P3HT contents.

TEM experiments (cf. Figure 4c) confirmed the alignment of clear PEO domains in a darker P3HT matrix
(selectively stained by iodine). When the P3HT content
in the fiber decreased, the surface became rough and no
striations were observed (cf. Figure 4b). This is believed
to be related to phase separation in the polymer blends.
P3HT being the minor component in these blends, it is
surrounded by PEO in the structures, and tends to
agglomerate and form irregular nodules, as already
observed in electrospun blends involving P3HT and
other polymers [27]. Its rigid structure can explain this
agglomeration behaviour.

CNT-polymer nanofibers by electrospinning

One much studied way to induce electronic conductivity
to polymers is to incorporate carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
into conventional polymer matrixes. Percolation
thresholds well below 1 wt-% have been reported in the
literature [29,30]. However, the key point is the
dispersion of the CNTs into the polymer, and this
represents a significant challenge. Usually, chemical
surface modification of the CNTs is needed to be able to
de-agglomerate them. Other alternatives include the
addition of dispersing agents, like surfactants or block

Figure 6. Apparent conductivity of iodine-doped
nanofibers at different fiber diameters.
(P3HT content = 60 wt-%).
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electronic properties. Moreover, only multi-walled
carbon nanotubes can be treated, the single-walled
nanotubes being totally destroyed in the process.
Several approaches are currently under investigation
at NRC-IMI to disperse CNTs into polymer nanofibers
by using block copolymers as dispersing agents or by
chemical functionalization under mild conditions.
Figure 7 presents electrospun mats of different
polymers containing 10 wt-% of MWNTs dispersed
using two methods. In the first case (Figure 7a), PS was
dissolved jointly with the nanotubes and a small amount
of a block copolymer. In the second case (Figure 7b,c),
CNTs were first chemically modified with triphenylphosphines, following a recently published procedure [23]. This procedure being non-destructive, it can
be applied to both multi-walled and single-walled
nanotubes. However, the measured conductivities were
in the range of 10-5–10-4 S/cm, lower than expected. It
shows that the dispersion of the CNTs is still not
sufficient to achieve a good electronic percolation in the
nanofibers. These studies are in progress with the aim to
achieve electronic conductivities in the range of
10-2–10-1 S/cm.

copolymers that will help the dispersion of the CNTs.
For example, arabic gum was successfully used for the
dispersion into water-soluble polymers [29].

Conductive polymer fibers by melt-spinning

Melt-spun conducting polymer fibers have a great
potential of rapid market introduction, thanks to the
already huge usage of melt-processes in the industry and
hence the straightforward scale-up possibilities. Up to
now, carbon-polymer conductive composites have not
been able to be melt-spun because high contents of
carbon filler are needed to obtain a conductive
percolation (especially in stretched materials), at the
detriment of mechanical properties of the fibers.
However, the use of carbon nanotubes can overcome
this problem. CNTs have very high aspect ratio and with
an adequate dispersion, electric percolation can be
achieved even at very low contents in the polymer
matrix [31].
Several polymer masterbatches containing multiwalled CNTs are being studied at NRC-IMI for the
development of conductive fibers. These masterbatches
possess a high MWCNTs content (~15 wt-%) and
conductivities in the range of 0.1 to 1 S/cm. However,
when melt-processed as received, their mechanical
properties are very poor, leading to brittle, non-usable
materials.
They were then melt-diluted using the corresponding
homopolymer using both single-screw (5 wt-%) or twinscrew extruders (7.5 wt-%). The conductivity of the
composites was first measured on thin hot-pressed films
and is displayed in Figure 8. At 5 wt-%, the conductivity droped to 5.10-3 and 1.10-6 S/cm for PET and PA
composites, respectively, while the conductivity of the
PC composite remains high. However, especially with
PA composites, a heterogeneous dispersion of the
masterbatch into the homopolymer could also influence
this decrease in conductivity. At contents lower than
10 wt-%, the mechanical properties of PA and PC
composites improved significantly whereas the PET
composites were still very brittle.

Figure 7. SEM micrographs of polystyrene (a) and
polyacrylonitrile (b,c) nanofibers containing 10 wt-% of
MWNTs (a,b) and SWNTs (c).

However, CNTs dispersion into organic solvents is
much more difficult and strong acid treatments are
usually required, in order to incorporate alcohol and
carboxylic groups at the surface of the CNTs, which
will improve the interactions between the nanotubes and
the solvent molecules. It is important to note that the
acid treatment partially destroys the surface of the
carbon nanotubes, causing a degradation of the
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CONCLUSIONS

Two fiber spinning techniques were used to produce
conducting fibers that could be incorporated into smart
textiles.
Electrospinning leads to nanofiber mats that are
difficult to handle as individual fibers but could be
incorporated into garments as sensing zones for
different applications, like textrodes in health monitoring textiles. Nevertheless, more work has to be
carried out to ensure higher and more stable
conductivity before these fibers can be successfully used
into textiles.
Besides, the development of melt-spun polymer
fibers presenting high and stable conductivities is
currently being carried out at NRC-IMI. The first results
on polymer-CNT composites look promising and should
lead to flexible fibers having conductivities as good as
the bulk material, ensuring a higher stability than fibers
possessing conductive coatings.

Figure 8. Conductivity of polymer/MWNTs composite
films. PET: polyethylene terephthalate;
PA = polyamide 6,6; PC = polycarbonate.

The composites were melt-spun into single filaments
without post-stretching, to yield conductive fibers
having diameters around 1 mm using a Randcastle
multi-material processing system equipped with a
multilayer fiber spinning die (cf. Figure 9). Conductivities of the unstretched filaments were in the same
order of magnitude than the thin films. These first
results are promising. Next steps will include poststretching of the fibers and the study of both mechanical
properties and conductivity at varying fiber diameters
and processing conditions.
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of a Single Layer Compression Bandage system
for the Treatment of Venous Leg Ulcers
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no such system is available globally for the leg ulcers
treatment. There is no doubt that there would be
substantial savings for the hospitals because the research
programme replaces the current multilayer bandages
with a single layer integrated system, which will save
the nursing time as well as the cost of the treatment. The
paper discusses in depth the modelling of a single layer
compression bandage system developed by using threedimensional knitting technique called spacer technology.
A Finite Element (FE) model has been developed
using commercial spacer fabric. The unique structure of
the spacer fabric provides a loading mechanism which
can be tailored to achieve the required compression on
the leg. As tension applied on the fabric in x-direction,
the top and the bottom layers of spacer fabric stretch
which causes the cross linked spacer yarns to buckle. As
a result the lateral forces on the y-direction induce
pressure on the leg. The induced pressure on the leg can
be calculated using the reaction forces at the constrained
bottom layer and the contact area within the leg.
Three-dimensional FE model based on the
geometrical modelling of the internal structure of spacer
fabric has been developed, as shown in Figure 1. The
fabric consists of three different layers, each layer
consists of a single yarn or a number of yarns. The
properties required to construct the FE model are the
material properties and the geometrical properties of the
composite structure. The face and back of the fabric are
plain weft-knitted and can be simplified and represented
by a 2D hexagonal structure in x and z directions. This
concept is supported by previous work [1]. The spacer
fabric consists of two continuous yarns cross linked at
the top and the bottom layers. The entire model has been
designed using 3D beam element which has viscoelasticity, large deflection and large strain. The 3D
beam element has 8 nodes and each node has six
degrees of freedom [2].

ABSTRACT

Quality of life for ageing population is a key issue in
healthcare and medical research. It has been recognised
that varicose veins, DVT and venous leg ulcers are
growing problems for the elderly and in the UK alone
about 1 % of the adult population suffers from active
ulceration during their lifetime. The prevalence of
venous leg ulcers increases with age, from 10 per 1000
within the adult population to 36 per 1000 in the over
65 age groups particularly in women. Whilst national
statistics for the incidence of leg ulcers vary from
country to country, obviously the chronic nature of
venous ulcers creates considerable demands upon all
healthcare authorities in terms of treatment costs and
nursing resources. The total cost to the National Health
Service in the UK for venous leg ulcer treatment is
about £650 million per annum, which is 1–2 % of the
total healthcare expenditure. The estimated annual cost
in the US is between $1.9–2.5 billion and $25 million in
Sweden. In the EU, the cost for treating patients with
venous leg ulcers accounts for 1–2 % of the overall
healthcare expenditure. In Australia around 1 % of the
adult population suffers from venous ulceration.
Compression bandaging is considered as “gold
standard” therapy for managing venous leg ulcers and
treating the underlying venous insufficiency. In the UK
four layer therapy bandaging system is widely used. In
the EU mostly 2-layer bandaging system is preferred.
Engineering and Physical Science Research Council
(EPSRC) of the UK funded the University of Bolton for
developing a single-layer compression bandaging
system for the treatment of venous leg ulcers. This
single layer approach is novel and revolutionary because
__________________
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Figure 1. 3D FE model of a spacer fabric.

Figure 2. Variation of induced pressure with the
applied tension for various thicknesses of the weft
knitted spacer fabric.

The present work would recommend the use of a
spacer compression bandage thickness between 1.6 to
2.4 mm. The tex for the face yarn could be between 10.2
to 13.6. The tex for the spacer yarn could be between
7.2 to 10. It is evident from the FE model that the results
from the parametric study of the FE model would be
utilised for designing and developing a novel singlelayer bandage that could replace the currently used 2 to
4 layer systems for the leg ulcer treatment. The second
stage of the research programme is to verify the FE
model by undertaking comprehensive experimental
studies.

A linear FE analysis is carried out to evaluate the
mechanical properties of spacer fabric. Elastic Modulus
and Poisson’s ratio are obtained at low axial strain. The
results were compared with the experimental results. A
parametric study is also carried out to investigate the
variation of induced pressure with the applied tension (T) and the fabric thickness (t). Figure 2 shows the
variation of the induced pressure with the applied
tension for various material thicknesses. The optimum
pressure of 30 to 40 mmHg has been chosen as a bench
mark values for the parametric study [3].
It is obvious from Figure 2 that the required pressure
can be achieved for a bandage which possesses a
thickness between 1.6 and 2.4 mm depending on the
applied tension. For example at t=1.6, a pressure of
35 mmHg can be obtained at an applied tension of
T=5 N. As the thickness of the bandage increases more
applied tension is required to achieve the required
pressure. This shows that thinner bandages could be an
advantage as the required pressure can be achieved with
less tension. In other words at a thickness of 1.6 mm, a
tension between 4 to 5 N creates an ideal pressure of 30
to 40 mmHg.
Another parametric study has been carried out taking
into account the tex and the number of filaments of the
face and spacer yarns. Spacer fabric thicknesses of 2.2
and 2.4 mm have been chosen to optimise the required
pressure of 30 to 40 mmHg.
It is concluded that the optimum value of induced
pressure can be obtained for the spacer yarn tex between
7.2 and 10.8. However, lower tex values require higher
tension to produce the required induced pressure. The
use of high spacer yarn tex will result in dense spacer
fabric in which other factors such as bending stiffness
should be examined to ensure comfort of the bandage
during treatment. As the optimum pressure for
compression bandages used in leg ulcer treatment is
between 30 to 40 mmHg at the angles.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The numerical formulae related to superhydrophobic
polymer rough surfaces are shown using two
approaches, Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models. Using
these models as a guide, artificial superhydrophilic or
superhydrophobic surfaces were created. Rough nylon
surfaces mimicking the Lotus leaf were created by
coating polyester surface with nylon 6,6 short fibers
using the flocking process. Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)
chains were grafted onto nylon 6,6 surfaces followed by
grafting 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine to the PAA chains.
Water contact angles as high as 178º were achieved.
Using topological and chemical surface modification of
nylon 6,6 woven fabric, artificial Lotus leaves having
water contact angles as high as 168° were prepared.
Good agreement between the predictions based on the
original Cassie-Baxter model and experiments was
obtained.
The angle at which a water droplet rolls off the
surface has also been used to define a superhydrophobic
surface. It is shown that the roll-off angle is highly
dependent on droplet size. For our samples, the advancing contact angles of the fluoroamine or alkylamine
grafted multifilament fabric surface become very close
to 180° when the droplet begins to move. However, the
receding contact angles are affected by the local
structures of fabric such as protruding yarns, yarn size
and yarn spacing on the surface. Although the receding
contact angles are as small as 90°, the roll-off angles of
these superhydrophobic surfaces were less than 5° when
a 0.5 mL water droplet was applied.

The amazing water-repellency, superhydrophobicity, of
some plants has received a great deal of interest. There
are two different types of water-repellent plant leaves:
the first type is hair covered leaves such as Lady’s
Mantle, and the second type is macroscopically smooth
leaves such as Lotus [1]. For this surface, as water
droplets roll off easily, they wash dirt off the leaves and
effectively keep the surface clean. A superhydrophobic
surface is defined as having a water contact angle
greater than 150° and a roll-off angle less than 5º [2,27].
Recently, various superhydrophobic textile surfaces
were created via conventional weaving, knitting, and
flocking processes [14,17]. Zhu et al. developed a
superhydrophobic surface by electrospinning using a
hydrophilic material, poly(hydroxybutyrate-co-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV) [31]. Gao and McCarthy made
artificial super-hydrophobic surfaces with conventional
polyester and microfiber polyester fabrics rendered
hydrophobic by using a simple patented water-repellent
silicone coating procedure [5]. Nakajima et al. prepared
superhydrophobic thin films with TiO2 photocatalyst by
coating a fluoroalkyl silane onto the original films [19].
Zhai et al. demonstrated that the superhydrophobic
behavior of the lotus leaf structure can be achieved by
creating a semifluorinated silane coated polyelectrolyte
multilayer surface [29]. Han et al. created a
superhydrophobic surface using a block copolymer
micelle solution and silica nanoparticles. He also
provided a strategy for the fabrication of a wettabilitycontrolled organic-inorganic hybrid. Many other studies
of superhydrophobicity have been accomplished in
inorganic materials [8]. Huang et al. showed a
superhydrophobic surface from nanostructure materials
can be applied to microfluidic devices by preparing a
stable superhydrophobic surface via aligned carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) coated with a zinc oxide (ZnO) thin
film [9]. Shang et al. prepared optically transparent
superhydrophobic silica-based films on glass substrates
by making a nanoscale rough surface using nanoclusters
and nanoparticles [24]. Shi et al. obtained a
superhydrophobic surface by modifying a silver covered
silicon wafer with a self-assembled monolayer of ndodecanethiol [25]. Although most studies of the Lotus
effect have been carried out on inorganic materials,
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organic composite materials having a rough surface can
also be superhydrophobic by the Lotus effect. Jeong et
al. fabricated micro/nanoscale hierarchical structures
using a molding technique [10]. To modify an organic
film surface and create superhydrophobicity, Kim et al.
used He plasma and CFx nanoparticle coatings and
Fresnais et al. applied CF4 and O2 plasma [7,11].

The geometric mean of the liquid and solid surface
tension is used to calculate the thermodynamic work of
Lifshitz–van der Waals (LW) components [20]:
WSLLW = 2 γ L γ S
LW

According to equation (8), γSLLW increases as the free
energy of solid-liquid interface increases.
Meanwhile, the addition of intermolecular forces at
interfaces is equal to a surface tension of a material as
shown in equation (9) [3]. It is very important to
understand the surface tensions on the right hand side of
equation (8).

(1)

where γ is the surface tension; and SV, SL, and LV are
the solid-vapor, the solid-liquid, and the liquid-vapor
interfaces, respectively (Figure 1). According to
Young’s equation, the contact angle is a well-defined
property that depends on the surface tension coefficients
of solid, liquid and gas.

γ = γ d + γ p + γ H + γ ind + γ m + ...

The right hand side of equation (1) and γLV can be
obtained from experimental measurements, leaving two
unknowns, γSV and γSL. When θe for a test liquid > 20°, it
is assumed that γSV ≈ γS and γLV ≈ γL [1]. Equation (1)
can then be reformulated as:

γ S = γ Sd + γ Sp + γ SH ...

(10)

γ L = γ Ld + γ Lp + γ LH ...

(11)

Combining equations (5), (10) and (11) gives:

γ L (1+ cosθ ) = γ Ld (1+ cosθ ) + γ Lp (1+ cosθ ) + γ LH (1+ cosθ )
= 2( γ Sd ⋅ γ Ld + γ Sp ⋅ γ Lp + γ SH ⋅ γ LH )

(2)

(12)

For example, since γd(water) = 21.8, γp(water) = 1.4, γh(water) =
49.6, γd of Poly(tetrafluoroethylene, PTFE) = 18.5,
γp(PTFE) = 0, and γh(PTFE) = 0 dyne/cm, the water contact
angle on PTFE is 117° according to equation (12). This
is very close to the measured contact angle, 119°.

Likewise, the thermodynamic work of adhesion can be
explained by the Dupre equation as:
(3)

Since the thermodynamic work of adhesion is the negative of the free energy of adhesion, the free energy of
adhesion is also given by:

Roll-Off Angle and Self-Cleaning

Again, a superhydrophobic surface is defined as having
a water contact angle greater than 150° and a roll-off
angle less than 5°. The roll-off angle of droplets on
smooth surface can be described as [18]:

a
a
ΔGSL
= γ SL
− γ Sa − γ La

Combining equation (2) and (3) results in the DupreYoung equation:
a
WSLa = γ Sa + γ La − γ SL
= γ La (1 + cos θ )

(9)

where d, p, H, ind and m mean London dispersion
forces, permanent dipoles, hydrogen bonds, induced
dipoles and metallic interaction, respectively. Since the
first three components in equation (9) are the major
factors determining the surface tension of most of
materials, we can use these group contribution methods
to calculate γS and γL. Therefore, the solid or liquid
surface tension can be obtained from equation (9) as:

Figure 1. A drop on a flat surface.

a
WSLa = γ Sa + γ La − γ SL

(7)

LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
γ SL
= γ L + γ S − 2 γ L γ S = γ L + γ S + ΔGSL
(8)

The relation between the surface tension and contact
angle is obtained by the Young equation [22]:

γ S − γ SL
= cosθ e
γL

LW

From equation (2.5), γSLLW is:

Contact Angle and Wettability

γ SV − γ SL
= cos θ e
γ LV

(6)

LW
γ SL
= ( γ SLW − γ LLW ) 2

mg sin α = k 2πR

(4)

(13)

where α is the sliding angle, R is the radius of the
contact circle, m is the mass of the droplet, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and k is a proportionality
constant. Roura and Fort demonstrated the work due to
the external forces on a drop in Figure 2 which shows
that the advancing contact angle is always greater than
the receding contact angle on a tilted surface [23]. This
condition was described by Furmidge as:

From equation (3), Lifshitz-van der Waals (LW) interaction energy between solid and liquid is:
LW
LW
WSLLW = (γ SLW − γ SL
) + γ LLW = − ΔGSL
= γ LLW (1 + cos θ e ) (5)

(γS – γSL) from equation (5) can be obtained from contact
angle measurements. Finally γS can be evaluated when
γSL is known. The most frequently used method to assess
γSL is the surface tension component approach.
According to Fowkes, the interfacial tension between
solid and liquid is given by the following equation when
only dispersion interactions are present [6]:

mg sin α ≈ −2 Rγ LV (cos θ A − cos θ R )
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(a)

Figure 3. A liquid drop (a) wetting the grooves of a
rough surface (Wenzel model) and (b) sitting at the
top of a rough surface (Cassie-Baxter model).

Figure 2. Water drops on a tilted surface.

When the surface is tilted, the tilt angle increases until
the drop begins to move and equation (14) can be
expressed in terms of working energy if the drop slides
down as shown in Figure 2.
As mentioned before, it is assumed that the receding
contact angle and the advancing contact angle seem to
be close to their minimum and maximum values,
respectively when the drop slides down (α = αc):

According to Wenzel, the liquid contact angle at a rough
surface can be described as [13]:
cosθ r = r cosθ e
W

Equation (15) shows an energy balance when the solid
surface is progressively inclined and the drop begins to
slide at αc. In this situation, gravity can supply the
necessary energy to develop the back wetted surface,
and thereby the energy used to create a unit area of this
surface is – 2RγLV (cosθA(max) – cosθR(min)). Although the
contact angle changes continuously along the contact
line, equation (15) can be approximately calculated. The
constant k in equation (13) is related to contact angle
hysteresis, and the interfacial surface tension between
water and vapor.
When the surface is superhydrophobic and the droplet
is close to spherical:
(16)

where ρ is the density of water and R’ is the radius of
droplet. By multiplying gsinαc to both sides we can
describe the relationship between the radius of the
contact circle and the radius of droplet sliding on a
smooth surface as:
mg sin α c =

4
π ( R ' ) 3 ρg sin α c
3

Figure 4. Cosine curves of apparent contact angles
depending on roughness, r.

(17)

The Cassie and Baxter model is an extended form of the
Wenzel model to include porous surfaces. In this model
a liquid sits on a composite surface made of a solid and
air. Therefore, the liquid does not fill the grooves of a
rough solid. In their paper published in 1944, Cassie and
Baxter suggested that [4]:

Substituting equation (17) into equation (15), we obtain:
sin α c = k ' (cosθ A(max) − cos θ R (min) )

(19)

Here, r is the ratio of the total wet area of a rough
surface to the apparent surface area in contact with the
water droplet (r > 1). If the Young contact angle is
smaller than a critical contact angle θc, the liquid is
sucked into contact with the rough surface. According to
equation (19), for large r, the rough surface is dry when
the contact angle on a flat surface exceeds 90°
(Figure 4).

mg sin α c ≈ −2 Rγ LV (cos θ A(max) − cos θ R (min) ) (15)

4
m = π ( R' ) 3 ρ
3

(b)

(18)

where k’ is constant. Referring to equation (18), k’ is
related to the radius of the contact circle, the interfacial
surface tension between water and vapor, and the
contact angle hysteresis.

cosθ r

CB

= f1 cosθ e − f 2

(20)

where f1 is the surface area of the liquid in contact with
the solid divided by the projected area, and f2 is the
surface area of the liquid in contact with air trapped in
the pores of the rough surface divided by the projected
area. According to Cassie and Baxter:

Wetting Behavior on Rough Surfaces

Since Young’s equation is only appropriate for a flat
surface, other expanded approaches are needed to
describe the contact angle of a droplet on a rough
surface. When the surface is roughened the
minimization of liquid surface free energy results in two
possible contact angles, the Wenzel apparent contact
angle or the Cassie-Baxter apparent contact angle. In
Wenzel’s approach the liquid fills the grooves on the
rough surface (Figure 3).

f1 =

Area in contact with liquid
Projected area

(21)

f2 =

Area in contact with air
Projected area

(22)

When there is no trapped air, f1 is identical to the value
of r in the Wenzel model. Recognizing this, equation (25) has recently been rewritten as follows:
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f1 = r f f

(23)

f2 = 1− f

(24)

cos θ r

(25)

CB

= r f f cos θ e + f − 1

For an apparent contact angle of water on TeflonTM to
be greater than 150º (superhydrophobic), the fraction of
the surface in contact with water must be less than
26 %.

where f is the fraction of the projected area of the solid
surface in contact with the liquid and rf is defined by
analogy with the Wenzel model [15]. It is important to
note that rf in equation (25) is not the roughness ratio of
the total surface, but only of that in contact with the
liquid. In this form of the Cassie-Baxter equation, the
contributions of surface roughness and of trapped air are
much clearer than in the other forms of the equation.
Recently, many authors used another approach for the
Cassie-Baxter equation to describe contact angles of
droplets on heterogeneous rough surfaces that have
composite interfaces [28]. In the modified Cassie and
Baxter model the liquid forms a composite surface made
of solid, liquid and air; and the liquid does not fill the
grooves on the rough surface (Figure 3b) [30]. When the
top of a rough surface is completely flat, the following
equation describes the apparent contact angle on a rough
surface [12]:
cos θ r

CB

= Φ1 cosθ1 + Φ 2 cosθ 2

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

Nylon 6,6 film (Mn:12 kD), nylon 6,6 multifilament
plain woven fabric (weight: 100 g/m2), nylon 6,6 monofilament plain woven fabric (weight: 100 g/m2), nylon
6,6 calendered monofilament modified twill woven
fabric (weight: 100 g/m2), and flock fabrics were used
as smooth or rough surfaces. To prepare flock fabrics,
various nylon 6,6 rod-shaped short fibers (flock,
Cellusuede), polyester fabric (93 g/m2), acrylic adhesive
(C. L. Hauthaway & Sons Co.), and an electrostatic
flock applicator (CP-70, Cellusuede Products. Inc.) were
used. Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA, Mw: 450 kD, Aldrich), 4(4,6-dimethoxy-1,3,5-triazin-2yl)-4-methylmorpholinium chloride (DMTMM, Fluka), sodium thiocyanate
(NaSCN, Fisher), methanol (CH3OH, Aldrich), 1H, 1Hperfluorooctylamine (C8H4F15N, Synquest), and
octadecylamine (C18H39N, Aldrich) were used without
further purification.

(26)

where θrCB is the apparent contact angle at a
heterogeneous rough surface composed of two different
materials; θ1 and θ2 are the droplet contact angles on the
two surfaces. A unit area of the surface has a unit
surface area fraction Φ1 with a contact angle θ1 and an
area fraction Φ2 with a contact angle θ2. When this
rough surface consists of only two materials Φ2 = 1 –
Φ1. If the liquid does not completely wet the surface, Φ2
represents the trapped air with θ2 =180º. Equation (2.20)
can be modified as [16]:
cosθ r

ΦS =

CB

Chemical Surface Modification of Nylon 6,6

A. Grafting of PAA
Since nylon 6,6 has few reactive groups on the surface
and since we wish to chemically graft an alkyl or
fluoroalkyl material to the surface, poly(acrylic acid),
PAA, was first grafted to the nylon surface to increase
the number of reactive sites following the procedure
developed by Thompson [26]. 1 g PAA was dissolved in
250 mL distilled water at 20ºC. Then 0.5 g nylon film
(10 x 10 cm2) and 1g of each nylon fabric (10 x 10 cm2)
were immersed in the PAA solution for 24 hours, rinsed
in distilled water with stirring for 8 hours (repeated
three times with fresh water), wiped with Kimwipes®
and air dried. 0.1 g DMTMM was dissolved in distilled
water with vigorous stirring at 20ºC. PAA adsorbed
nylon materials were immersed in the DMTMM
solution to graft PAA to the nylon surfaces. The
reaction was allowed to proceed for 2 hours. PAAgrafted nylon materials were rinsed in distilled water for
8 hours (repeated three times with fresh solvent), wiped
with Kimwipes®, and air dried.
To remove non-grafted PAA, the nylon materials
were rinsed in a 1 M aqueous sodium thiocyanate
(NaSCN) solution with stirring (repeated twice with
fresh solution), rinsed in distilled water for 8 hours
(repeated three times with fresh solution), and heated in
water for 3 hours at 65ºC. Then, the nylon surfaces were
wiped with Kimwipes® and air dried.

= Φ S cosθ e + Φ S − 1 = Φ S (cosθ e + 1) − 1 (27)

Σa 2
Σ ( a + b) 2

(28)

where ΦS is the ratio of the rough surface area in contact
with a liquid drop to the total surface covered by a
liquid drop, a is the width of a prominence of a rough
surface and b is the distance between prominences.
Smaller ΦS increases θrCB and makes the surface more
hydrophobic (Figure 5).

B. Grafting of Fluoroamine
0.05 g 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine was dissolved in
10 mL methanol at 20ºC. Then 0.15 g PAA-grafted
nylon film (5 x 6 cm2) and 0.3 g of each PAA grafted
nylon fabric (5 x 6 cm2) were immersed in the 1H, 1Hperfluorooctylamine solution for 24 hours with stirring
to allow adsorption of 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine.

Figure 5. Cosine curves of apparent contact angles
depending on top area fraction, ΦS.
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tension surface. Then we made a rough nylon surface
via the flocking process and modified the nylon flock
fibers to give them a low surface tension using the same
procedure as for the nylon film. Similar studies were
performed on woven fabrics and calendered woven
fabrics. A water droplet easily rolled off of the superhydrophobic surfaces at a very low incline angle.

0.03 g DMTMM was dissolved in methanol with
vigorous stirring at 20ºC. 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine
adsorbed PAA-grafted nylon materials were immersed
in the DMTMM solution to graft 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine to the PAA on nylon 6,6 surfaces. The
reaction proceeded for 2 hours. The 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine-grafted PAA-grafted nylon materials were
rinsed in methanol for 8 hours (repeated twice with
fresh solvent), rinsed in distilled water for 8 hours
(repeated twice with fresh solvent), wiped with
Kimwipes®, and air dried.

Superhydrophobic Flock Surfaces

A. Preparation of Flock Fabric
The electrostatic flock applicator produces a 30 to
70 kV potential to drive the rod-shaped nylon flocks
from the container of applicator to the polyester
substrate fabric resting on a metal grounding plate. A
10x10 cm2 polyester fabric was coated with 0.3 g of
acrylic adhesive by screen-printing. The nylon flock
was shot from the applicator for five seconds vertically
down into the adhesive that had previously been applied
to a polyester substrate. The flock fibers oriented in the
flow direction to reduce their air resistance through this
process, and those fibers were perpendicularly aligned
to the polyester substrate. The fabric was dried at 120ºC
for 10 minutes and cured at 149°C for 5 minutes after
pre-cleaning to remove unattached flock.

C. Grafting of Alkylamine
0.03 g octadecylamine was dissolved in 10 mL methanol at 20ºC. Then 0.15 g PAA-grafted nylon film and
0.3 g of each PAA-grafted nylon fabric were immersed
in the octadecylamine solution for 24 hours with stirring
to allow adsorption of octadecylamine. 0.03 g DMTMM
was dissolved in methanol with vigorous stirring at
20ºC. Octadecylamine adsorbed PAA-grafted nylon
materials were immersed in the DMTMM solution to
the graft octadecylamine to the PAA on nylon 6,6 surfaces. The reaction proceeded for 2 hours. The
octadecylamine-grafted PAA-grafted nylon materials
were rinsed in methanol for 8 hours (repeated twice with
fresh solvent), rinsed in distilled water for 8 hours
(repeated twice with fresh solvent), wiped with
Kimwipes®, and air dried.

B. Design of Superhydrophobic Flock Fabric
According to Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models, a
surface of a composite material can be superhydrophobic when the material consists of a rough surface
having the appropriate roughness, r, as shown in
equation (19), and the appropriate area fraction of the
surface in contact with water, ФS, as shown in
equation (27). In this study, rod-shaped nylon flock
fibers were attached on a polyester substrate. The
protruding flock fibers can be thought of as pillars
sticking up from the fabric surface as depicted in
Figure 6.

Characteriaztion

A. Scanning Electro Microscopy
The rough surface nylon composite was examined with
a scanning electron microscope (SEM), Hitachi S3200N, operated at 5 kV and 10 kV and magnifications
from 25x to 2000x magnification. Image J 1.34s
(National Institute of Health) was used for image
analysis of SEM pictures. On a rough surface, the
diameters and distances among adjacent protuberances
or grooves were measured using this program.
B. Contact Angle Measurement
The contact angle on the prepared surfaces was
measured from sessile water drops using a lab-designed
goniometer at 20ºC. The contact angle images were
obtained using an optical contact angle instrument
(VCA Optima, AST Products Inc.) and a high resolution
zoom camera (Century Optics .65X or VPLL-ZM101,
Sony Corp.). The volumes of the applied droplets of
distilled water were 10, 20 and 50 μL. Mean values
were calculated from at least four individual
measurements each on a new spot. The roll-off angle
was measured by placing a specimen on a level platform
mounted on a rotation stage, Newport 495, and inclining
the specimen. 10, 20, 50, and 500 μL of water droplets
were placed onto the surface, and the angle of the stage
was recorded when the drop rolled off.

Figure 6. Side and upper views of roughness pattern.

For this rough surface, r is defined as:
r=

2πRh

(2R + d )2

+1

(29)

where R and h are the radius and height of a flock fiber,
respectively; and d is the distance between two adjacent
fibers. Reformulating the Wenzel equation gives:

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

⎞
⎛ 2πRh
cos θ rW = ⎜⎜
+ 1⎟⎟ cos θ e
2
2
(
R
d
)
+
⎠
⎝

To form a superhydrophobic surface, the surface must
have a low surface tension and be rough. We used a two
stage procedure to create a superhydrophobic fabric.
First, we modified nylon film to generate a low surface
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For this rough surface, ФS is defined as:
ΦS =

πR

2

⎛ R ⎞
⎛ R ⎞
cos θ rCB = −⎜
⎟α cos α + ⎜
⎟ sin α − 1 (33)
+
R
d
⎝
⎠
⎝R+d⎠

(31)

(2 R + d )2

where R and h are the radius and height of a flock fiber,
respectively; and d is the distance between two adjacent
fibers. Reformulating the Cassie-Baxter equations gives:
cosθ rCB =

πR 2

(2 R + d )2

(cosθe + 1) − 1

(32)

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. A liquid drop sitting on (a) cylinders packed
tightly, and (b) cylinders separated by a distance, 2d.

If the surface of these fibers is modified to have a
surface tension of 18.5 dyne/cm, equation (32) predicts
the surface will be superhydrophobic if the adjacent
fibers have the spacing. For R=7 µm, h=1 mm d=10–
178 µm, all the samples have potential to be
superhydrophobic when the surfaces are grafted with
1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine or octadecylamine. Indeed,
the predicted contact angles of both fluoroamine
modified and octadecylamine modified flock fabric
surfaces were greater than 150°. For these rough
surfaces, the measured water contact angles were 170°–
178° (Figure 7).

On substituting π – θe for α, we obtain:
⎛ R ⎞
⎛ R ⎞
(34)
cos θ rCB = ⎜
⎟(π − θ e ) cos θ e + ⎜
⎟ sin θ e − 1
⎝R+d⎠
⎝R+d⎠

For θe > 90°, θrCB increases with increasing d. For
example, when θe = 120° and d = 0, the fibers are
closely packed and θrCB = 131°; for d = R, θrCB = 146°;
and for d = 2R, θrCB = 152°.
We consider two cases for solving equation (34).
First we solve it for a monofilament plain woven fabric
shown in Figure 9. Again, according to Pythagorean’s
theorem, the angle that a weft yarn (or warp yarn)
makes with the fabric plane in traveling from one warp
yarn (or weft yarn) to another is 30º. Therefore, the
distance from the top of a weft yarn (or warp yarn) to
the top of an adjacent warp yarn (or weft yarn) is 2 3R .
From this geometric consideration, the center-to-center
distance of adjacent cylinders in equation (34), 2(R + d),
is equal to 2 3R , and f = sin α / 3 Substituting these
values into equation (34) along with the measured
contact angles from the flat nylon films, we find 118° ≤
θrCB ≤ 134° for the 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine-grafted
monofilament woven fabric and 120° ≤ θrCB ≤ 127° for
the octadecylamine–grafted monofilament woven fabric.

Figure 7. A water droplet on a superhydrophobic flock
fabric surface.
Superhydrophobic Woven Surfaces

Again, we designed a superhydrophobic rough surface
through the predominant approaches of modeling,
Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models. A woven surface can
be also superhydrophobic when the material consists of
a rough surface having the appropriate roughness, r, as
shown in equation (19), and the appropriate area
fraction of the surface in contact with water, ФS, as
shown in equation (20).
We begin with an analysis of f, the fraction of the
projected area in contact with the water droplet. For
parallel cylinders viewed normal to the cylinders’ axes
there are two cases (a) the cylinders are packed tightly
together, or (b) they are separated by some distance, as
shown in Figure 8. In case (a), the distance from the
center on one cylinder to the center of the next is 2R,
where R is the radius of the cylinder. In case (b), by
analogy, the center-to-center distance is considered to
be 2(R + d). In case (a), Marmur showed that f = sinα
where α is the angle between the top of the cylinder and
the liquid contact line and α = π – θe. In case (b), f = R
sinα / (R + d); and in both cases, rf = α / sinα. Therefore,
using simple differentials we obtain d(rff) / df = (cosα)-1
and d2(rff) / df 2 > 0 in both (a) and (b). According to
Marmur, under these conditions, there is a minimum
surface free energy on each surface such that α = π – θe.
Substituting for f and rf for case (b) into equation (25)
results in:

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. The cross section views of a plain woven
fabric: at the warp yarn direction (a) and at the weft
yarn direction (b).

In the second case, we again extend the analysis to a
multifilament fabric. We begin by determining the
apparent contact angle of the liquid with the
multifilament yarns. From Figure 10, it is seen that the
fiber spacing is approximately equal to the fiber
diameter, i.e. 2d ≈ 2Rf, where Rf is the fiber radius.
Substituting Rf for R and d into equation (34), we obtain
θrCB ranging from 123° to 138° for the 1H, 1Hperfluorooctylamine-grafted single fiber, and from 125°
to 131° for the octadecylamine-grafted single fiber.
Then, using these values as the effective contact angles
for the yarns in the woven structure and re-solving
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than 5°. As shown in equation (14), repeated below, the
roll-off angle depends on the size of the water droplet,
the interfacial surface tension between liquid and vapor,
and contact angle hysteresis. i.e. sinα is proportional to
the difference between cosθA and cosθR. The roll-off
angles of 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine-grafted and
octadecylamine-grafted superhydrophobic nylon surface
having multifilament nylon fibers were measured and
compared to the predicted angles.
It is important that the droplet size must be much
larger than the underlying structure in order to have a
low roll-off angle. For our samples, the advancing
contact angles of the 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylaminegrafted or octadecylamine-grafted multifilament fabric
surface became very close to 180° when the droplet
began to move. However, the receding contact angles
were affected by the local structures of fabric such as
protruding yarns, yarn size and yarn spacing on the
surface. Although the receding contact angles were as
small as 90°, the roll-off angles of these superhydrophobic surfaces were less than 5° when a 0.5 mL water
droplet was applied. However, when 10, 20, and 50 μL
drops were applied, the roll-off angles were greater than
5° since the roll-off angle was influenced by the droplet
size and local yarn or fabric geometry. When the droplet
size approaches the underlying structure size, the
assumptions in the Cassie-Baxter model begin to fail.
Therefore, roll-off angles are affected by the local
structures of fabric such as protruding yarns, yarn size
and yarn spacing on the surface. Figure 11 shows the
protruding fibers and the yarn size compared to the drop
size.

equation (34) with R being the yarn radius and
d = R ( 3 − 1) such that 2(R + d) = 2 3R as before. We
obtain 146° ≤ θrCB ≤ 158° for the 1H, 1Hperfluorooctylamine-grafted fabric, and 147° ≤ θrCB ≤
152° for the octadecylamine-grafted fabric. The
measured values are slightly larger than our predicted
values. This is probably due to the real value of d being
larger than the values chosen in this analysis. For
example, the surface of the fabric shown in Figure 10
clearly has loose fibers on the surface that are not
entrained in the yarn. These surface fibers are separated
from the remainder of the fibers by distances d > R. As
shown earlier, larger values of d result in larger values
of θrCB. Thus the measured values of θrCB are greater
than predicted values. Figure 11 shows a water droplet
sitting on this surface; the apparent water contact angle
on this surface is 168º.

Figure 10. SEM micrographs of a multifilament plain
woven fabric.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the wetting behavior on a flat surface was
compared to that of a rough surface; the effect of the
sliding angles of water droplet was analyzed; and the
contact angle hysteresis on superhydrophobic surfaces
was studied.

Figure 11. A water droplet on a multifilament plain
woven fabric. The apparent water contact angle on
this rough surface is 168º.

Others have reported the Cassie-Baxter model using
equation (21). This form of the Cassie-Baxter equation
is valid only when a surface is perfectly smooth (i.e. ΦS
= r = f1 + f2 = 1) or when the top of a rough surface is
flat. However, f1 + f2 > 1 on general rough surfaces. For
example, in the multifilament yarns of Figure 10,
d = R ( 3 − 1) , θe ≈ 100° giving f1 = 0.81 and f2 = 0.43
since:
f1 =

R
(π − θ e )
R+d

f2 =1−

R
sin θ e
R+d

Design and Development of Superhydrophobic
Flock Fabrics

In order to make nylon 6,6 superhydrophobic, a low
surface energy material, 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine,
was grafted onto rough surfaces of nylon 6,6, which
were made by flocking and water contact angles were
measured. The rough surface became more hydrophobic
than the corresponding flat surface when θe > 90° but
more hydrophilic when θe < 90°. Since nylon and PAA
are hydrophilic, rough surfaces made of nylon or the
PAA grafted nylon absorbed water into the structures,
and both surfaces became more hydrophilic. However,
the nylon rough surface grafted with a low surface
energy material, 1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine, became
superhydrophobic (θr ≥ 150°) when inter-fiber distances
between adjacent fibers fell within the ranges predicted
by the Wenzel and the Cassie-Baxter models. Surfaces
with water contact angles as high as 178° were made.
Both mechanical and chemical surface modifications
were required to make superhydrophobic surfaces.

(35)
(36)

Thus, in this case, f1 + f2 = 1.24. This is clearly not
equal to one and equation (21) cannot be applied in this
case. Rather, the original Cassie-Baxter equation is
preferred.
Contact Angle Hysteresis and Roll-off Angle

Another portion of the definition of superhydrophobic
materials is that they have a water roll-off angle of less
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Design and Development of Superhydrophobic
Woven Fabrics
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A superhydrophobic surface is obtained by two criteria:
a low surface energy and an appropriate surface
roughness which results in water detaching from the
surface at a low roll-off angle. In order to make nylon
6,6 superhydrophobic, a low surface tension material,
1H, 1H-perfluorooctylamine or octadecylamine was
grafted onto nylon 6,6 woven fabric consisting of
multifilament yarns. We modeled the multifilament,
plain woven fabric as consisting of monofilaments
whose water contact angle was equal to the apparent
water contact angle of the multifilament yarn. We
approximated the fabric as parallel cylinders with radii
equal to that of the multifilament yarns. From the water
contact angles measured on flat, modified nylon films,
we predicted the apparent contact angle of the woven
fabrics. Good agreement between the predicted values
and the observed contact angles was obtained. Apparent
water contact angles of the multifilament woven fabric
as high as 168° were obtained. A flattened fabric was
also modeled and the predicted and measured values for
this fabric also were in good agreement. It is important
to note that the form of the Cassie-Baxter equation in
common use today is generally invalid, and the original
Cassie-Baxter equation or the reformulated CassieBaxter equation by Marmur have to be used when the
top of a rough surface is not completely flat.
When the droplet began to roll off, the advancing
contact angles of superhydrophobic woven surfaces
became very close to 180° and the receding contact
angles were as small as 90° since the receding angles
were affected by the local structures of fabric such as
protruding yarns, yarn size and yarn spacing on the
surface. The roll-off angles of these superhydrophobic
surfaces were less than 5° when a large drop of water
was applied, but greater than 5° when small drops were
applied, since the roll-off angle was influenced by the
droplet size and local yarn or fabric geometry.
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electrospinning has emerged as a method suitable for
making scaffolds, mainly due to the body-mimicking
structure of the electrospun scaffolds.
Electrospinning is an efficient way of utilizing
electrostatic forces for producing fibers in nano scale
from a polymer solution or melt [2]. It is also a flexible
method, which in tissue engineering is beneficial as it
increases the possibilities of designing scaffolds suitable
for a wide variety of cell types and applications. A wide
range of materials can be electrospun and parameters
such as electric field strength, polymer feed rate,
polymer concentration and choice of solvent all affect
the fiber and scaffold morphology [3,4]. By using
electrospinning as a scaffold production method it is
also possible to incorporate growth factors and other
particles, a benefit when it comes to further tailoring the
scaffold design to fit a wide variety of cells. It is
possible to achieve a controlled release of incorporated
particles; hence the effect can be sustained for a specific
period of time [5,6,7].
The main advantage of electrospun scaffolds is
however their body-mimicking structure. The fiber sizes
and the three-dimensional (3D) structure are two of the
most important similarities between the electrospun
scaffolds and native extracellular matrix (ECM). The
3D-structure is crucial for cell differentiation and
formation of a biologically functional tissue [8]. Also,
there are studies indicating the benefit of nanofibrous
structures when it comes to both cell attachment and cell
proliferation [9,10,11].
Even though the electrospun scaffolds have many
advantages, a major drawback for use in tissue
engineering is the porosity and the pore sizes of the
produced scaffolds [3,12]. The pore sizes and the
porosity are important for cell migration and cell
infiltration, as well as for nutrient and oxygen transport.
Generally, an electrospun scaffold have a porosity of
about 70–80 % and pore sizes of at the most a few

ABSTRACT

This paper presents two electrospinning methods for
producing highly porous scaffolds to be used in tissue
engineering applications. First, tubular constructs of
gelatin are created by simultanous electrospinning fibers
of two distinctively different diameters onto a rotating
collector. The fiber diameters are decided by the
polymer concentrations in the two spinnerets, whereas
an efficient mixing of the fibers is achieved by adjusting
the rotation of the collector and the individual feeding
rates of the polymer solutions. Second, a study is
presented in which nanofibers are elctrospun onto single
microfibers, whereby they can be easily formed into any
shape, size and, most importantly, into scaffolds of any
porosity. Both methods utilize the nanofibers for
promoting cell growth and the microfibers for increasing the porosity. The methods can be use for
tailoring the porosity of electrospun scaffolds an
important aspect in creating scaffolds for tissue
engineering.
INTRODUCTION

Driven by shortage of donor organs and tissues for
transplantations tissue engineering is a rapidly growing
area of research. It is a truly interdisciplinary research
area and there are many different aspects to consider,
one of the most important being the scaffold design.
There are many different methods that can be used for
producing scaffolds, however, in recent years,
__________________
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100 % PLA (Terramac, 70,000–100,000 g/mol,
D % <3) was purchased from Unitika Co., Japan, and
used as microfiber. By using two filaments (diameter
15 µm each) from the PLA fiber the diameter of the
microfiber was 30 µm.

micrometer. Different cells have different requirements
for optimal growth, but as a cell is about 10 µm in size,
the pore sizes must be at least in that range. Often, pore
sizes of several hundred micrometers are required for
adequate cell infiltration [3,13].
There are several methods that have been developed
for increasing the porosity of electrospun scaffolds.
Adding porogens, such as salt particles, is one common
and simple method [14]. Pore sizes and porosity are
then controlled by particle size and particle density
respectively. However, there is a problem regarding
interconnectivity of the pores collapse of the scaffold
structure upon leaching out the particles [14,15,16,17].
In recent years, it has been seen that combining
nanofibers with larger microfibers might be a way of
successfully increasing the scaffold porosity [11,18].
The microfibers then provide the porous structure
whereas the nanofibers are still present to enchance cell
growth. Also, the ratio of nano- and microfibers can be
easily changed to vary the porosity, thus providing
control over a very important parameter. Initial attempts
were based on multilayering and mixed electrospinning
of fibers in different size ranges. This is possible as it
has been seen that the size of the electrospun fibers are
closely linked to the polymer concentration of the
polymer solution [9,10,17,19]. Sequentially electrospinning nano- and microfibers does however result in a
layered structure where the nanofiber layers effectively
hinder adequate cellular infiltration [15,18]. Using two
spinnerets to simoultanously electrospin fibers of two
different sizes was also seen to be a challenge due to the
repulsion of the polymer jets, which rendered the
collection of fibers to be difficult [15]. A way of
overcoming the difficulty of collecting fibers in mixed
electrospinning was presented in a recent study [20]. A
rotating collector was then used to force electrospun
fibers of two different sizes to mix with eachother.
Presented in this study are two methods for
increasing the porosity of electrospun scaffolds. Both
are based on the mixing of nano- and microfibers. The
first method is a mixed electrospinning in which porous
tubular structures are created by electrospinning
nanofibers of different sizes onto a rotating mandrel. A
potential application of the formed constructs is vascular
tissue engineering. The second method is a newly
presented method of electrospinning nanofibers directly
onto single microfibers [1]. The nanofiber-coating is
possible by use of a collector rotating around the
microfiber, thus forcing the nanofibers to be collected
on the microfiber. The nanofiber-coated microfibers can
be formed into scaffolds of tailored size, shape and
porosity, hence providing a very important flexibility.

METHODS
Traditional Electrospinning

PCL nanofibers were electrospun using setup and parameters described by Thorvaldsson et al. [1].
Mixed Electrospinning

Electrospun gelatine tubes were produced by collecting
the fibres on a fast rotating mandrel (figure 1). Both
needles (0.6 mm) were connected to a power supply and
charged by 18 kV. The distance between needle and
collector was 10 cm. The feed rates of the polymer
solutions were 1.5 and 0.5 ml/h respectively. The
concentrations of the two polymer solutions were
45 mg/ml and 150 mg/ml. The mandrel had a diameter
of 3 mm. The rotating speed was varied between
400 rpm and 2000 rpm.
Nanofiber-Coated Microfibers

Electrospinning
The electrospinning setup and process parameters used
for nanofiber-coating of single microfibers was as
previously described by Thorvaldsson et al. [1].
Briefly, to direct the nanofibers towards the
microfiber the latter was placed in the spinning direction
from the needle through a centrally placed hole in a
rotating disc, on which the collector was positioned. A
teflon tube was placed between the syringe needle and
the collector to ensure collection of nanofibers on
collector and microfiber. The nanofiber-coated microfiber was wound-up onto a rotating wheel placed behind
the collector.
Scaffold Formation
Non-coated microfibers and nanofiber-coated microfibers were formed, as described by Thorvaldsson
et al. [1], into scaffolds of 95 and 97 % porosity. The
scaffold porosity could be calculated by knowing the
amount of fibers pressed into a void of a known volume
and assuming that the amount of PCL nanofibers was
neglectable compared to the amount of PLA microfibers.

MATERIALS

PCL (Mw~80,000 g/mol) was purchased from SigmaAldrich and dissolved in 1:1 (vol) ratio of chloroform:N,N-dimethylformamide.
Gelatine (Merck) was dissolved in 1,1,1,3,3,3hexafluoro-2-propanol.

Figure 1. Setup for mixed electrospinning.
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Cell Preparation and Culturing
Surplus chondrocytes from a patient undergoing
autologous chondrocyte transplantation were used in the
cell study and cells were prepared, cultured and
analyzed as described by Thorvaldsson et al. [1]. The
prepared scaffolds were pre-coated with human serum
and thereafter seeded with 2 × 106 cells/cm2. The cellscaffold constructs were cultured in defined medium for
14 days, and the medium was changed twice a week.
At day 14 the cell-scaffold constructs were fixed and
embedded in paraffin. Five micrometer thick sections
were cut and placed onto microscope slides, deparaffinized, and stained with Alcian blue/van Gieson.
The stained sections were analyzed with a microscope
and digital images were taken.
Also at day 14 samples were fixed, sputter coated
with a palladium layer and analyzed by scanning
electron microsope.

Figure 3. Microfiber coated with electrospun
nanofibers.

The porosity and pore sizes were greatly enhanced using
this method. The result of the electrospinning was a
single long microfiber coated with nanofibers and as
this could be formed into any size, shape and porosity it
rendered a very high flexibility. By controlling the
amount of fibers compacted into a certain volume
scaffolds of 95–97 % porosity were produced. The pore
sizes were then up to several hundred micrometers. This
is benefical for cell infiltration, as previously seen in the
preliminary cell study made by Thorvaldsson et al. [1].
Cells in the nanofibrous scaffolds were seen to form a
cell layer on top of the scaffolds whereas the cells
completely infiltrated the scaffolds with microfibers or
nanofiber-coated microfibers (figure 4).
In comparing the porosity and pore sizes of the
different scaffolds it can be observed that incorporating
microfibers into the structures successfully increase the
scaffold porosity (figure 5). Also, it can be seen that by
combining tradional electrospinning, mixed electrospinning and nanofibercoated-microfibers it is possible
to create scaffolds of a very wide range of porosities and
pore sizes.

RESULTS
Mixed Electrospinning

Using mixed electrospinning it was seen that it was
possible to create tubular constructs of various
porosities by simultaneously electrospinning fibers of
two different sizes onto a rotating mandrel. A clear
connection between polymer concentration and fiber
diameter was seen and confirmed results obtained by
previous researchers [17,19]. By selecting concentrations forming fibers of appropriate diameters
scaffolds of tailored porosity could be created (figure 2).
Furthermore, a connection between feeding rate of
the polymer solution and amount of fibers collected was
found with lower feeding rates yielding less nanofiber
deposition. This is important for optimizing the ratio
between nano- and microfibers, i.e. for optimizing the
porosity.

Figure 4. Cross-sections of scaffolds of nanofibers
only (left) and nanofiber-coated microfibers (right).
C: cell nucleus, N: nanofibers, M: microfibers.
Figure 2. Nano- and microfibers electrospun by mixed
electrospinning.

DISCUSSION

Electrospun scaffolds of pore sizes ranging from a few
micrometers to several hundred micrometers and
porosities from 70–80 % to above 95 % have been
produced using the methods presented in this paper.
The regular electrospinning setup created scaffolds
with about 70–80 % porosities and pore sizes of a few
microns. This rendered the cellular infiltration to be
minimal, as indicated in the previously done preliminary
cell study [1]. Creating 3D structures for tissue
engineering purposes is therefore not possible using
nanofibers only. However, the pure electrospun

Nanofiber-Coated Microfibers

PCL nanofibers were electrospun onto single PLA
microfibers. (figure 3) The nanofibers were smooth,
about 200–400 nm in diameter and homogenously
collected on the microfibers. A tendency of orientation
could be seen due to the constant movement of the
microfiber during the electrospinning process. This will
be further investigated for the possibility of guiding cell
growth.
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The cellular infiltration was positively affected by the
increase in porosity and pore sizes as seen by the
complete infiltration of scaffolds with microfibers or
nanofiber-coated microfibers. There was no major
difference in cellular infiltration between scaffolds of
microfibers and scaffolds of nanofiber-coated
microfibers, however a potential effect on
differentiation elicited by the nanofiber coating is
investigated in further studies [1].
Taken together, the mixed electrospinning and the
nanofiber-coating of microfibers shows that the porosity
of electrospun scaffolds can be modified and tailored for
different cell types and applications. Flexibility in
tailoring scaffold porosity and pore sizes is crucial for
future usage of electrospinning in tissue engineering
applications and the methods presented in this paper is
thereby of importance.

nanofibers might have other suitable applications such
as coating of surfaces or controlled release of drugs.
Compared to traditional electrospinning, the porosity
and pore sizes were significantly increased using mixed
electrospinning. Pore sizes in the range of a cell, i.e. up
to about 10 µm were created, making the scaffolds
useful in tissue engineering applications. Moreover,
with the confirmed connection between polymer
concentration and fiber diameter and polymer feed rate
and amount of nanofiber deposition the porosity of the
scaffolds can be tailored. Changing the diameters of the
fibers and varying the ratio between nano- and
microfibers can thereby be used for designing scaffolds
suitable for different cell types and different
applications. Also, whereas previous studies have
shown problems with layering and nanofiber layers
preventing adequate cell infiltration, modifying the
nano- and microfiber ratio with polymer feed rates
provides a way of avoiding layering and supporting cell
infiltration [15]. Besides being beneficial for tailoring
porosity, using two different polymer solutions provide
variability when it comes to combining different
materials and fiber morphologies for creating
composites and designing scaffolds of specific
properties [20]. Also, by varying the rotation speed of
the mandrel used in this study a variable circumferential
fiber alignment can be achieved, interesting in vascular
tissue engineering applications for achieving desired
mechanical properties.
Although the mixed electrospinning produces
scaffolds with pore sizes in the cell size range many cell
types require much larger pores for adequate
infiltration [13]. The cells must have enough space for
migration and proliferation while at the same time there
must be adequate space for transport of nutrients and
waste to and from the cells.
It could be seen in the presented study that the
porosity and pore sizes were greatly enhanced using the
method of nanofiber-coated microfibers [1]. The pore
sizes were several hundred micrometers and the
porosities were 95–97 %, which was significantly
different from scaffolds produced traditional or mixed
electrospinning.

CONCLUSION

Mixing fibers of different sizes is a way of increasing
the porosity of fibrous scaffolds and the basis for the
two methods presented in this article. They both allow
for effective mixing of nano- and microfibers and
contribute to an important toolbox of methods by which
the porosity of a scaffold may be tailored. Being able to
tailor the scaffold porosity is crucial for the future
utilization of electrospun scaffolds in tissue engineering.
Combining the methods of regular electrospinning,
mixed electrospinning and nanofiber-coating of
microfibers provide potential of tailoring porosities
ranging from ~70 to ~97 % and pore sizes ranging from
a few µm to several 100 µm. This is of great value as
different cells have different requirements for optimal
growth and tailoring the scaffold design for different
cells is of uttermost importance for the future of
electrospun scaffolds in tissue engineering applications.

Figure 5. Scaffolds of (from left to right) pure nanofibers from traditional electrospinning, nano- and microfibers from mixed
electrospinning and finally nanofiber-coated microfibers.
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ABSTRACT

There is relatively little research literature on the
pressure garment making process except for the notable
work of Pratt and West [2] and Macintyre and Baird [3].
They stated that the method used by various different
pressure garment manufacturers is very similar. First,
patients’ wounded area is manually measured as
accurately as possible. By using a reduction factor, the
dimensions of the garment are calculated to ensure that
the correct pressure is applied to the wounded area.
Then, patterns are developed based on the calculated
dimensions, cut and sewn together, and other features
like zips are added to complete the garment. The
pressure garment is then sent to the hospital where it is
fitted to the patient. If the pressure garment does not fit
well, then the product is sent back to the company with
details for improvement. This is a time consuming
process.
The major problem in the process is the ‘fit’ of the
garment [4,5] because the garment is normally developed based on the information provided by the client.
Patients complete a detailed measurement form in order
to enable the companies to develop the pressure garment
accurately. Even though this information is detailed,
without accurate measurements of the wounded area, it
does not always lead to the creation of accurate pressure
garments that provide a good fit and the right pressure.
There are further problems due to the garment losing
its properties [6] over the long period of time that it
should be worn, typically between 4 months to 3
years [5]. The garment must therefore be constructed
again from time to time to effectively treat the wounded
area. Also in the case of weight gain or loss, the garment
must be re-ordered.

This paper concerns the development of pressure
garment modeling, pattern generation and making up to
exert a specific pressure on a wounded area. First, raw
data of a body part was extracted using a body scanner
to develop a 3D body model. Then, a 3D pressure
garment was generated using a novel modeling
approach taking into account the properties of the fabric
and the curvature of body parts. The 3D pressure
garment was then flattened into a 2D pressure garment
pattern design. Finally a computer simulation and
pressure measurements were used to validate the
method.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Pressure garment, 3D body data, pressure distribution,
pattern..
INTRODUCTION

Around 2.4 million injuries related to burns are reported
each year in the United States [1], approximately one
million people suffer substantial or permanent disabilities resulting from their injuries. One of the treatments for burn injuries is the use of pressure garments.
Pressure garments are tight fitting elastic garments
which apply pressure to the wounded area of the human
body for treatment. They prevent and control the formation of hypertrophic scars by applying counter pressure
to the burn wounded area. The garments are usually
made either by the occupational therapists (OTs) or the
commercial companies. However, resulting from the
present approach to producing the garment, there are
some problems related to the fitting, cost, delivery time
and customer satisfaction.

METHODOLOGY

__________________
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Dimensional measurements of body parts with soft tissue is considered to be a difficult task [7,8]. To overcome this problem, this research explores the possibility
of using a novel 3D design and modeling approach to
create a pressure garment that can exert the appropriate
pressure on the wounded part of the body. The method
utilises a body scanner to generate a three dimensional
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image used to determine the required dimensions of the
wounded area, a 3D pressure garment model using the
scanned data and fabric properties, conversion of the 3D
data to a 2D garment pattern, making the pressure
garment and verification of the garment by simulation
and in situ pressure measurements.
The system can also act as a communication tool
between the client and manufacturer, enabling the latter
to obtain more detailed and accurate information on the
wounded area, for example its exact location and size. It
also enables the manufacturer to carry out an initial
evaluation and assessment of the garment using the
simulation of the pressure that the garment applies.
There are a number of steps in the proposed pressure
garment generation method. Figure 1 shows the
flowchart of the methodology proposed.

Figure 2. Flowchart to develop 3D pressure garment
model.

Centroid
The coordinates of the centroid of the layer can be
calculated as follows:
n
⎛ n
⎞
⎜ ∑ xi ∑ y i ⎟
(1)
MPj = ⎜ i =1 , i =1 ⎟
⎜ n
⎟
n
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
Radius of curvature
Current pressure garment models assume a circular
cross-section to calculate the radius. However, body
segments are rarely circular and therefore the radius of
curvature of a curve at a given point should be used.
The radius of curvature is the radius of the osculating
circle at that point. This research therefore proposes the
three-point-method to estimate the radius of curvature
(Figure 3).

Figure 1. Flowchart of methodology.

3D data acquisition

For this research, [TC]2 NX12 [9], a 3D horizontal type
body scanner is used to extract 3D (x, y, z coordinates)
raw data of the subject body. The object is scanned in
ayers in the horizontal plane. The x and y coordinates of
each ‘layer’ are measured, z being the vertical axis,
which is incremented by 1 cm until the whole object is
scanned. The coordinates of the data can be obtained by
converting the (.wrl) files into text files (.txt) [10]. The
data are then exported to Matlab, and the 3D data are
transformed again to create 3D point cloud to form 3D
human body model.
3D pressure garment design

The design process begins with the identification of the
wounded area by using both the lower and upper limits
of the location of the wounded area. In this research, an
area between 20–30 cm heights of the left leg of a mannequin is used as the wounded area. All data between
the limits of the wounded area are transformed to create
a 3D body image.
The flowchart of developing a 3D pressure garment
model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3. Radius of curvature.

The center of the circle lies on the perpendicular
bisectors of any two chords, such as AB and BC. Lines
that are perpendicular to each other have negative
reciprocal slopes. Hence, if slopes between AB and BC
are mAB and mBC respectively, then the slope for DO and
EO are − 1 and − 1 , where D and E are the
m AB
m BC
centres of AB and BC respectively, and O is the centre
of the circle.
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The equation of lines DO and EO can be found by
substituting the slope DO and EO into the general
equation of a straight line

The radius of curvature for each point in a given layer is
calculated first; then a corresponding reduction factor is
determined. Finally, the average of these is found to
represent the reduction factor for that layer.
By combining both the reduction factor and the
centroid, 3D pressure garment can be developed as
shown in Figure 4.
If it is assumed that Gj is the centroid of layer j with
coordinates of xmp and ymp, Ai is one of a series of points
that form the layer of the body and Re is the reduction
factor for the layer, the location of the pressure
garment’s points, A’ (xi’, yi’) can be determined by
using the following formulae:

y = mx + c
where m is the slope, c is the y-intercept of the line
determined from the equation of lines AB and BC,
where
⎛ y + y2
1
1 ⎛ x1 + x2 ⎞ ⎞
(2a)
+
y DO = −
x DO + ⎜⎜ 1
⎜
⎟⎟
2
2 ⎠ ⎟⎠
m AB
m
AB ⎝
⎝
and
y EO = −

⎛ y + y2
1
1
+
x EO + ⎜⎜ 3
m BC
m BC
⎝ 2

⎛ x3 + x 2 ⎞ ⎞
⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟
⎝ 2 ⎠⎠

(2b)

xi ' = x mp + cos θ .GA'
y i ' = y mp + sin θ .GA'

These two lines will intersect at the centre of the circle
where y AB = y BC = y 0 and x AB = xBC = x0 . By using

⎛ y i − y mp
θ = arctan⎜⎜
⎝ xi − x mp

both equations,
x0 =

m AB m BC ( y 3 − y1 ) + m AB ( x 2 + x3 ) − m BC ( x 2 + x1 ) ,
2(m AB − m BC )

(7)
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

GA' = (1 − Re) ( xi − x mp ) 2 + ( y i − y mp ) 2

(3)

By substituting x0 into equation 2, the y0 value can be
calculated. The radius can be found by using the
distance formula from the centre to any of the three
points, A, B or C. By using this method, the radius of
curvature at each point on the body model in a given
layer can be determined by using the point and its two
neighboring points. A good approximation of the radius
of curvature can be obtained this way. The exact result
can be achieved if the distance between the neighboring
points is close to zero.
Reduction Factor
The reduction factor is the factor that is used to reduce
the original body measurement to obtain the size of the
pressure garment in order to apply the required pressure.
Thus, if C0 is the original circumference of the wounded
area, then the pressure garment circumference C1 should
be;
(4)
C1 = (1 − Re)C0

Figure 4. 3D pressure garment plotting.

Pressure distribution model

Since it is almost impossible to calculate the exact pressure, a model is required to predict the pressure distribution. The model is essential since it provides an initial
estimation of the pressure that the garment is expected
to apply. The flowchart for the model is shown in
Figure 5.

where Re is the reduction factor. According to Laplace
Law, tension (T), radius of curvature (ρ) and the
pressure (P) that is to be exerted on the wounded area
have a definite relationship which is given by the
formula
P=

T

ρ
The surface tension of the pressure garment can be
calculated using Hooke’s Law.
(C − C1 )
(5)
T = EI 0
C1

where EI is the flexural rigidity of the fabric [11]. By
combining the above formulae, the reduction factor (Re)
is given by
1
(6)
Re =
EI
1+
Pρ
EI can be determined by calculating the tangent of the
load-elongation curve.

Figure 5. 3D pressure distribution model flowchart.
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body part for a given layer. With the aid of these plots it
is possible to locate the areas which are subject to low
or high pressure.

Tension
The tension exerted by the fabric on the body can be
calculated using Hooke’s Law. It is assumed that the
body contour and size will not change under the fabric
pressure.
Thus, if Pn (xn, yn) indicates the coordinates of the nth
point in one layer, the circumference of the body layer j
is given by;
n
(8)
(x − x )2 + ( y − y )2
C =
j

∑
i =1

i

i −1

i

i −1

The number of points in each layer depends on the
size of the cross section. For example, for the leg
section scanned here, n is 72. The circumferences of the
pressure garment at each layer, each layer separated by
1 cm, can similarly be calculated. Then the 3D pressure
garment surface is flattened into 2D pattern.

Figure 6. 3D body model with the wounded area
(blue).

Experiments

Two experiments have been conducted. The first experiment was to validate the developed pressure garment
pattern. In the validation, a cylinder with circumference
of 31.5 cm and height of 20 cm was used. Pressure garments to exert 2 666 Pa (20 mmHg) pressure to the
cylinder have been developed using two different
fabrics (fabric A and fabric B) with different moduli of
elasticity of 504 N/m and 407.1 N/m respectively.
According to the model, reduction factors for the fabrics
should be 21 % and 25 % respectively. Exerted pressure
has been measured using Tekscan’s Flexiforce A201-1
sensor [12]. Three sensors are inserted at different location on the cylinder, and average pressure was used for
each fabric.
The second experiment was to validate the pressure
distribution along the circumference of the model. In
this experiment, two pressure garment patterns using
fabric A have been developed to apply 2 666 Pa and
5 000 Pa pressure. A mannequin left leg was used as a
leg specimen. The leg was scanned and two pressure
garment patterns and pressure distribution models were
developed for the segment of the leg between 20–30 cm
height. The pattern was sewn together and applied to the
mannequin’s leg. Pressure was measured at eight
locations around the leg at a given layer, and the results
were compared with the predictions by the model. All
measurements were taken again after 10 minutes to
reduce drift effect.

Figure 7. 3D pressure garment model (green).

Figure 8. Pressure garment pattern.

RESULTS
Computer simulation

Figure 6 shows the result of the body scanning and
wounded area position. The red points represent wounded area while the green points indicate the location of
the pressure garment points after computation
(Figure 7). Figure 8 shows the pressure garment’s
pattern for the area.
Figures 9 and 10 show the results of the pressure
distribution model. Figure 9 shows the pressure
distribution on the body part. Figure 10 shows the
variation of pressure along the circumference of the

Figure 9. Pressure distribution on the leg.
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Experiment

section to develop the garment for a body part, the
proposed method uses all radius of curvatures to
develop the pressure garment. Furthermore, the
proposed pressure distribution model can be used to
estimate the pressure that the garment should apply.
Figure 11 and 12 shows comparison between the
predicted pressures with the actual measurements. Both
figures show that the model can be used to predict
pressure exerted by the garment to a reasonable
accuracy. The reason for the differences is believed to
be caused by the inaccuracy of the sensor. As stated by
Ferguson-Pell et al [12], the sensor can be affected by
the curvature effect if the radius of curvature is less than
32 mm.

The result of the first experiment for pressure validation
is shown in Table 1. For experiment 2, the results of
pressure distribution are shown in Figure 11 (for the designed pressure of 2 666 Pa) and in Figure 12 (for the
design pressure of 5 000 Pa). The predicted pressure for
experiment 2 is calculated by taking the average pressure at three points near the location of the experimentally measured pressure.

Figure 10. Circumferential pressure variation.

Table 1. Pressures from Experiment 1.

Fabric
1
Fabric
2

Sensor 1
Pa (mmHg)

Sensor 2
Pa (mmHg)

Sensor 3
Pa (mmHg)

Average
Pa (mmHg)

2633
(19.75)
2628
(19.71)

2614
(19.61)
2657
(19.93)

2601
(19.51)
2871
(21.54)

2616
(19.62)
2718
(20.39)

Figure 12. Comparison of the results of predicted and
experimental pressure distribution (intended pressure
= 5 000 Pa).

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a new method to produce a pressure
garment. Unlike current conventional methods, it explores the possibility of using a 3D body model, based on
3D scanned body data, to determine the shape of the
pressure garment pattern. This method uses a much
more accurate scanned measurement of the body part
for pressure garment production. Then, it uses the local
radius of curvature, instead of the radius calculated from
the circumference of body that assumes a circular crosssection to determine the reduction factor. Hence the
manufactured garment provides a more accurate fit.
The proposed method also calculates the pressure
exerted by the garment using the radius of curvature at
each data point on the body. This enables an estimation
of the pressure that should be exerted by the garment on
the body before manufacturing the garment. This could
be useful in estimating the pressure on the wounded
area, especially on the parts of the body that cannot be
possible to measure using the current pressure
measurement devices.
The proposed method should also make the
communication with the manufacturer more efficient
and the production cycle much faster.

Figure 11. Comparison of the results of predicted and
experimental pressure distribution (intended pressure
= 2 666 Pa).
DISCUSSION

The results show that the proposed method can be used
successfully to create the required pressure garment. For
a cylinder, the method can develop a pressure garment
that can exert intended pressure uniformly around the
surface as shown in Table 1. However, since the human
body is not a perfect cylinder, the pressure that the
garment applies on the leg segment varies around the
circumference depending on the radius of curvature.
Unlike previous methods which assume a circular cross-
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techniques and modern telecommunication systems, on
a textile platform. Conductive materials in form of fiber
and yarn are integrated in a garment and used as
sensors, connectors and electrode elements. Breathing
pattern, electrocardiogram, electromiogram, activity
sensors, temperature, can be listed as physiological
variables to be monitored through the proposed system.
A miniaturized short-range wireless system is integrated
in the sensitive garment and used to transfer the signals
to PCs, PDA and mobile phones. One targeted
application consists in the monitoring of patients
suffering with heart diseases during and after their
rehabilitation. Interesting results in this field are for
instance the WEALTHY and MERMOTH [2] European
projects, while in the US, the LifeShirt® system
developed by Vivometrics should also be mentioned [3].

ABSTRACT

Healthcare monitoring is a general concern in hospitals
for patients requiring a continuous medical assistance.
In order to increase the mobility of such patients,
considerable efforts are underway worldwide with aim
to develop wearable monitoring systems capable of
measuring vital physiological parameters such as
respiration movements, cardiac activity, pulse oxymetry
and body temperature. Advances in sensor technologies
is one of the key factors responsible for production of
smart textiles for making wearable health monitoring
products. This paper will describe the work being
carried out in a European Union FP6-IST Programmesupported project “OFSETH- Optical Fibre Sensors
Embedded into technical Textile for Healthcare”. While
most sensor development so far have been focussed on
the use of electric sensors, the general objective of
OFSETH is to take advantage of pure optical sensing
technologies for extending the capabilities of medical
textiles for wearable health monitoring.

OFSETH RESEARCH PROJECT

Monitoring of anesthetized patients during Magnetic
Resonance Imaging presents a lot of disagreements due
to the presence of metallic and electronic components in
the MRI field. Indeed, sensors including either metallic
parts or electrical conductive wires can cause
disturbance of the MRI result and burns on patient
skin [4]. Alternatively, optical sensors offer the
advantage of being free from metallic or electrical
conductive wires, and in addition, can be remotely
interrogated via an optical fibre cable so that the
monitoring unit can be placed out of the MRI field.
Therefore, the use of optical sensors instead of electrical
sensors could reduce the electromagnetic disturbance
and burning hazard for the patients. Optical sensors
have already proved their capacity for physiological
data acquisition especially in MRI environment, but, in
most cases, they are not functional enough for a clinical
use. Textile integration of such devices will increase
their functionality and then allow them to be used
during medical procedures.
On the other hand, induction of anesthesia usually
takes place in a room adjacent to the MRI and the
patient is then transferred into the MRI under general
anesthesia. When MRI has been performed, the patient

AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Health monitoring, MRI, smart medical textiles, fibre
optic sensors.
INTRODUCTION
Smart textiles for health monitoring

During past few years a couple of EC financed projects
have aimed at developing smart textiles and clothing for
health monitoring of patients [1]. These projects are
mainly based on a wearable interface implemented by
integrating fabric sensors, advanced signal processing
__________________
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is transferred back – still anesthetized – to the MRI
adjacent room. These transfers of anesthetized patients
without any monitoring system are at risk of anesthetic
complications.
In that way, monitoring would best be continuous
from induction to end of anesthesia, thus giving
maximum security. However, many MRI compatible
monitoring systems are not easily transportable. In
many cases, the medical staff needs two or three
different monitoring devices during the whole
procedure: in the induction room, during transportation,
and in MRI room. An easier and more efficient way
would be to use a transportable – MRI compatible –
monitoring device, that would be able to follow the
patient from “induction room” to “MRI room” without
being removed. Moreover, given the variability in age,
size and weight of the patients, the monitoring system
has to be flexible and adaptable enough to be worn by a
large number of patients.
Therefore, a wearable, adaptable and easy to connect
MRI compatible monitoring device would best meet
these issues.
Since March 2006, a new project supported by the
EU under FP6 and called OFSETH (Optical Fibre
Sensors Embedded into technical Textiles for
Healthcare) [5] was launched. The objective of
OFSETH is the integration of optical fibre based sensors
into smart medical textiles for developing safer
wearable solutions for patient monitoring more
specifically during MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)
examinations. The required parameters to be monitored
on sedated patients are:
•
•
•
•

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the OFSETH smart
textile for the monitoring of anesthetised patients
under MRI. The sensor part is in charge of acquiring
the waveform, which is transmitted to the optoelectronic module, where optical to electronic (O-E)
conversion is performed. Finally, the signal is
conditioned to be digitalized and transmitted to the
monitor.

OFSETH research focuses on how silica and polymer
optical fibres can be used for sensing vital physiological
parameters while being compatible with industrial fabric
manufacturing processes. Specific developments of
knitting and weaving techniques for embedding or
integrating optical fibres as well as customized design
of optical fibres are carried out in order to obtain
suitable fabric making processes that neither causes
mechanical damage to the optical sensors nor degrade
their sensing properties. This development work takes
also into consideration wear and care requirements of
the monitoring textiles. Various prototypes of health
monitoring wearable products will be developed and
then used for clinical evaluation with patients and
healthy volunteers.

ECG waveform and heart rate
Blood pressure
Plethysmographic waveform and oxygen saturation
(Sp02)
Respiratory rate.

Fibre optic sensors

Besides these functions, safety aspects are vital in
developing these types of MRI compatible devices. One
should avoid electric cables, metallic parts and
prevention of bacteriologic and viral cross-patient
contamination. One of the main advantages of optical
fibre sensors is their immunity to electromagnetic
radiations.
Regarding the identification and development of
suitable optical fibre types, there lie many technological
challenges ahead. These include:
•
•
•
•

Investigation of the capabilities of optical fibre sensors
for healthcare monitoring in MRI environment has been
largely reported in the past, due to the well-known
immunity of fibre optics against electromagnetic
radiations. Especially, monitoring of respiratory motions
and/or detection of heart beats were demonstrated using
pure optical methods, in particular the bending loss
technique using either a coil or a loop shape, the
interferometry technique, and the grating technique
using fibre Bragg gratings (FBG). In OFSETH, three
sensing techniques have been proposed for the
monitoring of respiration using fibre sensors embedded
into textiles, which can be manufactured using a simple
machine process. The main issue for all sensors is how
to transmit the elongation of the wearable smart fabric
to the optical fibre:

Resistance to large mechanical forces and
deformations in fabric production processes such as
weaving and knitting,
Sustainable light propagation properties when
integrated or embedded in the fabrics,
Preservation of sensing capabilities with regards to
environmental fluctuations, and
Compatibility with medical use and without
negatively affecting patient’s comfort.

•
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the bending loss sensor (Intensity sensor): the
elongation due to movements modifies the
waveguide properties of the optical fibre that looses
light in case of angles => the intensity varies at the
detector location,
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•

•

without perturbation of the signal, the knitted structure
could be a solution due to the inherent properties of
knitted fabrics.
Stitching is an alternative technique to integrate
optical sensors, especially FBG, in the textile structure.

the OTDR sensor (Distributed reflectometry
sensor): the stress applied to the fibre locally
modifies the amount of reflected or backscattered
light, and
the FBG sensor (Spectral sensor): the elongation of
the optical fibre results in a change of the
colour/wavelength of the reflected light.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The insertion of optical fibre into elastic and non-elastic
fabrics was considered. Elastic substrates allow having a
good cohesion between the patient skin and the textile
where the sensor is embedded. On the other hand, nonelastic textiles may be preferred when only transmission
of light is required (between the sensor and the
monitoring module for instance).

Integration of optical fibres in smart textiles

Due to their fibrous nature, optical fibres have some
appealing benefits when integration into textiles is
considered. Indeed, an optical fibre is in some way a
monofilament and can ideally be processed like standard
textile yarns. The technique of insertion (knitting,
weaving and stitching) of the optical fibre afterwards
must be evaluated in terms of compatibility with a large
volume process and compared with a “classical”
insertion into the fabric. One important task from the
scientific and technical point of view is certainly to
integrate the optical fibres with the textile during the
manufacturing process. This task consists on the study
of the various options for the incorporation of optical
fibres into the textile together with the different options
concerning the optical fibres designs. Actually, the
specific characteristics of optical fibres are not
particularly attractive with regards to textile fabric
standard manufacturing conditions. Optical fibres are
fragile materials which have some limits in terms of
both maximal strain and minimal bending radius. As
regards elongation, silica glass fibres have a limit in
term on strain of about 1 %. Plastic optical fibre (POF)
made with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) have
larger tolerances but show some limits in terms of
curvature angles. Large curvature angles, depending on
the fibre core diameter, have to be maintained during
the process in order to prevent from permanent damage
of the optical material or even fibre breakage. Finally,
and once the fibre has been embedded, the curvature
angles should remain large enough so that the fibre
keeps its guiding properties. In this case, single mode
silica fibres are more attractive than POF thanks to their
smaller core.
On the other hand, optical fibres can also be made
more robust by increasing the thickness of their external
coating, or even adding an additional buffer. However,
this would be at the expense of the comfort properties of
the fabric. Therefore, only fibres with an external
diameter of 500 µm or less were considered. The
techniques which have been tested so far are as follows:
Weaving: allowing the implementation of an orthogonal network (warp & weft threads) of optical fibres
without an extensive constraint on the fibres. The design
characteristics can be optimised in order to obtain the
most suitable accuracy.
Crochet: in order to assure contact between the
sensor and the skin and a free movement without
perturbation of the signal.
Knitting (weft & warp knitting): in order to achieve
an optimum comfort property, the knitting technology
could be a solution. As it is important to have contact
between the sensor and the skin and a free movement

Non-elastic textile fabrics

Integration of an optical fibre into a woven fabric allows
having a straight integration, and consequently reduced
constraints on the fibre when being processed into the
machine. During the first months of the project, several
tests were carried out on a narrow weaving machine
from Elasta with regard to weaving silica fibres in
narrow fabrics. The results were diverse. At first, it was
necessary to adapt the metal roles on which the woven
structure passes, as their uneven surface was found to
cause numerous fibre breakages. When considering
elastic woven fabrics, fibre breakages were also very
frequent because of the fabric being produced under
high tension conditions. We then investigated
integration on a weaving loom in a non-elastic fabric.
Here, the results were more satisfying and polymer as
well as silica fibres could be embedded without
breakages. As a conclusion, we can say that breakage in
weaving is more caused by the bending of the silica
fibres and not so much the weaving process itself.
Applying a non-elastic fabric causes less tension and
thus less breakage risks.

Figure 2. Example of the integration of an optical fiber
into a woven fabric.

Figure 3. Testbed for cut-back power measurements.
Power is recorded as a function of the length of the
fibre sample. The wavelength of the source can be
changed.
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The guiding properties of the embedded optical fibres
were then assessed using a cut-back measurement setup. Light was injected into a portion of fibre and its
intensity at the output measured with respect to the
length of the fibre, and the penalty in terms of
attenuation was then compared between embedded and
non embedded fibres.
The Figure 4 illustrates the impact of the coating
material of the optical fibre on its resistance to the
integration. From this figure, we note that the fibre with
a dual polyimide coating was much less degraded by the
textile integration process than the one with dual
acrylate coating. Nevertheless, these results confirm that
light propagation through woven textiles embedding
optical fibres for the transmission of body sensors
optical signals is possible, but that specific care should
be given to the choice of the optical fibre. Alternatively,
only short lengths (less than 1 m) of textile fabrics
should be used.

This is mostly because the integration is made with the
yarns being fully stretched. Therefore, new solutions
have to be found out, so that while being duly
maintained, the optical fibre is able to cope with the
elastic properties of the fabric and does not degrade
itself when elongating the textile. Meanwhile, the light
transmission properties of the optical fibre may be
function of its position on the fabric and therefore vary
with the textile elongation whenever fibre bending
occurs, which can then be used for monitoring
respiration movements for instance.
Evaluation of first medical textiles containing optical
fibres

In this work, we are mainly interested in detecting the
respiratory rate, either at the thorax or the abdomen
locations. In a first step, no fine precision is required
concerning the amplitude of the breathing movements,
which allows focusing on a very simple scheme. We
therefore developed an elastic bandage sensitive to
strain and capable of monitoring patients’ movements
such as respiratory motions. Preliminary samples are
produced using a stitching technique, and a successful
configuration is implemented with a narrow fabric
production process.
The samples incorporating an optical fibre and
manufactured by stitching technique have been tested
using an intensity based measuring test bed. The
attenuation at various wavelengths was monitored while
stretching the bandage so as to simulate respiratory
movements, as shown in the figure below. All
experiments were carried out at a maximum strain of
3 % as typical elongations of the abdominal
circumference caused by respiratory motions range from
1 % to 3 % depending on patients, and can be below
1 % for infants.

Figure 4. Guiding light properties of various optical
fibres embedded into woven fabrics. The penalty in
attenuation is due to the presence of microbendings,
which impact is higher at longer wavelengths because
of the larger mode field diameter of the light beam at
longer wavelengths.

Figure 5. Schematic description of bending effects in
optical fibre. When the light encounters a bend, then a
portion of the radiation is lost into the cladding, and
the output power measured at the end of the fibre is
lower. The tighter the bend, the more power will be
lost.

Elastic fabrics

Because optical fibres are non-elastic materials, they
can hardly be embedded into an elastic fabric structure
in the same way (straight integration) as elastic yarns.

Figure 6. Experimental set-up used for testing the
elastic bandages with the bending sensor
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Figure 7. The design makes it possible to vary the
number of periods and hence the amount of bending.
Figure 9. Schematic description of the smart garment
for MRI use. It seems that the major difficulty is to
create a harness which can guarantee a good
behaviour on both thorax and abdomen, so that the
movements relating to thoracic respiration are safely
detected. In addition, to make a system that fit men
and women, the bandwidth of the vertical bandage
must be limited.

Many different fibres and stitching designs have been
evaluated. Additional parameters such as the percentage
of elongation and the dimensions of the loops were also
varied. Finally, the amount of bending (i.e. the number
of periods) was also varied, as shown on the figure
below. All results are not mentioned in this document,
as only the samples showing a significant loss variation
would be used in the future. The most promising design
was then evaluated on a human volunteer (healthy
adult), and a typical trace of the sensor signal is shown
in Figure 8.

CONCLUSION

A new type of smart medical textile embedding optical
fibres for monitoring anesthetized or sedated patients
under MRI examination is presented. Preliminary results
of the behaviour of optical fibres embedded into elastic
and non-elastic fabrics are given. In addition, a
preliminary proof of concept of an elastic fabric capable
of monitoring respiratory movements is reported. The
further development of the smart textile incorporating
sensors for the acquisition of ECG, plethysmographic
waveform and respiratory movement parameters is
currently performed within the OFSETH project.

Design of a “Smart Garment”

The consortium designed and developed a first
prototype of ‘intelligent garment’ based on the drawing
of Institut de Technologie Médicale in Lille (France),
with a horizontal breathing sensor for the abdomen and
a vertical one for the thorax. The design takes into
account medical constraints in the MRI room such as
easy and rapid installation and potential need for
resuscitation. Therefore, a harness-like solution that
leaves the cardiac surrounding area free has been
selected, as shown here below. We expect to start the
evaluation of this design soon.
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Figure 8. Evaluation of the design: measurement of
the respiratory activity of a human adult (healthy
volunteer) using the smart textile with the fibre optic
sensor.
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ABSTRACT

MATERIAL SELECTION AND ANTENNA DESIGN

The future generation of protective garments will be
equipped with sensors to guard the health status of the
professional during operation. In order not to obstruct
the comfort during wearing, textile antennas for shortrange communication are under development. This
paper reports on the design methodology and testing of
a textile antenna based on a ballistic and fire resistant
aramid fabric, operating in the 2.45 GHz ISM band. A
single-feed rectangular-ring planar patch antenna proved
to provide sufficient bandwidth and robustness. The
presented antenna guarantees a bandwidth of over 100
MHz and has a gain of 5 dBi. Furthermore, the research
focuses on the antenna behavior in real life applications
such as bending, coverage of the antenna by other
textile layers and presence of the body.

A microstrip patch antenna was chosen to start from,
because of its planar shape and low profile. Furthermore, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) operate
in the 2.45 GHz ISM band (Industrial, Scientific and
Medical). Our goal was to obtain an antenna with a 10dB return loss in this 2.4–2.4835 GHz band. Therefore an antenna substrate with sufficient thickness is
required, however without losing too much flexibility.
A firefighters’ turnout coat for structural fire consists of
an assembly of textile layers, being a flame-resistant
outer shell, a moisture barrier, an inner thermal barrier
and a liner (as shown in Figure 2). We chose to adhere
four layers of outer shell aramid fabric, resulting in a
substrate thickness of 1.73 mm. Commercially available
electrotextiles were applied for the antenna patch and
the ground plane.
A rectangular-ring shaped textile antenna has been
formerly presented [1] and provides a sufficiently broad
bandwidth (83.5 MHz is required). This design was
optimized using a 2.5-D field simulator Advanced
Design System (ADS)-Momentum® from Aginlent
Technologies and according to the properties of the
substrate the dimensions as given in Figure 1 were
obtained.
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INTRODUCTION

Several disastrous events worldwide during the last
decade raised the awareness of the importance of
equipping professional rescue workers such as fire
fighters with the most advanced materials and sensor
and communication systems. Monitoring vital signs like
heart and respiration rate will be enabled in the next
generation of protective clothing and will considerably
improve the safety of the operator. Wireless off-body
communication infrastructure is required to transmit
data obtained by the sensors to a supporting base
station. For this purpose, implementing a textile-based
antenna maintains the wearing comfort while supporting
the operability.
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Figure 1. Dimensions of the rectangular-ring textile
antenna.
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ANTENNA POSITIONING IN THE GARMENT

ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

The proposed antenna is designed for integration into
the outer fire fighter garment. Because this is a multilayer assembly, two types of positioning have to be
determined: between what layers and where on the
garment.
Within the garment, the antenna will be wired to other
components of the monitoring system such as the
electronics. Therefore it was decided to locate the whole
system underneath the moisture barrier and the thermal
barrier layer. Underneath the antennas’ ground plane is
the inner lining of the garment, as shown in Figure 2.

Integrating the antenna into a garment will subject it to
bending while wearing. Therefore, reflection
measurements of the antenna in planar and in bent state
were performed. For the bent situation, the antenna was
wrapped around a plastic tube with a diameter of 8 cm,
simulating e.g. an arm. Figure 4 shows that the return
loss of the antenna in both situations is comparable to
the simulation and a bandwidth of more than 100 MHz
is achieved. It is also clear that even in bent state, the
entire ISM band remains covered.

Figure 2. Positioning of the antenna with regard to the
assembly of the garment.

Figure 4. Return loss simulation and measurements.

On the other hand, the antenna will be covered with
extra textile layers as formerly mentioned. Therefore,
the transmission parameters were consecutively
measured without and with these extra layers, at the
central frequency of 2.45 GHz. The set-up in the
anechoic room had a standard gain horn antenna as
transmitting antenna and the textile antenna as receiving
antenna. This resulted in four types of measurements:
uncovered and covered antenna both when the antenna
was in planar and bent state. For each line-up,
transmission measurements were executed both in the
XZ- and the YZ plane.
The gain patterns shown ii Figure 5 and 6 visualize
how the antenna redistributes the radiated power in all
directions (-180° to 180°). Most of the power is
transmitted in the direction perpendicular to the antenna
(Z-direction). Yet, when the antenna is bent the radiated
energy is distributed more evenly in the hemisphere
ranging from -90° to 90°. This, however, will not
diminish the quality of the communication link. We
conclude that neither covering nor bending the antenna
has a significant influence on its gain, since the
differences in antenna gain are beneath the measurement
error.

The antenna placement on the garment has limited
options, especially when the firefighter is wearing
oxygen cylinders. The area of the shoulders or the upper
arm were preferred, in addition because of the minimal
risk of creasing and wrinkling in these areas.

Figure 3. Possible location of the antenna on the
garment.
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Figure 6. The power is distributed over a broader
angle when bending the antenna.

Figure 5. The power is mainly radiated in the direction
perpendicular to the antenna plane.

Finally, on-body measurements were performed and
showed a decrease of the antenna gain. However, it
remains over 3 dB in the entire ISM band, which is
sufficient to establish a communication link.
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CONCLUSION

The proposed rectangular-ring antenna based on a
flame-resistant aramid fabric provides sufficient gain to
operate from an inner layer of a fire fighters’ outer
garment. Assembling four layers of this fabric provides
an antenna substrate with sufficient rigidity without
harming the wear comfort. Even in bent state, this
antenna guarantees the wireless communication link
between the wearer and the base station.
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In the first part of this paper the experimental
including the materials used and methods developed to
create textile sensors are presented. The second part
exposes the electro mechanical and climatic
characterization of our sensors. Finally, the conclusion
and applications are presented.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design of Piezoresistive sensors
particularly adapted to the specific mechanical
properties of textile structures. The material used for the
sensor was a Conductive Polymer Composite (CPC)
based on Carbon Black (CB) nanoparticles. Selective
solvent-coating process was used to make thin
conductive sensor tracks on the fabric.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

AUTHOR KEYWORDS

For the realization of the CPCs, Evoprene with density
1.16 g/cm3 (EVOPRENE 007, AlphaGary) was used as
polymer matrix. This thermoplastic elastomer (TPE)
was chosen because of its outstanding mechanical
properties for various applications (weak Young’s
modulus and high elasticity). The filler (conductive
nano particles) was a highly structured carbon black
(CB), Printex L6 supplied from Degussa Corp. The
characteristics of this HSCB are given in Table 1.

Textile strain sensor, Flexible sensor, Smart textiles,
Carbon black, Conductive polymer composite.
INTRODUCTION

To satisfy an increasing demand in the field of
innovative and smart materials, intelligent textiles have
to be imagined and designed. This paper describes the
development of a smart flexible sensor which is
integrated directly onto the textile material, and which is
able to provide direct and exploitable data for electronic
systems. Existing sensors (strain gauges, temperature
probes …) are neither flexible, nor compatible with
deformations of textile fibers and fabrics. Only few
materials fulfill the textile requirements and can be used
as sensors (temperature, moisture or lengthening …).
For example: conductive polymers (“organic synthetic
metals”) used in coating or spinning [1], optical fibers
(Fiber Bragg Grating principle, [2]), piezoelectric
polymers fibres [3] and Conductive Polymer
Composites (CPCs) [4]. The last approach has been
used and is presented in this paper because of its
simplicity and low cost. Medical, nautical and
aeronautic fields are concerned.

Table 1. Characteristics of Degussa Printex L6.

Printex L6

Particle
diameter
(nm)

Structure
(DBPA
number)

Surface
area (m²/g)

18

122

250

A novel mixing method enabling the CPCs production,
utilizing low temperature solvent, was then developed in
our laboratory as an alternative to usual blending
process (melt mixing). The polymer (Evoprene) and the
CB (Printex L6) were introduced in variable quantities,
into a closed beaker with chloroform (solvent). For our
application, we use a filler concentration of 35 wt-% [5].
The solution was heated between 50°C and 60°C, and
then stirred during 300 minutes.
The realization of the sensor proceeds in 2 steps.
First, a conductive track (piezoresistive sensor) was
obtained by selective coating of a Nylon fabric
(characteristics in Table 2). We used a stainless steel
mask (200 µm thick) to select the coating area. The
shape that we used was a line track of dimensions
2.5 mm width x 100 mm oriented in the weft direction.
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To coat the fabric, a small quantity of liquid CPC was
deposed at one end of the mask and then scraped with a
blade. After having withdrawn the mask, a thin
conductive track was obtained on fabric. Total drying, at
room temperature, took approximately 30 minutes.

METHODS

Electromechanical properties
The electrical properties under strain were measured on
the Nylon sample prepared with the sensors as described
above. We use a multimeter (Keithley 617) controlled
by a computer to record electrical resistance of the
sensor during tensile elongation. The sample was
mounted on a tensile testing machine (MTS 2/M
universal tester), with the sensor track positioned
parallel to the direction of the fabric extension, and at
the center of the test specimen (dimensions 200 mm x
50 mm). For this study we applied strain rates of 100,
200, 500 and 1000 mm/min.
The different sensor specimens will necessarily
present slight variations in their intrinsic resistance
values; therefore we define a normalized relative
electrical resistivity to characterize the sensor’s
electrical property (Equation 1):

Table 2. Characteristics of Nylon fabric.

Nylon
fabric

Linear
density
(dtex)

Basis
weight
(g.cm-2)

Young’s
modulus
(MPa)

Elongation
at break (%)

Warp

33

42

930

24

Weft

33

42

200

46

The second step consists in mounting the electrical
connections and in depositing a protective layer on the
whole system. Stainless steel wires (2 x 275 filaments
with individual diameter of 12 µm) serve as electrical
links to the sensor. A drop of the CPC solution is
deposited on the junction between track and wire to
ensure a good electrical connection. Finally, to improve
mechanical resistance, a latex layer (Appretan® 96100)
was deposited, by spraying, on the complete system.
The final sensor on Nylon fabric is shown on Figure 1.
It was very light and adapted to the flexible Nylon
substrate without affecting the structure (Figure 2).

Where R0 is initial resistance of the sensor (without
extension) and R the resistance of the sensors during
stretching.

Figure 1. Complete sensor (with electrical connections
and latex layer).

Dependence on climatic condition
The influence of external parameters (temperature and
relative humidity) on electrical conductivity of the
sensor was also evaluated. Nylon fabrics prepared with
the sensors were placed in a climatic chamber
(CLIMATS, Excal 2221-HA, Figure 3). The electrical
resistance for different temperatures (from -60°C to
120°C) and relative humidity (from 10 %HR to
90 %HR) was measured during at least 2 hours, that is
the time necessary to have a sufficient number of data.
Finally, the mean value obtained during the last
60 minutes was recorded and used in the further
processing. Equation 1, where R is the resistance of the
sensors during climatic variation, is used to express the
results in a “normalized” way. Here, R0 corresponds to
the resistance of the sensor at 20°C and 40 % HR.

Rn =

R − R0
R0

Equation 1

Figure 3. Sensors, on Nylon fabric, in climatic
chamber.

Figure 2. Folded Nylon sample with sensor.
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Classically, gauge factor (sensitivity) increases with
elongation rate [6]. Also r and p parameters increase
significantly with the strain rate. Dependence of these
two parameters on the strain rate is shown in Figure 5
and 6.

RESULTS
Electrical properties under strain

The dependence of elongation of the Nylon sample on
the relative electrical resistivity (Equation 1) of the
sensors is shown in Figure 4. In this case, the elongation
rate was 16 mm/min.

Figure 5. r parameter vs. strain rate.
Figure 4. Normalized electrical resistivity vs. strain of
the Nylon fabric.

The curve shows a very important increase of resistivity
(3500 %) when the elongation increases (up to 45 %).
The gauge factor K, defined by equation 2, was found to
be equal to 80.

Rn = K × ε n

Equation 2

Where Rn is the relative resistance of the sensor and εn
the relative strain (in mm/mm).
For classical metallic sensors, this factor is near 2 at
the maximum [6]. Our gauge factor is closer to the
gauge factor of semi-conductor sensors but in our case
the range of strain is more important.
The variation of the electrical resistivity with strain,
between 0 to 10 %, can be more precisely modeled by
Equation 3:

Rn = r × ε p

Figure 6. p parameter vs. strain rate.

Above 500 mm/min the sensibility of r and p parameters increases more significantly than for the lower
speeds (under 200 mm/min).
Electrical properties vs. climatic conditions

Dependence on humidity
Moisture absorption by CPC and more precisely by the
CB percolated structure is in our case relatively fast.
Figure 7 shows response of 2 sensors when we applied a
step increase in relative humidity from “dry” to
98 %HR. Dry sensors are obtained by stocking samples
in a desiccator during 4 days.

Equation 3

Where r and p are two parameters equal respectively, to
99.9 and 1.51, when the elongation rate was 16 mm/min
(corresponding to Figure 4). These parameters increase
when the strain rates increase. Table 3 gives r, p and K
calculated in the range 0–10 % for εr, for 5 different
elongation rates.
Table 3. r, p and K vs. elongation rate.

Elongation
rate
(mm/min)
r
p
K (0–10 %)

16

100

200

500

1000

99,9
1,51
32

202,2
1,70
41

200,8
1,69
41

264,2
1,79
44

1266
2,36
56

Figure 7. Dynamics of moisture absorption.
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For standard atmospheric temperatures (-20°C to 50°C),
variation of resistivity was small (< 5 %) in comparison
to the variation attributed to humidity (near 50 %). On
Figure 9, we observe a peak around 90°C. For this
value, the increase of resistivity was important, near
30 %. This is a classical phenomenon called “Positive
Temperature Coefficient” (PTC) [7]. Thermal Expansion of the polymer matrix decreases the number of
conductive paths (de-percolation) and therefore, the
electrical resistivity increases. At the same time, Ohmic
conduction becomes less favorable when the
temperature increases. After the PTC effect, the
resistivity decreases. This behavior is called “Negative
Temperature Coefficient” (NTC) [7] and is explained by
the reorganization of conductive paths in the melted (or
more fluid) matrix.

Electrical resitivity of sensors increases by 70 % when
hymidity increases from “dry” to 98 %HR, showing a
very high sensibility. This phenomenon cannot be
neglected in a potential aeronautical use of our sensor.
Moreover the time necessary increase the resistivity
from 10 % to 90 % is very short, around 15 min.
We measured the electrical resistivity as a function of
relative humidity at a constant temperature (10, 20, 30,
40 and 50°C). The results obtained at 40°C are shown in
Figure 8. The maximum amplitude of variation of
resistivity is obtained at this temperature (40°C) and is
near 50 % (-25 % to +25 %).

Sensor application

The design process of our sensor is oriented towards a
gauge application for a large surface of fabric or other
such flexible structures. To validate our system, our
sensor was used to evaluate the strain deformation of a
parachute canopy during a drop. The first fly and drop
tests have validated the overall mechanical resistance of
the conductive track, electrical connections and latex
layer.
The second test provides a recording of electrical
resistivity during the drop of a parachute. Figure 10
shows the normalized electrical resistivity vs. time from
inflation phase to landing.

Figure 8. Resistivity of sensor vs. moisture (T=40°C).

All curves (not presented here) show two different
behaviors. Until a threshold near 45 %HR, the increase
of resitivity is small. Above this value, the dependence
was more important. We have shown in a previous
paper that this behavior can be explained by the
absorption of moisture by the carbon black
nanoparticles [5].
Dependence on temperature
Variations of resistivity of two sensors in the range
-60°C to 120°C are shown in Figure 9. During the test,
atmosphere was “dry”.

Figure 10. Resistivity of sensor during inflation of
parachute canopy.

On Figure 10, we clearly see the inflation shock. During
this phase, the relative resistivity value is equal to 3.5.
According to Figure 4 and Equation 3, an Rn value of
3.5 corresponds to an elongation of approximately 8 %
of the sensor. During the flight (before landing) the
elongation of the fabric of the canopy was estimated to
5 %.
These values are consistent with previous studies
realized with model parachutes in a wind tunnel [8,9].
These studies used conventional sensors (metallic
gauges or optic fibers) that are not adapted to fabrics.
These commercial sensors were however not able to
measure the inflation shock because of their rigidity.

Figure 9. Resistivity of sensors vs. temperature.
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CONCLUSION
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ABSTRACT

The use of multiple layer fabrics for industrial
applications started perhaps with the use of tubular
fabrics for hoses. The developments in composite
materials necessitated the use of multiple-layer woven
reinforcements. The requirements for reinforcement
applications are good structural integrity and
mechanical characteristics. Several types of multiple
layer woven structures are also used to produce ‘near
net shape’ objects such as ‘I’ beams and ‘cruciforms’.
The desire to produce flexible electronic circuits has
seen new developments in the application of multiple
layer woven fabric techniques. The structure of a woven
fabric offers capabilities to interlace yarns of various
materials, types and sizes. We explore some
applications of woven fabrics in producing flexible
electronic circuits.
While there have been some attempts at producing
woven fabric electronic circuits, many of them were
developed by attaching a circuit or other functioning
element on to a woven fabric. Thus the structures of the
above type of fabrics do not integrate the circuit
elements into the fabric. The fabric merely supports the
circuits and in many cases the flexibility of the fabric is
substantially reduced in the process. It is a challenge to
develop electronic textiles that retain the aesthetic and
service characteristics of textile fabrics.
Research and development work related to electronic
textiles has resulted in a number of applications
including the use of the textiles as switches, sensors,
actuators and as wearable computers [7]. The field of
applications is also very varied from medical devices to
interactive entertainment. The breadth of applications
show the potential for electronic textiles to find
widespread use in the near future. Some interesting
applications that can be found in published papers
include the “Hokie Suit”, a sensor outfitted garment to
monitor muscle and joint activities in the human body
and the medical monitoring vest developed at the
University of California, Los Angeles [5,9,14].

In this paper the use of woven textile structures for
electronic circuits is investigated. The advantages and
limitations of single and multiple layer and novel woven
structures are analyzed. The use of a textile polymer
based conducting yarn and its characteristics are
discussed. Details of the development of a touch control
woven fabric keypad for music players and a woven
UHF body-borne antenna are illustrated. The developed
keypad and antenna are fully flexible structures
retaining the unique characteristics of textile fabrics.
Novel solutions for improving the connectivity of
conducting yarns in woven structures and a method and
device for the insertion of flexible electronic circuits in
woven fabric pockets are also discussed. Results of
testing and evaluation of the performance of the fabric
keypad and the UHF antenna are also presented.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Electronic textiles, multiple layer fabrics, flexible
antenna, fabric keypad, input devices and strategies.
INTRODUCTION

Multiple layer woven textiles have a very long history.
Double cloth or double weave has been made, among
others, by the Paracas culture of the Andean society and
samples exist at the Cleveland Museum of Art [15]. For
the most part multilayer woven fabrics consisted of two
sets of warp and weft yarns. The yarns forming the top
and bottom layers of the fabrics were interchanged to tie
the layers together. Such fabrics were produced for
blankets, reversible fabrics and also to offer a better
draping fabric than a single fabric of the same thickness.
__________________
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In an early effort at identifying technology and
materials for electronic textiles, Post et al., describe
several applications [11]. The devices developed by the
researchers at the MIT Media Lab included a fabric
keyboard, a dress with LED lights, a musical jacket with
a keypad, an interactive table linen, etc. For most of
their applications the researchers used textile
embroidery techniques with conducting yarns.
While the embroidery technique is suitable for some
applications, the result is usually a very stiff fabric with
a pronounced surface variation. In this paper we
describe the available technology and the development
of a few electronic textiles that truly retain their fabric
characteristics. We have used Jacquard weaving for
fabricating our woven electronic textiles. The use of
Jacquard weaving techniques offers tremendous
possibilities in terms of both the surface design and the
multi-layer fabric structures. Because the Jacquard
handles each warp yarn in a loom separately, the control
and interlacement of conducting and non-conducting
yarns is highly simplified.

Figure 2. Multi-layer fabric with binder yarns.

If the design of the interlacings is small, repeating
within 24 yarns along the width of a fabric, then the
fabric can be produced using a dobby loom. If the
design repeat exceeds 24 yarns along the width of the
fabric then a Jacquard loom would be required to
produce the fabric.

Multi-layer woven fabric design

Double, triple and multiple layer woven structures can
be produced on readily available weaving machines
with very little modifications. Depending upon the
complexity of the woven structure a dobby or a
Jacquard attachment is required to produce the fabrics.
In Figure 1, a double cloth woven structure is illustrated.
The top and bottom layer of such a double cloth can be
separate from each other and if woven using a shuttle
loom would produce a tubular fabric. The layers can
also be stitched together if the warp yarns of the top and
bottom fabric are interchanged at some selected
locations as shown Figure 1. Instead of the top and
bottom layers of the double cloth interlacing to form
stitches, we can also employ a separate middle layer of
binder yarns to tie the two fabrics as shown in Figure 2.
A four-ply fabric with layer to layer stitching is shown
in Figure 3. Similar woven structures can be produced
with several combinations of stitches between the plies.

Figure 3. Four ply fabric with layer to layer stitch.

Electronic circuits

To create an electronic circuit in a fabric we need
conducting and insulating yarns. Many of the fibers
used in textiles are insulators in dry state. Conducting
yarns are a novelty and many tend to be metallic yarns
and consequently stiff and alter the desirable qualities of
textile fabrics. Bekaert Fiber Technology produces
several types of spun yarns with varying amounts of
stainless steel fibers mixed with polyester [2]. Also,
100 percent metal yarns are available. Bekeart stainless
steel yarns have been used by a few researchers in
electronic textile applications [3,4,9]. However, there
are a few conducting yarns available in the market that
are truly textile yarns, meaning they retain the desirable
qualities of textiles such as pliability and the ability to
withstand laundering.

Figure 1. Double layer woven fabric stitched together
with crossing ends.
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the edges of the fabric and some interconnects can be
incorporated to address the individual yarns. It is
possible to float the warp or weft conducting yarns away
from each other when they are not supposed to be in
contact. However, yarn floats will be created in the face
or back of the fabric. Also, establishing connections
between yarns where required is difficult and not
reliable. In a latter part of this paper we have indicated a
solution for improving connections between warp and
weft conducting yarns.

A new class of fibers with electrically conductive
polymers has the potential to dramatically increase
electronic textile application. Several polymers
including polyacetylene, polyaniline, polypyrrole,
polythiophene have been synthesized and their electrical
and resistive characteristics have been evaluated. Of the
several polymers, polyaniline has been studied in detail
by many researchers. It is reported that polyaniline
fibers have electrical conductivity in the range of 400–
1000 S/cm. Fabrics made from conductive polymers
allow power to flow through the fabric eliminating any
need for cables or wiring. Also, it is reported that fabrics
made from conductive polymer materials possess
piezoresistive properties. Such characteristics offer the
possibility of using the materials in sensor application.
In addition to mono and multi-filaments, conducting
polymers have also been spun as nano fibers [13].
While conducting polymers look exciting for
electronic textile appliactions, until now only small
quantities of the materials have been made and the
developments are confined to a few laboratories. Of the
available materials, conductive resistive inks and metal
coated polymers offer many possibilities for electronic
textile applications.
For the two example electronic textile applications
described in this paper, Aracon® yarn made by
DuPont® was used as the conductor. Aracon® is a
Kevlar® fiber coated with nickel, copper and silver.
Thus the yarn offers the electrical conductivity of the
metals with the flexibility and light weight of the
Kevlar® fiber. Table 1 shows the specification of a
particular type of Aracon® yarn used in the example
applications.
The yarn used for the two example applications
described in this paper are the type XN0400E-018
Aracon®. These fibers are nickel clad Kevlar® fibers.
The weight of the Aracon® fibers are 60 percent less
than copper wire at equal volume. The yarn is
constructed from 178 bunched stranded ends at a
diameter of 0.02 mm. Individual Aracon® fibers are
only 16 microns in diameter. Because of the very fine
diameter of the fibers, the twisted yarn is highly flexible
and handles like normal textile polymer yarns. In
manufacturer reported tests the Aracon® fibers have
withstood flexing tests in excess of 10,000 cycles as
opposed to copper yarns that failed at around 50 flex
cycles. The construction and flexibility of the Aracon®
yarn is such that the “hand” of a fabric is not affected
with its use in woven fabrics.
Currently Aracon® yarns are mainly used in
electrical shielding applications. As can be seen in the
following applications, the yarns also offer excellent
electrical conductivity for many low current
applications. For making connections, the yarns can be
crimped, knotted together or soldered.

Table 1. Aracon® yarn specifications.

Braided bundle dimensions
Width
Thickness
Yarn weight
Yarn DC resistance, 20°C
Break load
Operating temperature

0.56 mm
0.076 mm
0.185 kg/km
2,300 ohms/km
6.8 kg
-65°C to 200°C

Multiple layer woven structures for electronic textiles
can solve many of the problems associated with single
layer fabrics. In multilayer fabrics, the warp and weft
yarns can be moved between layers, away from each
other to insulate or towards each other to connect. An
intermediate insulating layer can also be woven in the
fabric. Connections between conducting yarns will be
established when the yarns are crossed at the interlacing
locations. However, the connections will not be as
robust as required in an electronic circuit. The
connection efficiency can be increased by using leno
weave as explained later in this paper.
Music Player Keypad

As a first attempt to develop an electronic textile
application, a music player keypad was fabricated with
contact switches for the four basic functions of play,
rewind, fast forward and stop. Two different types of
contact switches were developed and evaluated for the
project. In the direct contact type switch, the conducting
yarns were interlaced in different layers separated by an
insulating layer. Here the conducting yarns, at the points
of contact, were placed in such a way that one
conducting yarn was just above the other without
making contact. However, when a pressure was applied
at the contact junction, the two conducting yarns came
into contact closing the switch.
The developed keypad as described above works well
when the fabric is flat. If the fabric is bent or twisted the
contact between the conducting yarns can happen
unintentionally. To overcome the difficulties in the
design associated with a pressure operated contact
switch, it was decided to use a touch type switch. In the
touch switch a finger contact with an exposed
conducting closed a circuit activating the connected
device or control. The double layer fabric is woven with
the top layer making the touch switch icons with the
conducting yarns. The conducting yarns are completely

Type of woven structure

Single layer woven fabrics can be used to build
electronic circuits with limited capabilities. In a single
layer fabric it is easy to isolate the conducting yarns if
all of them are in one direction in the warp or weft set of
the fabric. The conducting yarns can be terminated at
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interlaced in the bottom layer fabric except at the touch
icon areas. A cross section of the double layer keypad
weave is shown in Figure 4. The design repeat of the
weave is 316 warp ends and 76 weft filling yarns. The
fabric is woven with 35 ends per centimeter and
45 wefts per centimeter. The weave of the top fabric is a
warp and weft faced satin with the weft faced satin
forming the conducting yarn icons on the surface. All
the non-conducting yarns are 40 Tex cotton.
Figure 4 shows the two layer woven structure of the
keyboard. Figure 5 shows the face of the fabric with two
conducting yarns separated by cotton weft yarns.

Electronic circuit

The circuit to detect touch is based around a 555 timer
IC. The 555 IC is connected as a pulse generator,
monostable multivibrator which produces just one pulse
when it is triggered for a preset time. Touching of two
conducting yarns of a given switch with a finger is
enough to cause the timer to be triggered. The trigger
pulse from the sensor circuit is sent to a digital display
unit made around IC 4511, which decodes the switch
number and displays it on a seven segment LED
display. The circuit and the fabric keypad is shown in
Figure 7. A schematic of the circuit is shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 4. Double layer woven structure with
conducting yarns moving from the face to the back
fabric as required.

Figure 7. Fabric electronic touch control music
keypad.

Figure 5. The woven fabric keypad showing the top
face with satin interlacings.

Figure 8. Woven keypad circuit.

Figure 6 shows the back of the fabric where conducting
yarns can be seen floating. The back fabric acts as the
insulator between the conducting yarns on the face
fabric and the floats.

Evaluation

The fabric keypad was evaluated for its performance
and durability. The keypad was tested for abrasion
resistance and also the effect of laundering on the
conductivity of the Aracon® yarns. Abrasion resistance
was tested on a Martindale instrument using ASTM
D4996 Abrasion Resistance Test Method. Four 3.8 cm
diameter samples of the keypad fabric with the
Aracon® yarns were tested with a standard wool fabric
abrading the samples. At every 500 cycles of abrasion
the fabric was tested for any increase in resistance in the
conducting yarns. The keypad fabric was also tested for
wear by setting the end point as two broken yarns in the
sample. At 18,000 cycles two yarns were broken in the
sample. However, there was no noticeable change in the
resistance of the conducting yarns.

Figure 6. Back of the fabric keypad with a plain weave
structure.
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azimuth and elevation radiation pattern of the antenna.
Some deterioration in radiation pattern can be observed.
One way to take care of the problem is to have multiple
antennas at various parts of the body.

Effect of laundering was tested using AATCC 135
Dimensional Change in Automatic Home Laundering of
Woven and Knitted Fabric method. While the objective
of the above test method is to measure the dimensional
changes in the fabric, in this study the method was used
to measure the change in the conductivity of the
material due to laundering. The sample was washed in a
regular domestic washing machine, set for normal wash
at 60 degrees Celcius temperature. The sample was
dried in a tumble dryer. The washing and drying cycle
was repeated five times.
After washing there was a very slight change in the
conductivity of the Aracon® yarns in the keypad fabric.
There was an increase in resistance of about 20 ohms in
the conducting yarns. The washing and drying cycles
did not affect the performance of the keypad. Since the
circuit worked even with resistance in the range of kilo
ohms, the 20 ohms increase did not affect the circuit
significantly.

Figure 9. Woven fabric antenna with co-axial cable.
Fabric antenna

The project demonstrated the feasibility of a textile
integrated fabric antenna that can be worn comfortably
on the body. The test results were very encouraging and
we believe such a wearable antenna will find its use in
the safety, security and defense personnel applications.

The objective of this work is to demonstrate the leading
edge textile materials and processes and their use in
advanced electronic applications. The goal is to develop
a woven textile fabric antenna in the UHF/VHF (Ultra
High Frequency / Very High Frequency) range that
would offer a high mobility for the intended user. The
antenna was designed by STAR-H Corporation, an
experienced antenna designer in the United States [1].
The developed broadband antenna is based on the logperiodic concept. The antenna covered the entire
800 MHz band of UHF/VHF spectrum. Additionally,
the antenna was designed with a small form factor to fit
a typical human body for wearable applications. The
antenna is designed to be integral and part of the
clothing and not an additional element.
Extensive computer modeling was used to design the
antenna and an analysis software enabled the
optimization of the performance of the antenna across
an entire range of frequency spectrum. After selecting
the antenna design studies were made to select the right
materials for the antenna elements. Conductive fibers,
conductive inks, and flexible dielectric/copper laminates
were all evaluated before deciding on Aracon®
conductive yarns. Aracon® conductive yarns offered
flexibility and durability required for the body-borne
antenna.
The antenna was constructed as a woven fabric on a
rapier weft insertion loom. Most of the conducting yarns
were inserted in the weft direction. Some manual
intervention was required to arrange the wefts as per the
design of the antenna. It is possible to automate the
process if production volume justifies the same.
Figure 9 shows the woven antenna with a coaxial cable
extension.
One important consideration is to develop a radiation
pattern for the antenna that is not affected by the
wearer’s body. Figures 10 and 11 show the measured
radiation pattern for the developed wideband antenna
both by itself and when held against a human body at a
single frequency. Figures 12 and 13 show the predicted

Figure 10. Radiation pattern of the antenna by itself.

Figure 11. Radiation pattern of the antenna when held
against human body.
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Figure 15. A method to insert electronic circuit
elements inside woven pockets with a rapier.

One of the important requirements in any electronic
circuit is the robustness of the connections between the
connectors. In a woven fabric with electrically
conductive yarns, the interlacement of the yarns alone
cannot create a strong connection between them. If the
yarns are metallic, welding or soldering are options.
However, fabric characteristics will be affected by the
joining processes. In this context a leno woven structure
offers a better connectivity between two crossing
conducting yarns. In a leno weave, as shown in Figure
16, two adjacent yarns crisscross each other. In the
process the leno yarns grip the weft yarn with the two
leno yarns forming a 360 degree curvature around a
weft yarn. The resulting contact is vastly improved over
simple interlacing of yarns.

Figure 12. Predicted UHF azimuth radiation pattern.

Figure 13. Predicted UHF elevation radiation pattern.

A few additional options to incorporate electronic
circuit elements in woven textiles and improve the
interconnects were also explored. Figure 14 shows a
woven structure which is a single layer fabric except at
places where a pocket is created using a double layer
structure. Electronic circuit elements that cannot be
compatible in their flexibility with woven fabrics, can
be placed in pockets as described above. The connectors
from the circuits can be routed through the fabric by the
methods already described for the antenna and keypad
designs. We also developed a method for inserting such
circuit elements into the pockets using a rapier weft
insertion device as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 16. Leno woven conducting yarns.
CONCLUSION

The development of wearable electronic textiles follows
closely the developments in conductive fibers and yarns.
It is imperative that electronic textiles retain the “hand”
and other desirable mechanical characteristics of textile
fabrics. Also, electronic textiles should satisfy
serviceability and product life cycle requirements. In the
early developments of electronic textiles, many of the
above mentioned characteristics are overlooked.
The availability of conducting yarns such as Aracon®
that are textile polymer based offer the possibility of
producing textile fabrics with integrated electronic
sensors and switches. The electronic circuit elements
still pose a problem with their rigidity and bulkiness.
The microchips and memory modules are getting

Figure 14. Fabric with pockets to hold electronic
circuit elements.
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extremely small and at some level would no more affect
the textile characteristics significantly.
Through two example applications of woven fabric
with conducting elements, we have shown that with the
application of appropriate technology and materials,
fully functional electronic textiles can be developed.
The two example fabric applications, music keypad and
body-borne antenna, are textile fabrics that retain their
“hand” and service requirements.
The developed fabric keypad and antenna show the
interesting possibility of using multi-layer weaves in
electronic textiles. The Jacquard loom enables the
manipulation of each end and in-turn making an end
available for electrical contact or insulation from other
ends. Aracon® and other similar fibers are already
robust and flexible enough to be used in electronic
textiles.
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so that finally conclusions about somebody’s personal
heath status can be made. Until now dilution methods
have been the gold standard for measuring the body
composition. Unfortunately these methods are invasive,
time consuming and not suitable for long-term
monitoring. BIS could be an alternative. It is a noninvasive, low-cost and fast body composition
measurement method that can be made portable [1]. For
a long time, BIS has been considered to be implausible
because of its reported limited accuracy. New
investigations, however, have shown that BIS can be as
precise as the traditionally gold standard or even
better [2]. Although BIS is a suitable technology in
terms of simplicity and portability for a continuous
monitoring application, it still lacks a wearable
character. For good BIS measurement results, controlled
conditions are required. The exact placement of the
electrodes, the necessary connection with wires and the
control of other factors like room temperature or body
position requires special trained personnel to acquire
reliable and accurate measurements.
Nowadays, commercial BIS electrodes consist of
aluminum and hydrogel which acts as adhesive and
electrolytic membrane. Because of the hydrogel, these
electrodes have a good skin contact and allow stable
measurements but are not suitable for long-term
measurements [3]. Textile electrodes could solve these
problems and therefore become more and more
important in the future especially for personal health
care monitoring scenarios [4].
Since a few years different researcher have been
working on the development of textile electrodes for
several medical applications. Vuorela et. al investigated
the use of textile electrodes for Bioimpedance
Spectroscopy in the range of 5 kHz–200 kHz [5].
Medrano et. al examined the influence of temperature
and pressure on textile electrodes during BIS
measurements [6]. For all these measurements, it was
always important to have a good electrode-skin contact.
A high electrode-skin impedance and varying electrode
positions due to motions make impedance
measurements very difficult. Ratfällt et al. started to
characterize the impedance of different textile

ABSTRACT

The knowledge about a person’s body composition (e.g.
water, fat content) is helpful for many medical
applications. Bioimpedance Spectroscopy (BIS) offers a
method to determine the body composition in a noninvasive way. Unfortunately, almost all BIS systems
available on the market are not portable and none of
them is made for long-term monitoring. They normally
use disposable electrodes which are not suitable for
long-term measurements and may cause allergic
reactions. Textile electrodes could help to avoid this
problem. One important property of a good electrode is
the skin-electrode contact. To investigate this contact,
measurements on a person’s skin can be made but the
natural changes of skin (like e.g. humidity changes,
structure changes) make reproducible measurements
difficult. To solve this problem, a measurement setup
with a special skin dummy was developed which allows
to measure the skin contact of an electrode for different
contact forces. Using this setup, four electrode types
were investigated and compared.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Textile Electrodes, Bioimpedance Spectroscopy,
wearable Applications
INTRODUCTION

As an effect of the natural aging process, elderly people
often loose the attraction to drink and eat which can lead
to dehydration age anorexia. Also, sick people like
tumor patients often suffer from dehydration or
malnutrition with partly severe consequences. To avoid
these consequences, it is important to continuously
monitor the persons’ water balance and nutrition status
__________________
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Textiles). To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee.
Ambience’08, Borås Sweden.
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electrodes by measuring on the thigh of a person within
a frequency range of 10 Hz to 1 kHz [7]. However,
these electrode characterization measurements were
made for ECG applications and are done with
measurements on human skin. Unfortunately, the
properties of human skin change over time, so that
reproducible measurements are difficult to make. The
skin humidity changes as well as the surface structure.
Another important influence factor is the contact force,
which also effects the measurements strongly and is
hard to control for measurements on a real persons’
skin. Therefore a test procedure is needed which is
stable over a long time and different contact forces can
be set. With such a setup measurements can be done,
repeated and compared whenever new electrodes are
developed.

Test Setup

For
reproducible
skin
electrode
impedance
measurements, a test setup has been developed as shown
in Figure 2. The test setup consists of three parts. The
textile electrode which shall be characterized, a skin
dummy and a second electrode below the dummy
covered with gold. The skin dummy in the middle is
made of Agar-Agar and simulates a piece of skin. The
properties of this dummy are very stable so that the
measurements can be reproduced several days later.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Skin-Electrode

Electrodes represent an interface between the electric
current in the hardware and an ionic current in the body.
During a BIS measurement, a small current is injected
into the body using two electrodes and the resulting
voltage is measured with another pair of electrodes.
Measuring both current and voltage, the body
impedance can be calculated and, furthermore, the water
balance can be determined. Such a four-point
measurement assumes that all four skin electrode
interfaces are as small as possible and therefore not
influence the measurements. A simplified model of the
electrode-skin interface is shown in Figure 1 (the DC
voltage source is neglected because of the frequency
range).

Figure 2. Figure captions should be centered and
placed below the figure.

The humid dummy surface enables to simulate sweating
skin, so that all electrodes get slightly humid when they
come into contact with the dummy. On top of the
dummy the test electrode is positioned and fixed by a
plastic stamp. Varying the weight on top of the stamp,
allows to change the contact force of the electrode. For
analyzing the electrodes a 2-point measurement is done
with an Agilent High Precision LCR Meter, 4980A. The
measurements were carried out within a frequency range
of 5 kHz to 1 MHz. For each measurement, one textile
electrode was positioned on top of the Agar-Agar
dummy and a certain force between 2,1 N and 23,5 N
was adjusted. The measured result is the total
impedance (Ztotal), consisting of the test electrode (Ztest),
skin impedance (ZSkin) and gold electrode (ZGold).
Because ZSkin and ZGold stay constant for all
measurements the impedance changes depend only on
Ztest. This measurement procedure was repeated
10 times for each electrode and every contact force.

ELECTRODES

For manufacturing textile electrodes, it is important to
use yarn with a high conductivity and good elastic
behavior to assure good skin conformance. The
chemical and physical surface properties must also fit to
the skin to ensure good biocompatibility [8]. In view of
these circumstances, different yarns were analyzed and
evaluated. Afterwards, three yarns were chosen and four
different textile electrodes were manufactured using a
circular knitting machine and the following yarns (see
Figure 2). The specialty of textile 4 is the additional
spandex, which is a synthetic fiber known for its
exceptional elasticity. Using spandex in the

Figure 1. Simplified electrical circuit for the skin
electrode interface.

The occurring interface impedance between skin and
electrode can be described by three impedances in
series. In comparison to standard Aluminum electrodes,
textile electrodes show a strong capacitive behavior at
the interface due to the lack of hydrogel. Sweat and skin
humidity lead to an additional conductive path in
parallel to the capacitance. A high ZInterface affects the
common mode voltage in the measurement system,
which can lead to additional errors in the measurements.
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textile 2 is a bit higher which is probably due to the
wider stitches. Finally, regarding these three electrodes
Textile 4 has the highest impedance which can be
explained by the spandex.
All four electrodes show a strong frequency
dependency.

manufacturing process makes the electrodes elastic,
which is a big advantage for the wearing comfort

Figure 3. Photograph is elucidating details of the
textile Structure of textile 1–4.

•
•
•
•

Textile 1: Silvered polyamide with a titer of
110dtex, 34 filaments
Textile 2: Silvered polyamide with a titer of
117dtex, 17 filaments
Textile 3: Cotton wrapped round by stainless steel
Textile 4: Silvered polyamide with a titer of
110dtex + spandex

Figure 4. Absolute Electrode Impedance of all four
Textile Electrodes.

Textile 1 differs from Textile 2 by different yarn titers
and filaments. Therefore the stitches of Textile 1 are
much tighter as it can be seen in Figure 3. Textile 4 was
made of the same yarn as Textile 1 but includes also
3 % spandex. This leads to even tighter stitches and the
textile is furthermore elastic. Textile 3 is made of a yarn
that consists of 65 % cotton and 35 % stainless steel.
Due to this mixture, the final textile structure looks very
different from the other three textiles.

For higher frequencies |Z| decreases. This corresponds
very well to the mainly capacitive behavior of textile
electrodes.
Figure 5 shows the measured phases for all four
electrodes with a contact force of 23.5 N.
In this figure, it is also visible that electrode 3 has a
rather large phase contribution. However, the other three
electrodes are very similar and vary over the frequency
range within a phase range of 2.5°. For higher
frequencies, the phase of all electrodes decreases which
supports the assumption of a mainly capacitive
interface. The reason for higher absolute phase values
for 5 kHz is not completely clear yet and has to be
analyzed in the future.

RESULTS
Electrode Comparison

To characterize the textile electrodes, different measurements were done. First of all, the four different
electrodes were measured with the same contact force of
23,5 N to compare the electrodes.
Figure 4 shows the results of these measurements.
The upper figure presents the electrode-skin
impedance (|Z|) for the textile electrode 1, 2 and 4. The
figure below shows |Z| for textile electrode 3. It is
obvious that textile electrode 3 is much worse than the
other three. |Z|3 is 6 times bigger compared to the other
textile electrodes. This difference can be explained by
the textile structure. The conductive parts of textile 3 is
very small (35 %) and therefore the metal contacts are
very rare, as it is visible in Figure 3. For this reason the
textile does not have a uniform conductive surface layer.
The impedance of the other three textile electrodes is
much smaller (around 170 Ohm), with textile electrode
1 having the lowest values. The interface impedance of
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Finally, both dependencies (frequency and contact
force) as well as the reproducibility are typical for
textile electrodes and therefore show the functionality of
the test setup.

Figure 5. Electrode Phase of all four Textile
Electrodes.
Force Influence

After comparing all electrodes with each other, the
influence of different contact forces was investigated.
Therefore, only textile 1, 2 and 4 were used, because the
impedance of textile 3 was just too high and therefore
not usable for BIS measurements. Figure 6 shows the
influence of four different contact forces on the three
electrodes.
It is obvious to see that all three textile electrodes
show a strong force dependency. If the contact force
increases, |Z| decreases. This reaction can be explained
by the minimized distance between electrode and skin
dummy at higher forces. If the distance (d) decreases,
the capacitive part (C) increases and the total impedance |Z| decreases.

Z≈

1
1
d
=
∗
C ε0 ∗εr A

To evaluate the reproducibility of the force dependency,
all the measurements for every textile electrode and
every contact force were repeated 10 times. It could be
shown that the reproducibility also depends on the
contact force. For low contact force, the measured
impedance varied more than for higher forces. This
effect can be explained by the flexibility of the textile.
Each time the textile is positioned on the test dummy,
the surface layer of the electrode is not completely
plain. If afterwards a high contact force is applied, the
textile becomes almost plain between the stamp and the
dummy. If the force is too low, the textile is not plain
and the contact area between dummy and textile is
always varying. This effect can also be seen by
measurements on a real person.

Figure 6. Contact Force influence on different
electrode impedances.
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These first measurements show that the newly
developed test setup offers a good possibility to evaluate
different electrodes independently from human skin.
The measurement results for different frequencies and
different contact forces are in the expected range and
therefore confirm the functionality of the test setup.
Textile 3 has a very high impedance and should
therefore not be used for BIS measurements, whereas
the other three electrodes showed good results for a
contact force of more than 4N. In the future the dummy
will be further developed and more measurements with
other electrodes will be done.
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Furthermore, the coaxial cables that are commonly
applied for antenna feeding are not washable e.g. for
mechanical reliability reasons, and have therefore to be
disconnected and temporarily removed from clothing.
Commonly used patch antennas are designed as
simple rectangular patches with slot arrangement and
using PCB as the substrate, which imposes certain
limitations on their robustness to environmental stresses
induced by wearable application. Some authors [2]
analyze the textile antennas directly fed with conventional coaxial cables which cannot be removed from the
antenna structure.
Designing and implementation of a wearable textile
antenna, having a removable feeding arrangement that is
integrated with the conventional coaxial cable is thus a
challenging task, which deserves research efforts.
In order to have a high-efficiency antenna, the
antenna impedance must be matched with the
characteristic impedance of the feeding cable.
Impedance matching in case of a coaxial-fed patch
antenna can be achieved e.g. by appropriate choice of
feeding position. However, when integrated with snap
buttons, Figure 1, the impedance of the feeding structure
is not anymore equal to the characteristic impedance of
the coaxial cable. Therefore, one of the tasks of the
present work was to show the effect the snap buttons
had upon the impedance matching. The other task was
to prove that such a removable feeding arrangement
would not adversely affect the electromagnetic radiation
of the antenna structure.

ABSTRACT

Wearable textile antennas having a removable feeding
arrangement present the possibility to wash the clothing
with the integrated patch antenna while disconnecting
the coaxial cable that connects the antenna to the
transmitter/receiver. Achieving reliable, ergonomic and
low-cost coupling of the rigid coaxial cable and the
textile patch is a challenging task. Snap-on feeding
arrangements to couple the cable with the textile
antenna have been proposed. The effects of the snap-on
feeding integrated with a coaxial cable on the textile
patch antenna performance have been investigated
through one-port impedance measurements and
radiation pattern measurements. Complementary return
loss simulation results have been presented. It has been
shown that the textile patch antenna with the proposed
snap-on feeding arrangements has acceptable directive
properties, return loss and bandwidth.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Conducting textile, wearable application, coaxial cable,
return loss, patch antenna, antenna feeding, radiation
pattern, snap button.
INTRODUCTION

Wearable antennas as a part of a military training
system put special requirements on robustness to
environmentally induced stress [l]. Antennas made of
conducting textiles [2] and integrated in the cloth are
more ergonomic and less susceptible to mechanical
strain induced e.g. during training activities and washing
since the textile material has better elasticity than wires
and PCBs, which are common antenna materials.
__________________
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Figure 1. Parts of commercially available metallic
snap buttons chosen for removable feeding
arrangement.
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Thus, the proposed article discusses the initial steps in
designing and testing a textile patch antenna in
2.45 GHz frequency band, with snap-on COTS-based
feeding arrangements integrated with a 50 Ω coaxial
cable. Physical prototyping was followed by return loss
and radiation pattern measurements.

Table 1. Actual dimensions of the prototypes and the
central conductor position related to the center of the
patch.

Prototype

TEXTILE ANTENNA PROTOTYPES

The textile patch antennas consisted of a substrate
(78 mm×74 mm) made of fleece material, a ground
plane (GP) and a patch, both made of Ni/Cu Nylon
Ripstop from Laird Technologies [3]. It is worth noting
that the chosen textile material was not washable [1].
This however did not affect the methodology and the
results of study of the snap-on feeding arrangements
integrated with the coaxial cable.
The fleece substrate, acting as the textile insulator
between the patch and the ground plane, had a thickness
of 2.5 mm and the relative permittivity 1.25. The
conductive textile had the thickness 0.1 mm and the
surface resistivity 0.07 Ω/sq. The antenna textile parts
were sewed together with seam spacing smaller than
2 cm in order to minimize wrinkling. The template for
antennas is shown in Figure 2.
Approximate dimensions of the antenna template
were obtained from the transmission line model of a
2.45 GHz patch antenna. The feeding point was located
on the patch diagonal, according to [2], in order to
achieve circular antenna polarization.
It is however worth noting that some deviations took
place during the production of the antenna prototypes.
They were related both to textile cutting process and to
locating the feeding point on the patch. The deviations
are summarized in Table 1 that has to be considered
together with Figure 2.
In order to have a reference case, the first antenna
prototype (Prototype A) was made, Figure 3, where
electrically conductive glue was used for cable
attachment. Thus, Prototype A did not include
removable feeding arrangement.

A
B
C

Actual patch
dimensions, mm

Feeding point
position, mm

Length

Width

X

Y

52
52
52

50
48.5
49

8
10
10

8
7.3
7.3

The impedance of the antenna with the glued coaxial
cable was expected to match well to the cable
impedance at the resonant frequency.
Two possible ways to realize a snap-on feeding
arrangement integrated with the coaxial cable are
presented in Figure 4. The parts of the snap buttons used
in the construction are referred in accordance with
Figure 1. In order to attach the snap button parts to the
textile a crimping tool was utilized. In Prototypes B
and C the snap-on arrangement consisted of similar
parts. The only difference between the prototypes was
that in Prototype B the cable was connected normal to
the antenna structure, whereas in Prototype C a cable
shoe was applied to bend the cable in such a way that it
was routed parallel to the antenna ground plane. Such a
cable location (Prototype C) contributed to improved
wearability of the patch antenna enabling routing of the
coaxial cable along the wearer’s body.

Figure 3. Textile patch antenna and coaxial cable
attached with conductive glue (Prototype A).

Figure 2. Sketch of the basic template used for
manufacturing of textile antenna prototypes.
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The measurements were performed on the antenna
hanging in the air in a class-room environment, i.e. no
special measures were taken against the external
electromagnetic noise and radiated wave reflections.
Antennas were not made flat and small and arbitrary
deformation of the shape was allowed. It is worth noting
that in the one-port impedance measurements the snapon arrangement has to be considered as a part of the
antenna structure, which is connected to the 50 Ω network analyzer port with the 50 Ω coaxial cable.
Radiation pattern measurements were conducted in a
semi-anechoic chamber with non-metallic floor. The
antenna under test together with a 57 cm coaxial cable
was placed on the wooden turntable and connected to a
spectrum analyzer with a long shielded cable. A linearly
polarized horn antenna (BHA 9118) was located at the
same height and at a distance of 1 m from the tested
antenna, i.e. in the far field at 2.45 MHz. The horn
antenna was the transmitting antenna, whereas the
antenna under test was the receiving antenna at all
angles of turn-table rotation. The angular step during the
measurement was 10o. Pictures of both antennas installed on the measurement site are provided in
Figure 5.
Figure 4. Textile patch antenna with snap-on feeding
arrangement (Prototypes B and C).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured antenna impedance of Prototype A at the
resonant frequency 2.41 GHz was resistive and close to
50 Ω. Measurement on Prototype A as the reference
case confirmed that the chosen textile combination
performs as an antenna with good return loss
characteristics (26 dB) at the resonant frequency,
Figure 6. In this figure, the return loss results from
transmission line matrix (TLM) method simulations are
also presented to demonstrate the effect of possible
manufacturing errors on the antenna impedance.
Furthermore, the simulated antenna efficiency was
around 86% and the antenna was found left-hand
circular polarized, as expected. Coaxial cable was not
included in the simulation model, where a coaxial port
feeding was used. A more detailed TLM model
description, however, is out of scope of this paper.
Measurement on Prototypes B and C resulted in the
change both of the resonant frequency and of the return
loss level, as compared to Prototype A, Figure 6.

Prototypes B and C were implemented by making holes
in ground plane, substrate, and patch, through which the
central conductor of the cable would pass. One button
was crimped to the patch and the other button was
crimped to the ground plane. The patch was sewed to
the substrate and then the ground plane was sewn to the
substrate. The coaxial cable shield was soldered to the
snap part G-high, and, in Prototype C, additionally
bended by passing through the metallic cable shoe. The
cable shoe was pressed between G-high and G-low
parts. The insulated central conductor passed through
the button hole on the ground plane side all the way to
the side where the patch was located. A portion of the
central conductor insulation was pilled off. The naked
central conductor wire could thus be bended over the
edge of the patch snap button and be crimped into place
by the metallic feeding cap. The described connection
procedure ensured reliable electrical contact between
the cable shield and the ground plane, and between the
central conductor and the patch, at the same time
keeping the cable shield isolated from the central
conductor.
MEASUREMENT SETUP

Two types of antenna measurements were conducted:
one-port measurement with a network analyzer to
determine the antenna return loss and impedance, and
radiation pattern measurement in a semi-anechoic
chamber. One-port measurements were performed for
all the prototypes, whereas the radiation pattern was
obtained only for Prototype C. The return loss
measurements were conducted by connecting an
antenna prototype to a network analyzer with a 57 cm
coaxial cable, using a standard SMB female connector.

Figure 5. The transmitting horn antenna and the
receiving textile antenna under test in radiation
pattern measurements.

Prototypes B and C had the resonant frequency 2.3 GHz
and 2.33 GHz, respectively, and the return loss 17 dB
and 14 dB, respectively.
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In Prototype C the coaxial cable was routed along the
ground plane and in Prototype B the cable was normal
to the ground plane. Both prototypes had snap-on
feeding arrangements, which created impedance
discontinuity between the textile antenna and the coaxial
cable. Additionally the points of connection of the cable
to the antenna structure were not as well defined as in
Prototype A due to the size of the snap buttons. All
these factors taken together resulted in significant
difference in the return loss level and resonant
frequency location between Prototypes B, C and A.
In Figure 7 the real and the imaginary parts of the
impedance of Prototypes A, B and C are provided. It is
clear from the impedance curves that the snap-on
feeding arrangement affects the impedance of the whole
antenna structure seen from the network analyzer port.
Furthermore, the cable routing in Prototype C might
additionally influence the antenna impedance. This can
be explained e.g. by electromagnetic coupling between
the ground plane and the exterior of the coaxial cable.
It can still be considered positive that the antennas
with the proposed snap-on feeding arrangements
performed with relatively high return loss and large
bandwidth. Particularly, the bandwidth was measured to
be 140 MHz, 90 MHz and 75 MHz for Prototypes A, B
and C, respectively. Further experimentation e.g. with
the patch size and feeding point location should be
performed to tune the antennas to resonant frequency
2.45 GHz.
The normalized radiation pattern of Prototype C is
provided in Figure 8. The vertical component of the Efield was measured for the patch antenna placed as
shown in Figure 5. The results in Figure 8 demonstrate
good directive properties of the proposed textile antenna
with the snap-on feeding arrangement.

Figure 7. Measured real and imaginary parts of the
antenna impedance.

Figure 8. Normalized radiation pattern of Eθ in the yzplane at 2.33 GHz (Prototype C).

CONCLUSIONS

The presented a UHF rectangular patch antenna was
entirely manufactured from textile materials. The
antenna had a removable feeding arrangement that
coupled the antenna to the coaxial cable. The antenna
had low profile and small size to be placed on the chest
of the wearer. Acceptable directive properties,
bandwidth and return loss were found by measurements.
The feeding system was manufactured from COTS
snap-on buttons, thus enabling the detachment of the
coaxial cable. The following conclusions can be useful
in design of UHF textile patch antennas with snap-on
feeding arrangements.
It was confirmed that a material having electrical
properties similar to Ni/Cu Nylon Ripstop can be used
as the base material for the textile patch and small

Figure 6. Return loss for Prototypes A, B and C.
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ground plane construction. The measured and simulated
return loss for Prototype A was around 26 dB. It can be
observed that there is a good agreement between the
measured and simulated return loss characteristics of the
textile antenna. Fleece material can be used as the
antenna substrate, even though its structure allows for
variation of electrical properties due to the air trapped in
the substrate structure. However, additional investigation of reliability of sewing as a manufacturing
method might be necessary in comparison with gluing.
The snap-on feeding arrangement affected the
antenna resonant frequency and the return loss, as
compared to the standard coaxial feeding. The return
loss values of Prototypes B and C were around 17 dB
and 14 dB, respectively, to compare with 26 dB for
Prototype A.
The proposed snap-on feeding integrated with the
coaxial cable was designed in such a way that it allowed
avoiding pigtails of the central conductor in the point of
cable connection, and thus resulting in acceptable both
the return loss and the directive properties of the
antenna.
Finally, it is considered difficult to obtain durable
snap-on construction with stable electrical properties.
The work to improve mechanical design and to match
impedances of snap-on feeding arrangement and a
standard coaxial cable should be continued. Modifying
snap buttons to make them work as high-frequency
coaxial connectors would be a challenging task. It was
proven, however, that the snap buttons still can be used
as the coupling interface between the cable and the
textile antenna.
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could produce useful information about body’s recovery
after a training session and amount of needed rest days
during a week.
Modern physiological signal recorders are not very
suitable for continuous monitoring. Typically, heart rate
monitors and wrist computers utilized in sporting
require a chest belt [1,2], which may feel uncomfortable
if worn around the clock. Furthermore, these devices are
designed to record only the R-to-R interval, i.e. the time
between two consecutive heartbeats, instead of full ECG
signal. The plain R-to-R interval and its variations can
produce a lot of useful information. However, even
more information about the heart activity will be
obtained if the full ECG waveform is analyzed.
Target of this project is to design and implement a
physiological signal recorder, which is small and
lightweight in size and comfortable enough so that it
could be worn continuously for at least twenty-four
hours. Textile electrodes are decided to use since
commercial gel-paste electrodes are easily worn out
when utilized for long periods. An ultimate target is to
create an electronic device, which could be embedded
into a plaster. The plaster would contain both the
measurement electronics and the textile electrodes
required in measurements. Electronics integration into a
plaster is a very challenging task. Therefore, the first
milestone is to design a device, which is attached to a
body with a custom-made plaster containing the
electrodes. This solution has a clear cost benefit because
it enables a reuse of the electronics module and only the
plaster and the electrodes must be designed to be
disposable.
In the beginning of the development process few
design goals have been set. First, in order to perform
continuous measurements the energy consumption of
the measurement device must be low enough to ensure
at least twenty-four hours of operating time. This is
considered to be a suitable battery change or recharge
interval. Shorter intervals might require too much user’s
attention for maintenance. Second, the device must be
waterproof to enable its usage also e.g. in the shower.
This requirement has been adopted from athletes who
are interested in measuring the body recovery
immediately after a training session. Third, the

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a development process towards
implementation of a plaster like physiological signal
recorder. The first milestone of this process is to design
a device, which measures electrocardiogram and
bioimpedance signals with electrodes embedded into a
plaster. So far three prototypes have been implemented
and the fourth one is under development. The first
device operates through a radio link and sends
measurement result in real-time to a computer. The
second and the third systems do not include radio links.
Instead they have memory cards for measurement
results storing. The first prototype is encapsulated into a
plastic enclosure, the second one into a custom-made
removable closure, and the third one is molded into
epoxy and silicone in order to obtain waterproofness
and flexibility. Problems faced during the development
process, solutions to these problems and lesson learned
are described in this paper.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

ECG, Bioimpedance, design process, textile electrode.
INTRODUCTION

Nowadays physiological signals are measured and
recorded in many different situations. E.g. Electrocardiogram (ECG) is widely used in hospitals and in
sporting. Many times the ECG is measured only for
short time periods such as duration of an exercise
session. However, e.g. during a space flight the ECG of
astronauts should be continuously monitored in order to
study heart’s reaction to weightlessness. On earth a
continuous monitoring of physiological signals could
also bring out clear benefits e.g. for athletes. Twentyfour hour monitoring of athletes seven days a week
__________________
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tissue conducts electricity [7]. In order to measure a
bioimpedance signal a small AC, so called excitation
current, must be applied to the tissue under test (TUS).
Magnitude of the excitation current is in maximum only
hundreds of microamperes. The voltage over the TUS
generated by the current is measured e.g. with an
instrumentation amplifier. From those current and
voltage signals the bioimpedance can be calculated
utilizing Ohm’s law equation: Z = U/I. Principle of a
bioimpedance measurement setup is presented in the
Figure 1.

measurement device must be capable to measure
required signals with a sufficient sample rate and e.g. in
ECG measurements more information than a plain R-toR interval is desired.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section
signals recorded with a portable signal recorder are
discussed. Then the three measurement system prototypes implemented so far and utilized electrodes are
presented. This is followed by explanation of
measurement results and presentation of most relevant
lessons learned during the development process. Finally,
in the last section conclusions are drawn and the future
work is presented.

Current source

~
PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNALS TO MEASURE

Nowadays the most common physiological signal
measured in portable devices is the ECG and especially
the R-to-R interval [3,4]. The R-to-R interval is
relatively easy to measure and does not require complex
electronic circuits. However, in portable applications
also this measurement is prone to errors caused by the
movement artifacts. Therefore, digital signal processing
is required in order to remove false heartbeat detections
and to get reliable result [5]. Although, ECG is easy to
measure it also can produce a lot of information. For
example the energy consumption of the user can be
estimated from this signal. However, it must be noted
that the energy consumption is based on a certain model
and it is not accurate for every possible users in every
possible situations.
Another typically measured signal is acceleration,
which is utilized e.g. in pedometers. There are available
off-the-shelf integrated circuits (IC), which contain
necessary components for three dimensional acceleration measurements. Some of these ICs even contain a
little bit digital electronics e.g. for falling detection and
digital output generation. Even though acceleration is
easy to measure, the data processing is not
straightforward. This is mostly due to the facts that the
amount of measured data can be relatively high and the
algorithms for the motion detection can be complex
yielding to the need of considerable computing power.
Perhaps the easiest signal of all to measure is the
temperature. Temperature can be measured in many
different ways from a thermocouple to a fully integrated
digital sensor. A problem arises from the fact that it is
not very easy to say what temperature the sensor is
measuring in a portable application. The most
interesting temperature, in the sense of healthcare, is the
core temperature of the body. However, it is not easy to
measure or to estimate this temperature from the skin
surface. The skin temperature will also be difficult to
measure if the contact between the sensor and the skin is
not firm enough. Therefore, in a portable measurement
device a temperature sensor located near a user’s body
is more likely to measure the temperature of the
microclimate under the garment than the actual body or
skin temperature [6].
A little bit rarer signal measured with portable
devices is a bioimpedance, which measures how well a

Voltage
measurement

IA

Tissue

Figure 1. Tetrapolar bioimpedance measurement
principle. Small constant excitation current generates
a voltage, which is measured with an instrumentation
amplifier.

Bioimpedance can be measured utilizing two, three or
four electrodes. In the simplest setup same electrodes
function as current feeding electrodes as well as voltage
measurement electrodes. The drawback is that the
bioimpedance signal is affected by the electrode-skin
impedance, which changes e.g. according to the skin
moisture and electrode aging. A more sophisticated
method is to utilize three electrodes. However, the best
results are obtained utilizing a so-called tetrapolar, fourelectrode, setup. In this setup two electrodes feed the
current and other two measure the voltage, as the
Figure 1 presents. In this tetrapolar setup the effect of
the electrode-skin impedance can be eliminated. This is
due to the fact that the current in the tissue is kept
constant and that the input impedance of the voltage
measurement amplifier is usually much higher than the
electrode impedance and therefore, no current is flowing
through the voltage measurement electrodes [8].
Depending on the electrode configuration the
bioimpedance can produce information on many
different physiological signals. For example with a
conventional hand-to-foot, foot-to-foot, or hand-to-hand
measurement (electrodes in mentioned places) the
amount of the fat or water in the body can be
measured [7]. If electrodes are placed in the torso e.g.
the respiration rate and the air intake can be estimated [9]. Furthermore, if electrodes are placed near the
heart some cardiac signal e.g. the cardiac output can be
estimated.
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The data link between the measurement device and
the computer is implemented utilizing an ANT radio.
ANT is a radio protocol, which provides small energy
consumption and relatively low bandwidth. The main
drawback in this system is the short range of the radio
link. Due to the poor antenna design the range of the
radio link is less than ten meters. Therefore, the user
cannot be very far away from a base station and this
restricts the usage of the measurement system to
stationary measurement such as cycling with a
pedometer. Another drawback is the small bandwidth of
the radio link. Due to the bandwidth limitation the
sample rate of both ECG and bioimpedance signals is
limited to 100Hz.

For the plaster like physiological signal recorder, two
of the signals discussed were selected. Bioimpedance
was chosen because it can produce a lot of information
and it has not been very widely implemented in portable
devices. ECG was selected because it can be easily
measured with same electrodes than bioimpedance and
furthermore, it does not require many extra ICs.
Measuring of accelerations was also considered, but so
far it has not been implemented. An option for a digital
temperature sensor was also reserved.
A full bioimpedance signal consists of a magnitude
signal and a phase signal. Measuring of both signals
accurately is not an easy task and requires many
electronic circuits. In portable applications the amount
of different circuits is tried to keep in minimum to
reduce energy consumption. Therefore, a bit simplified
approach for bioimpedance measurement is adopted for
these devices. First, only the magnitude signal is
measured. According to our experiences the magnitude
signal can produce enough information for simple
applications and therefore, the phase signal
measurement is not necessary [7]. Second, measuring
the impedance absolute value requires a calibration,
which must be done in order to avoid problems caused
by e.g. temperature variations and components aging.
Furthermore, the measured absolute value changes
according to placements of electrodes. This yields to a
fact that electrodes must be placed exactly to the same
places in consecutive measurements if different
measurement results are compared. In order to avoid a
calibration process and problems with electrode
placements, the measurement system measures only a
dynamic value, i.e. the changes in the impedance
magnitude. This signal produces sufficient information
e.g. in relatively fast phenomenon measurements such
as respiration rate or heart activity.

Figure 2. The fist measurement system prototype.
a) base station antenna, b) base station,
c) USB connection, d) portable measurement device,
e) measurement wires, and f) commercial gel-paste
electrodes.

The portable part of the measurement system is light in
weight (66 g) and small in size (70.6 cm3). Lightweight
is partly explained by the light commercial enclosure.
However, it is not waterproof. The design goal of
twenty-four hour operating time is also achieved. The
average current consumption of the portable
measurement device is 31 mA. Utilizing a cell phone
battery with 750 mAh capacity the measurement system
can, in theory, operate around the clock.

IMPLEMENTED PROTOTYPES

So far total of three measurement prototypes are developed. The first prototype is equipped with a radio
transceiver and the second and the third prototypes with
a memory card.
The first prototype

The second prototype

The operation principle of the first prototype is very
straightforward. The system consists of a portable
measurement device and a personal computer. These
two communicate with each other through a wireless
data link. Measurement results are transferred from the
measurement device to the computer in real time and
stored into computer’s memory for further analysis. The
key component in the system is the portable
measurement device, which is illustrated in Figure 2
with letters d and e. This device consists of two main
blocks, which are a measurement part and a radio part.
The block diagram of the portable measurement device
is presented in the Figure 3. A more detailed description
of the system can be found from [10].

The operation principle of the second measurement
system prototype differs from the first one. In this
second version the radio link between the portable part
and the computer has been removed and the measurement device is equipped with a memory card. During a
measurement session the measured signals are stored
into a memory card and afterwards transferred to a
computer through USB cable. This operation principle
does not restrict the usage of the device into the range of
the radio link and furthermore, sample rates are not
limited by the radio’s bandwidth. A maximum sample
rate for ECG and bioimpedance in this prototype is
250 Hz per channel. A more detailed description of this
prototype can be found from [11].
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the second prototypes
portable part [11].

Figure 3. Block diagram of the first measurement
system's portable part [10].

After implementation of the second prototype it turned
out that the energy consumption of the memory card is
actually higher than the energy consumption of the ANT
radio transceiver. Therefore the second prototype device
has a little bit shorter operating time than the first one.
Furthermore, there are some problems with the memory
card. The utilized Reduced-Size MultiMediaCard (RSMMC) is accessed through a commercial software
interface module, which does not clearly point out the
memory card’s status. Therefore, it is hard to say when
the card is in a power down mode. This causes
problems, because the memory card is not always set
into a power down mode when the rest of the
measurement device is sleeping. If the memory card is
not in the power down mode it consumes lot of energy
and shortens the device’s operating time even more.
Some minor changes in the analogue measurement
electronics have been made between the first and the
second prototype. Mainly these changes concentrate on
improvements in the separation of the ECG and bioimpedance signals. For example separate instrumenttation amplifiers (IA) for both signals have been added
as can be seen from Figure 4. This reduces the crosstalk
between signals, which has been a problem in the first
measurement device [11].
The second prototype is encapsulated into a custommade plastic enclosure, which is manufactured utilizing
a CNC-machine. The material of the enclosure is
acrylic-plastic. The second measurement prototype is
illustrated in Figure 5. Due to the utilized manufacturing
technique walls of the enclosure are 3 mm thick, which
is quite a much. Therefore, the weight and the volume
of the second prototype are bigger than the weight and
the volume of the first prototype. The dimensions for
the second prototype are 84 g and about 71 cm3.

Figure 5. Second measurement device prototype [11].

The focus in design of the third measurement device has
been the reduction of the size and the improvements of
the encapsulation. This prototype is encapsulated into
layers of epoxy and silicone. The first layer over the
printed circuit board (PCB) is made out of epoxy and
the outer layer is made out of silicone. The purpose of
the epoxy layer is to protect the device against possible
impacts. The measurement system encapsulated in
epoxy is illustrated in Figure 6. The silicone layer is
needed in order to make the device flexible and more
comfortable for the user. Epoxy and silicone encapsulated system is illustrated in Figure 7.
The size of the PCB in the third prototype is smaller
than in the first two prototypes. The RS-MMC is
replaced with a micro secure digital card (μSD). Size of
the μSD card is 1.65 cm2 and size of the RS-MMC
4.32 cm2. Therefore, the required area on the PCB is
decreased by 62 %. Even more savings in space is
achieved by dividing the electronics into two separate
PCBs, as can be seen from Figure 7. These two PCBs
are placed on the top of each other and connected
together with small pin headers, which are also utilized
for required signal conduction. With this solution four
PCB surfaces for attaching components can be fitted
into a small space. A drawback is that possible faults on
the inner layer components are difficult to repair.
In order to create clothing like solution, snap-in
connectors are used to create required external
connections for electrodes and data transfer. These
connectors are first soldered to upside-down turn SMD
pin headers, which are then soldered into holes in the
topmost PCB.

The third prototype

The third prototype has the same operating principle
than the second prototype. Therefore, the block diagram
of the third prototype is identical with the second
prototype illustrated in Figure 4.
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tolerance of passive components, resistors and
capacitors, plays an important role. Typical passive
components with e.g. 5 % tolerance cannot be utilized
because mismatch between components would reduce
the CMRR too much. As a solution to this problem
values of passive components are manually measured
and components are chosen so that the mismatch is
minimized. However, this is not a suitable method for a
mass production product, but can be done in a unique
prototype device.

As can be seen from Figure 6, there are ten snap-in
connectors on the top of the measurement device. Four
left-most connectors are utilized to connect the
electrodes to the measurement system. Six right-most
connectors are used for data transfer and battery
charging. The measurement device has a possibility to
charge a Li-Ion battery from voltage available in a USB
cable. However, the charging current is limited to only
100 mA, because this is the maximum current
guaranteed to be available from the USB. Due to small
current, charging of a 700 mA cell phone battery
requires at least seven hours. Through snap-in
connectors it is also possible to download a new
program into the measurement device’s microcontroller.
This makes it possible to further develop the software
even after the system has been molded into the epoxy
and silicone.

Figure 7. Third measurement device encapsulated
into epoxy and silicone.

The demodulation circuit of the bioimpedance signal is
also improved. In the previous prototypes the amplitude
demodulation is implemented with a simple passive
peak detection circuit. Due to voltage loss in passive
components the measured signal is a little bit attenuated
in this circuit and therefore, the peak detection circuit is
now replaced with an active implementation.
Because of the difficulties experienced with the
memory card in the second prototype, the μSD card’s
power supply is implemented with a separate voltage
regulator. This regulator includes an enabling signal
input, which makes it possible to remove the power
from the memory card if the card is not needed.
Size of the PCB stack in the third prototype is
45 x 30 mm, which is less than PCBs in the first and the
second prototype. The volume of the third device is
85,76 cm3 and weight is 102 g. Increase in both weight
and volume, is due to the amount of coating materials
required in order to make the casing flexible and
watertight. However, the molding boxes utilized in both
epoxy and silicone molding are a bit too big in sizes,
which lead to far too thick layers of coating materials.
Accordingly, with smaller molding boxes few cubic
centimeters in volume and few grams in weight could be
saved.

Figure 6. Third measurement device prototype
encapsulated only into epoxy.

In order to prevent human errors when connecting the
plaster to the measurement device, the snap-in
connectors’ layout is designed to be asymmetrical. If the
plaster has a counterpart for every snap-in connector,
then it should be impossible to connect the plaster in a
wrong way.
Electronics of the measurement part is a bit modified
for the third prototype. The instrumentation amplifiers
utilized in the first and the second prototype, INA331,
are implemented with a two operational amplifier
topology. This topology works well with low frequency
signals, but with high frequency signals the delays in
operational amplifiers decrease the common-mode
rejection ratio (CMRR). Therefore the INA331 is not
perfectly suitable for the high frequency bioimpedance
measurement. After a small literature survey it turned
out that there is not a commercial instrumentation
amplifier IC available, which would be ideal for the
bioimpedance measurement. According to this fact, in
the third prototype the bioimpedance instrumentation
amplifier is implemented with discrete components, i.e.
with three separate operational amplifiers and passive
components. In this kind of IA implementation the

ELECTRODES

All three implemented prototypes are first tested with
commercial Ag/AgCl gel paste electrodes presented in
the Figure 8. With these electrodes the contact between
electrode and skin is quite firm and the interface’s
impedance is small. Therefore these electrodes present
an easy load for the excitation current generation circuit
and it is easy to feed a required constant current into the
TUS. However, the final goal in this project is to utilize
textile electrodes, which are knitted into a plaster. A
demonstration of a plaster containing electrodes is
presented in the Figure 9. As can be seen one plaster
contains all four electrodes required in the tetrapolar
bioimpedance measurement. Electrodes are manufac-
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tured from a conductive silver yarn, which is normally
used in Electrical Static Discharge (ESD) protection
garment.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Figure 10 presents bioimpedance and ECG signals
measured with the second prototype measurement
device with commercial gel-paste electrodes. Electrodes
are placed vertically on the left side of the torso. Before
the measurement the measured person was climbing the
stairs for about a minute and during the time span
presented in the Figure 10 he was sitting in a chair. In
the Figure 10 the bioimpedance signal is a bit amplified
in the Matlab® to make the changes clearly visible. A
variation in the bioimpedance signal is caused by user’s
respiration activity.

Figure 8. Commercial Ag/AgCl gel-paste electrode
utilized in testing.

Electrodes are not just simply knitted to the plaster, but
a few more work phases are required. First, a small tube
is knitted using the conductive yarn. This tube is then
pressed in high pressure and high temperature so that
tube forms a plate. From this plate it is possible to cut
out the electrodes so that the tube does not fray. Next,
the electrodes are attached to the plaster by sewing with
the silver yarn.
Size of one electrode on the plaster is about
10 x 5 mm and the distance between the outermost
electrodes is 80 mm and between the innermost
electrodes is 60 mm. Four snap-in connectors embedded
into a plaster are intended for creating the electrical
connection to the measurement electronics in the third
prototype measurement device.

Figure 10. Bioimpedance (upper) and ECG (lower)
signals measured with the second prototype
device [11].

Figure 11 presents a longer measurement period. This
test is also made with the second prototype and the
electrode configuration in this test was identical with the
test presented in the Figure 10. During the test the test
person first walked four floors down the stairs, then he
walked the same stairs up, and finally sat three minutes
in a chair so that heart rate was lowered. Signals
presented in the Figure 11 are modified with the
Matlab®. The bioimpedance signal is amplified to make
the signal visible. The ECG signal is analyzed to find Rpeaks and according to this information the heart rate
(HR) is calculated and plotted.
In the Figure 11 it can be seen that when the test
person is walking the stairs up, there is some disturbances in the HR signal. These disturbances are caused
by movement artifacts, which add noise to measured
ECG signal and make it harder to find the R-peaks. If
the R-peaks are not found correctly then the HR cannot
be calculated correctly either. From the bioimpedance
signal it can be seen that the signal is much noisier when
the person is moving than when sitting in a chair. This
phenomenon can be caused either by movement artifacts
or by the actual changes in the bioimpedance in the
measured tissue, caused by walking.

Figure 9. Custom-made fabric electrodes embedded
into a plaster. Left: bottom of the plaster. Right: upper
side of the plaster.

As can be seen from Figure 9 the connection between
the electrodes and the snap-in connectors is implementted with the same conductive yarn than the electrodes.
This yarn is not insulated, so sweating might cause
some problems in forms of short-circuits. Furthermore,
the manufacturing of the electrode plaster requires a lot
of handiwork. So in order to get enough disposable
plaster electrodes even for tests, the manufacturing
process must be somehow automated.
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seemed to operate quite well. However, due to small
supply voltage it cannot tolerate big DC voltages, which
can drive the circuit into saturation. According to
simulation results there was a small DC-current flowing
through the TUS. This current was caused by the
operational amplifier’s offset voltage. The current itself
is very small less than one microampere, but when it is
fed through high electrode impedance it can generate a
very high voltage. In order to determine the magnitude
of a textile electrode’s resistance on a non-scraped skin,
resistance was measured with a multimeter. It turned out
that resistance can be in range of several mega ohms,
which together with one microampere DC current is
enough to generate the DC voltage of several volts.
In the third prototype the problem in excitation
current generation is solved. Because the operational
amplifiers’ offset voltage cannot be removed the caused
DC voltage in the voltage to current converter’s output
must be eliminated. This is done with an additional
feedback loop. This feedback loop consists of an
integrator, which integrates the outputs dc offset and
subtracts the result from input voltage signal. With this
arrangement the effect of the dc voltage can be
eliminated.
When the improved excitation current generation
block in the third prototype was tested with afore
described small fabric electrodes another problem was
detected. The current generation block started to
oscillate if the skin under the current feeding electrodes
was not moist enough. This problem has also been
examined with a Pspice simulation program. Results
imply that high capacitance of the electrode-skin
interface can drive the current feeding electronics into
instability and cause oscillation. Fortunately, this
problem can be easily overcome by decreasing the gain
in the feedback loop, which has been verified with a
breadboard test.
A major problem in the implementation of the third
prototype was faced after the encapsulation process. The
electronics was tested before and after the coating with
epoxy and in both tests everything worked out just fine.
After coating with silicone a problem was detected.
Somehow the connection between the memory card and
the processors was not working properly. After a few
tests it turned out that measurement device worked out
well if the battery was full, but if the voltage decreased
even a little bit then the memory card stopped
responding. However it started to work if some pressure
was applied on it. From these facts it is deducted that
there must be some kind of micro fraction on the PCB.
Unfortunately this little error makes the prototype
almost useless, because measurement results cannot be
stored into the memory card. Furthermore due to the
epoxy encapsulation the problem is very hard to fix. So,
in the future prototype devices are not capsulated into a
non-removable coating before there are at least two
identical devices available.
A battery forms another problem. The second and the
third prototype devices contain a commercial Li-Ion
battery charger chip, which makes it possible to charge
devices through e.g. a USB connection. However,
rechargeable batteries have only a limited amount of

Figure 11. Example of measured signals after
processing with matlab.
LESSONS LEARNED DURING THE PROTOTYPE
DEVELOPMENT

The first thing to notice during the implementation and
initial tests of the first measurement device was that
special attention must be paid to power supply design.
In the very first bread board version of the first prototype the whole measurement device was powered
through one linear regulator. This caused a problem,
even though passive separation components were
utilized in the separation of different power supply
domains. A problem was caused by the ANT radio
circuit, which requires a large peak current when
transmitting data. A voltage drop caused by this peak
current was clearly visible on the measured analogue
signals. In the first actual measurement device prototype
this problem is solved by adding separate linear regulators for the digital, analogue, and radio power supply
domains.
Another important lesson learned concerns bioimpedance excitation current generation. The first prototype
operated quite well for most of the users, but in some
cases stability problems and some difficulties in obtaining ECG and bioimpedance signals were experienced.
According to test experiences, the impedance of user’s
skin mainly caused these difficulties. The skin impedance varies from user to user and depends e.g. on
moisture of the skin and the thickness of the epidermis.
If the epidermis is thick the impedance is high, which
may cause problems. The measurement system started
to operate with almost every user after the epidermis
was scraped. However, scraping feels uncomfortable
and makes usage of the measurement system more
cumbersome.
In all prototypes the excitation current generation
principle is identical; a sinusoidal voltage signal is
generated with a direct digital synthesis (DDS) IC. This
voltage signal is then converted to a constant current
signal with a voltage current converter. In the first and
the second measurement devices the voltage current
conversion is carried out with a simple non-inverting
operational amplifier circuit, in which the TUS is
connected to the feedback loop. In order to solve the
current feeding problem this circuit was studied with a
Pspice simulation tool. In the simulation the circuit
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charge/re-charge cycles before the battery starts to lose
its capacity. Therefore, if the device’s lifetime is long it
might be necessary to replace the battery in some point.
In the design of the third prototype this was taken into
account and the battery is capsulated only into silicone.
In theory it should be possible to remove the silicone,
replace the battery and then repeat the silicone molding
process. So far this has not been tested and definitely
this is not suitable method for mass production devices.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper a design process towards a plaster like
physiological signal recorder is presented. So far three
prototypes are implemented. The first and the second
prototypes are fully operational. The third prototype
suffers from small PCB level problems.
At the moment the development of the fourth
prototype version is on the way. This version is going to
combine functionality of the previous devices; i.e. the
fourth device contains both the radio and the memory
card. Idea behind this setting is that a small bandwidth
radio makes it possible to remotely monitor the
measured signal in real-time with a reduced sample rate.
Signals with a full sample rate can be stored to the
memory card and after a measurement session this data
can be transferred to a PC through cable.
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the skin or harm the human body. Further, these systems
need to be reliable and robust on a longterm basis in
terms of their conductivity.
A possibility to result in conductive textiles is to coat
conventional textile substrates with a conductive layer.
Research has been conducted to polymerize conductive
polymers, such as polypyrrole and polyaniline, on
different yarn substrates [1,2,5]. However, these
inherently conductive polymers offer a limited
conductivity in the range of a semiconductor. Various
researchers also applied metal coatings, such as copper,
silver and nickel on textile substrates [3] which offer
satisfactory conductivity, but they may cause problems
with the human skin. Gold is an excellent material to
use as sensing material measuring body parameters as it
combines both, an excellent electrical conductivity (only
silver and copper are better electrical conductors, but are
not corrosion resistant) and inertness with biocompatibility.
Thus, we developed gold coated yarns by electroless
deposition which can be used as sensors being integrated in garments.
In this paper, we present the deposition procedure of
gold on para-aramide yarns. Further, we give first
results on the characterization of the gold layer and the
performance of the gold coated yarns.

ABSTRACT

Electrically-conductive textiles are increasingly
demanded in the medical world as they combine
functionalities with high wearing comfort. Thus, they
are, for instance, very suitable for being applied as
electrodes integrated in electrotherapeutic bandages that
stimulate the blood flow in the human body. For this
purpose, conductive textiles need to be highly reliable,
hence, offering high electrical conductivity that is stable
over time and when exposed to body fluids. Taking
these needs into account, we have to develop highly
conductive, stable and skin-friendly yarns.
Gold is an ideal material to use and it can be applied
in form of a thin coating on the yarn surface. Hence, we
deposited a thin layer of soft gold on synthetic yarns in
an electroless way. This presentation states the coating
method for the gold deposition on polyaramide yarns
and the electrical performance of the resulting yarns.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Electroconductive, yarn, electroless deposition, gold.
INTRODUCTION

Recently, a lot of research is on the way to electronify
textiles in order to use them as medical electrodes or
sensors that in the one hand, for instance, can stimulate
the blood flow of the human body and on the other hand
are capable of measuring body parameters, such as heart
rate, temperature or sweat, on a continuous basis. Due to
their direct contact with the human body textiles are
very suited materials for this purpose. However, in turn,
it is of admost importance that the electrode system is
skin-friendly and not causing any allergenic reaction on

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Test Materials

Electroless plating bath – All used chemicals in these
experiments were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and are
of analytical grade.
The composition and operating conditions of the
alkaline plating solution are given in Table 1. These
values are based on optimization experiments which
involve gold deposition on the yarn substrate as a
function of solution composition, temperature and pH.
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Table 1. Composition of electroless gold plating bath.
Component

Molarity (Mol/L)

HAuCl4 H2O
Na2SO3
Na2S2O3 H2O
Na2HPO4

0.01–0.1
0.1–1
0.1–1
0.1–0.8

Element
CuL
AuM

The coating was performed at a pH ranging from 8 to 10
and a temperature between 50 and 95°C.
This mixed sulfite-thiosulfate plating bath was of a
similar formulation to that used by Osaka et. al. [6].
Au(III)Cl4- salt was dissolved in water and the pH was
adjusted with sodium hydroxide. Subsequently the other
chemicals listed in Table 1 were added and the solution
was heated up to the desired temperature.
Sample preparation – All deposition experiments
were performed on poly-aramide yarns (Twaron Tejin)
having a fineness of 1100dtex and possessing 1000 fibres per cross-section. The yarns were modified with thin
layers of Polypyrrole and copper as reported in [4]. A
schematic representation on a single fibre is shown in
Figure 1.

At%
6,917
93,083

Figure 2. EDX measurements performed on paraaramide gold coated yarns.

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammetry measurements performed on copper coated and copper-gold coated yarns.

The presence of copper and gold on the yarn was
proofed by cyclic voltammetry in a buffer solution of
pH 7, as shown in Figure 3. This was done by
comparing the cyclic voltammograms of copper coated
yarns with the ones of copper-gold coated yarns. Hence,
it is was possible to calculate the area underneath the
copper oxidation curves and quantifying the surface
coverage by gold, which was 96,94 %. A surface
coverage of more than 90 % of pure gold on the yarn
found by cyclic voltammetry was additionally
confirmed by EDX measurements, as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a single PPy
and copper coated para-aramide fibre.

Quantitative analysis of surface coverage

Cyclic voltammetry and EDX (Energy Dispersive X-ray
spectrometer) measurements were performed in order to
investigate the surface coverage of copper and gold on
the yarns’ surface.

Electrical resistance measurements

In the following figure, Figure 4, a graph of an electrical
resistance measurement on a gold coated yarn is
depicted. The accordingly applied input voltage was
5 Volts on average.

Electrical resistance measurements

The electrical resistance tests were carried out by means
of an electrical circuit using a Wheatstone bridge wired
to a micrometer into which the samples were clamped.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 4. Measured electrical resistance of a gold
coated yarn and the voltage on the yarn.

Quantitative analysis of surface coverage

Both, cyclic voltammetry and EDX measurements, were
performed on copper-gold coated para-aramide yarns.

The gold coated yarns showed a very good resistivity of
3,2*10-7 Ωm (average deduced from measured resistance of 5,0329 Ω). This resistivity is close to that of
pure gold (2,44*10-8 Ωm).
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CONCLUSIONS
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Para-aramide yarns were successfully coated with a
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The characterization of the gold coated yarns will be
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coating technique will be optimized to ensure a larger
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be tailored to meet the demands set by the textile
manufacturing and design. Conductivity is a main
requirement in smart and electronic textiles, and there
are several options for achieving this [1]. Metal fibres in
the form of thin metal filaments can be used, but these
are brittle, heavier and more difficult to process than
conventional textile fibres. Coating of textile fibres with
metallic salts is another option, but these have limited
stability during laundering. The development of
intrinsically conductive polymers (ICP) has opened up
new possibilities for conductive textile materials. These
polymers are conjugated polymers which electrical
conductivity is dramatically increased by doping [2]. In
the doping a small amount of chemical agent is added,
and the electronic structure is changed. The doping
process is reversible, and involves a redox process.
Conductive polymers are provided both as solid
compounds or liquid dispersions or solutions. The liquid
versions can easily be applied onto a textile substrate by
coating methods. There are several reports of this
concept in the literature. Polyester fabrics have been
coated with polypyrrole (PPy) for obtaining heat
generation textiles. The fabric could generate heat when
a voltage was applied to the fabric [3]. In-situ
polymerisation of the conductive polymer on the textile
surface
has
also
been
reported.
Poly-3,4ethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT) and PPy have been
deposited by chemical and electrochemical oxidation on
a polyester textile [4]. These textiles showed also
decrease in conductivity upon stretching, thus enabling
the textiles to be used as strain sensors. Similar attempts
have also been reported by others [5,6].
By applying conductive coatings on textiles, a novel
and technically interesting textile material should be
obtained. Textiles are frequently coated and printed to
get different surface appearances and properties. There
has however not been done many investigations about
the possibilities to apply conductive coatings on textile
by similar methods as used in the textile industry.
Although the concept seems straightforward, there are
several technical obstacles which must be overcome.

ABSTRACT

Conductive surfaces on woven fabrics were obtained by
knife-over-roll coating in laboratory small-scale
equipment and continuously in a pilot plant. Commercially available inherently conductive polymers
(polyaniline, polytiophene and polypyrrole) were mixed
with an acrylic binder polymer, and coated on a
polyester fabric. The concentration of the conductive
polymer and number of coated layers were varied with
the aim to reach conductivity on a surface which could
withstand aging and mechanical stress. The surface
resistivity, surface analysis, appearance of the surface
and behaviour of the coating paste were studied.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Conductive surfaces, textile coatings, polyaniline, polypyrrole, polythiophene, surface resistivity, surface
characteristics.
INTRODUCTION

The possibility to integrate electronics in textiles is a
growing research objective, as many commercially
important applications can be seen. Electronic and smart
textiles have applications in military, medical, leisure
and sports as well as the industrial textile areas. Many of
the current prototypes and demonstrators are
cumbersome and awkward in use and wear, and
impractical for daily use. To develop more user friendly
wearable smart and electronic textiles new textile
fabrics and fibres must be developed, and taken into
commercial production. Metallic and optical fibres,
conductive yarns and fabrics, conductive coatings and
inks are today under development. These must however
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In the present work we have studied the possibilities
to obtain conductive surfaces on textile fabrics by using
commercially available conductive polymers; polyaniline, polytiophene and polypyrrole. These were
blended with a polymeric coating binder, and applied on
the textile surface with a laboratory coating equipment
and with a larger scale continuous coating line.
The surface resistivity was measured before and after
exposure to aging, heat, rubbing and shear flexing. The
structure of the coated surfaces were characterised by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The behaviour of
the fabric and the coating paste was further studied
during coating with polyaniline and an acrylic binder in
a small scaled continuous coating line.
The aim was to identify the technical obstacles in an
industrial coating procedure of applying conductive
coating dispersion onto fabrics. The aim was further to
find the most interesting textile applications, which
could have a commercial potential.

Coating procedure

Approximately 20 cm x 30 cm polyester fabrics were
coated knife-over-roll in a laboratory coating equipment; see Figure 1 a. The numbers of conductive
coating layers were 1 or 2, and the layer thickness was
0.1 mm or 0.2 mm.

(a)

To be able to see how the coating paste and the fabric
interacted during continuous large scale coating a 50 m
fabric of 50 cm width was coated in a pilot scale
continuous knife-over-roll coater. The trial involved
different coating thicknesses and number of coatings.
For the larger scale coating the Panipol W was selected,
due to limitation of material costs. The binder was of
acrylic type.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

Three commercial conductive polymers were used;
•
•
•

(b)

Figure 1. (a) A knife-over-roll lab coater. (b) Large
scale continuous knife-over-roll coater.

polyaniline (Panipol W, 6 to 10 wt-% in water)
supplied by Panipol Oy, Finland.
polypyrrole (Eeonomer 7000, 3–5 wt-% in water)
supplied by Eeonyx Corporation, USA.
polythiophene (Baytron P, 1,3 wt-% in water)
supplied by H.C. Stark, Germany.

Characterization

Surfaces and cross-sections of the coated fabrics were
studied by low-pressure Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM). The resistance of the coated surfaces were
measured, and the surface resistivity was calculated. A
Metrosol 2000 resistance meter with a concentric probe
was used (Figure 2). In order to determine the adhesion
of the coated layers to the fabrics rubbing and shear
flexing mechanical tests were done. The shear flexing
and rubbing tests were done on rectangular 10 x 5 cm
samples, and the number of rubbing cycles was initially
25. The surfaces were then inspected, and if no change
was seen, the rubbing continued until degradation was
seen. Abrasion resistance was measured with a
Martindale abrader against wool felt during 50 000
cycles. The fabrics were also subjected to aging (408 h)
at elevated temperatures (107°C and 70°C/RH 95 %).
The fabrics were inspected visually for any colour
change, and the surface resistivity was measured.

A 110 g/m2 polyester fabric from Almedahl-Kinna AB,
Sweden, was used. The binder was an acrylic binder
(Hycar T-91) from Noveon UK Ltd., UK.
Coating formulations

Each ICP was blended with the acrylate binder,
thickener and pH-regulator according to a proprietary
recipie. The amount of conductive polymer dispersions
was in the range from 74 to 78 wt-%. This corresponded
to 1 wt-% polythiophene, 3.7 wt-% polypyrrole and
4.7 wt-% polyaniline, due to the variations in material
composition. These formulations were denoted Sample
series A.
A series of samples with same content of conductive
polymers were then made. with the amount was 1 wt-%
conductive polymer, the exact amount was estimated by
determining by freeze drying the actual content of the
conductive polymer in the supplied dispersions. This
gave for Panipol 6,2 wt-%, for Eeonomer 5,3 wt-% and
for Baytron 1,3 wt-%. These formulations were denoted
Sample series B.

Figure 2. Surface resistivity measurement by using a
concentric ring probe.
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Table 1. Surface resistivity measurements.

RESULTS
Surface analysis

The laboratory coating gave fairly good coated fabrics,
which were used for surface resistivity measurements
and mechanical characterisations. The characteristic
colours for the conductive polymer dispersion can be
seen in Figure 3.

Panipol W
Baytron P
Eeonomer 7000

Series A
~104 Ω/□
~108 Ω/□
~1010 Ω/□

Series B
3,8 1012 Ω/□
2,5 108 Ω/□
5,9 1012 Ω/□

The A samples showed almost the same surface
resistivity after exposure to heat, but when exposed to
aging where also humidity was involved the sample
with Baytron obtained a decreased surface resistivity
from 2,5 108 to 104 Ω/□.
Textile performance evaluation

All samples showed slight colour changes after the
accelerated aging. The resistance to combined shear
flexing and rubbing was low. After 250 cycles all
specimens were severely damaged. Of the conducting
polymers the Eenomer samples had the best resistance.
All samples performed in the Martindale abrasion well,
only slight colour changes were noted.

Figure 3. Laboratory coated fabrics. From left to right:
Panipol W, Eeonomer 7000 and Baytron P.

As can be seen in the SEM micrographs in Figure 4, the
surfaces are smooth or more uneven surface with
craters. It can also be seen that the layers have diffused
into each other.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Severe rubbing damage to coated fabric.
Continuous pilot scale coating

(c)

The continuous coating trial showed that careful
tailoring and modification of coating recipe is
necessary. It is difficult to get the Panipol W well
dispersed in the coating paste. The coating paste
behaved uneven during blending in the drum and under
the knife blade during coating due to the shear forces
obtained by the movements. It is also of greatest
importance to hold the fabric as flat as possible to get an
even and useful conductive layer on the fabric.
Variation in coating thickness will cause colour
differences, which must be considered. The natural
colour for the conductive polymer dispersions will also
affect the possibilities to obtain differently coloured
textiles.

(d)

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of the coated fabrics.
(a) Panipol W,
(b) Eeonomer 7000,
(c) Baytron P, and
(d) Cross-section of fabric coated
with Eeonomer 7000.
Surface resistivity measurements

The values (Table 1) varied from antistatic to conductive for the fabrics coated with the 74 to 78 wt-% range
dispersions. (Sample series A) Samples with 1 wt-%
active conductive polymer showed higher resistivities as
expected, due to lower amount of conductive polymer.
(Sample series B)
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CONCLUSION
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languages of architecture and provided new structural
concepts [2]. But whereas the textiles constructions of
the 70’s and 80’s are limited by their monofunctionality and were therefore mainly used as rain and
sun screens, new developments in the technical textiles
industry give new possibilities for the use of textiles in
architectural application.
The last decade has seen an extreme development of
the textiles industry. The invention of new high
technology fibres and yarns as well as new fabrication
techniques for weaving, knitting, pleating, welding or
laminating materials, is exploding the use of textiles
across a large variety of industries. During the 50 years
the garment based textile industry has largely moved to
Asia [3]. This has led the US and European textile
industries to specialise their production, developing new
computer controlled looms and knitting machines that
automate production as well as new materials such as
high-performance polyethylene (HPPE), mono and para
armids (Kevlar), glass and carbon fibre. In the clothing
industry this has led to new applications especially in
high performance sports and protection wear such as
bullet-proof vests, fire safe uniforms and heat
conducting garments for the use in cold stores and other
extreme environments [4].

ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the potential for transferring the
development of advanced textiles in the garment
industry, the medical industry and automotive industry
to an architectural scale. By taking into account the
development of new high performance fibres, such as
high performance polyethylene (HPPE), para aramids
(Kevlar) and carbon fibre, as well as the new industrialised and computer controlled fabrication techniques, this
paper examines how advanced technical textiles could
offer new architectural solutions. Discussing new
computer aided design (CAD) solutions for developing
complex surfaces and their material specifications, the
paper traces the findings of a series of projects under the
heading Knit as Building Material. The paper asks how
textiles as a technology and a material challenges the
programmatic and technological basis of architectural
thinking. How can the thinking of inhabitation and
programme be challenged by the possibility of designing complex, bespoke and malleable surfaces? How
can the tools of the technical textiles field interface and
meet architectural design practice?
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Architecture, knit, composite materials, bespoke making, complex form, actuated surfaces.
CONTEXT OF THINKING TEXTILES IN
ARCHITECTURE

In architecture and with Frei Otto, there is a long tradition in the use of textiles in building construction. The
double curvature surfaces that describe tensile structures
such as the Olympic Stadium in Munich or the Multihalle in Mannheim [1], revolutionised the formal
__________________
Permission to take digital/hard copies of all or part of this material
for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the
copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial
advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its
date appear, and notice is given that copyright is by permission of
the University College of Borås, (CTF, The Swedish School of
Textiles). To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee.
Ambience’08, Borås Sweden.

Figure 1. Developing concepts for thinking knit at
architectural scale: scale model and CAD surface.

The technical textiles industry is as such linked to the
development of new materials and materials research.
This has led to the proliferation of textiles in a series of
other application areas. From the miniature detailing of
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buildings reflect on the conception of a material matrix
not bound to the traditional disjunctions of the built
artefice. The traditional separation between the means
of solving the gravitational pulls on the wall and roof,
and the clear articulation of its junction, can in these
building merge creating a new way of thinking the
engineering of a building’s skin.
As explored in Beesley and Hanna’s text “Lighter: a
transformed architecture”, textile thinking replaces a
hierarchical structural systems with something
inherently integrated and cyclical. “Instead of fixed,
rigid connections based on compression, textile
structures use tension. The binding of one fibre to the
next is achieved through the tension exerted by the
immediately adjacent fibers. Rather than relying on
support from the previous, stronger member, the system
is circular, holding itself in exquisite balance” [11].

knitted arteries to the extreme scales of geotextiles,
textiles are entering new fields of fabrication
hybridising existing technologies and inventing new.
One of the key developments in this technological
innovation has been the emergence of smart textiles, or
intelligent textiles, that embed digital technology into
woven, pleated or knitted surfaces [5]. These materials
enable wiring or circuitry to become a direct part of the
material. Intelligent clothes, wearables and soft
computing are research fields that have been receiving
huge amounts of international interest during the last
decade. Here, state-changes: the intensifying of colour,
the emergence of light or heat and the stirring of
movement, allows the material itself to become an
actuated surface that engages with its occupant or
wearer. These materials have mostly had their
application in the development of smart uniforms for the
military, but have also lead to more experimental and
probing explorations allowing for a new conditioning of
technology as something soft, pliable, adaptive and
mobile [6,7].
A new technological foundation

In architectural practice the vision of large-scale hightech textiles has been highly inspiring as a technological
solution to the new formal languages of contemporary
architecture. Contemporary architecture imagines the
construction of large-scale continuous surfaces that
through folds, slits and hollows merge what we once
knew as the separate elements of floor, wall and ceiling.
Whereas textiles has always used in tensile structures
and within the interior, the idea of weaving, pleating or
knitting a building is challenging traditional techniques
of construction. Ideas of the curtain wall, an independent and self-supporting membrane of steel and glass
that wraps the building, developed with the advent of
steel and glass structure of early modernism, is now
being explored through the metaphor of fabric. In high
profile buildings such as Herzog & de Meuron’s Prada
Shop [8], Tokyo OMA’s Seattle Public Library [9] and
Foster’s Swiss Re building [10], the façade is discussed
as a unifying mesh, a skin in which the glass units are
inserted. Whereas the material might still be steel and
glass, and the joinery still bolted and welded, these

Figure 3. Section and seams of demonstrator.

The consequences of this new structural thinking has
lead to the imagination of actually weaving permanent
structures. Peter Testa’s Carbon Tower [4] imagines
how new fabrication technologies used in the high spec
sail industry can be implemented for architecture
application. Here, the tower is imagined as a self
weaving system, where robot weavers slowly raise the
building structure from the ground. The tower is
imagined as a carbon fibre structure, thereby making use
of the lightweight pliable materials to generate a
complex form then consolidated with resin. Whereas the
project is speculative it points at a new technological
potential for architectural construction.
Pliability and movement

A key property of the thinking of textiles in architecture
is the return to consolidation. In all of the projects
mentioned above textiles is used for its ability to erode
structural differentiation and allow a new technological
basis for architecture. Here, the use of textile allows the
development of a complex form exactly because of its
inherent pliability as a structure, but as the building
finds its form it is consolidated and fixed. This asks
fundamental questions to thinking of textile structures.
Just as a yacht can be imagined as a textiles construction, the fibre glass matting being a woven structure, it
is clearly differentiated from a textile that remains

Figure 2. Physical models thinking relationship
between wood substructure and textile skin.
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pliable and soft. If textiles enter the architectural
imagination through the thinking of structural
implications for building, how can architects make use
of its inherent ability to move and change? How is the
architectural edifice, its social and cultural programme
be challenged by the appropriation of a pliable core?
The use of soft textiles in architecture arrives from
the traditions of interior surfacing such as curtains and
blinds. As such its trajectory holds other references as
well as other aims for its application. Rather than being
sited within an engineering tradition, these textiles
reference the domesticity of soft linings as well as the
transformational spaces of the theatre. In practice there
are few implementations of soft textiles structures at
architectural scale. Shiguru Ban’s pun on the
modernistic Curtain Wall House [12] constructs a large
scale fabric curtain that can be drawn by the residents so
as to change the degree of shelter and privacy. The
French designers Erwan and Ronan Bouroullec have in
collaboration with the Danish company Kvadrat
developed a series of textile blocks that can be tiled into
interior walls [13] and Petra Blaisse has developed
sophisticated wall surfaces for buildings like UN
Studio’s Mercedes Benz Museum in Stuttgart and Rem
Koolhaas’s Casa da Musica in Porto [14]. The mechanical drawing of the curtain excludes the use of actuated
materials. The use of smart materials and the integration
of conductive or resistive fibres and of state change
materials relate more to a furniture scale. Johan
Redström’s Tic Tac Textiles use thermochromic materials for a shared seat in which remote users play [15]. A
similar concept of interactive textiles as spatial mediator
through active surfaces was explored in Carole Collette
and Tobi Schneidler RemoteHome exhibition at the
Science Museum in London, 2005 [16].

Figure 4. Developing the Knitted Skins demonstrator
for exhibition at Digital Practices, March 08.

KNIT AS BUILDING MATERIAL

This paper reports on two projects undertaken at the
Centre for IT and Architecture [CITA], Royal Danish
Academy of Fine Arts, School of Architecture, in
collaboration with Constructed Textiles, University of
Brighton and School of Materials, The University of
Manchester. The projects explore knitted textiles and
their implementation in architecture examining how
new materials and fibres as well as fabrication techniques can be used at large scale. Both projects are in
progress and this paper will report on the preliminary
findings and research strategies developed to be able to
explore textiles in architecture.
The first project Knitted Skins explores the challenges
to architectural design practice in using textiles as a
building material. In the following we will report on the
design technologies we have developed as well as the
design solutions for a building membrane. The second
project, Slow Furl expands upon the design technologies
developed for Knitted Skins in its construction of an
actuated armature allowing for the dynamic wall surface
to move.
Both projects focus on knitted textiles, exploring four
key properties identified as particularly relevant for the
making of textile architectures. These four properties,
the composite, the bespoke, the complex formed and the
pliable allow for the thinking of how knitted textiles can
be understood and employed in respect to a building
programme.

Textiles as a cultural project

The above explores how the context of thinking textiles
in architecture is a cultural project as well as technological one. The metaphor of textile as a building skin,
enables a new thinking of how space is constructed.
Rather than conceiving each room as a separate entity,
or cell, space here becomes that which is wrapped as a
continuity. Thinking the built environment as a textile
envelope allows space to become transitional and
topologic, rather than static and typologic. Contemporary architecture imagines a subject that belongs to a
transitional space. Here, the properties of the building
envelope seamlessly transform so as to accommodate
the changing demands to the environment across space
as well as time. The imagination of a fluid architecture,
that follows the changing demands of its subject, has
sought after a technology that enables the dynamic and
the state changing. As such textiles becomes the imagination of an independent surface that through its folds,
slits and hollows pulls the interior from the exterior. As
an overriding metaphor it collapses the conceptual with
the technological, the imagined and the material. As
such the implementation of textiles in architecture
becomes a challenge to way we think subjectivity, space
and inhabitation.

The composite

Composite materials are fundamental to architectural
construction. Traditional building materials such brick
and reinforced concrete can be described as composites
of respectively brick and mortar or cement, sand and
steel. Modern construction is based on the development
of composite materials. Here, especially laminated
composites that bring together differing properties of
water screening, insulation and structure are being used
for instance in the construction of facades. In technical
textiles the concept of composite materials is highly
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property of knitted structures is extended and automated
by new computerised manufacturing technologies that
enable a detailed specification of a materials shape, size
and composition. Architectural design takes place
through CAD (computer aided design) tools. In Knitted
Walls we are developing ways of integrating threedimensional modelling and two-dimensional pattern
design using developable surface, a tool by which
complex three-dimensional shape can be unrolled into
flat surfaces that then are seamed back together again.

pertinent, as the processes of fabrication, knitting,
weaving lacing or felting, can be understood as technologies of assemblage bringing fibres together to engineer unified materials with particular properties [5]. As
new materials, such as conductive, resistive or shape
changing materials are becoming commercially viable,
the idea of the composite would extend beyond the
structural applications to use of textile structures with
sensory and actuation capability enabling such textile
structures to become an interface entity which could
react to the changes in its environment.

Figure 5. CAD models of surface and substructure.

In difference to woven structures that are dependent on
the continuity of the warp and weft yarns, knitted structures can assemble multiple fibres as well as completely
replace fibres at any given moment. This ability in weft
knitting to position fibres very accurately within threedimensional space would enable complex transitions
within the normal properties of a knitted structure
allowing for a differentiation in the structural, insulative, sensory and/or actuated values of the material. In
Knitted Skins we explore the detailing of thick spacer
fabrics for wall surfaces. These textiles are composites
of multiple fibres that allow the material to gain structural integrity. By detailing the material with perforations and a consistent striation, the textile is collapsed in
certain areas to allow for malleability and shaping. The
specification of the textile structure is thereby held
together with its overall shaping and form.

Figure 6 a & b. Developing surface patterns and
ribstructure for cutting.
The complex formed

Knitted textiles are fundamentally three-dimensional.
By continuing to knit on selected needles, while
retaining others, a differentiation in length and in the art
of binding yarns (tuck loops, floats, in-laid yarns, stitch
transfer) can be created in turn generating complex
forms. Tubular knitting techniques, known from sock
and gloves, as well as simple double jersey structures
can be expanded to create complex surfaces with
protrusions, folds, seamless multiple layers and slits all
embedded into one singular material.

The bespoke

This structural specification is held together with the
three dimensional design of knitting patterns that help
establish the overall shape of the wall membrane. As
knit leaves the traditions of the garment industry and
enters an architectural design process it is important to
develop ways of devising knitting patterns that allow for
the precise specification of the textiles size and shape.
Knit is mainly used a bespoke textile, constructed to the
shape and size of its use. When knitting a sleeve it is the
actual shape of the sleeve which is constructed, rather
than a generic fabric from which the shape of the sleeve
is cut. This creates an interesting collapse between
construction, structure and form. It is also economical
and sustainable as it reduces waste. This particular

The flexible

The primary property of textile structures is their
pliability. Knitted structures are highly flexible and
exhibit superior draping characteristics. By controlling
the size and the density of the stitches as well as the
tightness and the twist of the fibre, the elasticity and the
flex of the material can be controlled. Finishing
treatments such as baking or glue fixing can improve the
structural strength of the material while retaining
different levels of flexibility.
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KNITTED SKINS

In Knitted Skins the aim is to examine how knitted
structures can be employed as an interior building skin.
The project explores the possibilities of structuring a
soft surface for inhabitation examining how the textiles
can be formed, supported and specified.
In Knitted Skins we developed a series of scenarios
by which to explore the implementation of a textile wall
membrane. The scenario is to be understood as a
programmatic place hold through which the properties
and character of the design can be imagined. Through a
cross disciplinary workshop with partners from CITA
and Constructed Textiles, University of Brighton, we
developed the two key scenarios of the boudoir and the
office separator. The two scenarios provide very
different programmes but also sensory relationships
between the built and the inhabited.
Figure 8. Spatial enclosures of the office wall
substructure.
The office separator

The second scenario develops a double-sided membrane
which separates a corridor from an open office landscape. The programme is developed as a response to the
ongoing discussion of open plan working and learning
environments and their inhabitation. By shielding the
office workers from the corridor space the wall provides
a sense of privacy and calm to the environment. On the
corridor side the cavities of the wall are shallow allowing for a higher speed of movement. A small ledge
lends itself toward perching or the resting of a bag while
looking for keys. On the office side the wall softens
allowing the ledges to grow to alcove like seats at
different levels. The wall splits, opening up its interior
and revealing its structure which can double up as
shelving or a place for a coffee machine. Office workers
are imagined to lounge and relax while engaging in
those small informal meetings that are the working
space.

Figure 7. Complex skin of the boudoir scenario.
Developing transitional properties of soft and hard,
wet and dry.

The boudoir

The first scenario is site of the boudoir. The intimacy of
the programme suggests a sensual relationship to the
architecture, the feeling that the body has direct contact
with the wrapping surface. The programme defines
relationships between that which is soft and hard as well
as between that which is wet and dry. These transitions
are understood as slowly blending from one performance to the other. The boudoir is also understood in
relationship to the external frame of the home, here
anticipated as a prefabricated framework. The walls of
the boudoir therefore relate to the framework of another
architecture to which it is attached. The surface
therefore has only one side to which it orientates.
The boudoir imagines a series of situations by which
the surface is inhabited. The site of the dressing room,
which clothes are hung, of the sink by which a small
ledge allows the user to perch and the bathtub aside
which a partner or child can lounge or chat. The wall is
shaped to hold these situations, folding and bending to
accommodate for its programme.

Design practice: developing three dimensionality

The two scenarios allow for the imagination of the
inhabitation of the textile walls as well as their scale,
surface and structure. The scenarios are developed in
respect to the identified key properties. Whereas both
scenarios are static their expressive shaping demand
solutions to the shaping of the knitting patterns.
To this end we developed a design strategy that
enables us to develop the surface patterns as well as a
wood substructure from the same generated threedimensional surface. We developed the surface as a
three-dimensional model (nurbs based modelling in
Rhino) and from this surface we developed the knitting
patterns. Using developable surfaces we are able to
unroll the three dimensional surfaces into two
dimensional surface patterns. To do this we need to
define the surface as single curvature extrusion between
two splines. The entirety of the wall design is sliced in a
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series of cuts that are in turn unrolled into patterns. The
topology of these cuts, or fissures, into the material
define the means of developing its three dimensionality.
The two scenarios develop these cut in different ways.
In the boudoir scenario the cuts follow the three
dimensionality of the surface, allowing the patterns to
follow the body of the built environment. This optimises
the scale of each pattern, but entails a structural
complexity as the seams of the surface become different
to the strata of the substructure. In the office scenario
the patterns are defined in respect to an orthogonal
slicing which repeats the substructures definition. This
allows continuity between the two structures which ease
their junction.
The surface is then developed into a definition of a
wood substructure. Using paracloud plug-in in Rhino
we were able to define an orthogonal substrate which
fits the patterns. The three-dimensional model of the
substructure is then exploded into cutting patterns which
were in turn CNC milled in wood.

Figure 9. Scaled models of alternate substructures.
Bent wood and embedded steel.

However, the demonstrator also reveals the problems of
the wood substructure. The wood structure is an independent structure that can stand alone without its skin.
Whereas we optimised the structure to be as lightweight
and slight as possible the skin is still secondary to the
structural system. In the demonstrator the wood structure itself is slightly unstable, so that when the skin is
mounted the structure as a whole becomes strong and
stable. This creates some interdependency which we
anticipate to develop. In parallel prototypes we have
explored the embedding of steel structures, consolidation using resin and the baking of the material so as to
examine how the material could gain structural
independence. In the second phase of the project it is
our aim to explore how the skin and structure can be
integrated to be part of the structural system. The aim is
to use the seams of the material to explore how it can
gain structural strength.
A second perspective lies with the bespoke knitting
of the patterns. It is now the aim to develop the patterns
in respect to the CAM knitting machine. For this we
will need to address the initial design as we have
evaluated the extreme curvatures of some of the patterns
as exceeding the potential of flatbed knitting. However,
the flat bed knitted fabrics from Manchester are much
more pliable and elasticised than the raschel knit. We
have developed a series of prototype structures where
we test the give and stretch of the surface in respect to
the frame. The next step will therefore be to explore the
fabric’s ability to contract and expand, and how these
properties can be taken into account in the otherwise
defined design space of CAD modelling.

Demonstrating Knitted Skins

This method of design and construction was tested in
the development of a full scale demonstrator. The
demonstrator was developed for the exhibition Digital
Practice, an architectural research exhibition at Meldahls Smedie in Copenhagen March 08. We used the
office scenario as a design for the demonstrator. Here
we examined the situation of the alcove seat, which is
the most dramatically curved part of wall surface. To
ease the production we tested the demonstrator using a
raschel knitted spacer fabric from Heathcoat rather than
a bespoke knitted surface. The fabric was then cut to
measure allowing us to explore the patterns at close
hand and test the fit of the textile surface and the
substructure.
The demonstrator was developed as a double surfaced
structure. The first coat was developed directly from the
CAD model and stapled onto the wood substructure.
The second coat was scaled up and then sewn onto the
first coat. The double coat allowed us to sew the seams
into the structure thereby gaining a more continuous feel
to the surface.
The making of the demonstrator allows us to test the
design method as an integrated method. We have seen
that the method is solid and gives continuous good
results allowing for a close fit between the knitted
structure and the wood substructure. As such it allows
an interfacing firstly with the CAD based tools of
architectural design and secondly with the CNC tools of
the production industry.

Slow Furl

The second project, Slow Furl, builds on the finding of
Knitted Skins. Here, the aim is to use the same design
method to develop a moving architecture. Slow Furl is a
room size textile installation developed as a commission
for the Lighthouse Gallery in Brighton. Here, the aim is
to develop a moving armature so as to explore how soft
textiles can make use of their inherent pliability.
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CONCLUSION

The projects suggest ways of thinking the implementtation of soft textiles as a way of creating architectural
environments. The technological focus of the projects;
the development of a integrated way of designing for
textile structures, the technological interfacing of
textiles with existing building technologies and the
development of a detailed specification allows first hand
experiences of the difficulties of making textile
architecture. The traditional specification of textiles, as
used in the garment industry, relies of physical models.
The patterns are here tested in prototypes that are then
dissected and traced for reproduction. Whereas the
garment industry is highly digitised, its design
environment is fundamentally two-dimensional. The
implementation of knitted structures for the built
environment challenges this design practice in a series
of ways.

Figure 10. Rendering of the moving skins
of Slow Furl.

As a more speculative project, Slow Furl finds its references not from the programmes of the built environment but from an image of nature. Slow Furl explores
how architecture could attain temporal extension.
Inspired by its scale and its mass Slow Furl resonates
geologic time. Like a frozen river, it moves at deep time
frames, embodying flow outside the immediate animate.
Here, the skin of wall employs its pliability so as to
activate its space, shifting deep furrows into its surface.
In Slow Furl the supporting wood structure is
animated. Using simple mechanical joints the structure
itself becomes dynamic. The potential for movement
creates a shift in fit between the substructure and the
skin. Instead of fitting the textile tightly and geometrically precise to the structure the moving armature
necessitates a looseness of fit.
The movement of the armature is self-.activated.
Rather than animating the surface through a closed
choreography, the skin is programmed as independent
cells. Each arm in the sub structure is driven by an
independent stepper motor that is programmed according to its own closed loop. The movement is selftriggered. Embroidering the skin with conductive fibre,
we have developed a sensitive skin that senses its
position in space. The motor is programmed to react to
the closing and opening of the soft switches [17],
creating an inherent reactivity that engages the structure.
Following its slow movement, the continual shifts in the
anatomy of the wall structure becomes a repeated
triggering, or call, of movements that give the space a
behaviour rather than a movement. The architecture is
behavioural rather than interactive, motile rather than
animate.
As such the wall becomes a distributed computational
system of interacting sub cells. The skin acts as a
unifier. Cladding the whole of the surface, the skin joins
the movement of the individual arms into one fluid
surface.
Slow Furl makes use of the same 8 mm spacer fabric
from Heathcoat as the demonstrator, but where we
before sought to develop a seamless skin where all
stitching were hidden, the seams as now developed to be
part of the expression of the wall.

Figure 11. Developing the embroidered switches for
the knitted surface.

Firstly it is not possible to rely on the physical model.
Whereas the physical model has great use in architecttural design practice, as a means of exploring and
developing the design, the precision and final specification of the design takes place in drawing. Here a
second fundamental rift between the design practices is
revealed. In architecture the drawing is a representation
developed as an orthogonal cut through which the layers
of the construction is revealed. The drawing is a means
of communication to the client, to the engineer and to
the builder. In textiles the pattern is a much more
fundamental part of the schematics of the constructed.
Here the drawn pattern follows the skin of the built,
becoming not a representation, but a direct description
of the tectonic surface. In Knitted Skins we have
developed the first steps towards an interface that allows
integration between the architectural design space of the
three dimensional model and the making of a specified
surface.
This fundamental difference also points toward a
third challenge in the thinking of textiles for
architectural environment. Knitting is fundamentally
three dimensional, meaning that it is possible to extend
a part of the fabric thereby creating bulges and
protrusions in the fabric. This is a fundamental change
to the way that architecture is traditionally constructed.
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Modern such as sheet wood, prefabricated concrete
panels, steel profiles and glass panels, are developed as
flat laminates or extrusions. Architectural detailing is
therefore the assembly of the planar into the threedimensional. When architecture becomes textile it needs
to develop a new structural logic. In the demonstrator
for Knitted Skins we have tested means of thinking
substructure and skin as co-dependent structures. The
structural system of the demonstrator further points at
the possibility of further integration of structure and
skin.
A fourth issue is the question of pliability. Whereas
architecture traditionally is understood as a static
envelop, their structures necessitate an inherently
dynamics. Withstanding the continual impact of gravity,
architecture must also account for wind, rain, the
movement of its ground, as well as for the life that takes
place within it. To think architecture as static is to
imagine it outside its inhabitation. The lived building is
a place of continual change, as its occupiers moves
through its cavities, opening and closing its membranes,
switching on and off its amenities. The use of textiles in
architecture is the opening up of the possibility to make
a pliable, changeable architecture. In Slow Furl the
architectural skin is thought as a dynamic place that
communicates its state shifts with its occupation.
The project takes point of departure in a series of
technological problems presented as textiles is explored
for architectural application but arrives at fundamental
challenges to the means of thinking the architectural
environment. As architecture becomes something that is
wrapped in a continuous surface, that is shaped through
its fundamental structures of its techtonics and retains
an expression of its inherent pliability and movement,
how do we as occupiers, or inhabitants change our
relationship to our surroundings? If the complex
topologies of these surfaces allow for transitional shifts
in programme and occupation, how do we as individuals
map our changing needs and desires?
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Figure 1. A diamond shaped light radiating textile lampshade viewed from below and in profile.
Source: Elisabeth Jacobsen Heimdal and Linda Oscarsson.

The aim with the research project was to explore the
possibilities to produce a knitted lampshade integrating
optical fibres, shaped as a diamond with a hexagon basis
(Figure 1).
This was done on an electronic flat knitting machine
with special equipment suitable for the feeding of yarn
with high stiffness. This is interesting for GloFab
because it gives possibilities to industrialize the production process and by doing so reach a wider market. In a
broader perspective it is relevant to study how new
materials can be used in traditional textile processes.
The product development consists of two parts:
exploring the possibilities to knit the desired shape on
one hand and experiments about knitting with optical
fibres as a weft insertion on the other hand.

ABSTRACT

This paper is about the experimental product development of a light radiating textile lamp in which optical
fibres are used as the only illumination source. The
assigning company is GloFab, a company located in
Stockholm, which designs different kinds of light radiating textile products. The paper is based on the work of
a research project which had an inductive approach; the
project consisted of a literature survey and experimental
work on a flat knitting machine located in the knitting
laboratory at the Swedish School of Textiles, in Borås,
Sweden.
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Figure 2. First visualizing of the idea of light radiant
textiles.
Source: About GloFab
http://www.glofab.se/about_content.html,
visited 11-05-2007 © GloFab.

Figure 3. Some of GloFab’s products.
Clockwise: GloBe, decoration to Cartier's facade and
GloCurtain L.
Source: Torbjörn Lundell. © GloFab.

In line with the GloFab concept it was interesting to
explore the possibilities to knit the lampshade shaped as
a diamond as this gives a luxurious feeling to the
product. Furthermore, it makes it possible to industrially
produce a GloFab product, while still keeping the
unique feeling of the already existing handmade light
radiating textiles. It was also in an early stage of the
project considered achievable to knit a diamond shaped
textile on a flat knitting machine and it was important
from a design point of view to explore this further
together with the possibilities of knitting with optical
fibres.

INTRODUCTION

GloFab is a young brand, its products are spectacular
light radiating textiles and the idea is to create value for
the customers by making their venues more attractive. It
all started in 2003 when Torbjörn Lundell, the founder
of GloFab, created a visionary image, picturing a man
sitting in the dark surrounded by glowing textiles
(Figure 2).
This vision resulted in several products, such as
curtains or room dividers and a lamp shaped as a globe,
made of big handmade laces in the technique macramé,
created from optical fibres. All products function as
either lamps or light sources (Figure 3) [7].
All of GloFab’s products are today handmade in
Sweden and many are especially designed for each
customer. This evidently leads to high production
expenses and much time spent on project
administration. In order to expand on the market it is
necessary to fabricate products faster and in a less cost
requiring way. It is nevertheless important to keep the
innovative concept and keep the same unique
experience as GloFab’s already existing products. A
way to adapt the macramé concept into an industrial
context is knitting on mechanical flat knitting machines.
Yet another advantage with knitted fabrics is the
possibility to create 3-dimensional shapes, compared to
for example weaving which gives flat, inelastic fabrics.
Using optical fibres as an illumination source is an
innovation of an already existing concept (a lamp); the
innovation being that the light source is not located in
the centre of the construction but in the 3-dimensional
shape itself. Hence there is no longer need for a light
bulb and this brings many exciting opportunities to
create new decorative light designs.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The following research questions were formulated:
− How can a diamond shape be knitted on a flat
knitting machine? How is such a product to be
dimensioned and designed?
− How can an optical fibre of diameter 0.25 and
0.75 mm be integrated as weft insertion in a form
knitted product?
KNITTABILITY OF BRITTLE FIBRES

The advantages with knitted products are their outstanding characteristics such as flexibility in production,
knitting to shape, superior resistance to impact and
finally their high ability to conform to complicated
forms [4]. In order to integrate textiles and optical fibres
for illumination, knitting is an interesting choice
because of its positive characteristics mentioned above.
The task includes the use of less common materials used
in the knitting industry and therefore it is relevant to
study knittability of brittle materials.
Products with high mechanical properties are
generally produced from high-performance materials,
for instance glass, aramide, carbon or even ceramics.
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The degree of filament breakage also depends on the
choice of structure as well as the filament diameter and
yarn torsion. Yarn with a smaller filament diameter and
a higher torsion has a lower degree of filament breakage
with higher loop lengths [4]. When it comes to optical
fibres the thickness has an influence on the light
emitting properties. In fact, the thicker the fibre, the
more light it can transport; but the more difficult it
becomes to knit with [6].
Optical fibres are quite strong and are difficult to
break, until they are bent above the minimum bending
radius. This is the smallest possible value of the radius
of the arc formed by the fibre as it is bent. If the fibre is
bent over this radius it will break immediately. The
optical fibre of 0,25 mm in diameter that was used in the
project has a minimum bending radius of 1,5 mm. The
fibre of 0,75 mm has a minimum bending radius of
4,5 mm [9,10].
When it is not possible to form loops with a fibre, it
can nevertheless be integrated in the knitted fabric by
weft insertion.

These materials are difficult to use in the knitting
process due to their high stiffness and high coefficient
of friction and some of them are brittle causing breakage
in the loop formation process [4]. According to Savci
et al [5] studies have shown that fabric dimensions and
physical properties both depend on the loop length. The
important factors for controlling loop length are the
stitch cam settings, yarn input tension settings, fabric
take-down tension and yarn-to-metal friction properties.
In addition the loop length can also be affected by the
knitting speed which influences the friction. Further
more Savci et al means it is evident that the knittability
of high performance yarns, such as glass fibres, depends
on frictional properties, bending stiffness, and yarn
strength. This special type of fibres requires low-tension
settings, appropriate tension control of both yarn and
fabric, and minimal metal surface contact during
knitting [5].

OPTICAL FIBRES FOR LIGHT RADIATION

Optical fibres are not in their natural state light emitting.
In the most common optical fibres, the majority of the
data travels inside the fibre and emerges at the end or is
lost inside the fibre [3]. However, for illumination purposes, this loss of data or light is just what is wanted.
There are several ways to make the fibre light emitting.
One way is to add special, light-scattering materials to
the core of the fibre, and then much of the light directed
into the fibre is spread out along its sides, because the
light becomes redirected when it hits the scattering
material [3]. Light scattering can also be made mechaniccally, by scratching the surface of the fibre, creating
small dints on its surface. These dints will also cause the
light to emit, due to the special properties of optical
fibres [2]. Yet another option is to bend the fibre
continuously, then light leaks out of the fibre when it is
bent within a certain rate, and if this happens regularly
along the fibre the whole fibre will appear as light
emitting [6]. The bending can be done by using the fibre
in a textile construction, which was done in the research
project.

Figure 4. The forces occurring during loop formation.
Source: Elisabeth Jacobsen Heimdal
and Linda Oscarsson.

In a knitting cycle, from old loop to new loop forming,
three kinds of forces influence the fibre: tension,
bending and friction. Figure 4 shows the three forces
when the yarn is put inside the needle hook and the
needle pulls down the yarn. The purple arrow (the
bigger one) shows the pull down force, while the blue
arrows show where friction and bending occur. High
performance materials often have very high tensile
strength, which means a single tensile action along its
axe does not cause filament breakage. However,
together with the bending and the friction forces, the
degree of filament breakage tends to be very high, due
to their brittleness.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The knitting technology and production issues together
with information about optical fibres and design
requirements were taken into consideration and implemented in the development of the diamond shaped light
radiating textile. The main task for the research project
was to knit the diamond shaped lampshade; being able
to obtain the right shape and to integrate the optical
fibres into the structure. Finally it was intended to
construct a prototype.
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The materials used as base yarn were three-thread
texturised monofilament of polyester, which was later
changed to transparent monofilament of polyester with
the diameter of 0,12 mm, and at the final stage 0,15 mm.
For the weft insertion two-thread spun acrylic yarn was
used to begin with, and later changed to green
monofilament of polyester with the diameter of
0,17 mm. When experiments started with the optical
fibres as weft insertion it was fibres of PMMA
(Polymethyl Metacrylate) with the diameter of 0,25 mm
and 0,75 mm. In the final prototype the yarns were
transparent monofilament of polyester, transparent for
the base yarn with the diameter of 0,15 mm and
coloured polyester monofilament with a diameter of
0,17 mm. The transparent yarn used as base yarn
reflects light, which gives an aesthetic quality to the
product with a lustre effect. The prototype is shown in
Figure 6.
Just like the rest of GloFab’s products the lampshade
was desired to be developed as a large product. Its
dimensions were defined by the length of a loading
pallet, which by European standard has a length of
1 200 mm. In an upstanding position many lampshades
can then be loaded onto a pallet and shipped off.
Looking at Figure 1 the distance from the roof to the
bottom point of the lamp is approximately 300 mm. The
hole in the middle is approximately 100 mm.

Figure 5. The knitting machine STOLL CMS 330 TC.
Photographer: Elisabeth Jacobsen Heimdal
and Linda Oscarsson.

The knitting was done on an electronic flat knitting
machine, Stoll CMS 330 TC (Figure 5), gauge 12 and
needle size 10.
In order to facilitate the progression of the work,
different yarns were used. In fact, it was expected to be
a challenge to work with the optical fibre, and therefore
the choice was made to use yarns with better knittability
in a first stage.

Figure 6. Left: Zoom on the fabric. Right: Half profile of final prototype.
Photographers: Linda Oscarsson and Elisabeth Jacobsen Heimdal.
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Figure 7. To the left image from the software, showing the cycle that is repeated to obtain the six triangles
composing the lampshade. To the right visualising of the knitted result, left: 1 cycle, right: 2 cycles.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This stress causes either yarn breakage where fewer
wales are knitted or entanglement at the other side.
Though the shape could have been knitted in another
way, it was necessary to do it in this way as the fibre
ends will later be gathered in bunch in the centre of the
diamond and connected to the light supply equipment.
As previously mentioned, optical fibres break
immediately when bent above the minimum bending
radius, which would happen during loop formation.
Therefore it became clear that it would not be possible
to knit with the optical fibres, so they had to be
integrated in the fabric by weft insertion. To do this, in
rectangular pieces was quite unproblematic (Figure 9),
much thanks to the special yarn feeding device attached
to the machine.
However when trying to integrate the optical fibres in
the form knitted textile, the stress on the inner side of
the fabric regularly caused fibre breakage. As the results
show that it was possible to integrate optical fibres with
diameters of 0.25 and 0.75 mm in rectangular shaped
fabrics it became clear that the prospect to create the
desired product is good, with some modifications of the
flat knitting machine.

A diamond shaped textile can be knitted on a flat
knitting machine by form knitting six triangles one after
each other by decreasing and increasing the number of
wales in the fabric (Figure 7). The challenge of this
process is the stress appearing on the inner side of the
fabric, as a result of the high difference of number of
wales knitted on the inner and outer side of the fabric
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. Fabric as it comes down between the needle
beds (“nålbädd”), and is pulled down by the take down
devices (“neddragsvals”). The figure shows that on
the left side, a great deal of knitted fabric comes
down, while a very small amount comes out on the
right side.
Source: Linda Oscarsson.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

Based on the experiments, as well as discussions with
teachers and technicians at The Swedish School of
Textiles, further development possibilities concerning
the polymer choice, the flat knitting machine and new
design possibilities have been outlined.

Figure 9. Optical fibres integrated in rectangular pieces.
Photographs: Elisabeth Jacobsen Heimdal and Linda Oscarsson.
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– Individually steered take-down rollers,
– Lower machine gauge,
– Holding down sinkers helping to hold down the
optical fibre when it is bent in the transition from one
wale to the other, and
– Bigger scissors, to cut thicker optical fibres.
It is important that educational institutions, such as The
Swedish School of Textiles, as well as designers,
product developers and companies working in the area
of smart textiles communicate their needs to machine
producers, so that the machines do not become an
unnecessary barrier to the realization of their ideas, but
rather support the development of new designs. In this
experiment, the technical machine improvements are
quite simple to realize, and this is probably often the
case. As an example, the special yarn feeding-device
eased the use of stiff material.

Figure 10. Optical fibre of 0, 75 mm integrated in
rectangular piece. Photograph: Elisabeth Jacobsen
Heimdal and Linda Oscarsson.

New design possibilities

Shape knitting with optical fibres revealed to be a true
challenge, and opened our eyes for some new design
possibilities. Integrating optical fibres as weft insertion
in rectangular pieces was quite unproblematic, even
with an optical fibre of 0, 75 mm in diameter, see figure
10. These rectangular pieces could be shaped after they
have been knitted.
Compared to weaving, knitting offers a more flexible,
formable result, but is also seems that the knitting
process is harder to match with optical fibres. Different
kinds of lamps could in the future be knitted with optical fibres. Just by changing the shape of the product
mentioned above and knit rectangular pieces the knitting
process would be crucially facilitated. This could give
flat lamps, hanging directly on the wall, or big tubes,
similar to the popular rice lamps we see on the market
today, but with this new technique. It is important to
remember that optical fibres, just like LED do not emit
any heat what so ever, and this absence of heat emission
means the products can be placed in places where
normal lamps can not. E.g. they can be positioned on
textiles or other materials sensitive to heat. The optical
fibres still must be connected to light supply equipment
and this is still quite heavy and big, a bit noisy and
emitting heat, but it can be hidden above the roof for
example, and most likely it will be further developed in
the future, along with the development of light radiating
textiles!

Choice of polymer

The optical fibre used in the experiments is made of
PMMA (PolymethylMetacrylate), a purely amorphous
polymer [1]. This clearly is an inconvenient when it is
used in fibres that have to be employed in textile applications, as it makes the fibre fragile, and increases the
risk for fibre breakage. PMMA has however, good
optical properties. [Hans Bertilsson, personal communication, 10-05-2007]
There are other polymers with good optical and
textile properties that are better suited for the knitting
machine. Today, these do not exist as fibres, but a
development has been started. Two of these are
polyetersulfone (PES) and poly-4-methylpentene-1
(PMP), which has been commercialized as PTX by ICI.
Polyetersulfone is amorphous, just like PMMA, but has
however better mechanical properties. [Hans Bertilsson,
personal
communication,
10-05-2007]
Poly-4methylpentene-1 is semi-crystalline, but still has good
optical properties as well as mechanical [8]. As the
focus on textile products integrating optical fibres
increases, the demand of fibres that have properties
suited for textiles will probably increase, and then such
fibres will be developed and commercialized.
Unfortunately, both PES and PMP are much more
expensive than PMMA. [Hans Bertilsson, personal
communication, 14-05-2007] The choice of polymer is
critical for the success of the experiment, and it is clear
that the novelty of textile application for optical fibres
explains a present lack of suitability of the optical fibres
for textile applications.

CONCLUSION

The experiments show that it is possible to knit the
diamond in one piece with transparent monofilament
polyester yarn, which was desired to add value to the
product. The project furthermore shows that a diamond
shaped, flat knitted, light radiating textile can be produced but it shows also difficulties to replace the inlay
polyester monofilament yarn with optical fibres.
Nevertheless it resulted in a number of development
suggestions that can make it possible to replace the
monofilament with optical fibres in the future. These
suggestions are based upon observations during the

Machine limitations

Another technical challenge in the experiment is the
mitations of the machine. These limitations should be
communicated to the machine producer, German Stoll,
so that future machines better can satisfy the requirements set by new design ideas in the areas of smart and
functional textiles. Four possible improvements on the
machine are:
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knitting process. The diamond shape was obtained by
knitting six triangles but by increasing the number of
triangles, the stress would decrease, which would also
be affected by changing the base yarn to a more elastic
yarn. A bigger hole in the centre would again reduce the
stress. Thicker scissors together with lower gauge of the
machine would allow thicker fibres to be used. Lower
gauge would also give a thicker base fabric which might
be positive for this product.
This work shows there is a true chance that in the
future, light radiating textiles can be knitted on a flat
knitting machine.

Digital documents

7. About GloFab, on
<http://www.glofab.se/about_content.html>
visited 07-05-2007.
8. Polymethylpentene, on
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Polymethylpentene.html>
visited 28-05-2007.
9. Product sheet 0,25 mm, on
<http://www.afo.es/products/technical_specifi
cations/LIGHT%20CONDUCTORS/HBF/HBF%
20101.pdf>
visited 29-05-2007.
10. Product sheet 0,75 mm, on
<http://www.afo.es/products/technical_specifi
cations/LIGHT%20CONDUCTORS/HBF/HBF%
20301.pdf>
visited 29-05-2007.
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INTRODUCTION

As we see in the successful examples of sustainable
buildings, the surrounding natural elements and energy
resources such as water, sunlight, wind and soil can be
integral to the building design and operation. Further,
materials research offers a new kind of responsiveness
to the environmental conditions. For example buildings
or structures that move with wind forces to achieve
better material and building performance, wellengineered structures that actively resist earthquakes,
and building materials that capture and emit light when
needed, or become hydrophilic-water permeable or
hydrophobic-water resistant based on the moisture
levels are being researched in architecture as well as
allied fields (Klassen 2006). This body of work suggests
that the embedded or enhanced properties of materials
can reveal, harness, transform and release the energy
gathered from the weather elements when necessary. As
such, the wind, light, rain and snow fall can have an
impact on the appearance, luminosity and heating
/cooling of building skin. These new materials also offer
moments of experience that transcend the distant view
of weather into an authentic observation that is
perceived by city’s inhabitants with passing of time.
This in return can enhance our perceptions of the
changing weather conditions and make us more aware
of the weather patterns in relation to climate change.
Thus new materials have the potential to offer both and
engineered efficiency and enhanced perceptual
awareness to climate change.

Figure 1. Spadina Street, A typical streetscape in
Toronto.

ABSTRACT

This paper will unravel the effects of the variations in
atmospheric conditions on the building envelope as a
‘creative potential’ for architectural intervention through
a research/creation project entitled ‘Malleable Matter’.
Undertaken as part of a larger investigation of material
innovations in architecture, the Malleable Matter project
explores the potential of textile-based materials as a
hybrid art and architectural medium that can bring
design, technology and materials’ research together in
built spaces.
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Figure 2. University Avenue, Snow and high-rise
building.
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elements; the soil, the water, the air, the wind and the
sun can be forgotten or ignored (Figure 3).
In large urban centers, global warming or climate
change is a distant phenomenon experientially. If
weather is the last vestige of nature in the city, will we
continue to complain about it more than ever despite our
troubling and obvious contribution to its change? If we
accept the impact of our urban habitats on the
local/global climate, will we still appear reluctant to
acknowledge the often silent consequences that the built
environments contribute to weather conditions that we
live in?
Increasingly
at
unprecedented
rates,
built
environments rely on mechanical systems and use of
energy from fossil fuels to keep functioning at optimal
physical condition, temperature and lighting levels. A
building’s demand for energy begins with the
acquisition of material resources, manufacturing, transportation, construction and continues especially for its
air handling and lighting requirements during its use and
upkeep, as well as its demolition and possible
recycling/reuse of materials when possible.
Built environments are responsible for 40–50 % of
greenhouse emissions and rely on non-renewable energy
sources such as coal, oil, natural gas, propane and
nuclear power for heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting,
and use of equipment and appliances during their life
span. By using the discussion of material innovations
and their relevance in architecture, this personal
investigation is derived from a desire to celebrate and
sustain various conditions of the atmosphere and
propose a design tool to implement changes in our
attitude towards built environments.
Given the context of social and environmental
changes we are living with, in my case in Toronto
although similar issues can be generalized for much of
the world’s urban centers, there can be no doubt that
architecture has to concern itself with reducing its
impact on the natural environment and its energy
dependency and not just with form, function, aesthetics
and technology. I feel that current architectural debate in
Toronto has to be subverted from its focus on much
aestheticized mega-cultural infrastructure projects by
star architects towards speculations about how we may
be building in the near and distant future.
A new way to think about architecture as a
‘responsive construct’, i.e. buildings that change with
time and weather elements rather than a static entity is
proposed to take built environments outside the domain
of ugly and beautiful and provide a tool to address the
bigger climate issues. This suggestion does not imply
loosing sight of architecture as a cultural artifact, but
rather advocates developing a new language of
architecture along with its criticism that deals with the
immediate resources of a city without the depletion of
the local and global ecology.
By using rather than avoiding the elements of
weather such as snow, rain, light, wind, and fog etc. to
design with, we can create an architectural practice that
is responsive and responsible. This approach can
enhance our multi-sensory experiences and make us
more aware of weather as a contributing factor to the

ARCHITECTURE AND WEATHER CONTEXT

Figure 3. Rain drops on a glass clad skyscraper.

The form and language of architecture has changed
drastically in the last century, however its primary
function, although it has come a long way since mankind started building millennia ago, has not changed
much in principal. Architecture provides a ‘place’ and
much desired sealed shelter from the weather elements.
Buildings are constructed as static entities and are
expected to remain in their original state for decades
regardless of the changes in the surrounding natural
environment (Figure 1 & 2).
Weather, in most large urban centers we live in, is
perceived as more of a nuisance, something that should
not affect our busy lives. As inhabitants of Toronto, we
seem to notice weather only when there are extreme
conditions and calamities. Complaints about snow, or
lack of it, slush, freezing rain, heat and humidity,
potholes, and brownouts seem insignificant in compareson to the deadly weather reported by media from
elsewhere in the world. Climate, as an abstract notion or
predictions of its near and distant future while being a
source of everyday conversation, complaint, superstition, scientific exploration, as well as media hype, has
now become a highly politicized ecological issue in the
age of global warming and weather extremes. In
particular the popular media issues articles that are
inundated with predictions of doomsday messages and
hopelessness.
We know a lot about the pattern of transportation,
trade and urban development in Toronto but very little
about how water, land, air, and climate have affected
and will continue to affect further architectural
development. The term ‘Toronto, originally derived
from a Mohawk term ‘tkaranto’, meaning ‘trees
standing in the water’ shows a connection to the city’s
lost natural ecology although the current associated
meaning as a ‘meeting place’ speaks more about the its
current commercial reality (Wilcox, Palassio &
Dovercourt 2007). I find this lost meaning quite
poignant about what I am advocating in terms of
architecture and its connection to the natural
environment it is situated in. How a building will
sustain itself over its life span and respond to the
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materials that capture and emit heat when needed etc.,
(Klassen 2008). This approach shows that with
embedded technologies a material’s properties can be
enhanced to harvest, transfer and release energy only
when it is necessary and implies a new kind energy
efficiency.
Materials in architecture can be conceptualized as
dynamic matter that alter their behavior and are capable
of responding to thermal, luminous, acoustical energy
fields (Klassen Fall 2006 & 2008). Further, sensors
embedded within the building skin that are capable of
responding to stimuli from water, heat, air pressure,
sound and light can help create dynamic environments
that remind people about the energy exchange between
materials and the spaces they occupy.
This approach to materiality in return can enhance
our perceptions of the changing weather conditions and
make us live more in tune with them rather than simply
relying on mechanical systems to keep buildings at
steady lighting/temperature levels that contribute to
climate change. This way the discussion of built
environments can be taken outside of the domain of
ugly and beautiful and their association with static
structure and form. We can visualize buildings as hot,
cold, wet, dry, bright, dark, and malleable thus
emphasizing their performance and transformation with
weather conditions (Figure 4).

city life rather than working against our lifestyle.
Exploration of architectural issues within this context is
hoped to provide an opportunity to re-examine our ideas
of shelter and climate, change and permanence and
contribute to the debate about the future of architecture
in Toronto as well as within the global context.

A NEW APPROACH TO MATERIALITY IN
ARCHITECTURE

Figure 4. Thermal camera image showing surface
temperature of buildings.

Research shows that developments in materials sciences
and transfer of technologies from printing and
electronics industries will help us make buildings that
better respond to the environmental conditions that they
are situated in (Klassen, 2006).
The materials research and developments in
architecture can be summarized in two distinct
approaches. The first approach emphasizes new
materials as something magical; a new material that
does everything that is expected from a building skin.
For example, SmartWrap™ R&D and prototypes
developed by Kieran Timberlake Associates LLP,
propose that a material such as PET (polyethylene
terephthalate, used for water bottles), could have
embedded technologies to provide weather protection,
solar control, energy generation, information display
and power distribution. SmartWrap™ incorporates
emerging technologies in heating, cooling, visual
display, lighting, and energy collection onto its surface
through a printing process that is similar to that of inkjet
printers. KTA suggest that consumers can buy their
building skin as an all-in-one package from their local
Home Depot Store (Klassen, 2006).
The second approach in materials research
emphasizes innovations that are integrated to existing
materials that we know of, such as brick, concrete,
glass, fabric etc., to improve their physical qualities and
performance. A few well known examples include
photochromic or thermochromic plastics that change
color when exposed to UV light and with temperature
differences; dirt proof glass with titanium dioxide
coating that does not allow rain drops to adhere to its
surface; or fabrics with integrated phase change

PROTOTYPES

Figure 5. Poetry appearing with rain.

By using the discussion of material innovations and
their relevance in architecture as a tool, the following
design/research investigations are derived from the
desire to celebrate and sustain the changing conditions
of the atmosphere and make them resonate within the
building fabric. These conceptual architectural ideas and
prototypes are developed as building canvases that
allow weather elements to wash away, appear,
disappear, reappear, reveal, scatter, accumulate and
transform. The design elements become part of our
changing perception of the built environment over time
and are neither transportable nor permanent. The first
iteration prototypes are intended to remind people of the
changes materials undergo with varying atmospheric
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conditions by revealing the process of freezing, getting
wet, reflecting/ absorbing light or moving around in the
wind. The second generation prototypes catch, collect or
restore the weather elements and lastly reuse them thus
contributing to the regeneration and remittance of
energy when needed.
Rain

A gusty freshening of humid air,
With showers laden, and with fragrance rare,
And now a little sprinkle, with a dash
Of great cool drops that fall with sudden splash,
Then over field and hollow, grass and grain,
The loud, crisp whiteness of the nearing rain.
(Pauline. E. J)

Figure 7. Rain net.

Similarly, the rain net fabric is conceptualized as a fine
woven mesh with a hydrophobic surface structure to
guide and accumulate rain drops for potable water use in
the building (Figure 7).
The next phase of investigations integrates the rain
collecting mesh with LED lighting and pressure sensors
that are activated with rainfall (Figure 8). These
exercises not only illuminate the activity of rain
collection but also compensate low luminosity levels on
cloudy and rainy days. Energy to power the LEDs may
come from surface integrated photovoltaic cells, though
currently, the ability to generate power from rain’s
kinetic energy is being investigated.
Figure 6. Poetry appearing with rain.

Although the energy exchange between materials and
the atmospheric substances is not visible to the eye, the
differences in air temperature, pressure and density
affect the thermal, electrical, chemical, optical and
mechanical properties of materials and alter their
physical qualities. The following experiments with rain
focus on energy exchange between water and the fabric
and its visible effects (Figure 5).
Water is absorbed into fabrics due to negative and
positive bonds created between water molecules and the
molecules that make up the fibres. Plastic, Teflon or
Silicon waterproofing coatings of architectural fabrics
work on the principal of eliminating this bond with the
fibres and thus render the material non-absorbent.
The poetry prototype is conceptualized to combine
hydrophobic and hydrophilic fabric surface structures.
The base fabric contains many spikes and depressions at
microscopic level, similar to a lotus leaf, that allow the
rain drops to form a sphere and roll away rather than
adhere to the fabric. The overlay fabric that contains the
text is conceptualized to have a hydrophilic surface
structure that absorb and accumulate the rain drops
therefore making the effects of the fabric getting wet
and poetry visible (Figure 5 & 6).

Figure 8. Rain net with LEDs.

Wind

Wind scattered light
from cloud dappled lake
unsettled weather, wind stirred
great lake Ontario storms.
(Zimmerman. K. J)
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Figure 11. Wind quill and LED.

Figure 9. Wind suction and poetry.

The final prototype (Figure 12) explores the generation
of localized illumination in response to the random
motion of a series of wind quills and makes the wind
energy visible when integrated with light. As the wind
modulation changes the movement of the fabric, the
light pattern/modulation also evolves creating a
dynamic fluctuation. This experiment would allow
visualizing large scale turbulence that is caused by the
wind sweeping around buildings. Currently, this
prototype is powered by an external power source and
sensors monitor the motion of quills and prompt
microcontrollers to actuate the illumination.
An alternative prototype, integration of piezoelectric
materials into the quills is being investigated to allow
for small scale, robust wind quill arrays. With a piezoelectric composite construction, electricity will be
generated from the internal compression and tension
forces that result from the wind quills’ motion.

The wind prototypes attempt to make the effects of the
wind visible on a building façade by using the oscillating wind movement as a medium of design exploration.
Inspiration for the designs is prompted by a study of
microscopic reverberations of the fibres, the results of
which guide the design intent of revealing the inherent
movement within the fabric.
The first set of prototypes in this category reveals the
poetry when the random movement patterns of the wind
moves the fabric on a building façade (Figure 9). The
poetry, cut on to a rigid panel with a CNC cutter, is
revealed only when the wind pushes the fabric layer on
to this rigid panel (Figure 9). Currently, a lamination
technique is being investigated to incorporate semi-rigid
and flexible regions in the fabric to reveal the same
visual effect (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Wind net.

Wind going through a fabric causes turbulent motion of
air molecules. The intensity of this turbulence is determined largely by the fabric’s structure and mechanical
properties and causes surface ripple effects. By adjusting a fabric’s structure at the microscopic level, the
reverberation of the fibre and the surface movement of
the fabric can be designed to better reveal the fluid air
passing through.
The second set of prototypes explores the energy
generation capability of wind quill modules when
assembled in large numbers. These wind quills,
oscillating like leaves in the wind, generate electricity
with their motion. In the first prototype (Figure 11), a
composite fibre wind quill generates electricity using
electromagnetic induction and is attached to an LED.
Excess energy is stored in a battery for latent use.

Figure 12. Wind quills with LEDs.

Light

Midnight storm. Trees walking off across the fields in
furry
naked in the spark of lightning.
I sit on the white porch on the brown hanging cane chair
coffee in my hand midnight storm midsummer night.
The past, friends and family, drift into rain shower
(Ondaatje. M)
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Figure 13. Light poetry.

Figure 14. Fiberoptic sky, sunset.

Buildings’ high demand for visibility and energy
consumption for illumination at night are major
concerns that affect the material design investigations.
The light prototypes are intended to make building
surfaces brighter as well as physically correlate and
balance the lighting and temperature level changes of
the built elements in relation to atmosphere. For this
series of prototypes the base fabric is integrated with
one of the following: reflective fabric, fibre-optic
filaments, Electroluminescent wire, LEDs with sensors
that detect variables of light, temperature and motion
throughout the day and night. The design intent
enhances responsive built surfaces that are part of the
luminous environment that the building is located in and
highlight or reflect the changing sky conditions as well
use the ambient street and traffic lights in the city. This
approach to light responsive building materials is based
on the idea of visual blending or the appearance and
disappearance of lighting elements with the daily cycle
rather than buildings being permanently illuminated.
The light poetry prototype (Figure 13) integrates
lettering cut out of reflective fabric as part of the
building façade that becomes visible or legible when the
light source from street lights and moving cars’
headlights are reflected back to the viewers. The
reflective fabric allows light reflection at wide angles
from the light source and the added florescence
increases low light visibility of building forms and
surfaces.
The fiberoptic sky prototype (Figures 14 & 15)
focuses on the visual manifestations, on a building
material, of various sky conditions and their associated
colour values during night and daytime, as well as
cloudy, rainy, clear and sunny conditions.

Figure 15. Fiberoptic sky, night.

In the first prototype, a lens is used to focus the image
of the sky on to a bundle of fiberoptic filaments that are
individually embedded into the fabric with various
curvatures and fractures. The end and side-emitting
fiberoptic filaments release the information on to the
fabric’s surface therefore changing its light and colour
value according to the variations of sky conditions.
The second variation achieves the same effect by
using an electrical medium, a Charge Coupled Device,
to transmit the sky image when using a fiberoptic
conduit is impractical. The captured image is
transmitted electrically to the desired location and
reconstituted into the fiberoptic embedded material
using DLP projection or LED technology.
The light/temperature net prototype (Figure 16) integrates high intensity RGB LED modules and microcontrollers that sense temperature differences. Power
generated with solar cells during the day is stored and
supplied to actuate LEDs when temperature differences
are registered. The microcontrollers register the infrared
spectrum of the material from its temperature in a local
area and render this information in the visible spectrum
of light. The LED modules use a high frequency
modulation to vary the intensity of light emitted by the
red, green, and blue components and achieve a spectrum
that can be perceived by people. The temperature of a
building surface can thus vary from red, indicating hot,
to blue indicating cold and green, yellow and orange
indicating median temperatures. Thus the color of the
building skin changes when the building is overheated,
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thermal, luminous, acoustical energy fields. Furthermore, sensors embedded within the building skin that
are capable of responding to stimuli such as water, heat,
pressure, sound and light can help create dynamic
environments rather than static surfaces. This is the
context climate change in architecture is dealt within
this project to remind the inhabitants of a city about
their own contribution to the energy exchange of spaces
they occupy and the atmosphere around the building.
Future prototypes will focus on heat transfer and C02
(carbon dioxide) emissions as part of the atmospheric
substances.

cooled or subjected to atmospheric effects such as wind
chill. It is intended that our dependency on automatic
heating and cooling will lessen with a light net over a
building as it will be possible to know when the
building is hot or cold.
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CONCLUSION

‘There is no city that does not dream from its foundations’. (Michaels, A)
The prototypes unravel the effects of the variations in
atmospheric conditions on the building envelope as a
‘creative potential’ for architectural intervention by
revealing the inherent energy exchange between
atmospheric substances and materials that make up a
building. This approach in architecture can help
designers conceptualize materials as dynamic matter
that alter their behavior and are capable of responding to
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This research project sees a potential in using computer
simulations for textile design purposes. Since the loom
has become digital and the computer can generate
patterns, this project sees an obvious opportunity to
combine these capacities. The aim of the research is to
explore new conceptual approaches to textile design.
This paper is concerned with the first part of the
research project, which has focused on the weaving
process interacting with a simultaneously growing
pattern, carrying unpredictable variations. In the second
phase of the research project, the concept of shape will
play a more prominent part. Thus interaction between
construction technique, decoration and shape will be the
focus.

ABSTRACT

The loom has, during the last few decades, become a
digital tool, where control of the individual warp thread
is made possible by computing. In the same period,
growing ability of the computer to simulate and
visualize complex systems has brought new acknowledgements to the field of mathematical biology about
pattern generation in the emergent systems of nature.
This paper reports on a practice-based, experimental
research project exploring the interaction between the
loom and the generative capacity of the computer, by
simulating patterns of nature and adopting them into a
textile design context. In this way the aim of the
research is to explore new conceptual approaches to
textile design.
The experiments lead to the construction of pattern
generators based on algorithms and non-linearity,
combined with parameters, derived from real-time and
real-world registrations, and feed-back systems.
The further purpose is to use the experiments to
develop approaches to the interaction between shape,
decoration and construction technique in textile design.

SET-UP

This research project is carried out through Designskolen Kolding, Denmark [5]. The author of this paper
has a background of textile designer and textile artist,
but is now engaged in a 3 year PhD-study. An aim of
the research project is to enrich design research with
experiences from design practice. Therefore it is
considered valuable to involve cases of works and
experiments carried out before the start of the PhDstudy as a basis for reflection.
A certain number of scientific theories are involved
in the project. The motivation is to stress some affinities
between phenomena in natural science and design
practice, seen from a textile designer’s point of view.
The aim is not to pass on a natural science discourse,
but to contribute to a common platform for development
within design research, and to challenge the field of
textile design.

AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Textile design, digital jacquard weaving, pattern generation, interaction, simulation, non-linearity, biological
growth.
INTRODUCTION

This practice-based experimental research project is
based on the premise, that the digital loom contains
untapped potentials within textile design practice. The
intent of the project is to uncover further potentials in
the interaction between the loom and the computer, by
letting computer practice enrich the ‘patterns of
thinking’ about textile design.

Approach to Interaction

The experiments mentioned in this paper can be classified as interaction design, but the emphasis is not put on
user experiences or the design of user behaviour. Instead
the notion of interaction addresses the co-operation
between the elements of the design process in the textile
design profession.
Especially three aspects of interaction are addressed:
The interaction between practices in the use of the loom
and the computer, the interaction of the internal
elements of a textile object, such as construction

__________________
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copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial
advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its
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Textiles). To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee.
Ambience’08, Borås Sweden.
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technique, decoration and shape, and the interaction of
elements in the design process, such as the designer’s
interaction with the design situation.

DIGITAL COMPUTING UNCOVERS NON-LINEARITY

In the field of science, the use of computer has caused
ground-breaking inventions.3 During the 1980’s the
scientific world went through, what has been called the
‘the non-linear revolution’.
This refers to the acknowledgement, that linearity no
longer is considered to describe the world sufficiently;
only special conditions can be described as linear
systems. Instead, the world should be considered as
non-linear, complex dynamic systems4.
The growing capacity of the computer is a
prerequisite to this change in concept. Increased
capacity made it possible to carry out huge calculations,
visualisations and simulations of complex, dynamic
systems, like systems of ecology, weather, economy,
viruses and earth quake. These experiments produced
insight in complex systems, influenced science, coursed
the introduction of new paradigms and changed the way
we understand the world.

THE DIGITAL JACQUARD LOOM

During the last few decades, technological development
has made the loom become a digital tool for textile
industry as well as textile designers.1 The digital
jacquard loom permits control of the individual warp
thread through computer aid.2 Digitalisation facilitates
quick changes in configuration of the loom; what before
involved time-consuming processes of changing and
adjusting physical parts on the loom, can now be
accomplished by activating a new data file.
To textile industry the quick changing processes are
beneficial as regards profits of time- and labour saving
processes and minimising sources of error.
To textile design, quick changes facilitate the
carrying out of test samples, from which decisions can
be made in the investigative and experimental phases of
the design process.
Also the ability to handle large amounts of
information in an easier way is improved due to digital
technology. By that, increased access to the use of
photographic images, large-scale patterns and nonrepeating patterns in textile design and art is obtained.

MATHEMATICAL BIOLOGY

In the cross field between theoretical biology and
experimental mathematics, scientists strive to clarify the
complex mechanisms of nature by means of
mathematical models and computer simulations.5 An
inspiring example of this kind of research is published
as the book ‘The Algorithmic Beauty of Seashells’ by
Hans Meinhardt in 1993 [14]. In this book, the
morphogenesis of complex patterned mollusc shells are
treated from a mathematical point of view.

Eliminating Boundaries

Compared to other textile techniques, weaving is often
seen as a slow process, limited in modes of expression.
As already mentioned, digitalisation speeds up some
accustomed working procedures. But what can be seen
as even more important to textile designers, is the
introduction of digital jacquard enabling the possibility
of quick changes between different warp densities and
weave structures, and allows new configuration
concepts of weaving. As such the digital individual
warp thread control eliminates the strict division
between the shaft loom, the draw loom and the
mechanical jacquard loom.
This facility is highly valued amongst textile artists;
in 2006, twelve American textile studio artists
celebrated the accessibility of the new technology by an
exhibition entitled ‘Banishing Boundaries’ [7].
Also textile designers and textile industries benefit
from this fairly new facility. An example is the Danish
textile designer Grethe Sørensen, who in an exemplary
way utilized the new technology in the development of
‘Interferens’, a series of upholstery fabrics, produced by
Kvadrat and launched in 2007 [12,17].

Growth in One Dimension

The mollusc shell, for instance a snail-shell, consists of
calcified material. The animals can increase the size of
their shell only by accretion of new material at the
margin, adding layer by layer of shell material at the
growing edge. In mathematical terms, the shell grows in
one dimension.
To understand this, one must imagine the snail-shell
unfolded to a rectangle: the growth results in increasing
only the length of the rectangle. This notion can be
compared with the production of a woven textile; in a
similar way the cloth only increases its size in one
dimension during the weaving process.

3

The final sentence in Stephen Wolfram’s article
‘Computer Software in Science and Mathematics’,
published in 1984, proclaims: ‘A new paradigm has
been born’ [21].

1

The first electronic jacquard equipment was made
available to industry in 1979 [15]. The thread controller
TC-1 for studio hand weavers has been available since
1995 [6,15].

4

It should be mentioned, that the concept of nonlinearity cannot be seen as one single phenomenon;
rather the opposite is the case. With Morten ColdingJørgensen’s metaphor it could be described as dividing
the field of biology into two: the theory of elephants and
the theory of non-elephants. And until now we have
only been interested in elephants [2].

2

Technically, the TC-1 works with electromagnets, and
represents therefore an invention, alternative to the
jacquard machine. In this paper the term ‘digital
jacquard’ is used as a generic term covering digital
jacquard machines as well as TC-1 technology.

5
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the discrete elements are the binding points. In a similar
way, the stitches are the discrete elements of knitting.7
To produce a woven construction, a draft or a calculation accounting for decisions about every binding
point is needed. Connecting the concept of weaving to
the concept of non-linearity seems, in this way, logical.
Textile construction techniques seem particularly
appropriate to articulate non-linearity.
SIMULATIONS

By means of computer simulations, scientists gain
further insight in the complex mechanisms of nature.
From the viewpoint of a designer, simulations of natural
processes represent a different approach to the form
giving processes, than working with representations.
In design practice it is common to use representations
of nature, like images derived from photos, drawings or
paintings, if necessary manipulated in a graphic computer programme. Simulation, on the other hand, is about
constructing ‘a fictive nature’. It is a generative bottomup process, where chosen parameters constitute the rules
of the transformations, and where the calculation
process results in an image.
In this way, simulation is not a reproduction process,
but a construction process, where principles of nature
are reutilised in articulating a new, virtual image.

Figure 1. A patterned snail-shell, probably Voluta
Vespertilio. Compare the pattern with figure 2.

PATTERNS OF GROWTH AND INTERACTION

The similarity of concepts between the growth of the
patterned snail-shell and the woven cloth formed the
initial inspiration to this research project. After some
research, it became clear, that the morphogenesis of the
snail-shell represent a dynamic process, where
construction, decoration and shape are generated simultaneously and where these three components interact.
As such, the morphogenesis of the snail shell addresses
issues, relevant for textile design: the co-operation of
the textile construction, the textile pattern and the
application of the textile into a three dimensional form.
The concept of growing patterns, interacting with
three dimensional form and construction, addresses a
different view on ornaments and decoration, in the sense
that decoration often is regarded as a beautifying
additive; a secondary removable feature we possibly
could do without.6

TURING STRUCTURES

Patterns can be found all over in nature, such as pattern
on snails, animal skins and bird feathers. These
biological patterns are generated in so called reactiondiffusion systems, which can be explained as a chemical
communication between the cells of an organism. This
communication involves two chemicals, influencing
each other. One of the chemicals activates an increase of
the other, but only to a certain level; then the first
chemical turns to act as an inhibitor. In this way a kind
of on/off-switch is established, and to some species this
manifests itself as production of colors, which results in
patterns on the surface of the biological tissue.
The first mathematical descriptions of these reactiondiffusion systems were made in 1952 by the
mathematician Alan Turing, who is considered a
pioneer, contributing several essential insights into the
development of the modern computer, but then also
insights into biology [19].
After his death, computer simulations of these socalled Turing structures were developed. These
simulations require extensive calculations, and therefore
modern computer technology is a prerequisite for these
calculations.

DISCRETE SYSTEMS

A characteristic feature of non-linear systems is nondifferentiability. This means, that it is not possible to
tell anything meaningful about the total system only by
calculating a small section. Instead, a non-linear system
should be considered as consisting of a range of discrete
elements, which must be calculated numeric, one by
one. This is because non-linearity is about relations and
interactions between the discrete elements. This type of
calculation is work- and time-consuming, and because
of this, the modern computer is a helpful requisite for
accomplishing such calculations.
Textile Constructions are Discrete Systems

Also textile constructions can be seen as systems,
consisting of discrete elements. According to weaving,

6

7

James Trilling: ‘If you want to know weather a
particular feature of an object is ornament, try imagining
it away. If the object remains structurally intact, and
recognizable, and still can perform its function, the
feature is decoration, and may well be ornament. If not,
it is design.’ [18] (page 21).

Åse Lund Jensen, who was an expert in hand knitting,
argues in the preface of her book, that every stitch in a
knitted item should be planned from the very start,
because in hand knitting, the construction, decoration
and fashioning of the fabric is done in one working
procedure [9].
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square represents a binding point.9 A filled square is the
signature for a lifted warp thread, and an empty, white
square is the signature for a non-lifted warp thread. In
this way the draft demonstrates the binary logic of the
weaving technique.10
Obviously, the black and white cells on the squared
paper present a visual similarity between the cellular
automata and the draft on the point paper. But the
similarity goes even further. Also the drafts can be said
to consist of discrete cells, and the binding points can be
seen as constitutional elements of the bottom-up process
of weaving.
THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT

Figure 2. A cellular automaton in one dimension,
following the rule above. Here it has developed in
16 steps. The emerged pattern, created by this
particular rule, is the so-called Sierpinski triangle.
Compare the pattern with Figure 1.

Although the cellular automata system works in rows of
cells, it is in fact an example of a non-linear system, and
like that it demonstrates properties characterizing nonlinearity.
A characteristic property of non-linearity is the
sensibility to initial conditions. In popular terms this
characteristic is well known as ‘the butterfly effect’, the
notion that the butterfly stirring the air in Beijing can
transform storm systems next month in New York [8].
This means that even small changes in the initial
conditions can cause dramatic effects in the result of the
calculation.
In two cases described in this paper, the concept of
sensibility to initial conditions is utilised as a part of the
design process.

CELLULAR AUTOMATA

The Turing structures of nature can be simulated by the
mathematical principle of cellular automata.8 In the
woven experiments mentioned in this paper, only
cellular automata in one dimension are employed, which
corresponds to the principle of the growth of the snailshell.
The behavior of a cellular automaton can readily be
presented in a visual way on a squared paper or a grid
structure. The squares – or cells – are colored either
black or white. By means of a programme, consisting of
a simple rule or algorithm, it is specified what it should
do at each step. Each row of cells corresponds to a step
in the process. At every step the definite rule determines
the color of a given cell, from the color of that cell and
its immediate left and right neighbors on the step before.
Thus the cells are treated as discrete elements in an
iterative system. As a result, local interactions lead to
global dynamics, and patterns emerge.
Simulations of biological growth, including
variations of well known pattern families such as
stripes, waves and dots, but also more complex
morphologies can be derived from the behavior of
cellular automata. In this way, by ‘hacking’ pattern
generators of nature and adopting them into a textile
design context, it is possible to deal with the generation
of textile patterns in dynamic systems.

TWO EXAMPLES ARE INTRODUCED

In the following, this paper will present two examples of
textile designs, where the design is created by means of
a pattern generator.11 Both are inspired by snail-shells,
and both are using the concept of cellular automata in
one dimension. Also the quality of sensibility to initial
conditions is employed. In both cases the aim was to
make conditions concerning the weaving process
interact, giving parameters for the design process, and
with that influence the pattern.
In the first case, which is very simple, it is the time
and date for the performance of the project, which come
into play as a parameter.
In the second example, which is quite a bit more
complicated, it is biometric measurements from the
weaver’s body and circumstances in the room during the
weaving process, that influence the woven pattern.

THE BINARY LOGIC OF DRAFTS

Working with traditional weaving technologies, drafting
is a well known tool for planning the production of cloth
and programming the loom. Drafts are normally drawn
on squared paper, so called point paper, where each

9

Weaving is a textile construction technique, defined as
the interlacing of two sets of threads, crossing each
other at right angels. The points of interlacing between
warp and weft threads are designated as binding points.
10

The binary logic of the loom, utilised in the use of
punch cards in the jacquard machine is often linked
together with the concept of modern computer, and the
discussion has often been blurry. See Davies [4] for a
clarification.

8

The principle of cellular automata, executed in a very
complex form, was developed in the 1940’s by John von
Neumann. The simple one dimensional version of
cellular automata referred to in this paper has been
intensely investigated by Steven Wolfram since
1980 [22].

11
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11 24 04 2004. The pattern generator proceeds an algorithm which forms the pattern. If the initial data had
been different, the generator would have generated a
different pattern.
The experiment has as its results a non-repetitive
pattern where variations are unpredictable, evoking a
feel of fictive nature.
MATERIAL AND TECHNICAL CHOICES

The selection of yarn material and weave structure is
crucial for the properties of the woven cloth. The
combination of these factors, together with the choice of
density and colour of yarn determines touch, feel and
visual character of the cloth.
The two woven examples, mentioned in this paper,
were produced on the same warp, and the weft material
and weaving technique chosen were the same.
As regards ‘Manual work’, the concept involved
biometrical measurements, and this motivated the desire
for a clinical expression. To obtain a smooth surface
with a minimum of tactile structure, a flat plaited,
smooth and flexible polyamide tape yarn was chosen.
To give a graphic impression, which should make a
reference to out prints from laboratory equipment, only
the colours white and black were selected.
Also the choice of the weave structure jin is
substantiated in the desire to obtain a smooth, clinical
surface [1]. The structure can be classified as a ‘warpfaced compound tabby’, which enables alternation of
two warps, in this case a black and a white. What is
typical to the jin structure is that the warp totally covers
the weft, and that the floats in the warp direction are
very short, due to the great number of intersections.
Because of this, the alternation of warps hardly affects
the texture, but certainly is very visual due to the change
of colour. Consequently, this weaving texture is really
sufficient in articulating graphic impressions on a
smooth woven surface.
The choice of the jin structure should also be seen as
a homage to forefathers in the field of weaving. The jin
structure was already used by weavers in Chinese Handynasty, about two thousand years ago. Archaeological
findings from the latter part of 20th century reveal
extraordinary well preserved pieces of Han textiles.
These woven silks show a high quality of craftsmanship
and technical ability, which we today have not
surpassed.12

Figure 3. ‘Iteration 24 04 04’ Size: 56 x 36 cm.

FIRST EXAMPLE: ‘ITERATION 24 04 04’

The algorithm of this pattern generator was inspired by
the visual similarity between some of the illustrations in
the book of Meinhardt, and a very simple fractal
structure, called the Sierpinski triangl (Figure 1 and 2).
The pattern generator was created in the Microsoft
Excel programme, a spreadsheet programme, which
facilitates ‘conditional formatting’, which means, that
the numerical value of every cell determines the colour
of the cell, and also the colour of the digit. In this way,
the spreadsheet calculations result in an image,
consisting of different coloured squares. This working
practise was chosen, because it was operational to a
person, not familiar with computer programming
languages.
The spreadsheet file had to pass three more
programmes to be woven. In programme Paint the file
was changed to a bitmap file, the weaving structures
were applied in Weave for Windows, and finally the
Loom Control programme allowed the file to be woven
on the TC-1 loom.

SECOND EXAMPLE: ‘MANUAL WORK’.

Again a pattern generator was designed as an Excel file.
This time, the pattern was inspired by the rather complicated pattern on the shell of the snail Conus Textilia,
a name it carries probably because of the intricate
pattern.

Real-Time Registration Influences

The weaving process of this actual work was carried out
the 24th April 2004, and initiated at 11 AM. Therefore,
the initial data used for the pattern generator were

12

Examples of textiles from Chinese Han-dynasty are
published in [1] and [20].
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Figure 4. ‘Manual work’. Size 138 x 315 cm.

This work should be seen as a visual registration of the
manual weaving process, while it proceeds. It is
produced on the TC-1 loom. This loom has a digital
thread controller, which creates the shed by lifting the
warp threads individually. In addition to the digital
control of the warp, the loom functions as an ordinary
hand loom. The weaver throws the shuttle and beats the
weft, controls the tightness, density and edges. A hand
weaver’s skills are required to make the fabric even and
perfect.

Ideally the set-up should have been intravenous and
online, but in practice it was not possible. The digital
equipment allowed registration of time and date, sound,
light and temperature of the room, and pulse,
temperature, blood pressure and blood sugar content of
the weaver’s body. The weaver was identical with the
author of this article. A helper was attending the data
from measurements to loom.
The weaving period was eight working days, eight
hours a day, and resulted in eight lanes of fabrics in
varying lengths.

Real-Life and Real-World Registration Influences

Evaluation of the Set-up

It was a hand weaver’s production situation that was
intended to be registered in ‘Manual work’. The aim
was to make registrations from the actual situation
interact on the generating pattern. Thus measurements
taken from the weaver’s body were used as input in an
iterative feed-back process. The registration of biometric measurements ran in a semi-scientific set-up, for the
purpose of delivering parameters for a generative
formation process.
The set-up was as follows: During the weaving
process, measurements and conditions concerning the
manufacturing process, as to the time and place and to
the weaver’s body, were registered and used as initial
data in the digital pattern generator. The digital
information was passed to the digital loom. New
measurements were made three to four times each hour,
and the new set of data was added the generating
pattern. In this way a feed-back system was established.
Thus, it is the weaver’s reactions to seeing the
unknown, patterned material grow gradually on the
loom which influence the next items of input to the
pattern generator.

The emerging pattern was expectedly intricate, due to
the algorithm inspired by Conus Textilia. As a matter of
fact, the huge amount of measurements and feed-back
loops in combination whith the choice of algorithm for
the pattern generator did not expose the small variations
in biometric measurements distinctly.
Evaluating the result, a comparable pattern could
have been obtained in an easier way without this
massive overload of data. Looking back, this could have
been unveiled by testing the pattern generator more
closely in the initial phases of the project.

INVOLVING BIOMETRIC DATA

The biometric set-up in ‘Manual Work’ was of course
an attempt to capture the ‘here and now’ feeling into the
temporal process of weaving.
Presumably the values of the biometric measurements
were not important themselves, because the pulse, blood
pressure, blood sugar content and body temperature did
not vary much due to the static character of the
repetitive weaving process.
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‘While the materials themselves do not change, how
they are formed is unique to the place and time of a
combined biometric and material performance. Biothing
employs generative processes, such that every process
of formation is unique.’ [13] (page 75).
CUSTOMISATION

The original thought, leading to the work ‘Iteration
24 04 04’ was to make small individual customised
works, where the use of personal data would generate
individual items, in order to celebrate or remember
personal red-letter days, such as customer’s birthday or
wedding day.
Customisation is a relevant issue to bring up in
connection with the digital looms, because the digital
technology is suitable to facilitate quick changeover
processes to a new design.
But the development of this concept implies new
strategies for trade and communication with costumers,
as stated in an article by Desirée Koslin:
‘In the opinion of Jun’ichi Arai, it is now only the
mass-production textile distribution system which lags
hopelessly behind. He therefore looks back to a future in
which high-index looms, producing immediate scanoutput textiles will be low-priced and commonly
available to artisans, allowing costumer participation in
the artistic decision-making process, a pluralistic retake
on past period’s custom designs.’ [10] (page 206).
CONCLUSION

The digital jacquard loom is a reality, and the technology is expected to develop further applications in the
near future. This brings along possibilities for new
concepts within textile design, whether it unfolds as
craft or industry. This research project addresses an
approach to textile design, where computer practise
enriches the ‘patterns of thinking’. The preliminary
results of the research project seem relevant to the
development of textile design practice of the near future.
The combination of the concepts of weaving and
digital simulation of emergent patterns shows relevance
towards a search for textiles carrying a special feeling of
nature in the design.
The use of discrete elements in bottom-up processes
leads to cooperation of the internal elements of the
design object, such as construction, decoration and
shape. Letting the decorative elements have the status as
internal and influential parts of the design product
establish a promising status for further investigations
about the concept of pattern, which often is considered
an additive.
The referred experiments involving parameters
derived from the design situation into the design process
addresses principles relevant to further research towards
the concept of customisation. The principles can also be
used in the creation of commission works made for

Figure 5. Detail ’Manual Work’.

But involving biometric measurements inevitably
implicates uniqueness, Ramia Mazé explicates in her
PhD dissertation, referring particularly to this case13:
13

Author’s work ’Manual Work’ is in Mazé’s
dissertation referred to under the title of ’The Work of
the Hand’, which is the direct translation from the
Danish title ‘Håndens arbejde’. The work was initially
exhibited on Biennalen 2004, Trapholt, Denmark,
carrying the Danish title [2]. In connection with the
Biennale, the Danish magazine Kunstuff printed an

article of the work in Danish and English [16]. Here the
translation ‘The work of the Hand’ occurred for the first
time.
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special localities or situations. Here, for example
activities in the room, such as inflow of light, can give
parameters for the design of textile objects. Also the
interaction of responsive materials and movements can
be included in this type of process.
The use of morphogenesis as an approach for textile
design, calls for further research in the application of
knowledge from the field of natural science about the
two-dimensional growth of patterns on organic tissue,
towards pattern designs for three dimensional textile
objects.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

In this practice-based experimental design research
project a tablecloth reacting on external signals is
designed. The tablecloth is connected to mobile phones
and reacts to incoming calls and messages with burned
out patterns. Due to the mobile phone activity, changes
in colour and structure appear in the table-cloth.
The tablecloth is a way to explore visual and tactile
changes in a textile surface. It is also a way to
investigate how our relation to mobile phones and
mobile phone technology is affected by the way the
phones are being expressed.

Imagine that the table is set and dinner is ready. It’s
time to sit down and share the moment. That is what we
do also in terms of sharing a one time pattern change in
the tablecloth, and in terms of sharing each others’
mobile phone activity. Incoming phone calls and
messages are not notified by the phones themselves, but
through a burned out pattern in the tablecloth, in
between our plates.
The overall aim is to explore different materials,
material combinations and techniques for developing
textile circuits and designing dynamic textile patterns.
The tablecloth described in this paper acts as a medium
for raising questions about construction and material
issues, how different parameters like ways of knitting
the heating wires, the time and power used for the burnouts etc. affect the expression of visual and tactile
changes in a textile surface. It is a design example of
research into three fields, knitted circuits, textile
patterns and peoples’ relation to computational technology, all discussed in this paper.
Today, in many countries and cultures, to meet other
people also in some sense implies to meet their mobile
phones; the acceptance of audible phone signals is often
high. Even though people relate to their phones in
different ways, we notice that different kinds of mobile
phone cultures have developed in different countries as
well as in different companies and circles of friends.
Compare for example the number of phone signals and
phone conversations you hear on a train between
Stockholm and Gothenburg with a train between Kyoto
and Tokyo; in the latter example you will probably not
experience many audio phone signals at all. In Europe,
we nowadays are rather used to conversations being
interrupted, anywhere at any time, by someone that is
not present who wants to talk to one of us.
Textile-based computing and textile-based circuitry
allows the integration of interactive elements into
furniture, wearable computing etc. [15]. Some yarns and
after-treatments are today manufactured to sense and
react to environmental stimuli, be conductive or to emit

KEYWORDS

Dynamic textile patterns, burn-out patterns, knitted
circuits, textiles and mobile phones.
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light etc. Compared to more traditional textile material
qualities, this poses new challenges for the textile design
profession. The tablecloth described is a further
development of the non-chemical burn-out (Ausbrenner)
design technique for irreversible textile patterns [14].
A collection of single coloured tablecloths has been
designed. The tablecloths end up with a different
number of burned out checks. The checks are designed
to appear one at the time, and it is not clear when, or if,
all the checks will be visualized. The pattern that
appears is dynamic and irreversible; it does not change
back to its original appearance. The checks vary in
shade, size and eventually also structure.
The burn-out pattern is inspired by earlier
experimental textile design works, both our own and
others. One example is the textile pattern “Striped and
Checked” [20]. “Striped and Checked” (Figure 1) is a
weave consisting of both traditional and conductive
yarns, screen-printed with thermo-chromatic colours.
Cotton and carbon yarn were used in the weft, and the
warp consists of cotton yarn. Electricity is lead out to
the carbon yarn by a peeled electrical cable. The carbon
yarn is constructed as a parallel connection that was
made by hand after weaving the textile. The
construction of the parallel connection was made so that
sometimes unintended spark formation appeared. When
turning on the power, the sparks made the textile start to
glow and/or burn so that burn marks could be seen.
Those burn marks raised our interest.

EXPERIMENTS

In the era of smart textiles design, the amount of new
applications and textile products where metals are a part
is growing. Due to the development in the area of new
yarns and fibres with electro-conductive properties the
area of conductive textiles have, during the last years,
been under investigation. Many textile applications in
this area are developed for generating heat and for the
use as electrical conductors [16]. The need for
experiments and research in this area is still big, and this
project shows an example of a textile that is knitted with
a heating wire and a cotton yarn. Knitting with metals is
possible by modern knitting machines like the flat-bed
knitting machine used in this project [17]. This machine
is able to handle the knitting of stiff materials, like
monofilament metals.
Material Experiments

In the first experiments heating wires were knitted
together with a range of different traditional textile
materials (such as cotton, viscose, polyester etc.) in
different structures. When electricity is applied, the
heating wires leave burned out patterns in the traditional
textile material (Figure 2). In the first experiments we
looked for textile materials that showed different
expressions and reactions when being burned. We
looked for diversity in reactions, both visual reactions
(material melting, changing colours, burning/glowing
etc) and reactions regarding time (how fast and in what
way a material changes expression). In what way a
material reacts when heated depends on a range of
factors such as the textile construction, amount of
voltage and burning time etc. [14].
All conductive materials get warm when sufficient
power is applied, but the Kanthal heating wires used in
the tablecloth are designed to glow and not to break
when heated to a sufficient temperature. Kanthal heating
wires is normally used as heating elements in household
products such as toasters and hair-dryers [7].

Figure 1.

Other inspiration is work made at Nuno Corporation
lead by the textile designer Reiko Sudo where several
technical and artistic skilled textiles are designed. One is
“Karadaki” made of 100 % stainless steel. The textile
and the design process are described as follows:
“We used stainless steel yarns developed by a Japanese
tyre manufacturer for reinforcing their radial tyres, and
wove an otherwise ordinary cloth. Then, inspired by
how cookpans discolour over open flamed, we took a
gas burner to our fabric, and watched as it took on
brilliant metallic lustres” [11].
Nuno has also made textiles out of maize and other
grains, to develop a biodegradable plastic. This textile is
highly susceptible to heat, and after “toasting” the fabric
it gives a smell of maize [11].

Figure 2.
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Knitting Experiments

activity as burned out patterns in the tablecloth. Each
call, text message or other activity will trigger a square
pattern in the textile. We do not know which phone is
calling, and we do not know exactly what will happen
with the tablecloth; will it change colour, structure or
maybe start burning? What we do know, is that the
expression of the textile pattern depends on the phones
activity, and the more activity the more burned out
squares will appear.

Several knitting structures where made as experiments
when designing the knitted structure of the tablecloth.
Every stitch of the heating wire is visualized and can be
seen as a dark pattern or a hole in the cotton when the
tablecloth is activated by being connected to power.
Different ways of knitting give different burned out
patterns in the textile when it is heated. When the
heating wire is knitted every fourth stitch, a burn-out
pattern appears as dots in the cotton (Figure 3). When
knitted every second stitch, the burn-out pattern is
almost perceived like a dark line or a cut in the textile
material (Figure 4). For the tablecloth the heating wire
is knitted so that distinct lines are seen when it is
connected to power.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

The visual and tactile expressions of the electrical burnouts are depending on a range of things. The textile
material, what electrical effect and time used for
burning are just some facts that influence the pattern and
structure of the burn-outs. For example, if the power is
on for a short while, a dark coloured pattern can be seen
in the textile. If the power is on for a longer while, cuts
with dark edges appear. The visual and tactile
expression of the electrical burn-outs is also highly
depending on in what way the heating wire and cotton
was knitted. The way the textile was knitted becomes
obvious when it is heated, as the heating wire leaves
traces in the textile material, the cotton.

The tablecloth is knitted as a plain knit where cotton
yarn is knitted together with a heating wire and a semitransparent monofilament. Afterwards copper was
embroidered to parallel connect the heating wire into
square sections. The heating wire and the monofilament
yarn are knitted as a reported pattern in sections. The
heating wire is used for the burn-outs and the copper
yarn for creating parallel connections and to lead out
electricity to specific sections in the tablecloth
(Figure 5). The function of the monofilament yarn is to
create a similar expression in the areas where the
heating wire not is knitted. The heating wire could not
be knitted in all sections, since areas for the embroidery
of the cupper wire were needed, not to create shortcuts
between the copper and the heating wire.

CONSTRUCTION

The table is set and we are ready for dinner. There will
most likely be phone activity during the dinner, but we
will not hear it. We will instead notice the mobile phone
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meant to accentuate the social setting around the table,
to see what happens if we value and express all
incomings calls and messages in the same way to all
people present. Accordingly, people who call or send
messages to the people around the table are not
neglected, even though all mobile phones are muted and
vibrators are switched off. Their contact attempts are
instead expressed in another way.

Figure 5.

Until the pattern from the electrical burn-outs shows, it
is hard to distinguish the heating wire from the
monofilament in the textile. When the table-cloth is
activated, the patterns from the electrical burn-outs
reveal the sections of where the heating wire is knitted.
The tablecloth is connected to a micro-controller that
mutes connected mobiles and checks whether there are
any incoming calls and messages. If the answer is
positive, the micro-controller turns the power on in
different circuits (the heating wires) in the tablecloth.
For how long time the power will be on, and what
number of circuits will be affected, depend on whether
it is a phone call or a text message coming in. It also
depends on whether the caller or sender is known. If for
example the caller’s or sender’s phone number is linked
to a name in the phonebook, the burning effect is
stronger than if it is not. Several messages or phone
calls from the same person also have a stronger burning
effect, whereas several messages or calls from different
persons affect a bigger area in the tablecloth.
The chip is programmed so that you do not know
where the phone activity might be displayed in the
tablecloth. The tablecloth is knitted in such way that you
will not be able to identify possible areas of activity
(burn-outs). We have also included some semirandomness in the program. Therefore it is impossible,
even for us as designers, to foresee when and where the
pattern change will take place. The chance that there
will be two table cloths that end up looking the same is
very small.

To sit down and “use” the burning tablecloth is to
appreciate the moment in situ in an explicit way. This is
due to two things; firstly the participants prioritize
people present higher than people not present who
might call or send messages, since the pattern changes
are more indistinct than what a phone signal usually can
be. And secondly the pattern is irreversible; it will be set
during one occasion only, and thereafter it will wear
traces from it. We wanted to transform phone signals,
like tunes and vibrations, to something that could be
more of a benefit in a social context. In other words one
could say that we use peoples’ communication attempts
as textile patterns to embellish the moment.
This tablecloth is a sequel to the fabrication bag
(Figure 6) where incoming phone signals were
translated into colour changes on the outside of a
bag [9]. The tablecloth and the fabrication bag are both
experimental explorations on dynamic and changing
patterns, and also on how expressions are related to
peoples’ interaction with and relation to computational
artefacts. The main differences between the two objects
from our point of view are that:
– the pattern of the fabrication bag is dynamic and
reversible, it can vary back and forth using thermochromic dye and heating elements. The pattern of the
tablecloth is irreversible; it changes in only one
direction, being more and more burnt since it can not
change back.
– the pattern changes of the tablecloth are tactile in
another sense than the changes of the fabrication bag.
Both the fabrication bag and the tablecloth change
temperature, but the tablecloth is also able to change
structure.
– with the fabrication bag the focus was only on
using one mobile phone, while with the tablecloth we
have a social setting with several phones, and the
experience is made to be shared.

TEXTILES AND MOBILE PHONES

The burning tablecloth changes the way mobile phones
are being expressed. Instead of sound, vibration or light
signals, incoming phone calls and text messages are
expressed by burned out pattern changes. Instead of
expressing one signal per mobile phone, the tablecloth
will put all phone events together so that there is no
difference from your phone ringing or mine. This is
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Figure 6.

Figure 7.

Mobile phones are made to notify us about
communication attempts and they do it most often with
a tune or vibrations, or with the sound of the vibrator. If
we do not want to be notified in that way we are able to
mute the phone and switch off the vibrator (if not switch
the phone off completely.) With the tablecloth and the
fabrication bag we wanted to investigate if there could
be anything in between, in between an unmistakable
audible tune and silence and in between unmistakable
tangible vibrations and stillness. That is to through
design see if we can make it easier for people to choose
from one moment to the next whether they want to be
notified or not, i.e. if it is possible to let people decide
whether they are interested in being notified, so that it is
not just for the technology to “decide”. Therefore we
made the notifications more ambiguous and of another
kind so that people have to choose how to interpret
them. In the fabrication bag this is made both by making
the signals of incoming phone calls and messages much
more discreet, and by not only displaying an incoming
phone call while it is going on, but also to display
events that have happened. In the tablecloth the
ambiguousness is not that much about discretion,
instead it has to do with merging several phone signals
into a compounded pattern.
The bag is made so that you can learn how to
interpret it to some extent. Sometimes when it has been
demonstrated without explaining in detail in what way
the pattern change, people could not see it. To us the
change of pattern was obvious. If you would use it for a
week, you would probably learn how to interpret the
pattern changes. You might for example learn that
unread messages are displayed in another way than
unanswered phone calls etc.

The use of the fabrication bag and the tablecloth is very
different. The fabrication bag was made to be a
complement to a mobile phone – when you do not want
to turn the phone off but do not see it as a catastrophe if
you miss a phone call either. The tablecloth on the other
hand is made to be used actively only during a couple of
hours on a specific occasion, after that it can be treated
as a wall-hanging. Hence, the tablecloth is not made in
such way there is a point learning how to interpret it, as
with the fabrication bag. Incoming phone calls and
messages are more directly displayed, at the same time
they take place. If there is an incoming phone call that
event will be displayed as it is going on, and a message
will make the cloth burn at some place instantly, not
echo also afterwards as in the case of the fabrication
bag. The bag was made so that you can take a glance at
it and if you think you see some colour changes you can
start to wonder if that means that someone are calling
you right now or if someone had called you earlier on
etc. Depending on how interested you are and how
important an eventual phone call or message is for you
in this exact moment you can decide whether to pick the
phone up and get the answer. The tablecloth is not made
in that way. The cloth is not made to be as ambiguous as
the bag is when it comes to the displaying of mobile
phone events. However, as said, the tablecloth will not
give any hints about whose mobile is ringing or if there
are several calls at the same time etc, which means that
it is more ambiguous in that sense. The focus is
accordingly not so much on peoples’ choice of
interpretation, but on how they relate to the social
context.
To make a tablecloth with the burning textile pattern
is an experimental way of looking into how the way
things are expressed to us might affect how we relate to
them and interact with them. This is in line with
conceptual and critical design that asks question rather
than providing the final answer to a problem
[cf. 3,4,5,6,8,]. The fabrication bag questions our
dependency on our mobile phones, whereas the
tablecloth questions how we value different kind of
social contacts.
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Textile patterns have always been reflecting society,
technology and trends. Traditional wall-hangings and
tapestries exemplify textile decorations as story-tellers
or as statements concerning culture, the political
situation etc. [1]. The pattern on the tablecloth could be
seen as an updated version of a traditional wall-hanging,
in the sense of the textile expression relating to a
specific occasion, or story. Compared to traditional
wall-hangings, the tablecloth tells a story a bit up side
down. Instead of materializing statements or thoughts in
a static way, the tablecloth incorporates the actual user
situation to express that moment.
In Sweden, embroidered wall-hangings telling
romantic or political statements were common during
the 20th century, and they are still decorating many
kitchen walls (Figure 8). Some examples of these
statements are:
”Mitt hem är vårsol i vintertid, mitt hem är vila i
arbetstid” (“My home is the sun in cold winter times, my
home is rest in hard working times”),
”Tvätta dig om hand och nos, så blir du vacker som
en ros.” (“Wash your hands and wash your nose, and
you’ll be pretty as a rose”),
”Fågeln söker fäste, människan bygger bo, eget lilla
näste, är den bästa ro” (“The birds search for foothold,
the man builds a home, Your own little nest gives the
best of rest”).

TEXTILE PATTERNS

The checked pattern that appears in the tablecloth is
visual and tactile. The pattern is meant to be decorative
and to carry some kind of information.
Tactility in textile patterns

Together with the senses of smell and taste, touch is
traditionally seen as a secondary or “lower” sense in the
history of aesthetics [2]. But in interaction design,
where interfaces often consist of for example hand or
body movement controlled input for electronically
based products, touch is a highly relevant sense. There
are also several examples of haptic interfaces for output
(actuators) [10]. Nima Motamedi argues that touch is a
neglected sense and discuss how tactility can be
incorporated in the aesthetics of interaction [13]. As
examples for discussion, she presents two design
projects on that theme. “Keep in touch” is a networked
fabric touch screen designed to create tactile
experiences for couples in long distance relationships [12]. The other project, “Stay in touch”, is an
interactive installation consisting of a fabric wall, where
two strangers are able to touch and feel each other
through the fabric [13].
In textile design tactility is of course of great interest
as well. Apart from the visual impressions of a textile,
the sense of touch gives another dimension to the
experience of the material and structure.

In these wall-hangings, the pattern is static. Someone
has embodied a thought or a statement, and the image is
readable and precise. In the tablecloth, everyday
conversations and specific information are turned into
something abstract, the pattern has an unfamiliar
aesthetic expression. It may at a first glance not tell
much about the users or designers, and it is supposed to
be clear that it is not a traditional static textile pattern.
The implication of the tablecloth is to use invisible
and temporal conversations to build a pattern. Just like
the implication of traditional static wall hangings, the
tablecloth is a “modern” way of showing to myself and
others what relations to information and communication
in today’s society may be about.
The textile designed got the shape of a tablecloth
because we wanted a surface that was close to an
everyday activity. The meal and the conversation, the
disturbance from mobile phones are used and turned
into decorative elements.

Handmade versus Information-made

The difference between the expression of a handmade
textile and the expression of an industrially produced
textile is huge. The expectations of industrially
produced textiles are perfect similarity in colour and
shades. When a handmade textile is created, the trace of
the hand may cause small errors in the shape of
variations in shade and structure. The small errors bear
witness of the hand making the textile, and compared to
an industrial produced textile the handmade piece tells
another story. The tablecloth made in this project is
industrially knitted, and during use a pattern is added, a
pattern that also tells a story. Not a story about the
production facilities, but about the user.
The tablecloth changes expression during use. The
textile material appears as different things at different
times. At first it is a raw material, a fabric that is
industrially produced. When using the tablecloth on a
specific occasion, a pattern is added. The tablecloth’s
pattern ends up with qualities similar to a handmade
textile.
Just like picking a specific plant to use for dyeing a
textile with a certain colour, we pick and use
information for turning power on and off in the
tablecloth. The result gives a specific expression, the
electrical burn-out pattern.
The aesthetic expression of a traditional static textile
pattern depends on its aim and use. It depends on
whether it should be seen from a distance or close. The
same is for the tablecloth’s pattern, but some new
design parameters are added. The pattern is changing
and will be viewed before, during or after the changes.
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Figure 8. Wall-hanging embroidered by Karin
Karlsson around 1970.

12.
CONCLUSION

The result is a design example of a new design
technique where we, in a non-chemical way, can design
dynamic textile patterns. We want to give traditional
textile materials and patterns updated status and use. We
also give an example of communicating in a more
aesthetic way.
By designing in this fashion we learn more about
material combinations and constructions. We also
explore how to use for example voltage and time as
design variables and in what way information and
aesthetics could collaborate.
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Chromic textiles:
From molecular design to textile design
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change is controllable and reversible. Such dyes are
commonly referred to as chromic materials [1,2]. For
example, photochromic dyes acquire a colour when
exposed to UV radiation and revert to their original
colourless state when the light source is removed.
Thermochromic materials change colour in various
controlled ways when the temperature is varied [3,4].
Since chromic materials have become available,
artists and designers have made creative use of the
technologies [5–9]. However, the commentaries which
accompany the design work commonly contain
recurring themes which may explain the relatively
limited exploitation to date. The dyes are restricted in
scope and availability, and are relatively expensive. The
dyes cannot be used in exactly the same way as
traditional dyes and pigments and there is frequently
limited access to technical expertise, information and
support for their use in the range of media with which
designers would wish to experiment. As a result,
practitioners often resort to an inevitable trial and error
approach. The dyes often show limited stability in
certain environments, leading to questionable longevity
of chromic textile products. Another factor may be the
ingrained memory of their use for novelty effects,
presenting a psychological barrier to more intelligent
and creative use in complex design systems. Our
approach to chromic textiles in the School of Textiles &
Design of Heriot-Watt University is reflected in our
parallel research programmes on technical aspects of
chromic materials and in textile design using the
materials. In particular, it recognizes that chromic
materials have not been specifically designed for textile
applications. There is without doubt considerable
untapped potential for the use of chromic materials for
specific functionality in smart fabrics and clothing,
which sense and react to environmental conditions and
stimuli and for designers, inspired by the possibilities of
interaction and response.
This paper presents a selective overview of our
technical research in chromic textiles [11–13]. There are
two complementary approaches:

ABSTRACT

This paper illustrates an approach to chromic textiles
which integrates chemical and technical evaluation with
the creative design process. Methods to measure and
evaluate the colour change effects from photochromism
and thermochromism on textiles using commerciallyavailable dyes have been used to develop optimum
application methodology and to address certain
technical limitations for textile applications. Using
computer-aided molecular modeling, new photochromic
dyes have been synthesized specifically for textile
applications. These include water-soluble photochromic
dyes capable of direct application to textiles by dyeing
and digital printing, and dyes which change reversibly
between two colours. The oral presentation will
illustrate selected design applications of the chromic
materials.
KEYWORDS

Molecular modelling; textile design; photochromic;
thermochromic; colour measurement.
INTRODUCTION

Colour is the most immediately visible aspect and often
the main aesthetic concern in textile design. Traditional
dyes provide products with constant, predictable and
reproducible colour and a permanent colour in terms of
exposure to external effects such as light and washing.
However, it has been recognised that there are niche
applications for dyes which exhibit a distinct colour
change on exposure to an external stimulus, when that
__________________
Permission to take digital/hard copies of all or part of this material
for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the
copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial
advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its
date appear, and notice is given that copyright is by permission of
the University College of Borås, (CTF, The Swedish School of
Textiles). To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee.
Ambience’08, Borås Sweden.
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•

•

Development of methods for objective assessment
of dynamic colour change properties and
performance of chromic textiles, and their use in
developing optimum application methodology,
Computer-aided molecular design and synthesis of
photochromic and thermochromic materials aimed
specifically at textile applications.

(a) Application and evaluation of commercially
available photochromics in textiles

We have found that commercial photochromic dyes,
although water-insoluble, can be applied by an
adaptation of a water-based pigment printing procedure.
Although the dyes are moderately expensive, the results
illustrated were obtained from a concentration of 0.05 %
dye in the print paste, illustrating that an intense colour
can be generated from small quantities.
Colour measurement of photochromic fabrics is
complicated by the dynamic nature of the light-induced
colour changes. Our method uses traditional colour
measurement equipment, carried out on fabrics
irradiated with UV light (370 nm), at a controlled
temperature of 24oC and with minimum delay between
exposure and measurement. The photochromism is
illustrated as the colour difference (ΔE) between
exposed and unexposed fabric. Figure 1 illustrates the
rate of colour development and the fading after removal
of the light source. This type of photochromic dye,
designed primarily for ophthalmic use which requires
fast colour development and fading response is, in our
opinion, not necessarily ideally suited to textile design
applications.

Photochromic dyes

Scheme 1. The general principle of photochromism.

The photochromic process is illustrated in Scheme 1, in
which UV irradiation of a colourless molecule causes it
to convert to a coloured species, which reverts thermally
to its colourless form. Photochromic materials are used
most widely in ophthalmic sun-screening applications
(glasses which become sunglasses when exposed to UV
light) and also find applications in security printing,
optical recording and switching, solar energy storage,
nonlinear optics and biological systems.

Figure 2 a & b. Washfastness and lightfastness of
photochromic printed textiles.

The photochromic colorability is better when printed on
cotton than on polyester, correlating with the UV
reflective nature of cotton and UV absorbing properties
of polyester. An unexpected, but reproducible, result is
that the colorability actually improves with initial
washing. Limited lightfastness is an issue with
photochromic dyes for textiles which impacts on textile

Figure 1 a & b. Colour development and dark fading
of photochromic printed cotton.
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design. The colorability of the printed cotton
deteriorates with exposure to an accelerated fading
instrument. However, Figure 2 demonstrates that the use
of a light stabiliser (HALS) as an additive may be used
to dramatically improve lightfastness. We have also
demonstrated that this dye may be incorporated into
polypropylene fibre by extrusion. The colorability is
much improved in this medium and there is a colour
shift from blue (print) towards purple (fibre).
(b) Molecular design and synthesis of
photochromics for textiles
1

We have developed a computer aided molecular
modelling methodology to predict the properties of
photochromic dyes [14]. For example, the methodology
proved useful in the design of a series of water-soluble
photochromic dyes. The water-soluble acid dyes were
found, under carefully controlled conditions, to dye
protein fibres, wool and silk, leather and nylon directly
from an aqueous dyebath, giving a substrate which
turned from a pale colour to intense blue on exposure to
UV light (Figure 3). The dyed fabric gives good
washfastness. Photochromic colour build up on dyed
nylon reduces significantly with lightfastness testing
exposure over a few hours. However, the fabrics
continue to give a small residual photochromic colour
build up even after continuous exposure for 90 hours.
Recently we have successfully applied these dyes to
textiles by digital inkjet printing.

2a

2b

2c

2d

Figure 4.The optimized modelled structures of
compound 1 and its ring-opened forms 2a–2d.

Figure 3. Photochromic colour build up on nylon dyed
with water-soluble photchromic dye after UV
irradiation, before and after the washfastness test.

Energy calculations suggests that the dye will have the
potential to show photochromism. Dye 1 was successfully synthesized and indeed showed unusual reversible
photochromic properties, illustrated in the UV/visible
spectral analysis in Figure 5. The visual effect is a slow
change from an orange colour to a neutral grey which
reverses over several hours when the light source is
removed. We are currently working on a range of dyes
of this type which offer significant potential for
functional and creative application.

We have carried out research on the molecular design,
using our computer-aided molecular modeling
methodology, and synthesis of photochromic dyes
which also contain a permanent (azo) chromophore
aimed at producing materials which undergo a
photochromic change from one colour to another.
Figure 4 illustrates the modelled structures on which
calculations were based.
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A series of textile screen printing inks were
formulated, consisting of microencapsulated chiral
nematic liquid crystals dispersed in an aqueous medium
together with a specifically selected binder [12,13].
When printed on a black background, the prints react to
increasing temperature by changing from colourless, in
which case only the black background is observed, to
red initially and then passing through the colours of the
spectrum to colourless once again. An instrumental
arrangement was devised for the analysis of the
variation in the colour of thermochromic textiles with
temperature consisting of a traditional reflectance
spectrophotometer with a controlled heating stage.
Reflectance measurements were made at appropriate
temperature intervals, ensuring that the temperature had
stabilised before the measurements were made. A
variety of methods for presenting and interpreting the
data obtained, as the colour of the print passes through
the spectrum, was explored. Lightness vs temperature
curves (Figure 6) have proved particularly useful in
evaluating the temperature response and also the
technical performance of the prints.

Figure 5. UV/visible spectrum of compound 1 in
ethanol during UV irradiation for 140 minutes.
Thermochromism

Thermochromic dyes which change colour in a
controlled way when the temperature is varied are wellknown [3,4]. The colour change is used in practice to
indicate temperature variation, eg., in plastic strip
thermometers, food packaging, medical thermography
and non-destructive testing. There has been commercial
exploitation of thermochromic textiles, probably most
notably (some would argue notoriously) the T-shirts
which changed colour with skin temperature, a transient
novelty fashion item of the late 1980s. There is
considerable potential for functional textile applications
of thermochromism associated with fabrics and
clothing, which are designed to sense and react to
environmental conditions and stimuli [10].
The thermochromic system which has been most
commonly used is of the leuco dye type. This system
relies on colour formation from the interaction of three
materials, a colour former (the leuco dye, effectively a
pH indicator dye), an acid (or activator) and a low
melting solvent. The observed effect is usually a change
from coloured to colourless (reversible) as the
temperature is raised, although by mixing with
traditional dyes and pigments an interchange between
two single colours may be achieved. The second type of
thermochromic system which can be applied to textiles
is based on liquid crystals. The liquid crystal
thermochromic effect is quite different in that they
provide a continuously changing spectrum of colours
over a range of temperatures (referred to as ‘colourplay’). There are two broad groups: cholesteric
(chemically modified natural products) and chiral
nematics (purely synthetic products). Of these, the chiral
nematics show a more dramatic colour-play, but are
more expensive. By careful formulation, each of the
thermochromic systems can be fine-tuned to give colour
changes in different temperature ranges, although
commonly the requirement is for systems which change
colour around ambient room temperatures or at human
skin temperatures.

Figure 6 a & b. Washfastness and lightfastness of
printed thermochromic textiles.

The prints are reasonably resistant to mild washing
conditions, showing virtually identical curves before
and after a mild washfastness test. Similarly, the method
has been used to assess the lightfastness properties on
the basis of colour measurement of prints on the
nylon/lycra fabric after exposure to accelerated fading
for up to 6 hours. Figure 6 illustrates that the prints
show some instability to UV radiation, which may limit
their use for many textile applications. The consequence
of exposure is a lowering of the colour development
onset temperature and broadening of the colour-play
over the period of exposure.
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From this global context, we are collecting and
processing sound in order to illuminate the fibres in our
installation as an object – which is presented at a local
level and also as a site-specific work in a gallery space.
When sound frequencies activate the fibres’ luminescent
properties, the light and sound interact and meld
together to form a pulsating object. The invisible
becomes visible. The work will also function as an
artistic expression independent of this background
information.
The installation is site-specific and is constructed on
location and adapted to the venue in question.
Depending on ceiling height and area, the optimum
measurements for the installation are ten metres high
and 1x1 metres wide. A version of the installation was
on display at Kaunas Art Biennial, Textiles 2007, at the
National Museum’s Zilinskas Gallery, from 30 November 2007 until 2 March 2008. The installation received
honours from the international jury during the opening
of the biennial. At present we are also doing research on
extending the installation to 30 metres. This will be
exhibited at Bryne Railway Station during the Article
Biennial in November 2008 [1]. Article is one of the
main art projects for Stavanger 2008 – European Capital
of Culture [2].
The installation’s sound is composed using multiple
channels and filtered through a specially designed
interface that interprets the sound and translates it into
light. This transformer works with the light’s energy,
the frequency spectrum, the sonic dynamics and the
phases in the sound design and holography, i.e. the
space created by the sound’s multiple channels. It
utilises these parameters to create a new and exciting
landscape of light in the processed fibres of the
installation, which comprise its visual representation.
Our artistic collaboration is based on our common
interest and respect for each other’s art. When sound as
an auditory medium encounters light as a visual
medium we are dealing with two different sensory
media that, on the one hand, can overpower and destroy
each other, but, on the other hand, can bring each other
to new heights.

ABSTRACT

The installation is a visual representation of the invisible
universe of information circulating in our global
telecommunication systems; airwaves, broadband,
telephone signals and digital radio/TV transmissions.
Invisible waves of voices and noise are constantly
flowing through us without our being aware of anything
other than the final result – e.g. when the mobile phone
rings or websites appear on the computer screen.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Sound and visual, artists, fibre-optic sound installation,
sound art.
INTRODUCTION
A fibre-optic sound installation

We have collected signals from this global network and
transformed them into a sonic web using fibre optics.
A new, nation-wide digital system for television
transmission is currently being rolled out for a large
segment of the Norwegian population. The analogue
system is overloaded and will be shut down in a few
years’ time. The change in technology is in some ways
comparable to the transition from LPs to CDs. One of
the methods involved in these new developments is
fibre optics. Fibre optics is used in many different areas.
Optical signal transmission expends only a small
amount of energy and can therefore be used in the
transmission of TV signals, for telecommunication and
sizable digital signals. Despite its relatively short
history, fibre optics is now used globally as a medium
for transmitting electronic messages/signals.
__________________
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redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee.
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Figure. The sound’s influence on the fibres.

The installation will be influenced by a series of
unpredictable elements such as noise and light from
uncontrolled sources. This is an intriguing challenge in
the development in our collaboration.

With light sources connected to both ends of the
fibres, the sound is able to create many different fields
of light. The audio frequency range activates the light in
a subtle way and produces many nuances in “colour”
and intensity. By using slightly different lamp voltages
in the two light sources we are able to enrich the visual
element. These variations in light are created by similar
variations in the sound composition – subtle changes in
frequency and amplitude generate a pulsating response
in the light. Different types of sound material also
generate a wide range of intensity, broadening the
parameters of the visual and auditory composition.
The installation is a spatial experience. The audience
is invited to enter the fibres and spend time inside the
installation. Surrounded by the sound composition, they
will perceive and experience the subtle shifts and
changes. When presented in a black box, the installation
offers an atmosphere of contemplation and curiosity.
Audiences tend to stay inside the installation space for
quite some time. Even during moments of silence the
fibres can be illuminated by transmitting a frequency
below the speaker range, giving the space a specific
atmosphere.
In a black-box setting we generally control the
different elements of the installation in order to reduce
unforeseen influences such as noise from outside and
uncontrolled light sources. We determine the size of the
exhibition space and construct it ourselves in order to
make the space as soundproof as possible.
The next step in this project is to install the artwork in a
public space at Bryne Railway Station. It will be
presented outdoors in a covered passageway designed to
protect travellers from inclement weather.

Maia Urstad – www.maia.no – is a sound artist based in
Bergen, Norway. Her works include sound art projects,
installations, site specific performances, films etc. in
Norway and internationally. She also commissions and
produces sound-related art projects, exhibitions and
seminars through her production company Maur
Prosjekter. Urstad is a member of Lydgalleriet (the
Sound Gallery) in Bergen, www.lydgalleriet.no, and
freq_out, a collective curated by CM von Hausswolff,
www.freq-out.org
Hilde Hauan Johnsen is a visual artist and professor at
Bergen National Academy of the Arts. Johnsen is based
in Bergen and Tromsø. She works with light,
transparency and textiles. Her most recent solo
exhibition, Transparent, has been shown at a number of
art museums and galleries.
She works on a research program; see:
www.futuretextiles.org
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ABSTRACT

PROJECT AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Static electricity is one of the oldest known physical
phenomena. In modern domestic and industrial
environments it is usually regarded as a nuisance or
hazard responsible for electrostatic shocks, process
problems and even industrial fires. This research aims to
concentrate on its potentially positive uses and benefits
for the development of new interactive environmental
design strategies employing soft circuitry and textile
technologies.

The ‘E-Static Shadows‘ pilot project intends to explore
the speculative arena of electrostatic and its possible
readings in relation to human interactions within physical space in order to advance the design knowledge of
interactive environments. The objectives of the proposed project are as stated below:
•
•

AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Electrostatic energy, interactive environments, soft
circuitry, e-textiles, materials’ properties.
INTRODUCTION

•

The project 'E-Static Shadows' is a practise-based
experimental research project which intends to
creatively explore the speculative and poetic potential of
static electricity found in our everyday environments,
surrounding our everyday interactions. The aim of the
project is to investigate how electrostatic energy could
either be effectively utilised or play a part in the
development of active, responsive and interactive textile
systems which would be capable of detecting,
translating and displaying this energy into dynamic
audio-visual patterns. This design pilot project studies
the possible translations of electrostatic energy into
other types of energy such as light and sound using
specially engineered intelligent textile systems as
mediators and displays for these processes.

•

•

To study the properties and the history of static
electricity in order to inform the construction of
new textile systems;
To draw and to expand on the concepts of
interactive environments and intelligent textiles,
and through the incorporation of electronics into
textile structures render them capable of sensing
and using electrostatic energy;
To investigate and test the technological and
aesthetic potential of electronic textiles and smart
materials (conductive yarns/fabrics, soft circuitry,
LEDs) for their application in the new intelligent
textile systems;
To use such materials and processes to
conceptualise and create new poetic modes of
interaction among people and with their
surroundings using electrostatic energy;
To develop and test textile systems which register
and translate electrostatic impulses into other types
of energy eg. light, sound and motion; to develop
textile displays which act as effective audio-visual
indicators of electrostatic fields.

RESEARCH CONTEXT

The existence of constant motions and interactions
within urban spaces induces a huge amount of electrical
charges in our daily life. Despite this fact, electrostatic
has been one of the most underrated forms of energy
existing today. “Electrostatics is at the same time both a
well-defined subject and a very ill-defined area of
research and technology” [1]. Little research and
investigation has been done to test the effect of these
charges in relation to the human body as well as the
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could be enabled to sense and to respond to electrostatic
energy by translating it into vigorous audio-visual
patterns on the surface of the cloth. Conceptually and
artistically the research project draws inspiration from
the fascinating experiments and prototypes developed
between the 17th and 19th centuries when the first
scientific concepts regarding electrostatics were
emerged.

built environment with the exception of its effect on
electronic devices. In modern domestic and industrial
environments it is usually regarded as a nuisance or
hazard responsible for electrostatic shocks, process
problems and industrial fires. Therefore in contemporary man’s habitat a rather limiting approach is
exercised towards electrostatics in order to reduce
electrostatic discharge.
Designers of today are embracing restrictive methods
by relocating electrostatic into the functional domain.
Efficient but prosaic anti-static design solutions are
employed to eradicate electrostatic in order to protect
the sensitive electronic jungle surrounding our lives.
Although these solutions, including developments in
textiles, are proven to be effective, looking at
electrostatic in a different way could provide striking
poetic conversations with the environment.

HISTORICAL DE-TOUR

Electrostatic has long been a source of mystery and
amazement to man. Before the rational and scientific
approach to understanding the world came about, the
observation of electrostatic existence was mainly seen in
the ability of amber to attract light materials.
In 1600 “De Magnete” was published by the English
scientist and physician, Dr William Gilbert [3] and this
initiated the development of some understanding of
electrostatics. Fear and superstition were replaced by the
first scientific facts and insights. Fascinating devices
and machines that tread between the boundaries of
magic and science, conceptually and perceptually, were
soon evolved through the unravelling of static
electricity. These prototypes, such as the first
electrostatic generator by Otto van Guericke in the early
17th century [4] to Dr. Nikola Tesla’s plan to wirelessly
broadcast electrostatic power to the whole world from
his facility at Wardenclyffe in New York known as
‘Wardenclyffe Project’ (Figure 2) in 1901 [5], all had
the ability to condense abstract complexity of the real
world into intelligible and testable devices [6].

Figure 1. Tri-Aura by Dr Frances Geesin, 1996.
The interactive fabric panel which reacts to static
electric fields which trigger the lights to come on or
music to play.

In 1996 Dr Frances Geesin and Ron Geesin suggested a
different approach to electrostatic in their collaborative
work ‘Tri-Aura’ (Figure 1). They developed interactive
textile sculptures using electroplated textiles which can
be triggered by the proximity and movements of the
human body [2]. The technology behind the concept
was dependent on the state of the art in electronic
textiles at that time.
The research also draws on Jackson Tan‘s background in interactive architecture and his experiments
related to the field of electrostatics. In 2005 these
practical explorations culminated with the design of a
‘hard’ electrostatic detecting panel that responds to the
presence of charges. It is now our challenge to translate
this ‘hard’ technology into soft textiles.
Within this context the proposed research seeks to
reconsider the role static electricity plays in human
environments using creative strategies and provoking a
playful interaction with this natural force. This
investigation aims to concentrate on potentially positive
uses and benefits of electrostatic for the development of
interactive textiles. The rapidly developing field of
smart textiles and soft circuitry informs the research
process. By engineering and optimising electronic
textiles as a medium for the experiments and prototypes,
the project investigates how intelligent textile systems

Figure 2. Wardenclyffe Tower.
Figure 3. Prof. Georg Mathias Bose, Venus
Electrificata.

They improved man’s social, cultural and psychological
experiences while at the same time providing them with
a view beyond their current world. From the initial
scientific aspirations, the electrostatic machines also
explored the notion of spatiality and materiality in the
context of electrostatic. For example, American scientist
Benjamin Franklin‘s research in electricity and lightning
resulted in a comprehensive guide in the positioning of
the human body within the domestic architecture in
times of lightning [7].
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The underlining intention is to research how the
easily accessible but little utilised phenomena of
electrostatic can add to our sensory experiences and
eventually improve our quality of life. A deeper
understanding of the subject will be achieved through an
interpretation of the charges into human sensorial
modalities (dimensions) – vision and hearing.
Ideally, these translations embedded in the soft
medium of cloth shall provoke a higher awareness of the
potential of electrostatic fields surrounding our habitat
and initiate playful interactions between the viewer(s)
and the space. This will provide opportunities for new
speculations regarding the role of static electricity
within a built environment. Eventually this interrogation
could lead to novel uses of this energy not only in an
interactive art and design context but also in other fields
such as sustainable environments, technologies and
processes.
The outcome of the project will be a series of
experiments and prototypes, informed by the research
that will show either in what ways electrostatic can be
used or how it can play an important part in the
construction of interactive environment scenarios. As a
part of the project it is intended to develop an
installation made of textile displays using LEDs, soft
circuitry, and industrial transistors. “E-Static Shadows”
will be able to light up (or to create a shadow on the
light display) in areas which detect a presence of
electrostatic fields, feeding on the charges created by
viewers, passers-by and objects. In response to the
amount and intensity of the electrostatic energy exposed
to the sensory textile membrane, the installation will be
able to create a series of responsive transient audio and
visual displays.

The widespread interest in static electricity also
influenced the cultural structure of learning. What used
to be exclusive and privilege for a few, was now
available to the masses.

Figure 4. Stephen Gray’s experiment.

Electrostatic demonstrations and performances easily
became one of the crowds’ favourite entertainments in
the 17th to 19th century due to its seemingly
miraculous, contradicting experiences. The first
electrostatic performing art was premiered in London on
8th April 1730. Stephen Gray’s experiment was to
suspend an eight years old boy in mid air, utilising the
human body as a medium for static electricity, attracting
paper and light objects to the boy’s negatively charged
face and hands [8] (Figure 4). Other variations were
soon developed.
German Professor’s of Natural Philosophy Georg
Mathias Bose’s “Venus Electrificata” (Figure 3) was a
quirky interactive salon performance where an attractive
female, who was secretly electrified, would attempt to
kiss or touch newly arriving guests creating strong
electric sparks (Figure 3). Except for the unsuspected
performer, this spectacle proved to be immensely
entertaining for everyone [9]. This art of showmanship
converged both artistic and scientific fields of
endeavour creating discourse about the employment of
human architecture as a medium for interactions
between the body and the space within the context of
electrostatics.

MATERIAL EXPERIMENTS

Two textile methods are currently being tested for the
development of the new electronic textiles systems:
digitally aided Jacquard weaving and digitally aided
stitching. The flexible circuits are being created using
ELITEX® - conductive threads. Currently the weave
structures prove to be more reliable in terms of their
electric properties compare to stitched circuits. However, stitching offers far more flexibility for designs
using conductive materials therefore we are also
perusing this route.

RESEARCH FOCUSS

The focus of the proposed project is held on the synthesis between the creative approach to textile practice and
technical innovations in electronics, soft circuitry and
new materials in order to create new sensory environments that actively respond to electrostatic fields
generated by human interactions. The research project
deals with issues across the fields of art, design, craft,
sound, biology, technology and material science
researching and addressing the positive and playful
potential of static electricity.
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Figure 6. E-Static Shadows textile structure (stitched
circuits). Test prototype.

Figure 5a & 5b. The E-Static Shadows textile
structure (woven circuits) which responds visually to
the electrostatic charges created by the human body.
Test prototype.

Figure 7. Ion generator test. Testing e-textile
structure’s (stitched circuits) sensitivity to negative
charges.

CONCLUSION

The research project ‘E-Static Shadows’ investigates
electrostatic energy in relation to the human body and
built environment as a medium for interaction. This
places focus on the material properties of the environments surrounding our habitat and how these could be
used in creative ways to develop new soft technologies
and scenarios for interactive design and architecture.
It is hoped that this will be of interest to a wide range
of scholars and practitioners working in the fields of
intelligent textiles, product and environmental design,
architecture and electrostatics as well as those interested
in the debates around cross-disciplinary research and
science and art collaborations.

Additionally many tests are carried out in order to
identify the most appropriate transistors in terms of their
sensitivity to electrostatic charges for the integration
into the new textile systems. Also it is crucial to test the
design and positioning of the soft circuits and textile
sensors (size, amount of conductive treads used,
distance between the sensors) to understand how these
parameters influence the system‘s overall electronic
performance and sensitivity to electrostatics. A specially
built ion generator is used for these tests with an output
of 5 000 V. This gives us one constant parameter for
measuring the e-textile systems reliably. Otherwise it is
practically impossible to keep all parameters - which
influence the static situation - constant (room humidity,
surrounding materials, tester‘s skin moisture, etc.),
particularly if the tests are carried out in various
different places.
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members of a family, where the participants can choose
their role, individual focus and level of participation.
That is our goal when creating our experience
environments.
Our experience environments are interactive
multimodal media, also called multi-sensoric
environments [8]. They consist of tactile interfaces
mostly soft and in textile, combined with light (LED,
Fiber optics etc.) and other materials. The output side
always include dynamic video graphics as “living
tapestries”, light and interactively generated music. The
speakers are part of the physical environment and offer
vibrations as a physical user experience, in addition to
music. Since few children in our target group speak,
music is an ideal language for all our users to communicate in.
The experience environments are designed as
ambiguous [1] hybrids, between toys and furniture, to
attract both children and grown ups. In musical terms;
The interactive environments are hybrids between
musical instruments to play on, musical actors [5] (e.g.
co-musicians) to communicate with, and ambient
soundscapes [9] to be in.

ABSTRACT

In this paper we present some of the challenges we
approached in order to design and develop interactive
experience environments in textile. Our interactive
environments are created to facilitate communication on
equal terms through music, between children with
severe disabilities and their families. We call these
environments “fields” because of their openness
towards many interpretations, interaction forms and
activity levels. We present some of the problems,
experiments and explorations we made in textile, when
designing these fields. We show how we designed to
motivate musical actions, like playing an instrument,
improvising with the field as a co-musician, and
experiencing it as a “soundscape”.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Interaction design, ubiquitous computing, physical
computing, music, ambiguity, open, smart textile design.
BACKGROUND

The ground for this paper is a research and development
project called “iFields”1. The project goal is to develop
interactive, audio-tactile experience environments for
children with severe disabilities and their families. We
wanted to make possible collaboration and communication on equal terms, between all family members in
their own homes.
Today most interactive media, developed for our
target group, has the goal to exercise something, under
supervision of a parent or teacher, usually using screen
and some sort of keyboard. So, in the use situation, there
are always one that knows how to perform a task and
one, the child, who does not. When interacting with the
media this hierarchy maintains and the asymmetric
power relation between them. There are few media that
offers collaboration possibilities between all the

Figure 1. A family playing, communicating and
experiencing the interactive field “Vinings”.
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answer and the opposite to level out the differences, and
encourage collaboration on equal terms.
The interactive field can simultaneously be experienced as a musical instrument and a musical actor that
takes active part, and drives the collaboration and
improvisation forward. The advanced software program
listens and learns, in order to create musically satisfying
response. Since we design for the home situation the
field have to be experienced by the users as motivating
over very long time. Hence, we use principles of
musical variation and offer the user many roles, forms
of interaction and activity levels. So the user can role,
hit, jump, clap, stroke, throw, hold, bend, all at the same
time in the field. And these actions the user can combine
with traditional musical iterative, sustained, and
impulsive gestures.
The fields we develop consist of mobile wireless
modules, so called sensor networks, with the possibility
to combine modules into larger landscapes and thereby
offer new possibilities of interaction and experiences.
For example a child considered a small module or part
being a "friend" to play with. But when modules were
linked together, the child acted as if the modules were a
big soft landscape in textile with light and sound to dive
into, like a big bed or ocean. Divided, the modules were
distributed as ambient, layers of potentiality through out
the home.
In addition we chose to work with users with very
special needs, such as the need to get help in order to
uphold ones head, and where the head’s movement
could be the only possibility for activating a sensor.

The ambiguous design invites the user to make many
different interpretations, which are socially negotiated,
changing over time. We call our environments open
“fields” [2], because they simultaneously offer high
degree of potentiality by being open for many interpretations, offer many interaction forms and activity levels.
Users can choose level of activity individually, if they
should interact casually or repeatedly, fast or slow. They
can also decide what role to play, if they, for instance,
should be musicians making music, friends
collaborating or playing games. They can also choose
between different forms of interaction, for instance to
speak, or move the whole body, the head, or just a
finger. Or simply sit in the field sleeping or reading. Our
fields do not divide between right or wrong interactions,
or reward game values like frequency, specific sequences, speed or activity level. It’s about communicating on
equal and individual terms, through music.
We believe that by designing these interactive
environments as open fields, we can tear down
hierarchies between people with and without
disabilities. A full discussion of the results of our user
testing regarding the project goals, and of open design
are too extensive to describe here, but will be presented
in forthcoming papers.

ENCOURAGE MUSICAL ACTIONS

Within music, “musical gestures” is a common term,
referring to how a musician interacts with a musical
instrument, as well as to the form of the sound his
activities cause. We used them as design input, to
encourage musical actions in our fields.
We made use of three categories of musical gestures,
and complex combinations of several gestures [3]:
Iterative gestures, when a user interacts many times,
following a rhythmic pulse. For instance when hitting a
gong that swings back and forth, encouraging repeated
actions.
Sustained gestures, like when a Cellist’s continuous
bow movement on a string creates an unbroken tone.
Impulsive gestures, when a user make a short
explosive action, such as hitting a drum.
Complex gestures, combining two or many categories
of gestures. For example when many people play
together in a band with sustained, impulsive, iterative
movements, hitting, shaking, rubbing, rolling, holding,
singing, etc.

DESIRED TEXTILE QUALITIES

Textile was of many reasons the obvious choice of
material for our purpose, since the interactive fields we
create are hybrids between toys and furniture, to be
interpreted and experienced as musical instruments, coactors and soundscapes.
We wanted textile that was stretchable, in order to
give physical response and inspire iterative gestures and
rhythmic interaction. Further we wanted textile with a
surface that invited to many forms of interactions, like
hitting, clapping and hugging. And we needed textile in
a wide range of colours, in order to attract all in our
target group and support different functions. The textile
also had to be robust and light weight to endure the
different forms of interactions and many activity levels,
from iterative hitting, impulsive jumps by a child to
sustained relaxation by a grown up (Figure 1 & 2).
We searched among all kinds of textiles and related
materials, such as neoprene, lighting materials, and
conductive textiles on the marked. The conductive
textiles available didn’t offer a satisfying colour palette,
and the attractive surface qualities we needed. Most
furniture textile was not stretchable enough in order to
stimulate interaction. We ended up using textile for car
interiors and high-tech materials for sportswear (softshell, Lycra, etc.) and stretch velour. We worked in
parallel on the textile investigations and experiments,
designing shapes and developing sensors. All, in order
to encourage the user to perform musical actions.

When performing traditional music, the sounds are
created mechanically caused by the action. Working
with electronic and interactive music, controlled by
software, other design possibilities is at hand. A weak
clap, for instance, can sound as a full orchestra starting
many seconds after the initial clap. It is not necessary a
relation between interaction and response. The relation
is controlled by software. We use this possibility
because some of the children are very weak, while their
sisters and brothers might be stronger. In the software
we can make a weak movement respond with a strong
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sensor functioned satisfying when being hit, both with
impulsive and iterative movements, like a string on a
musical instrument. But, because of its exciting shape,
the user also found it pleasant to follow along the wire
curl in a sustained manner, like following a string on an
instrument or along a “living” pleasant shape. We
experimented with different filling to stuff the wire curl
in order to make it maximally ambiguous, more string
like as an instrument and more body like as an actor.
Our biggest problem was the relation between the
need for earth of capacitive sensors, location and
wireless modules. We could not fill the inside of the
module with metal to make a stable conductive earth,
because it would put the wireless network out of work.

SENSORS AND TEXTILE INVESTIGATIONS

We searched among all available sensors, and worked
for a long time with bendable digital sensors,
microphones, capacitive sensors and accelerometers
(motion detectors).
We found accelerometers to be interesting because
they could register if a user was present, and also detect
movements in three axes (x, y, z). This was a
combination of features that was important, since we
wanted to detect everything from tiny to large user
movements. An accelerometer is small and can easily be
incorporated in the interface, so that it register if the
user for example shake or hit as if playing an instrument
However, we found it difficult to use for gentle touch in
the fashion of caressing a friend or a child. But in the
software we could control the sensitivity so that it
considered different users’ level of activity and strength,
which was necessary for our target group that varied in
size, strength and ability to move.
Capacitive sensors using metal as detector covered in
textile, also offered very attractive possibilities for our
purposes. The use of metal made it possible to give the
sensor different surfaces, sizes and structures,
encouraging musical actions. The capacitive sensors
offered the multitude of interaction forms we wanted for
the user to experience the environments as musical
instrument, musical actors and soundscapes. The users
could for instance hit impulsive, once or twice, and
iterative, repeatedly, as well as stroke sustained,
continuous, over the surface. We sewed metal on textile,
threaded metal into textile, and in-and-out of textile to
design different user surfaces for capacitive sensors.
Metal surfaces are aesthetically very interesting but
became too hard and unpleasant for our user group. We
created earthed conducting sensors, investigated
different lengths and dimensions of capacitive sensors
and experimented with the interactive potential of short
circuit.

THE MUSICAL CHALLENGE FOR TEXTILES

After many rounds of experiments, material
explorations, interaction and user tests we have
collected some experiences. Experiences we will
develop further, when designing interactive media in
textile, that motivate musical actions. Some are related
to form and structure, whole and parts. Some
experiences are related to surfaces and sensors, and
others are more general interaction design [6], related to
“open” design.
Open and Ambiguous

An open and ambiguous [1] environment, an interactive
field, invites the users to create many interpretations
and perform many different actions.
When interacting in the field it was important that the
user experienced direct response to his actions in the
beginning to motivate further explorations and
interpretations. But later the unpredictable and varying
response opened for a more “communication-like”
interaction and collaboration. Even the way the users
spoke of and acted towards the field became gradually
more “human-like”.
The field should to be able to handle simultaneity in
order to offer satisfying openness. This follow on our
definition of openness where the field, ought to offer the
user the choice of many simultaneous roles, interaction
forms, and activity levels. The design consequences are
that many sensors should be active at the same time, and
handle complex interaction forms and different activity
levels related to the sensors. For example that one user
stroke with sustained movements on one module, at the
same time as his friend hit iterative on another module.
Therefore many sensor input forms increased the
possibilities and thereby the degree of openness.

Figure 2. Interacting with the tail and “wire curl”.

Modular, Transformable and Inscribable

A modular, buildable form motivated to use over time.
Modularity made the experience environment possible
to change, distribute, and restructure. It offered the user
the possibilities to adopt roles, like being in a landscape,
playing and creating together with a “friend”.
The dynamically changeable form motivated
interaction and offered new functions. The curled wire,
for example, functioned as a collar to uphold a weaker
child’s head.

What we found most interesting from an aesthetical,
interaction and a functional point of view was to stretch
Lycra-like textile around a metal wire. The wire
functioned as a capacitive sensor since the textile
became very thin, when it was stretched along the wire.
The stretched textile deformed the wire into a spiral
shaped curl, and offered a physical response to
interaction, caused by its flexing firmness. In addition it
was robust and had an attractive use surface. The wire
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continuous actions. This because behaviour such as
stroking needed less control. When experiencing being
in a sound environment, it was important that the
pregnant elements could blend in with the background.
Here integrated light had a unique potential of blending
in and out of focus. Seams, as pregnant elements, also
had great interaction potential.
A firm but flexing, stretch structure in the textile
offered qualities that motivated to rhythmic and musical
gestures. When interacting, it bounced back and forth,
encouraged the user who played iterative rhythms on
the textile as if it was an instrument. The user treating
the field as an actor was inspired by the varying
response, as if he was communicating with a living
actor.
These are some of the experiences we made, when
designing fields in textile, motivating musical actions.

An inscribable [2], physical system gave the
opportunity for personification and individual interpretation. Such as a physical system for tagging that the
user utilised to separate one module from another.
CONSISTENT AND UNPREDICTABLE

There ought to be consistency between the identity of
the sound and the interaction form. When observing we
found it to be more inspiring for the users when a
sustained action was followed by a soft sustained sound.
So, the sound should be consistent with the character of
the field. The sound could change over time as long as
the user experienced it to be consistent with the
character. This was not necessary when the user acted as
playing on a musical instrument.
Registration of presence gave the system input to
create long use sequences, and relations with the media
as a coplayer. An example is how the system invited the
user to communicate after some time without activity.
This kind and unpredictable invitation to collaboration
strengthened the relation between the environment and
the user, and the actor qualities of the system.
The dynamically changing, surprising and unpredictable form of the curled wire in stretched textile
encouraged communication, when varying with every
user movement. When the user treated, it as an
instrument, the tension of the wire and the large
dimensions, inspired impulsive gestures and slow
movements. The exciting shape of the line and attractive
surface of the textile wire, invited the user to make
sustained gestures. Small wire curls and small
dimensions gave small and fast flexing movements that
motivated to iterative gestures.
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Similar and Varying

The flexing wire gave very satisfying user experience
and dynamic affordance, both tactile, visual and rhythmic. The continuously flexing wire offered variation with
a dynamically changing shape that encouraged the user
to make rhythmic iterative actions.
The texture of the user surface ought to have mat
finish, be inviting, soft and skin like. We observed that
this motivated the user to touch, skin-to-skin, as the user
compared it with other inviting skin like objects. For
instance playing on a drum skin, or touching other
actors, such as human friends and stuffed animal toys.
The mat, skin like surface helped the user to play like if
it was a musical instrument, giving friction, and better
grip. When experiencing the ambient soundscape the
mat surface blended in with the background, not taking
unwanted focus from other activities. As a contrast, the
user considered a shiny, cold, metal-like surface less
nice to touch repeatedly, since it was hard, cold and
easily could get filthy.
A heterogenic structure in the textile with few but
pregnant elements was more motivating than a
homogeneous structure. It offered the user a graspable
amount of elements that the user could interact with
individually when playing.
When
communicating
the
users
preferred
homogeneous textile, interacting with sustained
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

We are in the early stages of a new industrial revolution
with the merging of textiles and electronics. The cultures, supply chains, time scales and retail outlets of the
current markets for clothing & electronics have been
separate. To date medical devices have been developed
for ‘ill people’ with little aesthetic appeal and wearable
technology has not been readily accepted by some intended target markets due to badly designed userinterfaces. Little development has been carried out to
address the technical, aesthetic design requirements of
older wearers with regard to aspects of human physiology in terms of sizing, fit, predominant posture, thermal
regulation, moisture management, protection & the
psychological ‘feel good factor’. Emerging technologies
may be confusing to traditional clothing designers,
while electronics & medical experts are not normally
conversant with textile technology. A shared 'language'
& vision is needed to easily communicate between these
sectors & older wearers. The application of smart
textiles in a clothing ‘layering system’ may enhance the
quality of life of the active ageing. To be acceptable,
clothing must be comfortable, stylish & function
reliably in relation to the technical, aesthetic & cultural
user-needs. This is a group who have experienced the
influence of design throughout their lives.

This paper reports on the development of a collaborative
network of researchers, coming from disparate research
backgrounds, to enhance the autonomy and independence of the 65–75 age group through the application of
smart clothing and wearable technologies. The funding
for the coordination of this ‘Preparatory Network’ has
been within the remit of the UK joint research councils
‘New Dynamics of Ageing Programme’ (NDA) that has
recognised the need for interdisciplinary research to
address the real needs of the ageing population [6]. The
joint research councils embrace topics with relevance to
Arts and Humanities, Medical, Scientific and Biological
and Social aspects of research. This paper introduces a
preparatory network that embraces expertise in the
behaviour and care of older people, textile and clothing
design, garment engineering, Information Communications Technology, with activity and health monitoring
including the wider implications for the smart home and
related environment. The network has representation
from health and strategy groups with influence in policy
making. A key contribution to the group has been the
involvement of older users and organisations that
represent them.

THE PREPARATORY NETWORK
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

The New Dynamics of Ageing programme has encouraged the formation of cross disciplinary research networks funded to work together over a one year period to
develop collaborative research outline bids to address
topics related to the changing demographic of the
growing ‘older consumer majority’ [10]. The NDA
programme has prompted the focus of the research to
cross the boundaries of a minimum of three research
councils. This design-led preparatory network is truly
cross-disciplinary in embracing the interests of science
and technology, health and social sectors. The programme funding has enabled the team to come together

Smart Clothing, Active Ageing, Design Methodology,
Older User-needs.
__________________
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the University College of Borås, (CTF, The Swedish School of
Textiles). To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee.
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for four meetings, in different partner venues, with a
core of fifteen participants including end have been
invited to meetings to provide a focus on topics such as
inclusive design and gerontology, in relation to changes
in the older body. Sector skills councils, trade bodies
and older peoples networks have also been represented.
The focus of the research has been on smart clothes and
wearable technology that is fit for purpose for the active
ageing. Inclusive design for this group will address
generic concerns that can subsequently benefit more
extreme older user-needs.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

‘Some great brands have come about by companies
treating their customers as people, not as data sets’ [3].
As the ability to integrate innovative technologies into
older people’s lives becomes more prevalent there is a
danger that developments become both problem focused
and technology led. The alternative perspective is that
innovations in design and technology should be led by
the aspirations, desires and everyday needs of the enduser. A collaborative design approach involves users in
requirements capture, understanding and specifying the
context of use, design specification, and design and
prototype development and evaluation. The psychosocial, lifestyle, health criteria together and motivational
issues that influence personal choice in clothing,
connectivity and daily life must be established in
consultation with an identified individual or target
group. Contextual information must be gathered on
older peoples’ existing daily living environments,
including support systems, with a complementary
assessment of literature, documents and other publicly
available information sources. Older-user design
requirements must be assessed in terms of their
expectations of the intelligent functioning of the whole
clothing layering system.

THE ACTIVE AGEING

At the launch meeting, the network agreed that the
proposal would address the NDA’s category; ‘Ageing
Well Across the Lifecourse: Autonomy and
Independence’ with the focus on ‘Active Ageing’. A
new generation of older people, the ‘Baby Boomers’,
has been accustomed to making choices in the design of
their clothing and accessories throughout their lives.
Within this period fibre driven textile development has
embraced attributes such as stretch, lightweight
insulation, knitted fleece constructions and waterproof
and ‘breathable’ protection with user expectations and
requirements developing accordingly. Set in the
demographic context, where overall numbers of the over
60’s are predicted to double to around 30 % over the
next decades, the development of core garment products
for active ageing is now being recognised by the ‘high
street’ market-leaders as a key factor for serious
consideration in their future market-share.

OLDER USER-NEEDS

Collaborative engagement with older users will centre
on matching individual needs, desires and expectations
with a set of non-restrictive, supportive and wearable
lifestyle enhancing and monitoring facilities and
associated services. A user-needs driven design
methodology has been introduced that may be
elaborated to suit the needs of the active ageing. A
hierarchal process ‘tree’, originating in the author’s
previous work in her ‘Identification of Requirements for
the design development of Performance Sportswear’,
addresses a breadth of technical, functional,
physiological, social, cultural and aesthetic considerations that impinge on the design of clothing that is
fit for purpose [4]. A new layer of issues may be added
to this tree to embrace the emergence of smart materials
and wearable technology. Major topics have been
organised under the areas of ‘Form’, that embraces
aesthetic concerns and the importance of respecting the
culture of the end-user, and ‘Function’ that embraces
generic demands of the body and the demands of a
specific activity. ‘Commercial realities’ is recognised as
a topic with major impact on bringing innovative
products to market for the active ageing consumer. New
strategies in routes to market are needed for the
promotion and sales, customisation, maintenance,
servicing and disposal of a hybrid mix of emerging
wearable technologies for older consumers.

SMART CLOTHING AND WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY

There is the potential for key cultural, social and
behavioural limitations of the everyday lives of the
active ageing community to be addressed by the use of a
multifunctional technology-enabled garment ‘layering
system’. This concept demands design practitioners to
bring clothing, enhanced with unobtrusive assistive
technology, and appropriately designed technology
interfaces, to older users who will willingly wear and
enjoy them. The network was introduced to the concept
of the tried and tested sports type ‘layering system’ that
normally constitutes a moisture management ‘baselayer’, or ‘second skin’, a mid insulation layer and a
protective outer layer. Elements of personal protection
may be incorporated into the system [3]. The
functionality of the layering system is now being
enhanced through the adoption of wearable technologies
within garments for performance sport for the youth
market and for competitive athletes. However, sports
and fitness clothing styling is often unsympathetic to the
changing figure types of older wearers. ‘People feel
some insecurity about revealing their physical
imperfections, especially as they grow older; clothing
disguises and conceals our defects, whether real or
imagined [1]. A balance of technical and aesthetic
considerations remains key to the overall comfort,
acceptability and wear-ability of the clothing.

SPORT TO PROMOTE HEALTHY EXERCISE

In elaborating the final submission of the research
proposal the network put particular emphasis on ‘sport
to promote healthy exercise’ for the Active Ageing.
Physical deterioration is often due to reduced levels of
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microelectronics creates new opportunities for assistive
technology devices [5]. By age 60 people generally
become relatively impervious to peer influence on their
buying behaviour, especially those who are well along
the path of self-actualisation’ [10]. The quest for life
satisfaction shifts progressively away from a focus on
things to focus on experiences.

physical activity that may be halted and reversed
through exercise. It is recognised that a rise in obesity,
diabetes and heart disease is resulting with an everincreasing financial burden on government and private
organisations. The worldwide growth for Biophysical
Monitoring Wearable Systems has grown from
$192 million in 2005 to $265 million in 2007, within
three distinct market areas. These are Health/Fitness,
Medical and Government/Military [2]. In order to reduce the level of illness and death associated with
obesity and heart disease, governments are recognising
the link between sport and fitness and the health of the
nation. These trends stress the need for smart wearable
textile products that help to make self-monitoring more
accessible and positive for those who wish to keep fit or
for those who find themselves gradually or sometimes
rather abruptly becoming unwell.

CLOTHING

Functional clothing may be developed ‘in the round’
with design lines, related to fit, proportion and smart
attributes positioned around the contours of the body,
with features directly responding to the particular
demands of the enduse. Both design lines and ergonomic cutting lines often work in harmony merging into
clean, minimal styling. An awareness of human
movement, the support of muscles, protection, and
workload, in combination with the application smart
textile innovation, results in garments with design lines
that maximise efficiency coupled with aesthetics. ‘Body
Mapping’, as terminology introduced in the performance sportswear sector, refers to the selection and
positioning of constructions and properties with areas or
‘zones’ of the body identified and mapped in relation to
comfort factors such as ease of movement and
articulation,
predominant
posture,
moisture
management, thermal regulation, impact and
environmental protection. An evaluation of these
requirements may be captured in direct feedback with
users. Design detail may be cross-referenced with the
use of a tailors dummy or transferred directly onto the
basic garment blocks developed from the 3D body scans
of the user(s). Basic blocks are subsequently
manipulated into styled patterns with additional
allowances for articulation in relation to the ergonomics
of movement.
Novel manufacturing techniques have become
prevalent predominantly in the performance sportswear
sector, as an early adopter of novel garment engineering
techniques, but are not generally available in light
weight and easy care clothing for the ageing consumer.
Textile heat bonding and moulding and laser welding
may be applied primarily to technical materials made
from a high percentage of synthetic fibres. Functional
design details, such as zip openings, garment edges and
perforations for ventilation, may be laser cut to provide
a clean and non-fraying finish. Waterproof zips, for
main closures and pockets, sleeve tabs and hood
reinforcements may be bonded without stitching. These
joining methods may be combined to produce ‘sewfree’
garments with clean design lines. Seam free knitting
techniques are prevalent in the structuring and shaping
of intimate apparel, base layer garments, in medical
hosiery (Scan to knit) and in heavier gauge knitwear.
These novel textile and garment manufacturing
techniques may be adopted for both the permanent
embedding of miniaturised traditional and textile based
wearable electronics, and for the incorporation of
specific enclosures for removable wearable technology,
in garments constructed from knitted, woven and nonwoven textile assemblies. Textile moulding creates

WALKING

‘Surveys find that walking is by far the predominant
activity reported in surveys of older people, half the
men in their 60s and 40 per cent of women reporting
this’ [5]. This can range from more extreme hill walking
to more moderate exercise. There is the suggestion that
the older people are taking more active holidays than the
younger age groups, who seem more content with the
beach [5]. Older people want to experience the world
for themselves, spending the money they have
accumulated during a lifetime of work, before it is too
late to enjoy it. There is a current focus on walking as a
means of increasing personal fitness levels with, for
example, local authority walks, the charitable
organisation ‘Walk the Walk’, that is staging Moon
Walk marathons to raise awareness in breast cancer and
a company, ‘Walkactive’, based in London, conducting
studies into walking to make it more enjoyable,
accessible and more effective for all age groups [9].
WORK PACKAGES

The collaborative research proposal has been submitted
with work packages under the topics of ‘Behaviour’,
‘Clothing’ and ‘Technology’. Initial research confirms
that ‘older people’s behaviour, as consumers, involves
making purchases to replace things that they already
have, and still need, that are in disrepair or obsolete, to
maintain the lifestyles to which they have become
accustomed, to make gifts to others, and to gain access
to experiences and expectations made possible by the
purchase [3]. Older people will generally spend more –
sometimes much more – for products and services that
serve as a gateway to experiential pleasures they covet.
While they may be constrained by issues of
affordability, they are not as concerned by price as they
were. Today’s older people have become competent
users of high-technology ICT products where they
perceive that those products deliver something of value
to them [5]. They are said to be capable at using
technology but slower. Currently, people over 50 are the
fastest growing group of Internet users in UK and, as a
group, spend more time on line than any other age group
of the population. (2005). Continuing advances in
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monitoring and improve user empowerment. A major
benefit, from the user’s perspective, is that an
understanding of their healthcare, lifestyle monitoring
and wellbeing becomes possible as opposed to a
required form of treatment. The successful deployment
of this technology has the potential to revolutionise the
concepts of home based care, and beyond, by allowing
for more clinical information to be recorded in an
unobtrusive manner without restricting normal daily
activities, movements and location. The adoption of
technologies that self-monitor fitness and communicate
information such as heartbeat and temperature, posture,
speed, distance, duration and repetition of movements
have important implications for the wearer and others
such as peers, family and, subsequently, carers. This
technology would provide personal comparison of
performance and medication reminders, as required.
Continuing advances in microelectronics creates new
opportunities for assistive technology devices. For
outdoor pursuits functionality would include
information and communication and security and safety
with the ability to summon help. The self- monitoring of
fitness would provide personal comparison of
performance, such as distance, speed, heartbeat and
temperature and medication reminders, as required.
Data would be mapped as relevant to do with
identification, location and environments in which the
activity takes place. Other services could provide
weather forecasting and travel information such as route
finding and transport scheduling and a range of
information to do with leisure and entertainment.
Additional features might include the daily management
of the security of the home as well as shopping and
banking. There is potential for the development of the
product hardware, software and information content to
be customised in relation to a users needs by modifying
its characteristics, for example, increasing the font size
of visual displays. At present customisation is usually
done by the users. In future, information held on a smart
card inserted could effect the customisation
automatically [5].
There are however, a number of key challenges to be
addressed namely where are the optimal places to
embed the technology within the garment and what is
the best means of providing feedback to the user. The
devices will also require the support of relevant
technology providers and services. The monitoring and
feedback of information requires the development of
algorithms to process the recorded information in
addition to the long term monitoring of data to assess
changes in behaviour. The means by which this
information can be feed back in a positive manner must
also be investigated and optimised in collaboration with
users. The user-interface must be designed in a format
that is easy to understand and maintain by the intended
audience.

control buttons for electronic switches. Conductive
metallic fibres and polymers are used in light-weight
textile assemblies for soft key boards and as controls for
wearable devices.
DEMANDS OF THE BODY

The Preparatory network has benefited from the
expertise of a collaborator involved in the SizeUK
survey. This has been the first national survey of the UK
population since the 1950's and the first time that the
changing shape and size of the population has been
captured and analysed by means of 3D scanning
technology [7]. Garment design engineering may now
address customised fit for different figure types, and
predominant postures, providing opportunities for the
technical design development of more comfortable
prototypes for selected age groups in terms of size,
shape and proportion. A particular target market may be
identified and a sample user group of men and / or
women sought within a representative range of age,
approximate height and weight. Data collection and
analysis instruments would be implemented that include
literature searches, surveys and visual, verbal and
written responses from users using questionnaires, semistructured interviews and workshops supported by
observation techniques. Digital scanning technology
will inform designers, and, in turn, the general public
who are aware of the inadequacies of standard garment
sizing charts with inconsistencies across regions, market
sectors and brands.
The size and shape of the changing human
physiology of the older body raises practical issues to do
with garment cut and textile selection and the placement
of wearable technologies that demand appropriate fit
and positioning to optimise their potential functionality.
Gradual or dramatic changes in older figure types that
impact on clothing design will be evident in terms of
less erect posture and the onset of conditions such as
osteoporosis. Aspects of physical performance that
decline with age include mobility, dexterity and the
ability to reach and stretch [5]. Particular needs, for
instance, of older women suffering from arthritis
demands functional clothing with enhanced ease of
movement for dressing and undressing. Arthritic joints
may also affect dexterity in use of fastenings. Clothing
should, ideally, enhance support for the body where
needed without restricting movement. Measurement and
fit, in relation to different figure types, predominant
postures and the ergonomics of movement, directly
affects the comfort and psychological ‘feel good factor’
of functional clothing.
TECHNOLOGY

In accordance with user requirements a technological
platform may be developed to realise the ‘intelligent’
element of the garment layering system development to
support a range of functionality such as the recording of
vital signs and assessment of behavioural changes. The
incorporation of technology into garments, to offer a
form of improved means of user support, has led to
alternative approaches and paradigms to support self-
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CONCLUSION

REFERENCES

‘For the first time in history, older people will be an
identifiable and an important market for high-tech
products and services. Indeed, for some types of
products they will be the primary market’ [8]. This
design-led network has gained a shared understanding
and vision that has been communicated between the
disparate sectors and the endusers to inform the
development of a collaborative research proposal that
aims to addresses the potential for a comfortable &
stylish clothing system to promote the wellness and
autonomy of a previously neglected community. The
emergence of smart textiles and wearable technologies
impacts on the whole textile and garment chain from
fibre production to product launch. This new product
area demands new research and development critical
paths, with compatible time lines for the new systems
involved in prototype development. This collaboration
has been both challenging and rewarding in that
individual experts have been obliged to look at best
practice and the varied bench marks of different and
potentially unfamiliar research disciplines. This has
sometimes led to a change in focus within the
expectations of the different team members while
strengthening, rather than dissipating, team commitment
with regard to refining the original overall focus of the
research. The network has gained a wealth of
understanding of practice and terminology, beyond the
scope of their research backgrounds, that can result in
better quality outcomes for all involved.
To satisfy real needs, in bringing functional and
useable products to near market, this cross-disciplinary
area of product development demands a new hybrid
merging of methodologies, instruments and analysis
techniques that are multi-disciplinary in their own right.
We are witnessing a paradigm shift, where stakeholders
other than researchers are becoming engaged with all
aspects of the research process from developing the
research questions to designing and implementing data
collection and analysis strategies and disseminating
research findings. In response to these demands, an
engaged, pro-active, person centred research and design
process is proposed. The success of assessing market
needs and bringing new products to a new customer will
depend on reassessing all the links in the chain
contributing to the product cycle. The product range to
meet those needs, the design and methods of
manufacture and supply logistics, pricing, advertising,
point of sale marketing all need to be rethought. This
collaborative network embraces the breadth of
knowledge, skills and enthusiasm to investigate,
prioritise and address design research questions
associated with the Active Ageing and, in the process,
guide the provision of a new breed of researchers for the
future product development team.
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ABSTRACT

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Plasma which is defined as the fourth state of matter is
composed of radicals, metastabil molecules, photons,
and charged particles such as ions and electrons,
molecular and polymeric fragments. With plasma
treatments, fiber surface can be modificated without
altering the bulk properties and low temperature avoids
sample destruction. Besides these it is a dry (requires no
water, no or even little amount of chemicals) and
environmentally friendly process.
Low pressure and atmospheric plasmas can be used
for surface cleaning, surface activation, surface etching,
crosslinking, chain scission, oxidation, grafting, and
depositing materials. And generally similar effects are
obtained but atmospheric plasma has many advantages
when compared with vacuum plasma. Vacuum systems
are time, place and energy consuming processes. Beside
these material properties are highly dependent on size of
device and also process is not continuously. On the
other hand atmospheric plasma can be generated under
atmospheric conditions and requires no vacuum
systems. Other advantages are continuous and open
perimeter fabric flow [1,2].
The outer surface of the wool fiber is covered with a
layer of lipids or waxy materials which makes wool
hydrophobic. This layer can be removed by different
ways such as chemical and physicochemical treatments.
As stated above plasma treatment has many advantages [3].
In this study, the effects of atmospheric argon plasma
on the surface of wool fibers were investigated. Results
showed that atmospheric plasma treatments of wool
improved fiber surface, wettability, dyeability,
printability and their shrink resistance.

Atmospheric plasma treatment

In this study, dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)
atmospheric plasma device was used. The distance
between the electrodes is 0.2 cm. The samples were
placed between the electrodes and passed continuously
with the speed of 2 m/min. In all treatments argon was
used as process gas under the power of 50, 100, 130 W;
with different time intervals of 20, 40 and 60 seconds.
Hydrophilicity

Hydrophilicity of wool fabrics was measured according
to AATCC 79-1995 standard. This procedure was
repeated ten times, and the arithmetical mean was taken.
The smaller dropping time indicates better hydrophilicity.
Contact Angle Measurement

Contact angles were measured by using by a goniometric system, which is composed of microliter syringe
for dosing the liquids and optical system combined with
VHS video recorder and computer for data analysis.
Dyeing

Three different acid dyes were used in this study as
follows: Supranol Rot BL01, (milling type acid dye,
pH = 6–6,5), Telon Blau AFN (pH 4–5) Telon Blau
BRL (pH 2–3) obtained from DyStar. The liquor to
fabric ratio was 15:1.
Printing

Treated and untreated fabrics were printed with Lanaset
Blue 2RA according to recipe given by Huntsman.
Printing paste was applied to wool fabrics using the flatscreen printing technique with Johannes Zimmer MDK
printing desk. Drying was carried out by Rapid
Laboratory Type Dryer at 100°C for 2 minutes. Fixation
was performed by steaming for 30 min at 102°C in a
high-temperature steamer Mathis (Electronic &
Engineering Co. Ltd, Switzerland). The printed fabrics
were washed to remove the thickener and any unfixed
dye.
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Determination of Shrinkage
Table 2. Contact angels.

Wash shrinkage tests were carried out in a Wascator
using the ISO 6330 5A programme, as described in IWS
Test Method 31.

Treatment
Untreated
50 W 20 sec AP
50 W 40 sec AP
50 W 60 sec AP
100 W 20 sec AP
100 W 40 sec AP
100 W 60 sec AP
130 W 20 sec AP
130 W 40 sec AP
130 W 60 sec AP

Surface Observation

For surface observation, the changes in the fabric
surface were evaluated using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, Phillips XL-30S FEG).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Hydrophilicity

Plasma treatments improved the hydrophilicity of wool
fabrics [4]. Etching by atmospheric plasma treatment
destroyed the hydrophobic layer partially and
hyrophility increased. As can be seen from Table 1, the
improvement of hydrophilicity depended on the time
and power of the plasma treatment.

Untreated
50 W 20 sec AP
50 W 40 sec AP
50 W 60 sec AP
100 W 20 sec AP
100 W 40 sec AP
100 W 60 sec AP
130 W 20 sec AP
130 W 40 sec AP
130 W 60 sec AP

123,51
120,15
114,52
98,54
97,25
0
0
0
0
0

Dyeing
The results of dyeing with three different types of acid
dyes (Supranol Rot BL01 (pH 6–7 milling type acid
dye, Telon Blau AFN (half-milling type acid dye,
pH 4–5 and with Telon Blau BRL (pH 2–3 levelling
type acid dye) can be seen from the figure given below.
From the K/S values, it can be seen that atmospheric
plasma treatment had positive effect on the dyeability of
wool fabrics. This difference can be attributed to the
surface modification effects [7]. Plasma treatments can
modify the chemical composition and/or remove the
material partially from the wool fiber surface and
surface oxidation increases the hydrophilic character of
the fiber. As a result of surface modification dye
molecules diffuse relatively faster into the plasmatreated fabric. This can be seen from SEM pictures of
the untreated and plasma-treated fabrics. Some cracks
and grooves were formed on the fibre surface after
plasma tretment. Such cracks and grooves showed that
the plasma treatment could physically change the
surface morphology of the wool fibre. This alteration
might provide a pathway for dyestuffs to diffuse into the
fibre easily, therefore, the dyeability of the plasmatreated wool fabric was better than that of untreated one.
On the other hand, type of the dyestuff is of importance
in terms of dyeing efficiency. As demonstrated from the
results, milling type acid dyes gave better results. This
was due to difference between the size and structure of
the dyestuffs.

Table 1. Hydrophilicity results.
Treatment

Contact angles (°)

Hydrophilicityresults (sec)
Hydrophob
Hydrophob
Hydrophob
12
10
1
1
1
1
1

Contact Angles
Contact angles were similar with hydrophilicity results.
Partial decomposition of hydrophobic layer by
atmospheric plasma caused to form new hydrophilic
groups on the surface. These groups increased the value
of surface tension and contact angles were decreased [5,6].
As can be seen from the results, contact angles
decreased gradually with intensifying the plasma
treatment in terms of exposure time and applied power.
A plasma exposure time of 40 sec and 100 W was
enough to decrease the contact angle from 123,51º to 0º.

Figure 1. K/S values of samples dyed fabrics with different dyes.
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As it is stated above, plasma treatment changes the
wool surface. The shrink-resistance effect obtained by
plasma treatment can be attributed to the formation of
new hydrophilic groups (sulphonate and carboxylate) on
the fiber surface, partial removal of covalently bonded
fatty acids to the outermost surface of the fibre and the
etching effect [10,11]. As can be seen from the results,
atmospheric plasma treatment decreases the shrinkage
tendency of knitted wool fabrics decreasing gradually
with the increase of power and exposure time [13].

Surface modification is important for milling type acid
dyes because of their bigger size. The etching effect of
plasma treatment makes easier penetration of milling
dyestuff to the fiber. Half-milling type and leveling type
acid dyes also have smaller molecule size than milling
type acid dyes so any modification on the surface is not
very important for their diffusion. They can diffuse into
the fiber even without any treatment [8].
Printing
Like dyeability, it can be seen from the K/S values,
atmospheric plasma treatment has positive effect on the
printability of wool fabrics [9].
It can be seen from the K/S values that, atmospheric
plasma treatment has positive effect on the printability
of wool fabrics.

Table 3. The area shrinkage of untreated and wool
samples subjected to different treatments as a
function of the 5A Wascator shrinkage test cycles.
İşlem

Untreated
50 W 20 sec
50 W 40 sec
50 W 60 sec
100 W 20 sec
100 W 40 sec
100 W 60 sec
130 W 20 sec
130 W 40 sec
130 W 60 sec

It is assumed that there are mainly two reasons for this;
firstly, atmospheric plasma treatment increases
wettability of wool fabric which increases penetration of
any material like printing paste. Secondly, it decreased
the fiber fuzziness as could be seen from Figure 3.

b

2nd Washing

31,95
14,02
11,46
10,01
6,5
5,5
5,3
4,75
4,25
4,20

38,26
21,50
17,11
10,95
11
8,5
7,5
8,75
8,4
7,5

Surface observations
The surface appearance of an untreated wool fibre was
presented by SEM photograph (Figure 4a) It can be
observed that the untrated wool fibre has flat scales with
characteristic scale edges of wool. The rounded edges of
scales can be seen clearly by means of etching effect of
plasma treatment (Figure 4b). This photograph explained the better wettability, dyeability, printability,
shrinkage, results of atmospheric argon plasma [11,15].

Figure 2. K/S values of samples after printing.

a

1st Washing

c

Figure 3. a) Untreated, b) 60 sec. air, and c) 60 sec.
argon plasma treated fabrics.

a

b

Figure 4. The SEM photographs of untreated and
treated wool samples.

Shrinkage Properties
The morphology of wool is highly complex; this is not
only related to the fiber stem but also depends on the
fiber surface. Wool surface is highly hydrophobic with
cuticle cells. Cuticle cells are overlapping each other to
create a directional frictional coefficient. Shrinkage
during aqueous washing or in an aqueous process is
attributed to the differential friction effect of cuticle
scales. Also, in aqueous medium, because of the
hydrophobic effect, fibers aggregate and, under
mechanical action, exclusively move to their root end.
The term “shrinkage” is used to describe these
behaviors when its effect is undesirable such as in the
laundering of woolen garments.

CONCLUSION

In wool finishing, ecological application is of increasing
importance. For that purpose, plasma treatment is
gaining popularity in the textile industry because of the
replacement of wet finishing treatments with no
chemicals and water involved processes which is now a
priority for textile industry.
The structure of the fiber cuticle is mainly
responsible for the felting ability, wettability, the rate of
the diffusion into the fibre etc. Therefore, plasma
treatment, which mainly affect the surface layer, was the
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most effective in wool finishing. Plasma treatment can
modify the chemical composition and/or remove the
material partially from the wool fiber surface and
surface oxidation increases the hydrophilic character of
the fiber. As a result of surface modification, dye
molecules diffuse relatively faster into the plasmatreated fabric which can be seen from SEM pictures of
the untreated and plasma-treated fabrics. Some cracks
and grooves were formed on the fibre surface after
plasma tretment. This alteration might also provide a
pathway for dyestuffs to diffuse into the fibre easily,
therefore, the dyeability of the plasma-treated wool
fabric is better than that of untreated one. The shrinkresistance effect obtained by plasma treatment can be
attributed to the formation of new hydrophilic groups
(sulphonate and carboxylate) on the fiber surface, partial
removal of covalently bonded fatty acids to the
outermost surface of the fibre and the etching effect.
To sum up, vacuum plasma systems are time, place
and energy consuming processes, there is need the low
pressure chamber for passing the treated material. The
atmospheric pressure plasma systems are simple to build
and do not require the reduced pressure, and consume
little power. For this reason, it is thought as an
alternative finishing technology for textile industry. In
conclusion, atmospheric pressure plasma treatment has a
significant influence on the modification of wool
fabrics.
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Applying of Chitosan, Enzyme and Plasma
on Wool Fabrics
Aslı Demir, Esen Özdoğan,
Tülin Öktem & Necdet Seventekin
Ege University, Department of Textile Engineering, Bornova, İzmir Turkey

traditional chemical and mechanical processes,
biotechnological application in textile processing is
gaining increasing interests. Nowadays, the use of
protease enzymes to achieve wool shrinkage, better
whiteness, improved handle and dyeing is of
considerable interest. Also, synthetic polymers can be
applied to wool fabrics to improve their properties like
shrink resistance (silicone polymers etc), stain and water
repellency (fluoropolymers), and flame resistance. The
application of biopolymers has attracted a great deal of
scientific and industrial interest as possible substitutes [6–8]. As a substitute for synthetic polymer,
chitosan is proposed because of its unusual combination
of chemical and biological properties. Chitosan is a
modified biopolymer obtained by deacetylation of chitin
(the second most abundant polysaccharide found in
nature) and has a structure similar to that of cellulose.
Chitin itself is widespread in nature and is available for
industrial application in large quantities, i.e. as a waste
product from crab fishing [2]. In recent years the
application of chitosan in industry and science has been
widely promoted. The most important chemical
properties of chitosan are attributed to its polyamine
character, which makes the polymer water-soluble (at
acidic pH) and positively charged and confers bioadhesive properties. The biological properties of
chitosan include biocompatibility, biodegradability.
These chemical and biological properties form the basis
of a number of potential applications in food processing,
agriculture, hair and skin care products, membranes and
microcapsules, biomedical and waste water treatments [2]. In the field of textiles, chitosan has been used
as a shrink-resisting agent and as an agent for improving
the dyeability of wool, peroxide, wastewater treatment,
removing of neps or odour, antimicrobial agent [7,8].
Cold plasma, treatment is another method which is used
for surface modification of wool fibers as it affects the
surface both physically and chemically without altering
the material bulk properties. Low temperature plasma
treatments of wool modify only the cuticle surface of
the fibers, generating new hydrophilic groups as a result
of the hydrocarbon chain oxidation and reducing the
fatty acid chain length, improving their surface
wettability, dyeability, fiber cohesion, and shrink
resistance. The oxidation process also promotes cystine
oxidation in the exocuticle, converting it into cysteic

ABSTRACT

The knitted wool fabrics were treated with atmospheric
argon plasma, enzyme (protease), chitosan and the
combination of these processes. The treated fabrics were
evaluated in terms of their dyeability, colour fastness
and shrinkage properties with bursting strength. The
surface morphology was characterized by SEM images.
Chemical changes were analyzed by XPS. Our results
reveal that, atmospheric plasma has an etching effect
and increases functionality of the wool surface which is
evident from SEM and XPS analysis. Atmospheric
plasma treatment enhances the adhesion of chitosan to
the surface and improves the hydrophility of the fiber.
Enzymatic treatment improves the coating ability of
chitosan. All these processes provide the high dyeing
efficiency and shrink-resistance of the wool fabric. It is
not observed significant changes on fastness properties
of treated fabrics.
INTRODUCTION

Wool is composed of 82 % keratinous protein, 17 %
non keratinous protein, which have relatively low
cystine content, and 1 % by mass of nonproteinaceous
material consisting of mainly waxy lipids plus a small
amount of polysaccharide materials. The hydrophobic
nature of wool is known to be due to the specific
properties of the exocuticle and epicuticle. The surface
morphology of wool plays an important role in wool
processing. The presence of scales on a wool fiber
surface also introduces a number of problems such as
felting and a surface barrier to dyestuffs in the wool
industry. In the past, chemical methods were the major
treatment for eliminating those problems. The modifycations of wool surface morphology were conducted
either by chemical degradation of the wool scales or by
deposition of polymer on the scales [1–5].Among the
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were then established according to the following
Kubelka–Munk equation:
K/S=[(1−R)2/2R], where K and S are the absorption
and scattering coefficients, respectively.

acid and thus reducing the number of crosslinkages in
the fiber surface [6,7,9–12].
In this study knitted wool fabrics were treated with
enzyme, argon atmospheric plasma, chitosan and the
combination of them in an attempt to observe the some
characteristics of wool fibers such as dyeability, fastness
and shrinkage properties with bursting strength.

Colour Fastness
Colour fastness to washing was determined according to
BS EN ISO C06 at 40°C, colour fastness to rubbing
according to BS EN ISO 105 X12, and colour fastness
to light according to BS EN ISO B02.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

Determination of Shrinkage
Wash shrinkage tests were carried out in a Wascator
using the ISO 6330 5A programme, as described in IWS
Test Method 31.

Wool knitted fabrics with interlock weave with an area
weight of 251 g/m2 were used. Chitosan with a 82.7 %
degree of deacetylation and (Sigma-Aldrich) molecular
weight (375.000). The enzyme (protease) was kindly
supplied by Dr. Petry, Germany. Supranol Rot BL01
(milling type acid dye, pH = 5.5–6) was obtained from
DyStar.

XPS Analysis
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to monitor
the modifications produced in the outermost (5–10 nm)
wool fibre surface. In our studies, the measurement
depth was 7 nm. The wool fabric samples were analysed
using SPCS XPS system with a Mg Kα X-ray source
operated at 10 kV and 200 W. The pressure inside
analysis chamber was 10-8 to 10-9 torr.

Treatment of Fabric Samples

Atmospheric Plasma Treatment
In this study, dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)
atmospheric plasma device was used. The distance
between the electrodes was 0.2 cm. The samples were
placed between the electrodes and passed continuously
with the speed of 0,45 m/min. In all treatments, argon
was used as process gas under the constant power of
200 W. The fabrics were treated for 60 sec in plasma
chamber.

SEM Analysis
For surface observation, the changes in the fabric
surface were evaluated using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). SEM observations were made with
Phillips XL-30S FEG scanning electron microscope.
Samples were mounted and gold sputtered under
vacuum prior to observation.

Enzymatic Treatment
Enzyme treatments were (2 g/lt) applied by the exhaustion method for 1 hour at a liquor ratio of 30:1
using ATAC LAB DYE HT 10 (Ataç, Turkey) Machine
at 70°C and pH=8 with 0,3–0,5 g/l non-ionic surfactant.
Following the enzymatic treatment, the fabrics were
rinsed by water at pH=4, 40ºC and maintained for
10 minutes at the same temperature to denature enzyme.
Finally the fabric was rinsed with deionized water
several times to remove remaining enzyme during
treatment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dyeing Properties

Plasma, enzyme and chitosan treatments increase the
color strength of wool fabrics even they are not
combined [6,11,13,14]. K/S values of treated fabrics are
given in Figure 1. Plasma, enzyme and chitosan
combined treatment has the highest dyeing efficiency as
stated above. Jocic et al. stated that during dyeing, the
dye adsorbed in chitosan should migrate to the fiber
surface and diffuse in the fiber bulk with time [6]. We
assumed that this diffusion is affected by the cuticle
layer composition. It is obvious from SEM pictures that
plasma modification is more limited than enzymatic
treatment. Therefore, combination of enzymatic treatment and chitosan give higher dyeing efficiency than
plasma+chitosan treatment.

Chitosan Treatment
For the chitosan treatments, chitosan solutions were
freshly prepared by dissolving the desired amount in
distilled water containing acetic acid (3 %). Treatments
were done by padding wool fabrics (100 % WPU). After
treatment, the samples were squeezed and dried at 40°C.
Characterization of Modification

Dyeing
The dye used in this study was Supranol Rot BL01
(milling type acid dye, pH=5.5–6). The liquor to fabric
ratio was 15:1. Fabrics were dyed for 15 min at 50oC,
temperature was raised to 98oC in 30 min. and kept
60 min at this temperature. After dyeing, the fabrics
were rinsed cold-hot-cold-hot water and then dried at
room temperature. K/S values of the dyed fabrics were
measured using a HunterLab ColorQuest II spectrophotometer instrument over the wavelength range of
390–700 nm. In a typical test, reflectance values (R)
were measured and relative colour strength (K/S) values

Figure 1. The K/S values of fabrics.
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XPS analysis

Fastness Properties

Plasma treatment enhances chitosan binding by
promoting the new anionic groups on the fiber as can be
seen from XPS results. New functional groups occur
which causes some changes in the surface composition.
Carbon content is significantly reduced from 77.0 to
64.2 after plasma treatment which is probably due to the
etching effect of atmospheric argon plasma treatment.
Peak at 284.2 eV corresponds to -CH peak, 288.02 eV
to C=O and 291 eV to -COO –. An increase of carboxylic acid after LTP treatment is a result of the
oxidation of hydrocarbon chains located at the wool
surface, in accordance with the degrees of the amount of
covalently bound surface lipids present in wool [15,21–
23].

In the case of colour fastness to washing, all samples
show the staining and colour change values between
four and five. When the colour fastness to dry and wet
rubbing were studied, similar values of staining in dry
and in wet (ranging between three and four) were
observed between treated fabrics. The values of fastness
to light of the treated and untreated samples did not
differ from each other ranges 5.5–6.
Shrinkage Properties

As it is known, the etching effect of plasma reduces the
differential friction coefficients of the fibres and thus
decreases the natural shrinkage tendency [9]. Also,
proteases are used for removal of scale cuticles or
smoothing the edges [25]. Chitosan provides felting
shrinkage to wool by covering cuticle surface scales of
wool. After the combined plasma+enzyme+chitosan
treatment, the area shrinkage of treated wool shows a
significant reduction in contrast to untreated sample.
After two 5A wascator shrinkage cycles, the area
shrinkage values are close to 8 %. When the area
shrinkage was lower than 8 % after two 5A cycles, the
wool was regarded as “machine washable” [8]. In this
respect, plasma, enzyme and chitosan treaed fabrics can
be regarded as “machine washable” as can be seen from
Figure 3.

Figure 2. XPS peaks corresponding to untreated and
plasma treated wool fabrics.

The intensity of oxygen peaks of Ar plasma treated
surface is much stronger than that of the untreated
surface. Oxygen content is increased from 15.5 to 31.2.
and the O/C ratio of samples from 0.2 to 0.48. The
increased amount of oxygen causes an improvement of
the hydrophilicity of the wool fiber. As a result dye
uptake and chitosan adhesion during finishing was also
enhanced. These results are in compatible with dyeing
and shrinkage results. When plasma is used prior to
enzymatic treatment the accessibly of the wool surface
to enzyme action was increased. As a result of this, the
dyeability of wool increases. Plasma treatments can
modify the chemical composition and/or remove the
material partially in the wool fiber surface. On the other
hand, enzymes can remove the hydrophobic layer of the
wool more efficiently.

a) Untreated

b) Enzyme treated

Figure 3. The area shrinkage of untreated and wool
samples subjected to different treatments as a
function of the 5A Wascator shrinkage test cycles.
SEM Analysis

In order to observe topographical changes, SEM observations were made. Figure 4 shows the surface
appearances of the treated and the untreated wool
samples.

c) Plasma treated

d) Chitosan treated

Figure 4. The SEM images of untreated and treated wool samples.
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As seen from the images, all treatments effect surface of
the wool fiber in different manners. In plasma process,
only 1000 A° of the surface is affected [3,16,25,26,27],
etching is dominant and causes partial degradation such
as rounding scales, microcracks, recesses and tiny
grooves. On the other hand, the enzymatic treatment has
hydrolytic effect causing bond-cleavages which makes
the effect more degradative. In view of chitosan, it
covers the scaly surface of the fibre and the smoother
appearance of the wool surface can be obtained without
any damage. When the dual combinations
(plasma+enzyme, plasma+chitosan, enzyme+chitosan)
are evaluated, it can be seen that they are more effective
than one process. Any combination which contains
enzymatic treatment shows smoother surface. These
three processes enhance the smoothness of the surface
by the combination of etching, hydrolising or covering
effects. Finally plasma+enzyme+chitosan combination
causes the smoothest surface. This result is inconsistent
with shrinkage results.

4.

5.

6.

7.

CONCLUSION

The main aim of this research was to treat wool fabrics
with the combination of plasma, enzyme and chitosan.
Plasma, enzyme and chitosan modify the wool surface
in different manners. While plasma has etching effect,
enzymatic treatment has hydrolytic effect. On the other
hand chitosan, as an additive material, covers the
surface without any degradation.
Plasma, enzyme, chitosan and combination of these
treatments increases the dyeing efficiency of wool
fabrics. Combination of plasma+enzyme+chitosan gave
the best K/S values. Since plasma pretreatment modify
the surface, enzymatic treatment can remove the
hydrophobic layer of the wool more efficiently which
made the dye migration higher after chitosan
application.Moreover, significant changes were not
observed on fastness properties of treated fabrics. Since
plasma+enzyme+chitosan combination causes to the
smoothest surface which can be seen from SEM pictures
clearly, this fabric showed the highest resistance to
shrinkage.
A new ecological wool process is proposed applying
enzyme and biopolymer chitosan to wool previously
subjected to atmospheric plasma treatment. This process
could be attractive since there is no severe
environmental issue (contamination of wastewater with
absorbable organic chlorides) as in the Chlorine–
Hercosett process which is often used today. These
processes can be used in any combination according to
desired effects.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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Recent discussion in the field has revolved around
sustainable design and the know-how involved, though
brands that support the environmentally conscious
behaviour of end-users have yet to be developed. A key
focus is to determine how the scientific approaches
identified might be used in elaborating research models
and strategies for re-thinking and designing for the
environment, well-being and empowerment, and for
developing decision making models and marketing
strategies for European industry and industrial ecology.
The research project consists of five workpackages:
Challenging the Traditional Sustainable Products and
Production, Scenarios and Concepts for Radical EcoInnovations, Sophisticated Tools and Strategies for
Environmental and Ethically Sound Research and
Design, Sustainable work systems, and Emergence of
Environmentally Sound Sport Brands. Tampere
University of Technology will provide environmental
assessments on product life-cycle, create environmental
indicators for major environmental impacts of the
product life cycle, and yield knowledge of sustainable
innovative and proactive high technology materials. The
University of Lapland focuses on strategic design and
environmentally sound brands. The key issue is to
explore how the technologically added value of the
products will facilitate sustainable development and
brands in products that support the health, wellbeing and
the adoption of new skills among end-users.
The University of Kuopio creates strategic and
operational concepts and tools for developing
sustainable and ergonomic production environments and
processes. Sustainable work systems promote health,
wellbeing and professional competence of workers. The
research aim is to create flexible and meaningful
physiological, psychological and social work processes.
The research question is the following: what kinds of
work systems and products have specific features for
promoting the health, wellbeing, skills and competence
of the workers and end-users. The features of the work

ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to present the on-going research
project “Sustainable Innovative Materials in High Tech
Applications” (2007-2010) funded by the Academy of
Finland (grant no. 117845).
The purpose of research project is to establish
scientific competence in elaborating product life cycle
thinking and innovative proactive design for
sustainability. We approach the phenomenon from three
scientific disciplines: material technology, (chemistry),
design research, and ergonomics. The project aims to
make a broad impact on industrial practices, and its
findings will be formulated to serve the challenges of
the future green economy. The consortium shares a
passion to understand how product design and
production, environment, and empowerment of workers
in industrial production processes are related to each
other, and how they can support the concept of a
sustainable society from the outset of the product
development process.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Innovation design, sustainability, high tech materials,
smart products, well-being, outdoor sports.
INTRODUCTION

A look at research reveals that in many respects the
phenomenon of designing for the environment, wellbeing and empowerment of workers in sustainable
production, has yet to be analysed and concretised.
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systems and products are assessed using psycho
physiological ratings and measurements.
Currently, the research consortium is dealing with
user data which has been collected in order to figure out
new innovative starting points for concept design. The
purpose is to generate new innovative solutions to
environmental concerns and to create real and
competitive high tech solutions in the area of sport and
leisure time. Our aim is also to create design and
innovation strategies for industrial designers, who are
still ill-equipped to implement principles of
sustainability into highly complex products involving
the application of advanced technology and materials.
The idea is then to design and evaluate possible futures
through collaboration with end users, business people
and policymakers, and to develop concrete proposals for
sports business.
Where chemistry and material technology are
concerned, we believe that new material innovations
enable novel approaches for sustainable product and
product-service cycles never experienced before. In
consequence of this the main focus is to assess selected
innovative materials and technologies on the base of
defined environmental criteria in material production
chain in order to verify their functionality and
sustainability. New interactive materials, such as phase
change and shape memory materials, chromic materials,
auxetic and state change materials as well as
nanotechnology and high-tech biopolymers will be
studied. The aim is to integrate the appropriate
sustainable and innovative materials and cleaner
technologies into the applications of high tech product
and product–service concepts and in this way to look for
novel sustainable product chain options.
The results of the project can be utilized directly in
research and design processes for sustainable innovative
environments. The results of the research can be used in
efforts to promote the use of environmentally sound
products and to extend the range of groups who use it.
The project will yield more exact knowledge of the
interaction between the designer, producer and end user,
as well as knowledge on the utility of sophisticated
design tools for the future green economy in the area
high-tech materials and smart products.

paper, the context of user-centred research approach is
applied in the area of outdoor sports. Merging the
traditional target groups of sustainability and the new
diverse segments of end-users has directed the
qualitative end-user data gathering. The first case study
was carried out during Easter 2007. It is a video documentary of a skiing trek on which six outdoor
enthusiasts (n6) are having a three day journey in the
northernmost Finland.
The pilot study was based on the idea of lead-user
communities as innovators [2]. The outdoor enthusiasts
are also often representatives of Pro-Am culture [5], i.e.,
people whose skills, knowledge and know-how reach
professional standards – and even exceed them. The
video was produced by the group themselves. The
informants were advised how to use the camera and
what kind of documentation might be relevant for the
research purposes. All the concrete solutions such as
when to roll and how was let on the decision to made by
the informants in real time situations.
The audiovisual end-user data was completed with a
self-reflective group interviews. The same iterative
qualitative data gathering procedure has been used with
the other outdoor enthusiasts groups (Table 1). The user
data were collected from mainly Finnish informants
who represent a number of different sport and leisure
activities – ski-trekking (n8), snowboarding and snowsurfing (n10), climbing (n8), canoeing (n4), and downhill biking (n4) – and who were selected using “snowballing” techniques. The interviews were also semistructured and focused on individuals’ relations to the
sports equipment and the experiences of the outdoor
sports also from the sustainability point of view.
Table 1. User-data gathering 2007–2008.

Sport/lifestyle

Video
(h/min)

N
(Video)

N
(Interview)

Ski-trekking

4h
40 min.

8

7

4h

10

8

Climbing

3h

8

6

2h

4

3

Canoeing

incomplete
information

incomplete
information

Downhill
Biking

50 min

4

4

incomplete
information

incomplete
information

Martha’s Civic
Organization

--

--

15

TOTAL

14 h
30 min

N = 34

N = 43

Snowboarding
Snowsurfing

USER-CENTRED RESEARCH CONTEXT AND
METHODS

The first work package of the research project,
Challenging the Traditional Sustainable Products and
Production, aims at merging the “needs of today
without compromising the ability to meet the needs of
tomorrow” According to Ambience’05 participants,
successful smart textile and garment applications will be
available in the market between five and ten years, most
likely in occupational and professional clothing and in
technical textiles, but also in sports and extreme
wear [7]. In addition, in the area of smart textiles we
need to proceed from user-centred information
technology to proactive applications, i.e. to interaction
between people and the environment [8].
The University of Lapland is in charge of usercentred design work to be done in the project. In this

At end of year 2007 research group collected data
considering the skill culture of women’s civic
organisations such as Marthas’ (n15). Martha
organization is a Finnish home economics organization,
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memory polymers, aerogels and electric heating with
conductive fibres [9].
The most important part of the research work is to
consider all these new materials and technology
solutions during the whole life cycle in the frame of
sustainability. Especially environmental impacts but
also economical and social aspects are under the rewiev.
Life Cycle Assesment (LCA) by ISO 14 000-serie
standards and other feasible standards and methods are
in the process. Potential eco-indicators are energy and
water consumption, generating waste and recycling
potential, hazardous substances and emissions to air and
water.
Research work in the project is continuing with new
and innovative materials for shock protection, such as
state change materials or auxetic materials, and for
challenges of nano scale materials.

which was founded in 1899 to promote the quality and
standard of life in the home. The data collected in this
part of the process concentrated on pilot studies
investing the principles of sustainability i.e.
dematerialization, product to services and recycling [3]
executed in everyday home economics by the female
Finnish informants. The data was collected by using the
focus interviews.
SCENARIOS AND CONCEPTS FOR OUTDOOR
SPORTS

The second work package of the research project,
Scenarios and Concepts for Radical Eco-Innovations,
started in spring 2008. Scenarios and concepts for ecoinnovation are executed in workshops for two students
working on their master’s thesis and for 16 students of
design in product design course. The purpose of these
depictions of the present situation was not to produce a
detailed description of a particular sports product but to
facilitate the creation of the visions for iterative product
design process [4].
In Figure 1. is illustrated a narrative example of an
outdoor sports scenario. The Scenarios produced by the
students are depictions of the sports contexts and the
focal problems faced by the end-users in the outdoor
environment. The use of scenarios and other narrative
techniques are ways in which designers and students of
design can engage with user experience [8]. In an
iterative product design process scenarios are used as a
stimulated recall technique.

SUSTAINABLE AND ERGONOMIC PRODUCTION
PROCESSES AND WORK SYSTEMS

The design for environment requires Sustainable and
Ergonomic Product Chains according to the 4th research
work package of the Sumac-research project. The
University of Kuopio develops high-tech tools and good
practices and concepts for promoting sustainable
production and products in terms of ergonomics, health
and wellbeing from the point of view occupational
wellbeing. In the production processes this means clean
work environments, and meaningful work processes
with acceptable physiological, psychological and social
work loads. In the production processes are analyzed the
strategic and operational concepts involved in the
promotion of wellbeing in the Finnish Itella group of
enterprises, and considered the implementation and
feasibility of high-tech tools based on the long-term
recordings of bio-signals such heart rate, heart rate
variability and electromyography for occupational
settings. In addition, the theoretical framework based on
the systematic literature review is under work for
connecting the concepts of sustainable development and
occupational wellbeing as they have same outcome
variables like the quality of life. It seems that learning
and competence are indispensable prerequisites of
sustainable development which needs – as far as possible – the prediction and control of future changes and
challenges.

INNOVATIVE AND HIGH TECH MATERIALS FOR
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS AND PRODUCT CHAINS

The role of Tampere University of Technology is to
assess sustainable innovative materials and technology
in order to verify their functions and suitability for
specific purpose and look for innovative sustainable
product chain options.
Within the framework of application area, sports and
leisure, three main research focus have brought up for
special target:
1. integrated cooling and heating,
2. shock protection, and
3. future challenges involved in nanotechnology.
According the preliminary results of the University of
Lapland, problems with cold hand and feet is still the
most essential problem encountered in winter sport
context. Body thermoregulation has a great importance
in sports and leisure activities in avoiding cold stress or
heat stress and better solutions regarding clothing and
other equipment are necessary.
Cooling and heating possibilities have been studied,
especially different phase change materials (PCM’s) and
possibilities to integrate these materials to textiles and
apparel. Both organic and inorganic phase change
materials are under the review. In laboratory trials the
inorganic PCM’s have proved very effective and long
lasting but the problem is the weight increase in the
product. The organic PCM’s are not so effective and the
effect time is quite short. Also other techniques for
heating and cooling will be evaluated e.g. shape

CONCLUSION

The aim of the research consortium is to provide an
interdisciplinary understanding of what sustainable
development entails and operates when means to
integrate separate disciplinary data, methods, tools,
concepts, and theories in order to create a holistic view
of a complex issue [1]. In this paper the viewpoint has
been on end-user experiences of better quality
sustainable sports products, and pilot the future where
customers are educated about and able to count on the
advantages of using better quality high tech products,
that are more expensive but of which the performance
and durability are higher [5].
The forthcoming work packages of the research
project are Sophisticated Tools and Strategies for
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Environmental and Ethically Sound Research and
Design, Sustainable Work Systems, and Emergence of
Environmentally Sound Sport Brands. In these work
packages we will concentrate on assessing the reliability
of the concepts, tools and indicators developed by the
research group. By 2010 the focus is on reporting in
international journals of the utility of sophisticated
design tools for the future green economy.
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Figure 1. A “Cold Hands” scenario. A narrative story of the problems faced by the end-users
in outdoor sports environment.
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Polyester based sutures include those based on poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), poly-(butylene terephalate) (PBT), and polybutester, which is polyetherester derived from poly-(tetramethylene glycol), 1,4butanediol, and dimethyl terephthalate. All are produced
by condensation of corresponding diol or glycol with
terephthalic acid or an ester of terephthalic acid. The
longer soft segment with ether linkage in the
polybutester reduces the tensile modulus enough that it
can be fabricated as a monofilament. With minimal
tensile strength loss, the polyester offer excellent longterm support [3].
Polypropylene sutures are based on isotactic
polypropylene, polymerized from propylene using a
Ziegler-Natta catalyst. Polypropylene causes one of the
lowest tissue reactions and does not lose strength after it
is implanted. Because of its smooth surface, careful knot
tying is required in order to secure knots [3].

ABSTRACT

The suture can be worked in acid and basic enviroments
during operations, so it is important to have an idea
about their performances in these enviroments. In this
study, mechanical properties of different non-absorable
sutures after different pH applications were investigated.
In this study, Polypropylene (USP 4-0, USP 1),
Polybutester (USP 1) were used. All of the sutures had a
monofilament form. The sutures were treated with
acetic acid solution, NaOH solution and distillate water.
After these treatments, their tensile behaviours were
tested. Their tensile modules were determined. The
sutures were tested with the Mettler Toledo DMA
device. Experiment results showed that, sutures are
affected from acids and bases according to their
polymers types. The acids and bases affect their
polymer structures.
A suture is a strand of material that is used to
approximate tissue or to ligate blood vessels during the
wound-healing period [1]. A non-absorbable suture was
one that maintained a significant portion of its strength
longer than two months [4]. A suture may lose its
tensile strength over a relatively short period of time,
but required months or even years to absorb completely
and be eliminated from the body. The primary mode of
degradation for natural materials is enzymolysis,
whereas for synthetic absorbable materials it is
hydrolysis [3].

MATERIAL & METHOD

Novafil®, nonabsorbable monofilament surgical sutures
are composed of polybutester, a copolymer of butylene
terephthalate and polytetramethylene ether glycol. The
unique properties of Novafil® monofilament suture are
suppleness and easy handling, unique elasticity and
flexibility, high knot security, less tissue drag and
smooth knot rundown, fray resistance, unique resistance
to creep and structural fatigue. Novafil® monofilament
sutures are stable against the action of tissue enzymes
and do not degrade. Novafil® monofilament sutures are
nonabsorbable and no significant change in strength
retention is known to occur in vivo. Gamma irradiation
is the sterilizatiom method for his suture [5].
Surgipro® sutures are nonabsorbable, sutures
composed of an isotactic, crystalline stereoisomer of
polypropylene and contain polyethylene. The advanced
extrusion process of the polypropylene molecule gives
the suture: Uniform diameter, maximum flexibility of
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the strand, high security with snug and flattened knots,
minimal memory and reduced “pig-tailing”, consistent
knotting strength. Polypropylene sutures are indicated
for use in general soft tissue including use in
cardiovascular, ophthalmic and neurological surgery.
polypropylene sutures are non-absorbable and no
significant change in strength retention is known to
occur in vivo Ethylene oxide is the sterilization
material [5]. In this study, Polypropylene (USP 4-0,
USP 1), Polybutester (USP 1) were used. All of the
sutures were in monofilament form.

Table 2. Modulus of sutures.

Suture Type

USP

pH

Period
(day)

PP1-1-1

Polypropylene

1

3

3

PP1-2-1

Polypropylene

1

6,5

3

PP1-3-1

Polypropylene

1

12

3

PP 4-0-1-1

Polypropylene

4-0

3

3

PP 4-0-2-1

Polypropylene

4-0

6,5

3

PP 4-0-3-1

Polypropylene

4-0

12

3

PB 1-1-1

Polybutester

1

3

3

PB 1-2-1

Polybutester

1

6,5

3

PB 1-3-1

Polybutester

1

12

3

20ºC

8165,8

Modulus (MPa)
6272,1
4828,4

4213,8

PP1-2-1

8781

7142,9

5988,3

4225,7

PP1-3-1

8931

7632,4

5544,43

4564,5

PP 4-0-1-1

4295,6

2524,13

374,11

891,82

PP 4-0-2-1

5252,9

4286

3624,2

3314,7

PP 4-0-3-1

5672,4

4738,8

4025,8

3610,7

PB 1-1-1

805,42

848,92

910,42

973,87

PB 1-2-1

39,04

31,35

25,41

20,87

PB 1-3-1

33,97

37,46

27,37

24,94

Temperature

Table1. Material Codes.

Code

10ºC

Code
PP1-1-1

30ºC

40ºC

The effects of pH changes on these different types of
sutures were investigated and seemed that raw material
was important parameter to determine their sensitivity to
pH. The sutures were treated with Acetic Acid solution,
NaOH solution and distillate water. Using Acetic Acid
created pH 3 NaOH produced pH 9. And after these
treatments, their tensile behaviours were tested. Their
tensile modules were determined.
The mechanical performances of these sutures were
tested with the Mettler Toledo DMA device. The
measurements were realized in different temperatures
varied between 10ºC and 40ºC in which the modulus
changes can be seen obviously.
RESULTS

Among the most important properties for the application
of materials in medicine and dentistry are the
mechanical properties. The most important mechanical
property of materials is stress-strain behaviour. Stress is
the force per unit area.
Stress (σ) = force / cross-sectional area (MPa)
The deformation of an object in response to an
applied load is called strain.
Strain (ε) = (deformation length-original length) /
original length.
Modulus that measured in the DMA is the young
modulus. Young modulus can be called as modulus of
elasticity.
Young’s Modulus (E) = Stress (σ) / Strain (ε)
It is the value of the increment of stress over the
increment of strain. The stiffer material has higher value
of Young’s modulus so it is more difficult to deform
them [6].

Figure 1. Modulus of Polypropylene suture (PP1- 1-1)
in dependence of the temperature and the dynamic
loading conditions.

Figure 1 shows the graphic of the modulus change of
Polypropylene (PP1-1-1) are shown. As seen on the
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graphic, we applied forces which is varied from 1 N to
10 N in three different frequency (1 Hz, 10 Hz, 50 Hz)
during the measurements. When we look at that graphic
and Table 2 the modulus change of sutures and some
significant drops for higher temperatures are observed
under dynamic conditions.
As shown in Table 2, PB sutures have lower modulus
than PP sutures. This is related with structure of
polymer. The amorphous and crystaline regions in the
structure determine the modulus. If the amorphous
regions are high. The polymer chains can have more
mobility and strain of the structure can be higher. PB
filaments have more amorphous region in its structure
than PP filaments.
Modulus of PB sutures decreases when the
temperature increases in all the pHs. PB sutures shows
the most higher modulus after acidic application. But it
losses its strenght in bases applications. Its modulus
after basic application drops about 36 % at 30ºC.
Coarser PP (PP1-1-1) sutures has better modulus than
thinner PP (PP4-0-1-1) sutures. Because the applied
force is the same but the crosssectional area becomes
less and the stress on the thinner PP suture is higher.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the characterization of materials is an
important step to be taken before using. Depend on
using purpose, the material should be checked for its
mechanical characteristics to make sure that the material
under force can function without failure. Sutures are
effected by acidic and basic environments according to
their polymer types. As a result of the experiments we
can say that polypropylene has a strong stability in both
acid and bases, but polybutester is effected form bases.
The stress and strain behaviours of sutures changes
according to their polymeric structures. The amorphous
and crystaline regions in the structure determine the
modulus. In addition that the bonds of the polymer play
an important role to determine stress and deformation of
the sutures. PB sutures which has less tensile strength
loss, it can be used in longer soft tissue applications.
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smart textile projects, in communication for example. In
most projects the sound is recorded via miniaturised
microphones and performed via loudspeakers integrated
in the textile structures [1, 2]. Our ambition is to go one
step further buy integrating the recording of sound
directly in the textile structure. To begin with we have
integrated piezoelectric films in textile in order to
investigate the possibilities to record sound in these
structures.
Smart textiles represents the next generation of high
tech innovations in textiles. The vision of smart textiles
is to make textile products interactive by combining
smart materials and integrated computing power into
garments, interiors and technical textile applications.
The term smart refers to materials that sense and
respond in a pre-defined manner to environmental
stimuli [3]. The degree of smartness varies; passive
smart materials only sense the environmental conditions
or stimuli, they are sensors. Active smart materials both
sense and react to the conditions or stimuli, they are
sensors and actuators. Further it is possible to enhance
the intelligence by combining these materials with a
controlling unit, for example a microprocessor, into a
smart textile system (Figure 1). Such progress has
become a reality due to the miniaturisation of
computing technology, making it possible to combine
and even integrate hardware, software and textiles in an
unobtrusive way [4].

ABSTRACT

In this paper we describe a set of sound sensitive
structures based on piezoelectric technique. We have
laminated piezoelectric polymer films between layers of
different textile fabric structures. The initial results
show that these structures register sound and the signal
quality depends on the laminate set-up. Textile sound
structures offer a variety of possible applications such as
active sound absorbers and heart rate monitoring.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Smart textiles, microphone, piezoelectric, PVDF.
INTRODUCTION

Today humans are constantly surrounded by sounds,
never before has the soundtrack of our lives been so
cacophonous causing both psychical and physiological
problems. Textile is often used as a passive sound
absorber due to its inherent sound dampening qualities
as a porous material. There are though possibilities to
develop smart acoustic materials using smart materials
and computing technology. Smart acoustic materials are
useful in a wide range of application areas, such as
active sound absorbing and medical textiles. The focus
of this project is the development of textile microphone
elements, like textile surfaces able to sense and transfer
sound. Our motivation to look into this area is that
active textile sound structures are rarely explored.
Further our focus of interest lies in the microphone
element itself, since it functions both as an active sensor
and actuator, and the variety of application areas such
structures offer. Sound is an element used in several
__________________
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Figure 1. Smart Textile system.
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Sound is in many ways an interesting area for smart
textile applications. First there are the two general applications; a textile microphone and a textile loudspeaker
opening up for an alternative design and integration of
these objects in our environment.
Two more specific applications are active sound
absorbing materials and medical applications. In an
active textile sound absorber active noise cancelling
technique is used [5]. An active sound absorber
performs best at lower frequencies while a passive
absorber functions best at higher frequencies. The
combination of a passive textile exhibiting sound
absorbing qualities, at the same time working as a
microphone connected with active loudspeakers, will
provide sound affecting possibilities for a wide spectrum of frequencies. In medical applications, as we have
seen in initial trials [6], sound recording can be an
alternative measurement of heart rates. In that way we
would be able to overcome some shortcomings with
textile electrodes for heart rates measurements;
intermittent disturbances, motion artefacts and high
impedances in textile electrodes affect the signal quality [7].

tures [9]. Our tests aimed to evaluate how a textile
structure affects the recording of sound. In order to
explore that we choose textiles of different thicknesses,
densities and manufacture techniques as woven, warp
knitted and non woven textiles. The textile samples
were made differently; either the piezoelectric film was
laminated between two layers of the same material or
between two textile layers of different qualities and
structures.

Sample 1: The piezofilm (1x2 cm) laminated between
2
two layers of woven thin (50 g/m ) polyamide fabric
(11x15 cm).

TEXTILE MICROPHONE STRUCTURE

A conventional microphone uses a thin membrane, the
microphone element, which vibrates in response to
sound pressure and translate this movement into an
electrical signal. The membrane or microphone elements are based on different types of functionality
where capacitor, piezoelectric and dynamic membranes
are the most frequently used techniques. Of these three
options capacitive and piezoelectric seems to be the
most suitable for integration in textile structures. We
have earlier experienced capacitive and piezoelectric
structures as textile press and stretch sensors [8] and due
to a reliable interaction and function we choose to do
further experiments with piezoelectric structures.
For textile use there is a polymer, PVDF (Polyvinylidene Diflouride). In piezoelectric PVDF the intertwined
long-chain molecules attract and repel each other when
an electrical field is applied or the material is
mechanically distorted (Figure 2).

Sample 2: The piezofilm (1x2 cm) laminated between
one layer of polyamid warp-knitted spacer fabric
(500 g/m2) and on layer of woven thin (50 g/m2)
polyamide fabric (11x15 cm).

Sample 3: The piezofilm laminated between two layer
2
of woven and heat calendered (350 g/m )
polypropylene fabric (11x15 cm).

These textiles were connected to a measurement set-up
illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 2. PVDF principle and electrical behaviour.

Piezoelectric PDVF materials are available as films
suitable to laminate in different textile fabric struc-

Figure 3. Measurement set-up.
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sound absorbers of high and middle frequencies while
active sounds absorbing technique make it possible to
design screens also absorbing low frequencies. An
additional positive aspect is that a small active screen
performs as well as a bigger screen when this technique
is used.

Contact sound and air borne sound, were recorded via
the textile into the computer for further analysis. We
also made a reference test without any sound in order to
measure each samples’ passive condition. The contact
sound was produced by scratching on the fabric sample
while the airborne sound was produced by handclap.
Each textile sample was investigated through identical
audio tests in a vertical position allowing a free space
around the sample and in a horizontal position on a
contact surface.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The initial results in this projects show that the laminated piezoelectric film registers sound and the signal
quality depends of the laminate set-up. Sample number 2 was the best performing sensor concerning both
airborne and contact sound. Sample number 1 performs
equal for airborne sound in a vertical position as
sample 2. In a vertical position sample number 1 has the
ability to sense contact sound as well as sample
number 2. Sample 3 performs poorly in all positions and
in relation to both types of sounds.
We expected the sample 1, the thinnest sample, to
record sound better than the other samples. Instead the
combination between a thin fabric and a spacer fabric
showed to be most sensitive to both types of sound. A
possible explanation could be the construction of the
spacer fabric where the filaments are able to vibrate
enhancing the sound signals. Concerning sample 3 the
structure seems to be too stiff and compact for reinforcing sound signals. Thus it would be interesting to try
out a combination between this fabric and a more thin
and flexible fabric.

Figure 4. Prototype of an active sound absorbing
screen.

The ability to record contact sound opens up for the
recording of heart rate. In monitoring of heart rate using
textile electrode it is necessary to have contact between
the electrode and the skin. This has resulted in tight
prototypes and poor comfort for the user. By measuring
heart rate via piezoelectric structure it is not necessary
to wear the prototype next to the skin which offers a
more comfortable solution (Figure 5). A parallel
measurement of breathing rate is also possible since
piezoelectric structures are sensitive to stretch as well.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Two directions are considered for the future work;
systematic investigations of sound structures and
applied design activities. An example of a further
systematic investigation is to test the fabrics when they
are exposed to a specific sine tone and in the same time
record this tone with a conventional reference microphone. This procedure will make it possible to evaluate
the quality of different frequencies in relation to each
textile structure. The initial results show that sound is
possible to record, but are the signals good enough to
use in a sound application? In the applied design
activities we will be able to test signal processing
necessary for a certain application. This will probably
also result in further adjustments of the piezoelectric
structure. As described earlier the most interesting
applications for us are active sound absorbing screens
and medical application.
In active sound absorbing a microphone records a
reference signal of the emitted sound and a loudspeaker
sends out a sound with the same frequencies but in
opposite face. This technique can be used in sound
absorbing screens where both microphones and loudspeakers are integrated on the upper and lower parts of
the screen (Figure 4). Passive screens are effective

Figure 5. Prototype of a health monitoring belt.
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ABSTRACT

ASSOCIATIVE MATERIAL MIND (AMM)

The Intelligence of smart materials has to be accepted
by the user. There has to be the possibility of
identification with wearable electronics to see a sense in
using clothes, which seems to be not completed with
respect to the medical and the cleaning aspects.
Representatives from the clothing industry at the
avantex-symposium in Frankfurt 2005 mentioned that
there is a lack of demand of such clothing.
Another example is the surface of the porcelain called
“touch!” from the enterprise khala. The user doubted
about the durability of the smooth part of the porcelain,
which has a character of velvet.
Functional objects have to take care for example for
the radiation proof and a secure handling. Consumer
wants to have confidence in functions like the durability
of smart materials.
First conclusion about the criteria to handle with new
materials is to have confidence in materials and in the
promise, what they seem to give. Second the people
who develop smart materials have to mediate between
the materials and the consumer.

My interdisciplinary research study of the last fives
years describes the handling with “new materials“ today
in comparison to traditional substances with the view of
historically grown up applications.
In practice of the composed model of an “associative
material mind“ (AMM) in design, art and architecture,
the results are aiming for: first the development of
resistant and long-lasting materials in the future and
second for the conservation of cultural objects and
corresponding value for a long time.
The “Material Mind” has been composed considering
the “Cultural Mind” created by Jan Assmann in the
90ties of the last century.
The examples, which are mentioned in the abstract
have shown the practical side of using intelligent
materials in an intelligent way. On the other side there
are the scientific and philosophical aspects with respect
to sustainable development of materials.
New materials has to be connectable

In my new publication titled Material mind – new
materials in design, art and architecture [9] I compare
the “material behaviour” [7] in interdisciplinary ways of
objects today and with look on historical grown
handmade processes. Looking back to the former
industrialisation and the relationship of technology and
designed objects, it is evident when Helga Nowotny,
scientists of culture has written in her book “Insatiable
curiosity – Innovation in a fragile future” in 2005 [5]:
“Innovations must be connectable” with lasting things.
Also the sociologist Hartmut Rosa [6] believes, there is
a possibility for searching alternatives to accept the
considerable increase of innovations. Rosa said there
must be other solutions of being only competitive with a
chip in your head to be up to the next technology
standard.
The chip in your head aims the design of the second
skin. Second skin, an expression, which is used from
different perspectives, has to be considered by the user:

KEYWORDS

“Associative Material Mind” (AMM), Material history,
Functional textiles, Wearable Electronics, Transportation Textiles, Material Behaviour Visions, “material
codes”, Material mediation, Sustainable materials,
Remembering material.
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Figure 1. Dainese, Second Skin, 2006.
Figure 3. Shirt from luminex (I), 2004.

That means, the “second skin” in form of a bodysuit,
which support the sporting people with the help of the
smart materials and the individualized cut of size, seems
to be functional and ingenious.
From the more medical view the “second skin” is for
imitating the human skin. With the aim of helping
handicapped people to live their life like before
sickness. The possibility of material-imitation will
demand for the question about the ethical status for
future times [4].
Otherwise the promise of the words “second skin”
(Figure 1) has to give a possibility of identification to
the user, who is from a generation, which had grown up
without functional or technical textiles for example.
Under the headline of Material Behaviour Visions I will
consider this problem from the side of the sociology and
anthropology perspectives.

We can learn by material history, when we take care of
the material culture. Figure 2 gives an impression of this
traditional textiles culture. To save the cultural works of
the past you can discover cultural value, which is part of
the cultural mind. The “cultural mind”, discussed since
the 90th by Jan Assmann [1] and today by Astrid
Erll [2] documents traditional ethic rituals, which define
the identity of the society. The cultural code is not only
found in literature or in oral reports from grandma. You
can find it in material things like material codes, which
tells us our own history in a “material speech”. With
more globalisation around the world there is the
possibility to create a cultural code with material things.
A material code is respected in identification with the
thing. So let’s create intelligent material, which serve
the consumer in using it and not in doubting about the
application.
FUNCTIONAL TEXTILES

LEARNING ABOUT MATERIAL HISTORY

Wearable Electronics and Transportation Textiles

While my research tried to find a balance between the
respects about “old fashioned” linen of handmade
quality as renewable material for example and a
possible “intelligence” of synthetics, silicon or other
smart materials, this research work is swinging between
theory and practice, between yesterday and tomorrow.

Technical textiles are constructed to add the property of
the providing materials and the quality of the technical
function. In the end you often get new attributes for new
practical solutions. This model symbolise the symbiosis
of fashion and consumer electronic (Figure 3).
Today in 2008 there are some signs to face the seller
and consumer of smart textiles in getting more
information to the user with events in the shops, telling
about the material, the country where it comes from, the
function and to handle it - for cleaning for example. On
the fairs you can see the material mediation closer to the
human beings, when there is a tailor, who is sewing the
materials like yesterday. Figure 4 shows a stand of the
“Aircrafts Interior EXPO 2008 on Hamburg fair, which
visualise the marketing sentence “a passion to serve”
from the enterprise airbase interiors. The Hamburg fair
showed many solutions of the so called “transportation
textiles”. The material employments give vision to
transfer on other sections in using technical textiles. For
example the second generation of fireblocking materials
– especially from “tech tex industries” from USA – for
the aircrafts safety, is also thinkable for architecture
buildings for the future.

Figure 2. Die Weber, Max Liebermann, 1882.
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abstracts, begin with corporal practice” and “the
knowing, that is accumulate in the hand by touching and
handling.” [8]
You can compare this attitude with the work and
intention from the artist Richard Serra. He wants to
design a space with “the void” between the great
stainless walls of his sculpture. The visitor can only
make his experience to go through the stainless walls.
You do not get these experiences only by a picture of
the art. Another example for technical textiles is the
work Marsyas (Figure 5) from the artist Anish Kapoor
from 2003. This great sculpture in the modern art
gallery in London could not build without the know
how of different experts around the building with
membranes.

Another example is the “nanoTruck”, which will stop
at different fairs to mediate a new technology and
nanomaterials to everybody. The “nanoTruck” is an
initiative from the German Ministry of Education and
Research in 2008 and gives the possibility to make
experiments with nanotechnology and to make
experience with new but mostly unknown (nano)materials.

Figure 4. Stand at Fair Aircrafts Interior 2008,
Hamburg (G).

MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR VISIONS

The cultural behaviour of human beings stands in
relationship with the correlations to artefacts, to material
things. To understand material culture we can learn by
the research from Anthropology and Ethnology. The
ethnoarchaeologist Michael Brian Schiffer choose the
expression of “correlons” for the symbiosis character of
objects and their meanings. The ethnologist Hans Peter
Hahn – knowing about Schiffers research – wants to
emphasize in this case the “Inkorporierung”, in English
like “incorporation”. Hans P. Hahn said “also the
perception of the own body change with the handling
with this objects” [3]. There are also the neuroscientists
who cast a glance at the capacity from children with
materialized artefacts and things from nature to build
their cognitive attributes. Never the less to get down
corporal with material objects builds the faculty to read
abstract signs and symbols, which are important to
understand cultural codes.
So the possibility to read cultural codes is in
relationship to understand material codes. “You can
perceive the material speech in the materialise trace,
which depends on a kind of syntax and system of signs
to decode with. In relation to the Power of Words you
can give the material codes today a great potential of
communicative force.” [9]
In summery you can say about material behaviour: A
corporal way how to deal with material objects is
necessary to understand and to acquire material codes.
The anthropological view can be completed by the
sociological like Richard Sennetts’. The great
sociologist said in 2008, “that all skills, self the

Figure 5. Anish Kapoor, Marsyas, temporär, 2003,
London.

So the vision of material behaviour for the future is to
handle carefully with sustainable material development
and learning in interdisciplinary processes.
For example in comparing materials today with
traditional materials: what are the advantage of the
materials, what are the risks? What can we make better
with the regard of pollution control? In Respect to the
manual understanding in touching the objects made of
new materials without anxious, we are learning together
for former material objects more influenced by
globalisation.
For example how will we go on with the actually
discussed question to integrate the RFID technology
into clothes. The “Radio Frequency Identification” gives
great problems not only in radiation protection but also
in the durability, the cleaning of this clothes and last but
not least the recycling for the consumer. We will go on
to find a way of carefully and known handling with new
materials and material development. That means also:
We have to care for mediation of the new materials like
nanomaterials to the generation of tomorrow – the
children of today.
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CONCLUSION
Take care about Material codes and materialmediation

It is dangerous to see only the fortune in smart materials
but you have to see seriously where an ingenious
application of technical also electrical textiles can be.
You have to mediate between the process partners, than
you can find a respect for artefacts like smart textiles on
the side of the consumers. Sustainable material codes
and material-mediation serve a necessary confidence in
future smart materials.
AMM FOR SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS

I am looking forward to refine the concept of
“associative material mind” (AMM) to proof its
capability for a culture of long-lasting materials with
regard on the market material objects and also with
respect to historical ways to handle and to “speak with”
materials. “Thinking about material is touching material
and be touched by material” was my philosophical
conclusion in my research work in 2007. Figure 6
visualises this declaration. To follow this maxim and the
model in material consulting in practice - which I had
described in my book “Material Mind – New Materials
in Design, Art and Architecture” [9] on page 203 ff –
there will be different forms to touch the idea in former
days.

Figure 7. Rosner jacket, touch-screen from eleksen,
2003.

My ideas of material mediation – in lectures and in
material consulting – support the communication
between material designer, material object builders
(artists, designer, architects for example) and the
consumer of material artefacts.
My research of the Material Mind is looking for a
saver material world, which is understood in the version
of material codes are cultural codes.
You have to remember the material history (Figure 8)
to learn for the material future.

Figure 6. Hand of a child is gripping sand.
Figure 8. Art from Christo, 1995 in Berlin, Germany.
AMM FOR HISTORICAL MATERIAL RESOURCE
Remembering material is remembering culture
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innovation. In particular, this project explores the
potential for wearables to become agents of performativity.

ABSTRACT

This presentation looks at a work entitled “Peau d’Âne”
which coalesces fairy tales, three meteorologically
modulated dresses and wearable technology. Inspired by
the Charles Perrault fairy tale “Donkey Skin”, the aim
of this project is to incarnate three “impossible” dresses
from the story in a material form. The dresses take on
the unique and mutable characteristics of the sky, moon
and sun, translating these natural qualities into real-time
and location-specific actuated garments to be used in a
performance context.

Fashion

Christopher Breward notes that fashion is “the outcome
of a precarious marriage between the processes of
creative authorship, technological production, and
cultural dissemination” that it is at once “idea, object,
and image” [1]. Fashion and costume play an important
part in how we display / reveal / distort self-image.
Dress is both a social and personal artifact mirroring
how we perceive ourselves as well as how we wish to be
perceived. Visually displaying allegiances to class,
profession and religion, clothes are markers of social
situatedness. Cultural historian Marina Warner (1995),
analyzing the symbolic and social implications of fairy
tales, has suggested that shape shifting and
metamorphosis through costume is often a trope for a
heroine’s self-actualization. The donning of new threads
in tales connotes a physical as well as social desire for
“liberation” from the confines of tradition, family and
husband in the quest to discover one’s “true” self [2].
Thus, clothes, the ultimate interface through which
‘self’ is displayed to the outside world, provide an
actual and symbolic pivot point between self (heroine /
performer) and other (society / public).

KEYWORDS

Performance, fairy tales, wearables, smart textiles, weather, mobile, data visualization, info-aesthetics, new
media art.
INTRODUCTION

In the Charles Perrault fairy tale “Peau d’Âne” a young
princess, whose kingdom’s riches are dependant on a
gold excreting donkey, orders the impossible from her
doting stepfather to thwart marrying him: three dresses
made of immaterial materials. The first is to be made of
the “sky” and should be as light and airy as the clouds.
The second is to be made of “moonbeams” and should
reflect the same lyrical intensity as the moon at night.
The third, and last, is to be made of “sunlight” and
should be as blinding and warm as the sun above.

Techno Fashion

Technology is increasingly addressing our need to
access information and maintain connectivity with
others on a continuous basis. Bradley Quinn, on
explaining why garments are positioned at the centre of
technological and personal computing research, notes
that: “Fashion, as an essential component of everyday
life, provides the ideal means for information
technologies to be constantly accessible and widely
relied upon as they become indistinguishable from
clothing” [3]. As we negotiate an increasingly mobile
lifestyle, technological research has been focused on
creating multiple networks for communication along
with new interfaces for accessing these networks.
Reactive fashions integrating human-computer interfaces – fashion that can adapt and modulate depending
on its environment or use – propose new and unique sets
of social interactions.

CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW

This project is part of a body of research that focuses on
relational and ubiquitous performance. Investigating
historical performancecentric contexts and adapting new
scenarios for wearable and sensing technologies, “Peau
d’Âne” seeks to create a bridge between the symbolic
percipience of fairy tales and current technological
__________________
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“Wearables” – microcomputers that can be worn on the
body – and “smart” fabrics – responsive materials both
hard and soft – can mediate this information between
the self and the world. Examples of industry research in
the field of wearables have centered on utilitarian and
entertainment applications such as: dynamic camouflage
for military industry; biofeedback clothes to monitor the
elderly or ill; and universal connectivity environments
for 24/7 accesses to the Internet and entertainment
media.
The “Peau d’Âne” project extrapolates wearable
technologies’ utilitarian drive to meditate on the
potential for an aesthetic experience, symbolic imagery
and data visualization. Translating climactic factors into
active wearable displays, the “Peau d’Âne” project
poetically embodies the chimerical fairy tale artifacts of
a ‘sky’, ‘moon’, and ‘sun’ dress via variegrated information displays. Lev Manovich coined the term
‘infoaesthetics’ to describe a new culture of media arts
actualized in the reconfiguring of information representtation, dissemination, manipulation and analysis [4].
Looking at the industrial revolution’s symbolic as well
as material affect on modern art and society (motorcars,
bridges, grain elevators, air travel), Manovich postulates
that today’s avant-garde is rooted in an historically
analogous information / computer revolution. Technological presence in the everyday, and hence ready and
proximal data access, has propelled distinct and
innovative information interfaces, which have engendered new forms and meanings. Utilizing prevailing and
emergent research into wearables, “Peau d’Âne” adapts
technological innovations in the service of relational and
ubiquitous performance where infoaesthetics are
subsumed through a topical data anatomy of fairy tale
costumes.

3. Custom-built microcontrollers will be embedded in
the dresses receiving signals sent from Max/MSP
and will relay these to the internal circuitry of the
dress.
4. Electronic circuitry made of conductive threads,
fabrics and motors in each of the dresses will
respond to the signals from the microcontrollers and
create the modulations and behaviours desired in
each of the dresses.

Figure 1. Technical Schematic of “Peau d’Âne”.

The Weather Davis is a solarpowered weathervane,
which reads weather from its exact geographic location.
Readings include: atmospheric temperature, rain
(precipitation), humidity, wind speed and direction, UV
index, and solar radiation. Because it is solar power and
wireless, the Weather Davis has the potential to function
in a variety of geographic locations from the urban to
the remote.
Max/MSP is an object-based software initially
developed for audio composition. Since then Max has
expanded to explore other arenas of creativity such as
real-time video manipulation with the Jitters / VNS
program. For this project, Max is used to organize the
fluctuating weather data readings within set parameters
of action. That is to say, the Max/MSP programming
developed for this project coordinates the possible
variables and changes to take place in the dresses based
on the live weather data readings culled from the
Weather Davis. Microcontrollers are used because of
their reduced size as they can easily be integrated into
garments to create “wearables”. The microcontrollers
send the signal it receives from the Max/MSP program
to the electronic circuitry integrated into the dresses. In
essence, the microcontrollers are the interface between
the software and the hardware elements of the dresses.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

The three “Peau D’Âne” dresses are developed using
parallel technologies expressed via different materials.
A weather station culls live weather data transforming
the dresses as they reflect the changing barometric
characteristics of sky, moon and sun in real-time.
Ambient weather variations are displayed by modulations in the dresses’ designs / patterns and behaviors.
Each dress is designed to respond to a certain set of
weather fluctuations native to its particular meteorological characteristics as influenced by the sky, moon,
or sun.
1. A wireless solar-powered Weather Davis tracks
atmospheric changes. The Weather Davis connects
to a main computer and the Max/MSP software.
2. Max/MSP is used for each of the dresses, compiling
and keeping track of the data from the Weather
Davis. A set number of data parameters have been
created for each of the dresses based on the weather
readings particular to that dress. This data will be
sent out via wireless microcontrollers.
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THREE PROTOTYPES

Dress 3 – “Sun”

The “Sun” dress displays lights patterns based on
changes in the sun. The dress is constructed with an
embroidered design of LEDs (light emitting diodes) and
conductive fabrics and threads. The LEDs are set alight
based on UV and sun intensity readings. The greater the
intensity of the sun, the brighter the dress glows,
emulating the sun itself. The LEDs are set alight based
on UV and sun intensity readings. The greater the
intensity of the sun, the brighter the dress glows,
emulating the sun itself. The more UV rays outside, the
more the dress’ LEDs are animated. The changing
patterns of the fully addressable LEDs also permit to
graphically represent solar radiation changes.
These elements are activated based on the following
weather data captures:
– Sun intensity = Brightness of LEDs.
– UV intensity = Animated LEDs patterns.
– Solar radiation = Changing LED sequences.

Dress 1 – “Sky”

The “Sky” dress displays a changing structure and
movement based on flux in the wind velocity and
direction. The dress is made of inflatable fabric pockets
which expand to display real-time climactic changes.
The more wind velocity, the larger the dress grows.
Wind fluctuations create dress vibrations as the rhythm
of the airflow in the dress is alternated (i.e. air will go in
+ out in a rhythmic fashion).
These elements are activated based on the following
weather data captures:
– Wind velocity = Inflation of the dress.
– Wind fluctuations = Vibration of the dress.

Dress Design

The “Peau d’Âne” dresses are inspired by Art Deco era
fashion. Art Deco (1909–1939) was characterized by a
stylized use of exotic motifs, embellishments (embroildery, beading etc.), modern tailoring and unique
collaborations between artists of the avant-garde and
fashion designers. The Art Deco movement, keenly
invested in machine-age developments, used emergent
20th century technologies as aesthetic muse in textile,
architecture, jewelry, woodworking and glass design.
Women’s emancipation was also reflected in Art Deco’s
stylistic and technological fashion practices leading to
the advent of contemporary sports clothes. Influenced
by Art Deco’s modernist ontology, the “Peau d’Âne”
dress designs, structure and symbolic imagery will
analogously reflect current innovations in mobile and
wearable technologies.
Figure 2. All three dresses.
Dress 2: – “Moon”

The “Moon” dress displays changing colour patterns
based on the 28-day cycle of the moon. These subtle
transformations are made utilizing resistive heating in
combination with thermochromic plastisol paints.
Thermochromic paint is heatsensitive, changing from
one colour state to another (or from opaque to
transparent) when exposed to a heat source. The
“Moonbeam” dress is embroidered with conductive
thread, which is slightly heated in order to trigger
responses in the paint and thus represent the moon cycle
as it appears and disappears. As the moon transforms
from a small sliver to a full globe to a small sliver again,
the dress’ colours and patterns follow suit.
These elements are activated based on the following
weather data captures:
– Waning moon = Reduced amount of colour on the
dress.
– Full moon = Full colour all over the dress.
– Moon changes (28 day cycle) = Colour progressions of more to less animated flowers.

Figure 3. Moon Dress.
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ultimately blurs the lines between performer and
audience, stage and “street”, performance and the
everyday.
Utilizing wireless networks, the “Peau d’Âne”
dresses aim to be functional objects, responsive to
fluctuating climactic conditions and functional in
diverse geographical locations. Weather is itself a
portent yet serendipitously ubiquitous and fleeting
subject matter, traversing geographies, cultures, identity
and economies. Yet, weather remains a subjective
experience based on expectations, habits, and exposure.
As well, weather is a seemingly banal and universal
conversation piece camouflaging social and cultural
exchanges rendered on a nonverbal level, making it an
ideal subject matter for the exploration of relational
performances.

RELATIONAL & UBIQUITOUS PERFORMANCE ART

The roots of contemporary performance art were planted
in the avant-garde and populist movements of the early
modernist era. Futurists, Constructivists and Dadaists
alike intermixed creative activities in dance, theatre,
performance, painting, sculpture, costume and graphic
design. Artists as diverse as Luigi Russolo, Giacomo
Balla, Kasimir Malevich, Nikolai Foregger, Hugo Ball,
Sophie Taeuber, Jean Arp, George Grosz, Kurt
Schwitters and Robert / Sonia Delaunay worked in an
interdisciplinary fashion, modeling their art on various
contemporary influences ranging from the first world
war, the industrial revolution to a growing urban
lifestyle. Early modernist’s creative endeavours
mirrored contemporary artistic denouement, political
agitation / concerns in a commitment to create populist
and socially “connected” art works.

“PEAU D’ÂNE” PERFORMANCE

A performance utilizing the “Peau d’Âne” dresses is
being developed to compliment the piece. The performance aims to integrate fairy tales and relational
interventions in the public arena. The performance will
be developed with three local dancers and one electro
acoustic artist will be invited to compose a soundtrack
for the dancers' presentation. Looking at ways in which
we connect with our surroundings and how the weather
affects our moods, interactions and movements, the
“Peau d’Âne” dresses trigger an exploration into the use
of wearables in relational and ubiquitous performance.

Figure 4. Sky Dress.

Performance art today re-emerges as an important
artistic discipline fashioned in a parallel climate of
increased societal changes engendered in no small part
by technological evanescence in the everyday. The
possibilities for performative presence in a ubiquitous
media system can be imagined in contemporary models
of social connectivity / networks suggested in
performance art. Performance art’s strategy for
enriching “street-level culture” (the everyday) can be
overlaid onto human-computer interaction interfaces
and networks resulting in interesting couplings and
juxtapositions. If performance art’s principal aim is to
seek and create new – though at times confrontational or
resistive – contexts for communication between
audience and public, networked technologies further
expand this territory of exchange through hybrid,
multiple, and inclusive channels of communication.
This new form of ubiquitous performativity – dissipated
through multiple networks of potential agency -

Figure 5. Moon Dress.

My artistic production and research is articulated at the
juncture of technology, performance and playful
historical revivalism. Investigating the relational
possibilities offered through character transformation,
the everyday, social frameworks and mediated
broadcasts – my work seeks to foreground connectivity
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and ubiquity as the quintessential tangible fabric of art
and performance. A thematic arch of my performances
is the re-visiting of historical and fictional archetypes,
which are embodied via costume. Employing installation and live miseen- scene contexts, my performances
also double as seamless social interventions leaving
room for unpredictable one-on-one interactions, which
form the crux of these relational ‘events’. Developed
around mediated events, the performances are often
expanded to include the production of photographs,
video, and websites crystallizing into a multifaceted
work, which exist as event, archive and art object.
The “Peau d’Âne” project is a natural extension of
my interests in masquerade, performance, and the
fantastic in the everyday. “Peau d’Âne” expands on my
desire to create ubiquitous and relational performances
with the incursion of wearable technologies. In creating
this series of mutable dresses, and placing myself at the
threshold of the environment (in this case the weather)
and the public, I aim to investigate how ubiquitous
computing can transform performance via “smart”
costumes.
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FUTURE PRESENTATIONS

There has been interest in the project from a variety of
communities from visual arts organizations, cultural
theorists, fashion and theatre designers, as well as
wearable technology researchers. Scenarios for the
mise-en-scene and presentation of the “Peau d’Âne”
dresses are being researched. Past presentations include:
Kunstencentrum Vooruit (Gent, 2006); Edge Intermedia
(St.John’s, Newfoundland, 2006); SIGGRAPH (Boston,
2006); Columbia College Chicago (Chicago, 2006);
Centro Cultural Pontificia Universidad Católica del Peru
(Lima, 2007); OBORO (Montréal, 2007). Future presentations include: SEAMLESS: Computational Couture at
the Museum of Science (Boston, 2008); Art and
Technology Festival Zero One at the Museum of Quilts
and Textiles (San Jose, 2008). Further collaborations
include working with the Cirque du Soleil in the
Research and Development costumes area.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this study was to prepare electrospun
shape memory PU nanoweb and to characterize their
physical, thermal-mechanical and comfort properties.
By optimizing the preparing condition and thermosensitive property of PU nanoweb, comfortable and
thermally intelligent membrane was obtained.
Effects of electrospinning conditions such as
concentration of polymer solution, electric potential and
distance from spinning tip to collector on the
characteristics of electrospun nanoweb were
investigated and the optional conditions were
determined. Shape memory polyurethane polymers were
dissolved in a mixture of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) in the same volume
ratio. The solution concentration of 4–7 wt-% resulted
in the most uniform fibers. The optimum
electrospinning conditions were determined as
9kV/1.0ml/hr, 10kV/1.5ml/hr, 14kV/2.0ml/hr and
16kV/2.0ml/hr of flow rate at the concentrations of 4, 5,
6, and 7 wt-%, respectively. In the investigation of the
mechanical property of the electrospun shape memory
polyurethane nanowebs, it was found to have a shape
recovery of more than 90 %. The electrospun web had a
high transition temperature compared to the film. Pore
size of stretched and fixed electrospun web increased by
twofold compared to the original web. Comfort
properties were evaluated at various temperatures in
order to develop the smart and comfortable membrane.

Shape memory polyurethanes are defined as functional
materials with the ability to sense and respond to
external thermo-stimuli in a predetermined temperature
range. More recently, electrospinning process is a fairly
well established experimental method to produce fibers
at the nano-scale range that enable them to find
applications in filters, he protective fabric liners,
biomedical devices, etc. Therefore the objective of this
study was to develop the protective and thermally
intelligent membrane by optimizing the preparing
condition and thermo-sensitive property of PU web.

KEYWORDS

Each SMPU was cast into a 0.5 mm-thick sheet at
220℃ for 15 min. And SMPU solutions (4–7 wt-%),
prepared in a mixed solvent of THF and DMF, were
electrospun. Electrospinning process was carried out
under various conditions such as concentration of
polymer solution, electric potential and distance from
spinning tip to collector. The resultant thermal,
thermomechanical and shape memory properties were
investigated by DSC, DMTA and UTM. The comfort
properties were investigated by water vapor
permeability, air permeability and water resistance. The
surface of sample was observed using SEM.

EXPERIMENTAL

Three materials were used to investigate the properties
of SMPU to develop smart membrane. All materials
(from Hyosung Chemex Co. in Korea) was synthesized
by one step process with 4,4’-diphenylmethane
diisocyanate (MDI), Polycaprolactone (PCL, Mw=4000
or 3000) and 1,4- butanediol (BD). The molar ratios for
the sample synthesis were described in Table 1.
Table 1. Specification of shape memory polyurethane.

Shape memory polyurethane, electrospinning, membrane, water vapor permeability.
__________________
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Sample
code

polyol (Mw)

A
B
C

PCL (4000)
PCL (3000)
PCL (3000)

MDI

6
4.5
2

mole ratio
PCL
BD

1
1
1

5
3.5
1
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RESULTS

The transition temperature of SMPU films can be
charactrerized by DSC analysis. We can see that the
DSC curves of film A and C have the points of inflecttion at 29℃ and 50℃ corresponding to the Tm of soft
segment, respectively. On the other hand, film C did not
show any point of inflection (Figure 1).
Thermomechanical properties of SMPUs were
obtained from the stress-strain curves using UTM. The
SMPU film A showed shape recovery of 85 %, shape
retention of 86 %, and excellent physical properties.
The electrospun web was collected in the thickness of
0.04 mm. The uniform fibers were formed in the SMPU
solution concentrations of 4–7 wt-%. The optimum
electrospinning conditions were determined as
9kV/1.0ml/hr, 10kV/1.5ml/hr, 14kV/2.0ml/hr and
16kV/2.0ml/hr of feed rate at the concentrations of 4, 5,
6, and 7 wt-%, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the DSC patterns of SMPU
electrospun web A and films A. The electrospun web
had a high transition temperature compared to the film.
The SMPU electrospun web A showed shape recovery
of 95 %, shape retention of 66 %.
Pore size of stretched and fixed electrospun web
increased by two-fold compared to the original web, and
thus enhanced water vapor permeability below
transition temperature.

Figure 3. DSC diagram of SMPU electrospun web A
and films A.

Figure 4. Distribution of pore diameter from electrospun web and stretched and fixed electrospun web.
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the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum, from 104 to
1012 Hertz. This energy can be radiated by computer
circuits, radio transmitters, medical apparatus,, electric
motors, industry robots and many other sources. EMI
may cause malfunction to those equipments or even
cause harm to human body. The smaller size and faster
operating speeds of their components make it more
difficult to manage the EM pollution they create.
Therefore, in order to prevent EMI, the development of
shielding materials for RF and microwaves (MW)are
receiving increasing attention.
Electromagnetic shielding is the process of limiting
the flow of electromagnetic fields between two
locations, by separating them with a barrier made of
conductive material.

ABSTRACT

Electromagnetic shielding became so important with the
increase of computer and telecommunication systems
especially in the range of radio and microwave
frequencies [18]. There are so many areas that we need
electrically conductive textile structures like sensors,
electrostatic discharge, electromagnetic shielding, dust
and germ free clothing, data transfer in clothing,
camouflage for applications etc. [10,15]. Shielding
efficiency is described with shielding effectiveness (SE)
term in decibel (dB).While 40 dB may be adequate for
use in electronics housings, 80dB–100dB is required for
military applications [6,14]. Nanocomposites which
include conductive nanoparticles as reinforcing material
and conductive polymers as matrix material are
effective materials for shielding and conductivity
applications in textile. In this research, methods of
forming conductive polymeric nanocomposites, their
applications in textile as shielding material are
researched and parameters which effect SE are
discussed.
KEYWORDS

Electromagnetic Shielding, Conductive
Nanocomposite, Shielding Effectiveness

Figure 1. Main sources of electromagnetic waves in
the environment.

Polymers,

In EMI shielding materials, reduction of EMI is
accomplished mainly by reflection and absorption
mechanisms (Figure 2).

INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic waves produced from some electric
or electronic instruments have an adverse effect on the
performance to other equipments. This is called as
electromagnetic interference (EMI). The most common
type of EMI occurs in the radio frequency (RF) range of
__________________
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Figure 2. Propagation of electromagnetic wave in an
electromagnetic shielding material [11].
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conductive polymer structures with exceptional
mechanical, thermal and electrical properties which are
so called multifunctional nanocomposites generally [22].

When an electromagnetic wave comes to the surface of
the object, it enforces charges in the object to oscillate at
the same frequency of the incident wave. This forced
oscillating charge behaves as an antenna and reradiates
the incident signal back which is called the reflection of
EM [13]. On the other hand, as the electrical charge is
forced to vibrate in the medium, energy is lost in the
form of heat. This is the decrease of EMI due to its
absorption.
Shielding effectiveness(SE) is used as a measurement
to gauge the reduction of an EM field through shielding
barrier material. SE of any barrier is identified as a
measure of its ability to control radiated electromagnetic energy. SE has been defined as logarithmic
ratio of the power radiated in absence of the shield (Po),
to that in presence of the shield (Ps), measured at the
same point in same operating condition. It is expressed
in decibel (dB) as
(1)

Figure 3. Appearance of a core yarn including a metal
wire [20].

where Eo and Es are the electric fields corresponding to
Po and Ps respectively.
Shielding materials should have good electrical
conductivity to minimize the penetration of waves to the
material and, low magnetic permeability to transfer
magnetic energy to heat [9]. So, we need electrically
conductive surfaces to obtain high SE. Modified textile
surfaces have considerable SE values. Up to 80 dB SE
values, required for military applications, were obtained
with textile materials [14].
Standard metals were used for shielding but due to
their high density and lack of applicability to items in
irregular shapes, new composites have been replacing
them., Several textile items of EMI shielding property
have been developed recently. For example an electrically conductive filament body for forming an inner
conductor and a filling yarn made of an electrically
insulating resin are twisted together to produce hybrid
yarns (Figure 3). Up to 50 dB of SE in woven samples
of those hybrid yarns are accomplished depending on
yarn density and weight ratio of yarn [2,3]. Cheng at all
determined 30–50 dB shielding effectiveness at 30–
3000 MHz frequency interval with woven fabrics in
different weaves and different yarn densities, with core
yarns [4]. Another example is , metal plating of the nonconductive fabrics with different methods, such as
chemical reduction, ion implantation etc. 80 dB of SE
can be achieved by chemical implantation on
fabrics [19]. Inherently conductive polymers (ICP) are
also a good choice for shielding applications. They have
high electrical conductivity, their conductivity can be
developed via chemical processes and, they can also be
coated on to any substrate fabric. But their low elastic
deformation ability inhibits their usage. Adding some
kind of conductive particles, such as discrete carbon
fibers, multi-walled and single walled carbon nanotubes,
ceramic powders or metallic nanoparticles to nonconductive polymers is frequently used to get hybrid

Generally, coating and in-situ polymerization methods
are used for making conductive textile surfaces. But
these methods can’t provide a permanent effect. The
disadvantage of coated fabrics is formation of cracks
when it is subjected to a movement. In-situ polymerization can be accomplished by synthesizing of polymers
on the fabric surface with some fillers. This method is
also not effective because of limited adhesion between
polymer and fabric.
We can obtain electrically conductive and
electromagnetic shielding surfaces by adding different
kind of conductive particles into conventional polymers.
Nanoparticles gives unexpected properties to polymers.
They increase mechanical strength and improve
physical properties such as conductivity, electromagnetic shielding etc. Today, carbon nanotube
(Figure 4) and carbon nanofiber applications are increased.

Figure 4. Carbon nanotubes [12].

Even with low quantities of carbon nanotubes, high
conductivities can be achieved. For example; 3 % multiwalled carbon nanotube filled polycarbonate products
shows the same conductivity with 15 % carbon fiber
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filled products. It is possible to reach the same
conductivity with 1 % single-walled carbon nanotubes [1]. The application areas of CNTs include
conductive composite fibers, sensors, energy storage
devices, and field emission displays [21].
It was clarified that carbon fiber ratio and fiber length
are two important factors for EMI shielding [5,23].
Agglomeration in composite materials increases with
the fiber length. This means that required conductivity
can be achieved with less fiber ratio. With the same
weight percentage adding longer fibers results in better
SE, because, longer fibers can form a better conductive
web in composite materials [23]. Homogeneity of filler
is also important for electromagnetic shielding [1]. Nonhomogeny filler distributions make weak points in the
structure and these points determine the overall properties of composite material.

Figure. 5.Relation between SE, coating thickness and
conductivity in PANI films doped with PTSA(p-toluene
sulfonic acid) and CMC (4-chloro-3-methyl
phenol) [17].

It is stated that the more the conductivity, the more the
shielding effectiveness achieved by reflection mechanism. And also the most reflective material shows the
lowest amount of absorption [8].Frequency is also an
important factor in SE. It was determined that the
increase in SE with increasing PANI loadings over lowfrequency range is more rapid than high frequency
range [14]. This means that dominant mechanism in
coated fabrics with ICPs is absorption.

INHERENTLY CONDUCTIVE POLYMERS (ICP)

Typical inherently conductive polymers include polyacetylene, polypyrrole, polythiophene, and polyaniline [PANI]. A wide range of conductivity can be
achieved in ICPs depending on polymerization time,
temperature, concentrations of monomer, doping level
and type of dopant [14,8]. PANI has attracted much
interest worldwide because of its excellent environmental, thermal and chemical stability [7]. PANI coated
or in-situ polymerized fabrics were reported. In coating
process, it could be possible to obtain higher SE values
according to quantity of PANI ratio on the fabric
surface. This ratio depends on porosity of fabrics
(Table 1). Silicate fabrics can store more polymer than
PES fabrics [7].

CONCLUSION

In this study, the different methods of producing
shielding textile materials have been stated. The
parameters effecting shielding effectiveness are emphasized. The nanocomposites, in which ICPs used as
matrix and conductive nanosize materials as fillers,
seems to be a good choice to improve the SE of
composite textile structures. Conductive fillers improves
reflection characteristic of composite and ICP ensures
shielding by absorption mechanism. The design and
development of effective EMI shielding textiles with
good mechanical properties have been experimented by
us.

Table 1. SE measurements of PANI coated fabrics.
Sample

PANI coated polyester
fabric (doped with HCl)
PANI coated polyester
fabric (doped with PTSA)
PANI coated silicate
fabric (doped with HCl)
PANI coated silicate
fabric (doped with PTSA)

Surface
Resistance
(Ω cm)

SE
(dB)

160

6,3

40

17,77

20–28

35,61

20–28

31,35
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ABSTRACT

In scientific articles formability of woven structure
(mostly of glass fiber) during bias uniaxial tension is
analyzed and forces mechanism which determines fabric
buckling is investigated [1] but more often buckling
phenomenon is unheeded: fabric buckling is just
recorded without evaluation [2] or estimated subjecttively [3]. It is stated [1,4] that during forming fabric
starts to buckle when no more gaps between two yarns
systems remains.

During woven textile production to 3-D products which
are used in various industry sectors such material properties as formability (in order to obtain spatial shape)
and elasticity (to keep provided shape) are important.
In-plane shear is the dominant mode of deformation
during fabric forming process. Deformed plain fabric
looses form stability when critical shear deformations
are exceeded and out of plain wrinkles are formed
because of fabric buckling.

a

b

c

d

Figure 1. The image analysis (a) and the microstructure analysis (c) have shown that deformed woven fabric
(b) buckles before gaps between yarns closes (c) because of the highest value of stresses at yarns
crossover points (d).
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Our research has proved that this proposition is
correct only for smooth, long floats and flat glass yarns
fabric. Currently in technical textile industry ecological
composites popularity increases and natural yarns
application expands but formability of natural fabrics is
worse because of yarns peculiarities.
The changes in plain woven fabric element during
uniaxial bias specimen tension were analysed. Macro
and micro analysis of buckled plain woven fabric gap
geometry has proved that bias stretch cotton and glass
fabric buckles before gap between yarns are closed. The
changes of element geometry parameters (yarn width d,
yarn thickness a, yarns spacing s, crimp angle β, fabric
thickness h and angle between two yarns systems θ)
were investigated. It was found that the variation of
yarns geometry and crimp angle during uniaxial bias
tension influences the angle between yarns changes but
FEM simulations of a woven element deformation has
shown that friction at crossover points of the yarns have
to be evaluated because during shearing the highest
value of stresses are obtained at these points.
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equipment such that subject mobility and ability to
perform day-to-day activities are severely restricted.
Today, some outpatient solutions are available that
enable monitoring outside of medical-hospital
environment [1]. Nevertheless, it is currently of great
relevance to develop technologically advanced clothing
incorporating the capability of monitoring wearer’s
cardiac signals in conjunction with other basic clothing
functions and significantly improving his quality of life.
The design and creation of cardiac frequency monitorring clothing faces several difficulties. In one hand, the
target is to create sensors capable to read and output
electrical signals with quality adequate for electronic
data processing and, on the other hand its integration
into the clothing element should not negatively interfere
and affect its comfort and aesthetics.
In spite of the fact that some clothing elements
incorporating this function are currently available in the
market, we believe that this market segment clearly still
needs to be supplied with esthetically appealing cloths
targeted to sedentary subjects with a tendency to
obesity.
The innovation for these clothing elements might
consist in finding the right compromise for loose fit
elements containing modules that provide local fit to the
adequate body region.

Wearable technology, flexible sensors, conductive
wires, textiles electronic, cardiac monitoring.

State of the Art

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project is the design and development of flexible sensors for adults’ cardiac frequency
(CF) monitoring and incorporating localized functions
of electrical signal conduction. The technological cloth
for CF monitoring already available in the market
require a high degree of tightness to the body due to the
need of establishing a direct contact between the sensor
and the wearer’s skin. However, sedentary subjects with
a tendency to obesity, belonging to the cardiovascular
illness risk group, and thus potentially target users of
this type of clothing, generally do not feel at ease
wearing tight clothing elements. The sensors developed
within the framework of this project, will be used in CF
monitoring clothing elements designed for loose fit and
wear. The sensors will be concealed thus increasing the
user’s well-being and comfort. The quality of electrical
signal detection and transmission of the developed
sensor will be assessed by comparison and
benchmarking with performance of sensors already
available in the market. Preliminary testing conducted
with prototypes have shown that it is possible to obtain
electrical signals having the required quality for
subsequent processing.

GeorgiaTech (USA) has been developing a “Smartshirt” [2], enabling monitoring of body wearer’s body
temperature, cardiac frequency and motion among other
parameters. It incorporates in a washable cloth,
technological elements such as optical fibers, data bus,
microphone and processor.
A LifeShirt™” [3], is under development at Vivometrics (USA), enabling monitoring of over 30 physiological parameters and storage in an external processor.
The “Polar™” (USA) [4], detects and transmits the
electrical signal to a receiver located in a wrist worn
device that also performs data processing functions.
This “Polar™” was initially designed as a hard belt to
be worn around wearer’s torso. Currently, “Polar™” in

INTRODUCTION
Significance of Monitoring

Traditionally, adult cardiac frequency monitoring
requires subject immobilization and use of electronic
__________________
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a partnership with “Numetrex” develop clothing items
following a body tight approach. These items integrate
fibers conducting cardiac electrical signals to a
transmitter compatible with “Polar™” technology.
All these above mentioned clothing items must be
worn extremely tight to the body to enable adequate
detection and generation of cardiac electrical signal.
Consequently, this type of clothing is quite uncomfortable and unappealing for people with excessive body
weight (marginal to typical obesity).

Flexible Electrodes

Base of the above described conductive wire types, two
types of electrodes were developed: one with carbon
yarns and the other with metallic yarns. Both types were
fabricated in a Jacquard loom. Both electrodes have a
double woven structure, with the conductive yarn on the
internal side to enable skin contact and the polyester
yarn on the external side. Figure 2 shows a picture of
the electrodes fabricated with this process.
In order to detect the cardiac signal it is necessary to
ensure a good contact between skin and the conductive
yarn. For the electrodes with carbon yarn, this contact is
established directly. For the other type, it is necessary to
dissolve the cotton yarn in the sensing area. In the
present work, the dissolving method employed is the
typically used in stamping – “Devorée” corrosion
process with sodium bisulfate.
Figure 2B and 2C shows a typical metallic yarn based
electrode before and after applying this process.

SENSOR DEVELOPMENT

This article presents the development of a flexible and
soft cloth strip to be worn around the torso and measure
cardiac frequency. This measuring strip is an alternative
to shirts/vests as it can be worn under any clothing item
without showing and this resulting also in a cheap and
lower cost solution.
This measuring strip is made basically of polyester.
Its front body section (over the chest) integrates two
textile woven electrodes, containing the electrically
conductive yarns to conduct the cardiac electrical signal.
The body backside section is made from an elastic to
enable fitting to body size. The strip fastens and
unfastens using a side metal hooking device.
The following figure graphically depicts this sensing
strip.

Figure 1. Graphical Depiction of the Sensing Strip.
1 – Fastening / Unfastening Hook.
2 – Electrodes with Conductive Yarns.
3 – Elastic Cloth.
1 – Fastening / Unfastening Hook.

Figure 2. Pictures of the Woven Sensors.
A – Electrode with carbon yarn.
B – Electrode with metallic yarn (before cellulose
removal).
C – Electrode with metallic yarn (after cellulose
removal).

Conductive Materials

Conductive materials employed in the electrodes for the
present work, are carbon and stainless steel essentially
given that they exhibit high electrical conductivity as
well as being widely available in the market in various
yarn forms adequate for processing with standard
technologies.
The employed carbon yarn is constituted off a polyamide 6.6 monofilament covered with carbon. The
monofilament thickness is 15 dtex. The resistivity is in
the range of 0.4 × 105 ohm/cm. Regarding mechanical
properties, tensile strength and rupture elongation are,
respectively, 5.8 g/denier and 45.2 %.
The metallic wire is a core yarn. The core component
is a stainless steel filament 35 μm thick and the coating
is made of cotton fibers. Its resistivity is in the range of
10 ohm/cm.

FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION
Introduction

The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a simple and important
method in the diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases
because on one hand it is not invasive and in the other
hand it is cheap and widely available. It records the
electrical activity produced by activation of the
myocardium, and this record is composed of several
deflections caused by the activation, depolarization and
repolarization of the heart muscle cells. These
deflections are caused by multiple waves, including the
waves P, Q, R, S (Q + R + S = QRS complex) and T.
The P wave is the depolarization headset (contraction).
The QRS complex is the sum of electrical impulses
produced by depolarization (contraction) of the
ventricular muscle cells. The T wave is the ventricular
repolarization.
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The CF is the number of times the heart beats per
minute. Measuring the time interval between two peaks
of the wave R can assess it. The healthy human heart
beats between 60 to 100 times per minute, and 75 times
is the number most frequent.

Figure 5. ECG obtained with standards electrodes.

Figure 3. Scheme of an electrocardiogram.

Qualitative comparison of curves obtained with
standard electrode and strips textiles

Figure 6. ECG obtained with metallic electrodes.

The functionality of the sensors in the detection of
cardiac signal and a reproduction of ECG was assessed
by qualitative comparison with the performance of
standard electrodes currently used in hospital environment. The procedure consisted in performing ECG
readings with both standard “hospital” type electrodes
and the sensing strips, and then compare the two curves.
The measurement of cardiac variables took place
through a signal conditioning circuit, as illustrated in
Figure 4. In this circuit the electrodes are connected
through ”crocodile” type clips. An instrumentation
amplifier followed by filtering, raises the level of the
signal to values that can be applied to an analog-digital
converter. This is necessary due to the relatively low
level of the captured ECG signal (in the order of mV)
that is also subject to numerous interferences from the
50 Hz electrical network as well as resulting from user
movements (artifact movements). Finally, the ECG
signal in digital form is collected, processed, stored and
displayed by a software application running on a PC.
This application is Elektor EKG Monitor [5] that in
addition to ECG also calculates the CF.

Figure 7. ECG obtained with carbon electrodes.

The results obtained with standard electrodes, shown in
Figure 5, point to an ECG with all waves represented, as
the reference sketch presented in Figure 3. There are
some differences with reference to the theoretical curve,
caused either by inaccuracies of electronic circuitry and
signal processing software, or by the characteristics of
the subject person such as his/her health condition, age,
weight and sex. All graphics presented were made with
the same subject person, and the curve of Figure 5 is
used as reference.
The curves obtained with metal and carbon sensing
strips are visually identical to the reference ECG
obtained with standard sensors. There are small
differences that can be attributed to slight variation
occurred in the placement of electrodes. So experimental results showed that fabric electrodes and sensors
could be adequately employed to acquire and monitor
vital ECG signals, without loss of information.
Moreover, these results show that both electrode
types, with metallic yarns and carbon yarns, are capable
of capturing a signal suitable for a cardiac ECG
recording and therefore to obtain the CF. The carbon
yarn electrodes, in spite of exhibiting a lower measured
conductivity, can capture a signal identical to the
metallic yarn type.

Electrodes Instrumentation Low-pass Analog to Software for data
amplifier
filter
digital
processing and
converter visualization

Figure 4. The circuit diagram.

CONCLUSION

Presentation of results

The developed sensing strips are flexible and soft
wovens, that don’t cause discomfort when used in
contact with the skin of the user. Other aspects related to
wear comfort during long period of usage require
further investigation and analysis.

The following figures show the curves obtained with a
40 years old male subject and the various sensing strips
placed in his chest.
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The results obtained using these sensing strips for
acquisition of cardiac signal are very promising. Both
sensors (metal and carbon) may be well integrated into
the garments for cardiac monitoring, to acquire the
values of CF and to draw up an EGC. Together with
electronic devices to transmit the signal, the strips could
be used in any type of clothing, so imperceptible and
without causing discomfort. They are particularly well
suited to be worn under loose garments.
In the future we might want to introduce, in a large
piece of clothing the sensing strips to avoid an
intermediary between the human body and the garments
outside.
Another future phase of the project is the quantitative
study of the results to obtain values that support the
assessment of the state of health of the user.
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fashion designers consider technological fabrics the
future of fashion. Designers are frequently alert to the
latest treatments as they can transform a traditional
textile, updating it for a contemporary look [3]. The new
fibres are a product of scientific research which has
during recent decades brought a revolution to the
textiles industries of the world comparable with the
industrial revolution [4]. Not only look but also the feel
and performance are influencing fashion designers.
Technology applied to fashion help us to adapt to
comfort, freedom, versatility and functionality. The
market for technology products is growing, consumers
requirements of products are changing [5]. The
costumers now expect more from their wardrobes as
they expect that the range of new technologies can be
even more available to improve the way we live. The
underwear is one area of great development that applies
new technologies to improve a range of comfort factors.
Then, this is the main goal of this experiment, combine
the consumer needs both functional and aesthetics for
the underwear developing a bra with the SMA, and take
advantages of the features of this technology adapting it
to the intimate apparel.

ABSTRACT

The experiment has as main goal identify consumer
needs for underwear bra apparel that deserves singular
research attention, in order to associate it with a smart
technology, the Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) as well
as with fashion design. The SMA will be incorporated
to provide functional behaviour to the bra, besides
physiological and psychological comfort in a manner to
supply woman needs related to the bra performance.
The SMA was blended with cotton to improve the
processability of bra knitting structure construction.
Through a heat treatment the SMA bra was shaped set
on the desired shape design. After high heat treatment it
can be incorporated in the bra between two layers of
fabric to improve the bra touch. When contacted the
woman breast, the SMA bra will recover its original
shape, providing a better performance colving problems
like wrinkle and deterioration behaviour, generated by
the way the bra is stored, or submitted to washing or
drying machine.
AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Fashion Design, Smart Textiles, Underwear, SMA.
BRA CONSUMER REQUIREMENTS
INTRODUCTION

In contrast to outer apparel, the intimate apparel deserves singular research attention. The underwear
indicates a consumer involved by a complex range of
interlinked factors like: functional, physiological,
psychosocial and economic [6]. In terms of physiology,
women's breasts are not symmetrical, and no two female
shapes are the same. To compound the physiological
problems, lifecycle stages affect breast shape [7]. The
bra as a harness performs the important function of
breast support to a vast range of physiological shapes,
sizes and tissue density/elasticity [8]. The bra affects the
perceived comfort, contour, posture, breast health and
physical performance of the wearer [6]. Therefore fit is
critical.
At a psychosocial level, bras, by their design alter the
shape of breasts for fashion [9], as well as breast presents a visible contoured cue to the world, it is intrinsically linked with a woman's sexuality, body-image and

Throughout history, design, fashion and textiles have
been closely related to scientific and industrial innovation. We can see radical technologies that are poised
to redefine how we think about the design, manufacture,
and consumption of fashion [1]. Material innovation is
an important focus on creativity in the field of textiles
today [2], and important experiments are taking place
into the development of new materials and many
__________________
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social image. As mentioned by Hart and Dewsnap [6],
the problems recognized by the consumers about the
intimate apparel, especially about the bra, which make
them purchase a new one are: the apparel’s loss of
functional support through deterioration of elasticity;
the decline in bra’s aesthetic appearance and a change in
the wearer's physiology driving the need for a different
bra size. Besides the functional aspects, the consumer is
leaded to buy because of the aesthetic value, in order to
make consumer feel special and pretty.
The underwear appearance aspect, which sometimes
is damaged because of care on washing drying machine,
or the way the underwear is stored during a travel or on
the wardrobe, generates negative effects on the bra like:
the wrinkle and the deterioration behaviour, which
rejudice the fit and the aesthetic aspect.
In order to avoid the wrinkle aspect, the material that
will be used on the design development of the bra, the
shape memory alloy, will be applied on the pad that is
the area with more deterioration of surface, because is
the area which has more contact with the breasts. The
main feature of the SMA that will benefit the bra pad is
the shape memory effect. This behaviour will provide to
the bra pad remember the original and flat shape, when
it gets contact with the human body.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of shape memory effect
in alloys [10].

SMAs have come into use because of their exceptional
superelasticity and shape memory properties besides
good resistance, properties that conventional materials
do not exhibit [13].
To create the SMA, the alloy is formed and held
mechanically in the required shape. Through a process
of high heating and rapid quenching, the relationship
between the different crystal structures is set. The SMA
retains its programmed shape at ambient temperature
but when deformed it will always return to its original
shape when the appropriate stimulus is applied [12]. The
most common type of SMA is the Nitinol, that presents
advantages in comparison to other types of SMA.
The SMA has been used on underwire women’s
brassieres [14], because of its pseudoelasticity property.
NiTi SMA underwires offer improved comfort. An
additional advantage is the fact that the pseudoelasticity
NiTi wires are resistance to permanent deformation
which can be the result of washing and drying cycles.

SMART MATERIALS

The expertise gained from many years of technical
textiles is being more intimately married with expertise
from other engineering, scientific and design sectors,
giving rise to a new breed of smart technologies [10].
Some materials were used originally for space and
military applications, but now, designers are using them
in unusual ways for clothes [3]. Smart materials respond
to external stimulus: to heat, to light, to pressure, and to
chemical changes; And they can act by changing shape,
harvesting solar energy, conducting electricity or
light [2]. Types of smart materials include shape
memory alloys and polymers (SMA and SMP), magnetorheological materials (MR), electrorheostatic materials (ER), piezoelectric materials (PZT) and electroactive polymers [1]. Shape Memory Materials are able
to sense a change in temperature and react by changing
into a prescribed form. As an adaptive material they can
convert thermal energy into mechanical work [11]. If
deformed mechanically below the transformation
temperature, they will be able to regain their original
shape back, once the temperature increases above the
transformation temperature. This transformation occurs
because the material changes its internal structure with
temperature. In the case of shape memory alloys
(SMAs), for example, at a low temperature, the structure
of the materials changes to a martensite phase, where
they can be easily deformed. Upon heating, the structure
changes to an austenite phase, and the programmed
shape is recovered as the material “remembers” its
original shape triggering the Shape Memory Effect
(Figure 1).

METHODS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The SMA applied on the experiment was purchased
from Memory Metalle and has specific properties and
settings, appropriated to the behaviour required to the
bra design development.
The alloy reference B, is the standard actuator nitinol
alloy for body temperature shape memory applications.
The transformation temperature that triggers the Shape
Memory Effect of the alloys and its transformation
strains are illustrated in Table 1. This alloy is used in
applications, where a shape change due to changes in
temperatures around body temperature is required,
them, is more appropriated for the application desired.
The surface condition chosen is the oxide surface,
without treatment, in a diameter of 0,127 mm.
Table 1. Transformation temperature range and
strains.
Transformation temperature range
Transformation strains up to 1 cycle
– up to 100 cycles
– up to 100.000 cycles

+25 to +35ºC
up to 8 %
up to 5 %
up to 3 %

The physical properties are illustrated in Table 2. The
corrosion property which is excellent is very important
because it’s resistant to deterioration, essential feature to
materials that are submitted to washing machine
process. Also biocompability, which is excellent, is a
key factor because the material will be used with a high
proximity with the human body.
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Table 2. SMA Physical properties.

Shape setting temperature
Corrosion properties
Biocompatibillty
Density

After heat treatment of SMA structure at high temperatures, it can now be incorporated as a pad on the bra,
placed internally, sandwiched between two layers of
fabric, in a manner to provide a better comfort to the
user.
Now, if the bra is bent, it can recover its original
shape upon heat treatment. When the bent SMA bra
contacts the woman breast its functionality triggers due
to the contact with the body temperature, returning to
the shape which was set by heat treatment.
The Figures 4 and 5 illustrates the structure without
the internal layer of fabric in order to show the bra
performance upon bent (Figure 4) and then, submitted to
a heat treatment at 37ºC about 60 seconds, simulating
the woman body superficial temperature, the structure
recovers its original shape (Figure 5).

400 to 550ºC
Excellent
Excellent
6,45 kg/dm3

The application of SMA is made by developing a bra
pad with SMA wire by knitting process. Unlike the
other experiments related to SMA in fabrics, which first
train the yarn and them incorporate it to traditional yarns
(Stylios), this experiment blends the SMA wire with
cotton yarn before training the SMA. This blend
provides a better processability on knitting process,
because the SMA has bad adherence, which prejudice
the development of the structure. The knitted structure
can be observed on Figure 2.

Figure 4. SMA bent by mechanical stress.

Figure 2. Knitting Structure with blended yarn.

After the SMA was shaped set on ceramic base which
provides the pad shape, it has to be heat treated. The
structure has to be submitted to 550ºC in a furnace
about 5 minutes. The cotton blended with the SMA will
disappear due to the high temperatures that the material
is submitted.
Then, after remove the structure from the furnace, the
knitted structure is 100 % SMA. The heat treated
structure can be observed on Figure 3.

Figure 5. SMA structure recovers its original shape
upon heating.

The SMA bra structure besides having shape memory
properties gives to the bra the original shape design
upon contacting the woman body, it alters the breast
size because of the thickness of the knitting structure,
and consequently it makes the woman feel better at a
psychological level. The open knitting structure allows
the passage of air, becoming the structure breathable,
providing physiologic comfort.

Figure 3. SMA structure after heat treatment.
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CONCLUSION

The underwear apparel has a wide range of opportunities and challenges. The challenges related to the
development of a SMA bra pad have even more
challenges due to the difficult processability of the
material. The blend of SMA wire and cotton yarn has
provided a better processability, because cotton
improves the SMA adherence. The experiment shows
that the incorporation of cotton in SMA structure does
not damage the shape memory effect of the pad.
Anyway, improvements must be done mainly related to
the handle of the pad and on the design structure of the
bra.
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ABSTRACT

REFERENCES

The use of conducting polymers for electronic functions
is mainly motivated by the low-end applications, where
low cost rather than advanced performance is a driving
force. Materials and processing methods must allow for
cheap production. Printing of electronics using inkjets
or classical printing methods has considerable potential
to deliver this. Another technology that has been around
for millennia is weaving using fibers. Integration of
electronic functions within fabrics, with production
methods fully compatible with textiles, is therefore of
current interest, to enhance performance and extend
functions of textiles.
The class of thin film components such as standard
polymer field-effect transistors, diodes or photovoltaics
however require well defined insulator thicknesses, and
multi-layers, and therefore these devices have limited
suitability for integration into electronic textiles.
We have instead used the approach of constructing
devices based on electrochemical function directly at the
junction of textile fibers. These devices include
electrochemical transistors, electrochromic devices and
light-emitting electrochemical cells. We have also
demonstrated that a number of these components can be
integrated to form simple digital logic1.
The realization of all organic devices directly on fiber
can open an avenue for construction of cheap, large area
and all organic computers, sensor arrays, displays and
more, integrated in textile.

1. 1. Hamedi, M., Forchheimer, R. & Inganas, O.
(2007), Nature Materials 6, 357–362.
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countries have carried out R&D projects on smart
textiles and wearable technology, in many cases
together with the local industry and with funding from
national or regional sources. As the units are rather
small and specialized in certain research fields, it was
recognized that by networking the Nordic know how a
substantial synergy could be achieved. The expertise
which can be offered to the industry for development
projects is therefore more versatile and competitive than
each partner organization can offer.

ABSTRACT

The NEST II (Networking Nordic intelligent textile
know how) project was formed as a continuation to the
feasibility project Nordic Centre of Excellence for
Smart Textiles and Wearable Technology, both with
funding from the Nordic Innovation Centre. The overall
objective of the project is to create a platform for
continuous collaboration and transfer of knowledge
between users, research institutes and Industrial
companies in the field of smart textiles and wearable
technology. Partners in the network are 7 research institutions in the Nordic and Baltic countries with activities
in the field.

OBJECTIVES AND ORGANISATION

The overall objective of the network is to create a
platform for continuous collaboration and transfer of
knowledge between users, research institutes and
industrial companies in the field of smart textiles and
wearable technology. The main practical tasks are to
arrange seminars / workshops with different special
topics, to maintain the internet website with actual
information, and to initiate international and national
projects for the benefit of the industry in this field.
The NEST II network has formed six special network
groups, based on different application fields:
– Smart automotive textiles (leader Swerea IVF AB)
– Sport and leisure wear (leader THS)
– Smart medical textiles (leader SWL)
– Intelligent protective clothing (leader SINTEF)
– Smart military textiles and clothing (leader SWL)
– Industrial textiles (leader DTI).

AUTHOR KEYWORDS

Smart textiles, wearable technology, networking.
INTRODUCTION

The traditional textile and clothing industry is losing
jobs and capacity in the Nordic countries as well as in
the whole EU. The industry needs more value added
products to compete with low cost imports that are
flooding the European markets. Smart textiles and
wearable technology has been identified as a potential
R&D area, in which new functional properties can be
integrated in hightech textile products as results of
cross-scientific research efforts.
Several research units in the Nordic and Baltic
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FURTHER INFORMATION

Please visit our website: www.nest.nu
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